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The 133 IPU Assembly took place from 17 to 21 October 2015, at the Centre international de
Conférences (CICG) in Geneva.
Attendance at the Assembly was as follows:
Members (Delegations from the Parliaments of 134 countries): Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria,
Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belarus, Belgium,
Benin, Bhutan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cabo Verde,
Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada, Chad, Chile, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, Djibouti, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany,
Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic
Republic of), Iraq, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lao People's
Democratic Republic, Latvia, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Madagascar, Malaysia,
Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Micronesia (Federated States of), Monaco,
Mongolia, Morocco, Myanmar, Namibia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria,
Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Palestine, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Republic
of Korea, Republic of Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Rwanda, San Marino, Sao Tome
and Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, Singapore, Slovenia, South Africa, South Sudan,
Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand, TimorLeste, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Viet Nam, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
Associate Members: the Arab Parliament, the East African Legislative Assembly (EALA),
the Inter-Parliamentary Committee of the West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU),
the Latin American Parliament (PARLATINO), and the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe (PACE).
The following two parliaments participated as Observers with a view to future affiliation: Comoros
and Vanuatu.
Observers: (i) the United Nations system: the UN Security Council’s Counter-Terrorism
Committee Executive Directorate (CTED), UN Security Council, Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO), the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the United
Nations, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), the
International Labour Organization (ILO), the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the Partnership for
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health (PMNCH), the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS
(UNAIDS), the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime (UNODC), UN Women, the World Health Organization (WHO); (ii) the
International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI), the International Organization
for Migration (IOM), World Bank, the World Trade Organization (WTO); (iii) the African Union, the
League of Arab States; (iv) the African Parliamentary Union (APU), the Arab Inter-Parliamentary
Union (AIPU), the Asian Parliamentary Assembly (APA), the Global Organization of
Parliamentarians against Corruption (GOPAC), the Inter-Parliamentary Assembly of the Member
Nations of the Commonwealth of Independent States (IPA CIS), the Maghreb Consultative Council,
Parliamentarians for Nuclear Non-proliferation and Disarmament (PNND), the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Black Sea Economic Co-operation (PABSEC), the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Mediterranean (PAM), the Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic-speaking countries (TurkPA), the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Union of Belarus and Russia, the Parliamentary Union of the
Organization of Islamic Cooperation Member States (PUIC), World Scout Parliamentary Union
(WSPU); (v) the Global Fund to Fight Aids, Tuberculosis and Malaria; (vi) Liberal International,
Socialist International; (vii) the Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces
(DCAF), the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the International Institute for
Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA), and the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC).
Of the 1,399 delegates who attended the Assembly, 647 were members of parliament.
Those parliamentarians included 41 Presiding Officers, 50 Deputy Presiding Officers and
210 women (32.5%).
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Opening of the 133rd Assembly
SITTING OF SUNDAY 18 OCTOBER 2015
(Morning)
The sitting was called to order at 11.15 a.m. with Mr. S. Chowdhury (Bangladesh), President
of the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), in the Chair.
The PRESIDENT thanked Switzerland for hosting the Assembly. He welcomed all
rd
participants to the 133 Assembly, in particular Fiji, which had been granted membership of the
Organization that morning. The election of both a new President and a new Secretary General in
the past year had created a new partnership at the head of the IPU. Consideration was being given
to how the Organization could be made 'fit for purpose' by assessing the efficiency and
effectiveness of its structures, and making them more responsive to the needs of the membership.
The IPU had a global, diverse membership. It must therefore apply its values consistently, while
taking a clear position on complex, sensitive and important world issues.
Largely owing to IPU advocacy, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development clearly
referred to the role of parliamentarians: the time had come to translate those words into action.
Parliamentary support had been crucial in lobbying for the inclusion of a goal on governance in the
Sustainable Development Goals. The new Goals were aspirational and ambitious. By setting
budgets, plans and programmes of work, national parliaments would play a key role in defining how
the Goals would be met in the context of each country’s particular circumstances. The Goals must
be considered as part of an interconnected package along with the Sendai Framework for Disaster
Risk Reduction and the outcome of the forthcoming Conference of the Parties to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. Over the years to come, every activity would
be viewed through the lens of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
However, complex challenges, including large-scale migration flows and increasing
terrorism, were threatening peace, development and stability the world over. Parliaments must add
value to the anti-terrorism process by making sure that the voice of the people was heard when
debating the defining issues of the moment. Over the past year, the IPU had been making
considerable efforts to reach out to young people and promote youth participation in politics; he
was pleased to note that students from the University of Geneva would be participating in the
Assembly. The IPU was also fostering cooperation with the United Nations. The Organization was
very proud of that relationship, which demonstrated that the international community had high
expectations of the world’s parliamentarians. Several heads of United Nations agencies would
address the Assembly.
During the course of the Assembly, a resolution would be adopted on democracy in the
digital era and the threat to democracy and individual rights. Those issues were at the heart of
parliaments’ work and he hoped the resolution would find broad consensus. Resolutions were not
simply adopted as a formality, but rather to ensure that all national parliaments took up the issues
contained in them and ensured regular follow-up. Resolutions facilitated the sharing of experiences
and best practices so as to shorten the learning curve.
Item 3 of the agenda
General debate
The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and more humane migration
The PRESIDENT said that the general debate would focus on one of the most pressing
contemporary global issues. It was clear that as representatives of the people, parliamentarians
had a critical role to play: they were well placed and duty bound to focus on the human face of
migration. They must ensure that migration and asylum policies complied with international human
rights principles. Parliamentarians also had a duty to inform their constituents, question
governments, lead by example when speaking to the media, condemn any form of hate speech,
and promote the view that migration was an opportunity rather than a problem. As the world
organization of parliaments, the IPU had a responsibility to bring the debate on migration to the
fore, and ensure prompt, concerted action.
Mr. W. LACY SWING, Director General, International Organization for Migration, said that
his Organization was proud of its relationship with the IPU, and delighted with the particularly timely
choice of subject for the general debate. The current era was one of unprecedented human
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mobility. The world’s population had quadrupled in the twentieth century and too many people –
about 1 billion in total – were being forced to move from their homes. There was unprecedented
anti-migrant sentiment, particularly in Europe, with harmful stereotypes being propagated.
Migration was a mega-trend that would continue as a result of demographic disparities, growing
North-South socioeconomic inequality, the digital revolution, environmental degradation and labour
demand. People were being forced to leave their homes and seek a safe haven elsewhere,
because of unprecedented humanitarian disasters, including war in the Syrian Arab Republic,
continuing instability in the Middle East and ethno-religious conflicts in Africa, as well as
environmental and natural disasters such as the recent super typhoon in the Philippines.
Parliamentarians had three powers that could affect the situation. Firstly, with the power of
policy, MPs could set the parameters for migration policy and protect migrants by ensuring a
people-centred, rights-based approach. Parliamentarians could influence national action plans and
strategies on the provision of public housing, on measures to combat racism and xenophobia, and
on access to health care and education. They could legislate to prohibit trafficking in persons, to
regularize migrants’ immigration status and to help them integrate smoothly and effectively into
their host society. They could make migration easier by facilitating dual citizenship and promoting
the portability of social security benefits.
Secondly MPs had the power of parlance. Migrants were victim to widespread negative and
misleading stereotypes. The public debate was toxic and some rhetoric in the public domain was
irresponsible. Parliamentarians had the power to change that by focusing their discourse on what
migrants contributed and on the opportunities that migration provided for host societies as well as
for migrants themselves.
Thirdly, parliamentarians held the power of the purse: the way in which they approved
budgets and allocated resources could affect migration policy. Parliaments could provide for
cultural orientation programmes, language learning and other measures to ensure harmonious
integration into host societies, and to avoid migrant ghettos. Funds could be allocated to facilitate
the safe return of migrants who did not qualify for protection under the Convention relating to the
Status of Refugees (1951). If they were returned safely, with resources to resume their lives in their
home countries, they would be less likely to become irregular migrants again. Ultimately, that
approach would be cheaper for receiving countries than bearing the cost of deportations. Granting
migrants access to medical services and education would lead to healthier, more educated
communities as a whole. Diaspora policy was important, and often neglected; migrants should be
encouraged not only to engage with their host society, but also to contribute to their home society.
Tax incentives for investment and trade, and out-of-country voting rights were particularly important
in that regard. Diaspora representation in parliament could also be beneficial.
The International Organization for Migration could provide support through its international
development fund, and could assist with studies, analysis, capacity-building and training. It had
recently established a Global Migration Data Analysis Centre in Berlin, which would provide data to
inform policymaking. Efforts were being made to engage with regional parliamentary assemblies
and to provide national-level support by participating in parliamentary hearings and roundtables,
and by providing seminars and training on migration-related policy issues. Migration was as old as
humankind. It was, in fact, the world’s oldest poverty reduction strategy. It was not a problem to be
solved, but rather a human reality that elected officials must manage in a fair, just and humane
manner for the benefit of all.
Mr. G. RYDER, Director-General, International Labour Organization (ILO), said that ILO
valued its partnership with the IPU very highly. A cooperation agreement had been concluded
between the two organizations in 1999, which was pursued actively. For example, a handbook for
parliamentarians on migration, human rights and governance, due to be launched at the current
Assembly, had been a joint initiative of the two organizations.
Migration was an extremely important global issue and ILO was at the intersection of the
economic and moral aspects that must guide migration management. The ILO Constitution referred
to the need to protect the interests of workers in countries that were not their own, and stated quite
clearly that labour was not a commodity. At a time when the economic case for migration had never
been stronger, the social and political obstacles to migration had never been greater. That paradox
must be addressed in a toxic environment of nationalistic and isolationist political attitudes. Now
more than ever, the international community must join forces to counter prejudice, misinformation
and stereotypes. There was ample evidence of the economic benefits of migration. In most
countries, migrants contributed in taxes and social contributions much more than they received in
individual benefits.
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Migrants faced considerable disadvantages. They were habitually required to make
substantial payments to recruitment agencies and other intermediaries. They suffered wage gaps
compared with local populations. They lacked access to social security benefits, and their skills and
qualifications were often not recognized in the host society. They also faced difficulties on their
return to their countries of origin.
ILO used two fundamental principles to address those issues: equal treatment between
migrants and local workers; and a requirement that fee-charging employment agencies should
charge employers, not workers. The case for migration should not be made from a purely economic
standpoint: economic reductionism could result in labour being treated as a commodity. The case
for migration looked different in a corporate boardroom than it did in societies and communities. It
also looked different from the perspectives of different government ministries. But whatever the
perspective, the movement of people internationally would, remain a key and growing feature of the
world and a substantial driver of change.
Whatever motives might lie behind the movement of people, work would almost inevitably
become part of the situation. Access to labour markets was the most powerful engine of integration
for migrant populations. New reasons for people to move were arising, such as the effects of
climate change, and the effects of technological innovation on the spatial location of work.
Important instruments existed that could affect all migration-related issues. For example, the
recently adopted 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development must be implemented.
Parliamentarians also had an important role to play in the ratification and implementation of
international law. In that regard, he drew attention to the ILO Domestic Workers Convention,
2011 (No. 189) and the Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29). He
called on all parliamentarians to examine those instruments carefully, ratify them and contribute
actively in the struggle for fair migration.
Ms. C. KASHETU KYENGE, Vice-President, ACP–EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly, said
that Europe was facing unprecedented migration flows. There was not only a legal, but also a
moral obligation to provide migrants with protection. Europe had become a place of hope, where
the values of freedom and respect for human rights were a source of comfort for thousands of
people. But Europe was also the most dangerous destination in the world. Thousands of people
had lost their lives crossing the Mediterranean.
In Italy, following the Lampedusa migrant shipwreck in 2013, the Mare Nostrum project had
been established in a bid to save human lives by rescuing migrants and fighting traffickers. The
challenges posed by migration would be insurmountable if the global community did not work
together. Nearly 60 million people were displaced around the world, and the number of people
fleeing conflict was unprecedented. Although immediate measures to address the crisis were
necessary, medium- and long-term plans to address the root causes of mass refugee movements
were also crucial.
The European Parliament had recently decided to relocate 120,000 people requiring
international protection from Greece and Italy to other member States of the European Union, in
addition to a further 40,000 other refugees already being moved. Those activities would have
immediate repercussions. With that in mind, financial provision had been made to hold an informal
meeting of the European Council. The European budget framework must be reviewed to ensure
that the financial implications of the migration crisis could be accounted for.
Although much had been done to address it, the migration crisis was only just beginning. It
was a global phenomenon and must be dealt with as such. A balance must be struck between
establishing a European asylum system, which was urgently needed, and ensuring that European
Union values were not undermined. The closing of internal borders was acceptable for specific
purposes and for a given time period, but was not an effective solution to the issues that arose from
large-scale influxes of migrants. Those fleeing war, persecution and poverty would find ways to do
so, despite barriers and fences. Crossing a border to seek political asylum was not a criminal act.
The European Commission and the EU heads of state and government considered that
developing a more effective policy on the return of migrants to their countries of origin was an
essential element of an effective migration policy. The European Parliament was fighting to prevent
arbitrary return to third countries: the fundamental rights of migrants must be respected at all times.
The European Parliament would consider a report in the near future that promoted a paradigm shift
in migration policy. It would allow the European Union to move from emergency thinking to the
consideration of medium- and long-term solutions. The protection of individuals and their
fundamental rights and freedoms must be at the centre of all measures taken. Migrants were not
numbers; they were people.
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Managing migration flows meant addressing the deep-rooted economic and political causes
of migration in countries of origin. A multi-sectoral approach was required, which linked foreign,
development and neighbourhood policies, and allowed receiving countries, transit countries and
countries of origin to cooperate effectively. Measures to counter trafficking in persons were
particularly crucial. Responsibility for the crisis was shared between European countries and
countries of origin. Legal channels for immigration must be provided, and must also include
humanitarian guarantees, visa issuance and family reunification. Migrants must have access to
education and employment, to enable them to contribute financially to their host society and to their
country of origin. The rise in racism and xenophobia in receiving countries was a matter of
misinformation and a lack of communication. The ageing population in Europe meant that the
workforce would be reduced by 15 million in the coming 10 years. Legal migration could contribute
significantly to bridging that employment gap. Migrants must be allowed to become fully integrated
members of their host society. The parliaments of Europe had the responsibility to guarantee that
universal human values were respected and to uphold their commitment to protect the human
rights and dignity of those who entered Europe because they were fleeing conflict, persecution
and poverty.
Mr. W. Simina (Federated States of Micronesia), Vice-President of the Assembly, took
the Chair.
Ms. S. MAHAJAN (India) said that migration was a phenomenon that had existed since time
immemorial and which all countries had experienced in some form or another. In recent times,
however, globalization had broken the barriers of the nation state and facilitated the movement of
people, goods, services and ideas. People chose to migrate in search of better opportunities, at
times under difficult economic, political and social circumstances. However, the exodus of
hundreds of thousands of people from the Syrian Arab Republic and neighbouring countries was a
refugee crisis rather than a trend of voluntary migration. Although migration in general posed
challenges for receiving countries, it also presented an opportunity for economic growth, human
development and cultural diversity. India had a rich history of migration, which had contributed to its
cultural heritage and its economy. Parliamentarians must support international efforts to address
the challenges associated with migration, and ensure that the dignity and human rights of migrants
were respected at all times.
Mr. S. KINGA (Bhutan) said that Bhutan, a small, least developed country in the Himalayas,
was not an economic or military power, but was located in one of the most strategically important
regions of the world. With a population of less than 1 million, it shared borders with two of the
world’s largest countries, India and China. Despite its size and vulnerability, Bhutan had survived
as an independent nation for nearly 400 years. It was a country of considerable ethno-linguistic
diversity, which was the consequence of a long history of migration. Bhutan’s successful
socioeconomic development, including the provision of free education and health care, had made it
an attractive destination for illegal economic migrants. Whatever the moral and economic
imperatives that drove migration, the national identity or security of countries of destination must
not be undermined. Historically, Bhutan was a receiving country and had a migrant workforce of
some 100,000 people. However, a delicate balance must be struck between protecting the lives of
refugees and asylum seekers forced from their homes by the ravages of war, conflict and
humanitarian disaster on the one hand, and guaranteeing national security on the other. Of the
17 Sustainable Development Goals recently adopted by the United Nations, four were migrationrelated. Bhutan would work hard to achieve them, as it had done with the Millennium
Development Goals.
Ms. V. MATVIENKO (Russian Federation) said that the choice of subject for the general
debate was timely. There were many underlying causes of migration, including economic factors,
poverty, unemployment and armed conflict. But migration was mostly caused by short sighted
policies pursued by various countries, their illegal interference in other States’ sovereign affairs, the
toppling of incumbent regimes and the imposition of so-called democracy without taking account of
local religious and cultural specificities. As a result, the world was now faced with Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and other terrorist organizations, which posed a serious threat to global
security. In a time of chaos, bloodshed and terror, millions of refugees were fleeing their homes in a
situation that could only be described as a humanitarian disaster. The Russian Federation was in
favour of creating an international coalition to fight against such evils, and to that end had decided
to support the President of the Syrian Arab Republic and the regular Syrian army, in line with
international law, in the fight against ISIS.
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Large-scale migration flows into Europe were posing a host of complex problems, including
the migration of terrorism, drugs and epidemics. Although many countries had responded with strict
immigration policies, restricting freedom of movement was not the solution. Migration was a global
issue, which could only be addressed successfully in a cooperative manner, based on both
humane principles and a delicate balance between the protection of human rights, national
interests and security. The Russian Federation had extensive experience of successfully
addressing migration issues. It was one of the world’s leading host countries and approximately
11 million foreign citizens currently lived in Russia. Efforts were made to foster integration, such as
by providing subsidized Russian language lessons. A total of 2,6 million Ukrainians had fled to the
Russian Federation because of the civil war in Ukraine and the fact that the Ukrainian Government
had prevented humanitarian aid from the Russian Federation reaching those in need. Every effort
was being made to integrate those who had fled into the labour market and provide them with
access to health care and education.
She thanked the President of the IPU for the statement that he gave during the first meeting
th
of the Governing Council’s 197 session on the need for inclusivity in international parliamentary
forums. The imposition of sanctions and barriers would not allow the world’s parliamentary
community to seek common solutions to pressing global issues.
Mr. P.H. KATJAVIVI (Namibia) said that the number of people around the world forcibly
displaced by conflict or persecution had reached its highest level since the Second World War.
More than 51 million people had fled their countries or were internally displaced. Whether migrants,
refugees or asylum seekers, their rights as human beings must be upheld. Migration had existed
throughout human history. However, the root causes of the current mass exodus must be
addressed. Parliamentarians had a key role to play so as to ensure a meaningful, balanced and
informed debate, and to promote fair and effective policies. The General Assembly of the United
Nations had adopted the 17 Sustainable Development Goals to end poverty, protect the planet and
ensure prosperity for all. In that regard, parliamentarians the world over must raise awareness,
combat stereotypes and resolve problems of social cohesion and national identity. Migration was a
global issue and could not be addressed by individual countries in isolation. Although it put a strain
on limited resources in host countries and countries of origin, it also contributed to ever-evolving
societies. A coordinated, global effort was therefore essential.
Mr. G. MOHABA MESU (Equatorial Guinea) said that the phenomenon of migration was an
urgent item on the global agenda, which must be addressed from a global perspective. Equatorial
Guinea was receiving migrants from around the world. Development policies were essential to
address the root causes of migration, and ensure that all people could live a life of dignity in their
countries of origin. The current situation of large-scale migration could only be addressed through
shared responsibility, cooperation and integration. Equatorial Guinea had taken legislative
measures to facilitate migration and eliminate xenophobia and discrimination, in particular by
guaranteeing the rights to social security, education and health care for all. Legislation on
naturalization had also been adopted. While it was essential to guarantee the human rights of
migrants and put an end to all forms of discrimination, host countries must also protect their own
citizens and must therefore avoid settling persons who could constitute a threat. Nevertheless
Equatorial Guinea placed emphasis on facilitating the integration of migrants, and guaranteeing
their safety and dignity, to ensure that they did not become marginalized.
Mr. R. NDIKURIYO (Burundi) said that migration was the voluntary movement of people from
one country to another for economic, political, cultural and religious reasons. In some cases, most
often in countries with dictatorships, people migrated to flee ethnic, religious and political
persecution. The global parliamentary community should work together in order to promote
migration policies that were beneficial to all countries, whether countries of origin, transit or
destination, and in order to ensure positive results that kept migrants safe from exploitation at all
stages in their journey. Policies to address the human tragedies associated with migration – in
particular the loss of life at sea – must be adopted not just nationally, but also at the regional and
international levels. Efforts were being made in Burundi to promote peace and democracy and to
foster development, in order to give the people of Burundi good reason to stay in their home
country. More must be done to ensure that Burundi’s democratic values bore fruit to the benefit of
the whole of society. Steps must be taken to curb the spread of terrorism in Africa, which was an
increasingly significant cause of migration.
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Mr. A. GERASYMOV (Ukraine), exercising his right of reply, said that the statement made by
the Russian Federation had been cynical and full of hypocrisy. The conflict in Ukraine was not a
civil war. He had witnessed the hostility, violence and misery that were the result of Russian
aggression against Ukraine. Russia was supplying terrorists with weapons and ammunition. The
so-called Russian humanitarian convoys had been sent to Ukraine without the consent of the
Ukrainian Government and in violation of the border regime and international standards. Terrorists
backed by Russia made it impossible for genuine deliveries of humanitarian assistance to be
made. The migration figures given by the Russian delegation had been manipulated. There were
more than 1.5 million internally displaced people in Ukraine as a result of the Russian aggression.
With regard to travel sanctions against Russian parliamentarians, dialogue should remain open at
all times. However, Ukrainian parliamentarians were being detained illegally by the Russian
authorities and were therefore also unable to participate in international meetings.
The sitting rose at 1.15 p.m.
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Sitting of Sunday, 18 October
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 2.40 p.m. with Mr. P.H. Katjavivi (Namibia), Vice-President
of the Assembly, in the Chair.
Item 3 of the agenda
General debate
The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and more humane migration
Resumption of the debate
Mr. D. DRAMANI (Togo) stressed the importance of identifying the root causes of migration
and finding solutions to migration-related problems. It was important that countries were aware of
their responsibilities and committed to protecting migrants. Recently broadcast media images of
refugees’ situations had demonstrated that current policies did not always fully respect the basic
rights of migrants. Alternative policies were therefore urgently needed that would respect the
human rights of migrants and at the same time recognize that States had the right to control their
borders and protect their peoples. As a country of origin, Togo had a significant diaspora in other
States. It was thus particularly vital to protect the remittances system, find a way to centralize
contributions that enabled the whole country to benefit, and introduce a national policy to prevent a
'brain drain'. As anti-migrant sentiment and xenophobia existed in some countries, it was important
that migrant flows and processes were well managed and well ordered.
Mr. N. BERRY (Lebanon) observed that there was often a political dimension to migration
that created increasing numbers of refugees. Half of the population of Lebanon was currently made
up of refugees, a large number of which were from Palestine and the Syrian Arab Republic.
Reductions in international aid were having a significant impact on their lives. Despite the
importance of material aid, political solutions were also essential, including the establishment of a
Palestinian State, in line with United Nations Security Council resolutions and international law.
Countries in the Middle East needed to work together to find solutions, particularly for the Syrian
Arab Republic. To that end, it was essential to combat terrorism and prevent the spread of
extremism, which had no basis in religion and threatened global peace and stability.
Mr. M.J. ALLAHAM (Syrian Arab Republic) said that although other causes of migration,
such as climate change, were important, the focus should be on extremism and terrorism, as those
were the main drivers of the current migration crisis. Some countries’ support for different groups in
his country had exacerbated the issue. The international response to terrorism continued to be
limited and constrained by the interests of certain individual States, despite a number of United
Nations Security Council resolutions calling for international cooperation and coordination in the
fight against terrorism. The coalition forces active in Syrian territory had had limited success. There
were doubts about its true aims, particularly in light of direct criticism of the actions of another
country in support of Syrian efforts to defeat Daesh. He applauded the role played by countries
such as the Russian Federation and the Islamic Republic of Iran in combating terrorist groups in his
country and encouraged other States to join the fight to eradicate terrorism before it spread to other
territories. It would only be possible to address the current refugee situation by ending terrorism in
Iraq, Libya and the Syrian Arab Republic. He urged donors to fulfil their commitments to run relief
operations in refugee camps. He called for a comprehensive national dialogue to shape the future
of his country as a secular, democratic and multicultural State.
Mr. L. HOUSAKOS (Canada) observed that images in the media reiterated the moral
imperative to act. His country was a party to relevant international agreements and in recent years
had seen increasing numbers of asylum applications, even before the current crisis. All States had
a responsibility to respect the human dignity of refugees and to provide for their basic needs. As
such it was essential to provide financial assistance to front-line States. Migrant smuggling required
particular attention and a multilateral approach. To that end, Canada was working with other States
and partners on boarder security initiatives. To ensure fairer, intelligent and more humane
migration, a long-term perspective should be taken. Any approach should include finding safe and
legal alternatives for 'boat people', be they refugees or economic migrants. Resettlement was one
option and Canada had a well-established refugee resettlement programme in place. As needs
increased, his country intended to review its commitments and find ways to do more. Civil society
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organizations and community and private groups played a key role in the resettlement programme.
Alternative measures proposed by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees included student scholarships, expanded opportunities for family reunification, temporary
protection schemes and labour mobility. He welcomed the inclusion of migration in the sustainable
development agenda. Temporary migration opportunities had a positive impact on migrants
themselves and on countries of origin and destination. It was essential, however, that migrant
workers enjoyed the same rights as the domestic workforce, that they returned to their country of
origin at the end of their authorized stay or that they had legal options to gain full citizenship. It was
particularly important to protect vulnerable migrants.
Mr. A. SALIFOU (Niger) explained that his country was a transit country for migrants
travelling to Europe. That posed a key challenge to Niger in light of the economic difficulties and
poverty that it faced. Migration had changed in nature and was now commonly practiced by young
people seeking El Dorado. Increased efforts were needed to ensure that young migrants did not fall
prey to human traffickers or were not subject to inhumane and degrading treatment. International
cooperation was vital in that regard. Measures to address trafficking in persons included
strengthening criminal legislation, increased monitoring and controls at exposed borders,
transnational tracking of trafficking networks and resource mobilization for social and economic
development programmes to encourage young people to stay in their places of origin. Niger had
made efforts to improve its border management, and ensure that the free movement of persons
both respected human dignity and was carried out in accordance with national and international
law. However, individual State action alone was not sufficient. Sustained international cooperation,
particularly in terms of information exchange, was essential. It was possible to manage migration
so that it was a source of revenue for migrants and a useful tool for host countries, without having
an impact on their unemployment levels.
Mr. M. ALGHANIM (Kuwait), stressing the difference between voluntary and forced
migration, said that his region was experiencing an unprecedented refugee crisis, which was
further exacerbated by pre-existing refugee situations. All efforts would be in vain if the symptoms
of the crisis were addressed without fixing the root causes of migration. That was particularly
important in the case of Palestine. The present situation was in contravention of documents such
as the Charter of the IPU and the Geneva Convention. Such contraventions should be condemned.
He urged the IPU to ensure that its Member Parliaments respected recent appeals to resolve the
issue: a peaceful solution was vital.
Ms. R. KADAGA (Uganda) said that the decision to migrate was not taken lightly. Many who
migrated were likely to be subject to trafficking and exploitation. Large movements of people, such
as those happening at present, had an impact on the environment and put pressure on the facilities
and communities of countries of arrival. As a result, those countries should put in place
contingency funds and plans to enable them to house, feed and settle migrants in large numbers
when necessary. Immigration quotas were also an option. Trafficking in persons was a significant
issue. Trafficking networks were often well organized and potentially enjoyed the complicity of
border officials and other relevant actors. Despite that, it did not appear that steps were being
taken to prosecute traffickers under international law. It was also important to treat skilled and
unskilled migrants equally. In addition, the increasingly globalized world meant that developed
countries should take an interest in the stability of other countries and invest in the infrastructure
and industries of those countries to help create jobs. More corporate social responsibility was also
required in that regard. Highlighting the different categories of migrant women, she expressed
concern that the domestic work sector, in which the majority of workers were women, was the most
abused area of employment. Domestic workers were often subject to sexual abuse and
harassment, physical violence, food and sleep deprivation and other forms of cruelty. Moreover,
domestic work was often not classified as work, so that workers did not qualify for legal protection
under labour laws.
Ms. A. BRASSEUR (Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe) underscored that
migration was a global phenomenon, which had to be addressed by a global and strategic
approach. Europe, in particular, should shoulder its responsibilities in managing the current refugee
crisis. The failure to anticipate the scale of the problem meant that countries were overwhelmed. As
a result, they were bargaining over quotas, which was shameful. Providing shelter and support to
those fleeing conflict and extreme poverty was both a moral and international obligation.
Parliamentarians had a key role to play in responding to the crisis by: raising governments'
awareness of the gravity of the situation; developing a strategic migration management policy both
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at the national and regional levels; tackling the root causes of refugee situations and irregular
migration; ensuring that the human rights of migrants were appropriately respected and protected;
encouraging the integration of migrants into host communities, which required efforts from both
migrants and hosts; facilitating migrants’ access to education; speaking out against discrimination
and xenophobia; and communicating with constituents, answering their questions and supporting
grassroots initiatives. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe had already been
active in some of those areas. It had organized a visit by parliamentarians from 20 European
countries to refugee camps in Turkey to see the situation on the ground. A future trip was planned
to the Greek island of Kos to gather first-hand information on the situation and needs of both
refugees and the authorities. National delegation visits to detention facilities for irregular migrants
were also planned as part of International Migrants Day in order to ensure that migrants’
fundamental rights were respected. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe had
developed a guidebook for parliamentarians on the issue of such visits.
Mr. V. DA SILVA GUTERRES (Timor-Leste) observed that political instability often led to
economic difficulties, causing people to migrate for both economic and safety reasons. Such
instability was sometimes caused by external interference, guided by different interests and
disguised as humanitarian efforts. There was a moral imperative not to ruin peoples’ lives under the
pretext of intervention for human rights reasons. Highlighting the recent experiences of many
Timorese citizens and Sahrawi refugees of the Western Sahara territory, he noted that the recent
migration crisis was characterized by two main flows of migrants: those escaping conflict areas,
and those seeking a better life economically. The numbers of refugees attempting to reach Europe
were small in comparison to those being hosted by neighbouring countries such as Jordan, and in
comparison to the thousands of refugees leaving countries such as Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri
Lanka. It was regrettable that such situations only received widespread attention when they
threatened the borders of Europe. Migration, which was worsened by trafficking and smuggling,
was an inevitable occurrence, particularly in light of unequal development, armed conflict,
discrimination and climate change. Cooperation and transparency among all partners was vital to
address economic migration. Any migration policy should include a partnership platform involving
countries of origin and destination; that would enable them to maximize the benefits of migration
and minimize the risks. A network for the exchange of information on migration opportunities and
quotas should also be developed.
Mr. R. TALBI EL ALAMI (Morocco) said that countries should not forget recently broadcast
media images of migrant situations. The migration crisis posed a significant challenge. Although
the economic and political causes of the crisis required urgent consideration, issues such as
terrorism and people and drug trafficking should also be addressed. According to the United
Nations Development Programme, the current crisis was characterized by the proliferation of well–
educated migrants. That caused a significant brain drain in countries of origin, although it also had
a potentially positive impact in host countries. It was important to respect the human rights of
migrants and therefore use human rights law to protect them. He encouraged the IPU to carry out a
study on migration flows around the world which included consideration of the role of parliaments in
addressing migration. Morocco had recently introduced a new migration policy to respond to its
shifting status from transit to host country and was happy to share its experiences in that regard.
As part of the policy, Morocco did not apply selection criteria but welcomed all migrants. A lack of
resources and wealth was not an obstacle. Morocco was also open to the self-determination of the
Sahrawi people.
Mr. P. MATIBINI (Zambia) said that fair and effective migration policies should ensure that
countries of origin could benefit from both increased skills among returning workers and technology
transfer. Migrant workers should also be able to send remittances home and so contribute to
poverty alleviation and economic growth. Host countries benefited from migrant workers through
filling gaps in the labour market. International migration therefore could have a potentially positive
impact on countries of origin and destination. However, xenophobia triggered by recession and
unemployment in host countries had led to increased hostility towards immigrants and the violation
of their human rights. Migration policies should include measures to: encourage destination
countries not to be selective; recognize the positive impact of remittances; and educate countries of
origin on ways to attract emigrants to return in order to contribute to the socio-economic
development of their countries of origin. Zambia had enacted several pieces of legislation on
migration issues, on topics such as trafficking in persons, immigration, deportation, refugees and
asylum-seekers. The importance of international cooperation to migration management should not
be underestimated.
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Ms. V. Matvienko, Vice-President of the Assembly, took the Chair.
Mr. A. ALMULLA (Bahrain) said that the current migration crisis was a major burden for
many countries. It was incumbent on parliaments to work together to find solutions and foster
peace and stability in all regions. His country continued to suffer from terrorist activity, which was
often supported by militias and other States. Moreover, some organizations were using
humanitarian slogans and guises to destabilize countries by spreading disinformation. Bahrain was
undergoing a process of reform, which was a positive step and which would continue, regardless of
other events. The humanitarian situation in the region was of particular concern. Bahrain was
committed to providing humanitarian and financial aid to the affected countries. Nevertheless, there
was more to do. Refugees, including Palestinian refugees, were in a very difficult situation. A clear
message from parliaments was needed that supported the right of Palestinians to their own State.
Although his country welcomed migrants, it was a challenging situation for all involved.
Unfortunately xenophobia did occur, mainly as a result of cultural differences and economic
challenges. Solutions were needed to prevent the situation from worsening. It was vital to create a
legal framework to properly manage migration, improve the provision of aid and help people find a
better life.
Mr. W. SIMINA (Federated States of Micronesia) stated that migration was a truly global
phenomenon. Even his country had hosted refugees and asylum-seekers who had been rescued
by Micronesian maritime patrols while en route to a different destination. Caring for those people
had posed a challenge to the country’s already small budget. A solution to the issue was urgently
needed but it should not involve moving migrants to third countries in exchange for financial
assistance. That merely swept the problem under the rug, without considering the social, economic
and political impact on the third countries. Climate change was another substantial migrationrelated challenge. If sea levels continued to rise unchecked, many islands in the Pacific would
become uninhabitable and so trigger mass migration. He hoped that the global community would
come together and address that problem. In addition to talking about migration issues, it was
important to take action. On his return to Micronesia, he intended to introduce legislation to
appropriate US$ 100,000 to help address the migration crisis. He would consult with the IPU to
assess where those funds could best be used. The amounts involved were significant to a small
State and showed that all countries, whether large or small, could make a contribution. Other
countries should do the same.
Ms. M. GOJKOVIĆ (Serbia) said that her country had taken in a large number of migrants,
although it was principally a transit country. To date, 90 per cent of the costs of registration, shelter
and medical assistance for the refugees and migrants had been covered by the State budget. But
donors and international and civil society organizations were providing additional support to help
prepare for the winter. Addressing a refugee crisis was a matter of solidarity and respect for human
rights. The answer was to cooperate and share, not to build walls at borders and overestimate
security threats. To enable the world to face future migration challenges, continued efforts were
needed to develop institutions and strengthen democracy and to facilitate international cooperation.
Mr. D. KIDEGA (East African Legislative Assembly) said that migration was a predominant
and persistent characteristic of humanity and that a fresh approach was needed. The root causes
of migration should be addressed, together with the stigma and discrimination faced by migrants in
host countries. Member States of the East African Community hosted refugees from conflicts in
neighbouring countries. Efforts were focused on developing a politically stable and sustainable
region, where political unity was key. Parliaments could help to address migration issues, including
by: ensuring effective implementation of the sustainable development agenda, particularly in areas
of peace, development, migration and human rights; enacting robust legislation against trafficking
in persons ; advocating for legal migration channels, such as resettlement, family reunification and
work and study visas; and encourage the allocation of additional resources to migration issues,
both at the national and international levels.
Mr. M.C. SY (Burkina Faso) expressed appreciation for the support received from the
international community to uphold democracy following the coup attempt in his country. He said
that, in light of seemingly insoluble conflicts, many people were turning to migration as their only
option, without considering the impact on host countries. Nevertheless, the root cause of the
migration crisis was the unbalanced distribution of the world’s riches. Multinational corporations
from developed countries in the North had access to almost all of the world’s natural resources.
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That contributed to developed countries being seen as the dream destination by people from the
developing world. Solving the migration crisis required prevention and resolution mechanisms for
challenges such as conflict, neo-colonialism and economic imperialism. It was also necessary to
challenge stereotypes and clichés about migrants and to recognize that the analysis of the
determinants of migration was often biased, which resulted in increased xenophobia. That situation
was the result of years of ineffective governance in poor countries and of the complicity of certain
countries which protected their own people by exploiting the populations and natural resources of
other States. As long as international cooperation was biased by the interests of certain countries,
immigration would be difficult to address. All actors must play their role in addressing migration and
its determinants. When people from the developed world moved to other countries, they were seen
as expatriates, while those from the developing world were seen as economic migrants or
refugees. The IPU should adopt a resolution requiring parliaments to develop effective policies and
mechanisms to resolve the challenges related to migration. Liberty, justice and well-being were
universal ideals that were not restricted by artificial borders. Parliaments should do their utmost to
work for peace and stability and to enable everyone to seek those ideals. The Earth was a common
heritage for all and stopping people from settling where they wished represented a violation of the
right to that universal heritage.
Mr. A.R. IBRAHIMI (Afghanistan) explained that situations such as poor living conditions,
poverty, disease, natural disasters, conflicts and wars meant that migration was common. Ensuring
the safety of migrants and the protection of their rights was a key priority. In most cases, migration
had a positive impact for migrants, countries of origin and countries of destination. Achieving
tangible and effective results on the matter would be subject to a number of obstacles and
challenges. As some migrants were highly qualified, governments generally did not want to lose
such people; but those people were welcomed by countries with low population growth and better
economic opportunities. Economic migration should be regulated so that both sides could benefit.
Migration had been an issue in Afghanistan for many years. It had resulted from periods of
occupation, wars and external interventions, which had increased unemployment and had also
severely damaged the economy and infrastructure. The ongoing conflict in the northern provinces
continued to produce more internally displaced persons and refugees. He urged the international
community not to forget about Afghanistan's situation at such a critical juncture.
Mr. A. HOUNGBEDJI (Benin) stated that migration was an important part of population and
societal dynamics. It offered economic, cultural and social benefits for all countries involved, as
long as it took place under normal sociological conditions. However, the current migration crisis
accentuated peoples’ vulnerabilities. It required the international community and all those
associated with international humanitarian law to act in a coordinated manner in order to find
appropriate and sustainable solutions for all countries involved. Action was needed at both the local
and global levels. His country hosted many refugees from countries in West Africa and had decided
to grant refugees a special status that enabled them to obtain residents' permits free of charge. As
part of the process, Benin had requested the governments of the refugees' countries of origin to
provide the necessary administrative documents. In the case of Togo, the Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees had given invaluable support. That decision had enabled
thousands of refugees to make a social and economic contribution to the Benin. To address current
and future migration challenges, development cooperation policies that took into account human
mobility were needed, together with migration management policies that respected human rights
and public freedoms. Awareness-raising and integration programmes were also key.
Ms. N. MOTSAMAI (Lesotho), emphasizing the need to address migration situations through
a collaborative humanitarian approach, said that strong policies and legal frameworks which
respected the human rights of migrants were crucial. It was important to focus on exchanging
experiences. Her country had developed a number of frameworks and policies on migrant-related
issues, including on the diaspora, data protection, returning migrants and bilateral labour
agreements. It had also established a multi-stakeholder committee on migrant issues. Lesotho
experienced significant migrant flows as a result of minimal natural resources, high youth
unemployment, poverty, food insecurity and climatic conditions. Lesotho was also a host country
and unfortunately traffickers were active in its territory. Remittances comprised approximately one
third of its gross domestic product. As migrants had such significant financial capacities, policies
that could target migrants as development actors should be considered. It was planned to issue a
unique identity document to immigrants and refugees in Lesotho to enable them to access
services. The approach was designed to prevent migrants from resorting to people traffickers or
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smugglers. Lesotho had also reached a bilateral agreement with South Africa on the free
movement of citizens. Concerted efforts were needed to maximize the developmental benefits of
migration and minimize the negative impacts on countries of origin and destination.
Mrs. E. MADZONGWE (Zimbabwe) said that the current migration crisis required a
concerted regional and global response. A global framework was needed that clearly outlined the
responsibilities of each actor in a way that did not place particular burdens on one or more
countries. Countries of origin, transit and destination needed to share the responsibility of
managing refugee flows and create a safer and more humane environment for migrant movements.
In light of increased xenophobia and anti-migrant sentiment in many countries, a comprehensive
approach was needed to deconstruct the myths and stereotypes that had proliferated about
migrants and encourage social acceptance of migrants. The media had an important role to play in
that regard. In turn, migrants had to respect the laws of their host countries. It was important for all
countries to play their part in solving the migration crisis through a holistic approach.
Mr. A. ALJARWAN (Arab Parliament) noted that there were many obstacles to peace and
security and to ensuring the safety of migrants. It was essential that migrants were treated in
accordance with international law. He thanked countries in his region that had taken in Syrian
refugees and stressed that Islam was a peaceful religion. Any extremist views and activities did not
reflect the key tenets of Islam and, as such, education was vital to push back extremist groups. In
light of the seriousness of the situation, the Arab Parliament had called on the United Nations and
UNESCO to intervene in the Syrian Arab Republic in order to help protect the heritage of mankind.
Moreover, the international community needed to assume its ethical responsibility in the crisis. An
urgent resolution to the conflict was needed in accordance with the Geneva Convention, which
would enable the country to be rebuilt and migrants to return home. Political dialogue and initiatives
in line with international law would be crucial in that regard. As regards the situation of the
Palestinian people, he condemned current aggression by Israel. The international community
should do more to foster peace and democracy and to resolve the situation. The Arab Parliament
supported efforts to establish a sovereign Palestinian State. In the case of Yemen, he encouraged
the international community to work with Saudi Arabia in order to re-establish peace and help the
Yemeni people. He also called on the Islamic Republic of Iran to stop any intervention in Bahrain.
Mr. M.J. ABBASI (Pakistan) observed that it was important to recognize migrants as
legitimate participants in social, economic and political processes and to define and acknowledge
mutual rights and responsibilities. Migration provided opportunities to resolve national challenges
such as growth, unemployment, poverty and income inequalities. Pakistan was endeavouring to
enhance its capacity to manage migration-related benefits through developing skills, productively
using remittances and improving the migrant-host society relationship. Integration was a two-way
process: migrants and host societies both had responsibilities and obligations. Discrimination
against migrants prevented integration and put the social fabric of the host society at risk. Migrants
should be included in health-care and social security programmes. Parliaments had an obligation to
take effective action to combat discrimination, xenophobia and violence against migrants, In order
to do so, parliaments must be convinced of the importance of multi-ethnic and multicultural
societies. In times of political tension, migrants were often the first to be suspected of being a
security risk, which inadvertently encouraged xenophobia. Pakistan placed particular importance
on matching short-term market considerations with long-term demographic trends, on avoiding the
politicization and stigmatization of migrants and on promoting inter-State dialogue to find common
ground between countries of origin and destination. Regional consultative processes were useful
and bilateral cooperation between countries in the same region was particularly important.
Approaches such as free trade agreements containing provisions for the mobility of workers could
help reduce and prevent irregular migration. Trafficking also required particular attention. A twopronged approach was needed to both deal with traffickers and address the root causes of the
issue. It was the collective responsibility of the international community to address the current
migration crisis through political unity and action on the ground. A human-rights based approach
was also key.
Mr. P. BURKE (Ireland) noted that addressing the migration crisis was an enormous
challenge for all and increased cooperation was vital. The United Nations was undertaking vital
work to address the root causes of mass migration and provide humanitarian assistance to
refugees and migrants. He urged States to cooperate and work with the Special Representative of
the UN Secretary-General on International Migration and Development. Ireland was supporting
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humanitarian efforts by providing funding and other resources and had recently established
programme to provide a safe haven to persons seeking protection. As part of that programme it
had also agreed to resettle over 4,000 refugees. Ireland had also deployed rescue ships in the
Mediterranean Sea, which had already saved many lives. That humanitarian action would continue.
The crisis in the Syrian Arab Republic was having a substantial impact on neighbouring countries
such as Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey, all of which were playing host to large number of
Syrian refugees.
Mrs. F. DIB (Syrian Arab Republic), exercising the right of reply, observed that the President
of the Arab Parliament had requested the international community to intervene in order to protect
the Syrian Arab Republic, but had been silent on the issue when the western coalition had carried
out bombing raids. Russian operations in her country had been carried out in accordance with
international law, United Nations Security Council resolutions and the wishes of the legitimate
Syrian Government. It was important that the principle of non-interference in the sovereign affairs
of States was respected. She also asked what kind of protection the President of the Arab
Parliament was expecting for Yemen.
The sitting rose at 5.50 p.m.
Item 2 of the agenda
Consideration of requests for the inclusion of an emergency item in the Assembly agenda
(A/133/2-P.1 to P.6 and A/133/2-Inf.1.rev.2)
The PRESIDENT outlined the procedure to be followed, pursuant to rule 11.2 of the Rules of
the Assembly, for voting on an emergency item for inclusion in the Assembly agenda. The
Secretariat had received four proposals for the subject of the emergency item:
-

-

-

The role of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, parliaments, parliamentarians, and international
and regional organizations in providing necessary protection and urgent support to those
who have become refugees through war, internal conflict, and socio-economic situations
according to the principles of international humanitarian law and international conventions
(United Arab Emirates and Sudan)
The role of the Inter-Parliamentary Union in countering the terrorism and extremism of
Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), Al-Nusra Front (ANF) and other terrorist groups
associated with them (Syrian Arab Republic)
Protecting human rights in the fight against terrorism and violent extremism (Mexico)
The role of parliaments in taking urgent action to protect the climate (New Zealand)
He invited the sponsoring delegations to introduce their proposals.

Ms. A. ALQUBAISI (United Arab Emirates), introducing the joint proposal submitted by the
United Arab Emirates and Sudan (document A/133/2-P.6), said that a large-scale human tragedy
was being caused by unprecedented migratory flows from areas ravaged by political tension and
conflict. People were being driven out of their homes in situations that constituted grave violations
of international humanitarian law and human rights. There were more than 30 million refugees in
the world and in recent months alone, almost 3,000 had died in transit. Refugees must be
protected. Parliamentarians had a crucial role to play in defending the rights of refugees and
holding governments accountable in their application of international law. Parliamentarians, as
representatives of the people, must work together to ensure that international human rights and
humanitarian law were fully respected at all times.
Mr. M. MUSTAFA ALDAO (Sudan) urged the Assembly to adopt the proposed emergency
item. The number of refugees was growing and States that bordered countries of origin were
shouldering an enormous burden. The international community had a duty to assist. The IPU could
play an important role in mobilizing its Member Parliaments to take action in order to protect
refugees and foster the integration of migrants into their host societies. Refugees must be allowed
to enjoy the rights that would enable them to live a decent life in dignity. The global community
must provide them with shelter, while also working together to address the root causes of the
issues that had led them to flee their countries in search of safety. Men, women and children were
travelling long distances over land and taking precarious journeys by sea; many were dying en
route. The world’s parliamentarians and the international community must work together to
protect them.
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Ms. F. DIB (Syrian Arab Republic), introducing the proposal in document A/133/2-P.3, said
that the Syrian people were fighting to defend their rights. She urged the world’s parliaments to act
together in order to counter terrorism and extremism, both of which constituted a grave threat to
world peace and security. Refugees and migrants must be given sanctuary, and all efforts must be
made to protect Syria’s national heritage. The global community must stand firm against terrorism
and defend the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and the precepts of peace
and democracy on which the IPU had been founded. Terrorism was a time bomb, which must
be stopped.
Ms. M. GUERRA (Mexico) introduced the emergency item proposed by her country
(document A/133/2-P.4) and said that the provisions of international humanitarian law required all
parties to distinguish between civilians and military targets. However, the fight against terrorism
could lead to considerable numbers of innocent victims. The world must stand together against
expressions of violent extremism. She called on parliamentarians to urge their governments to
cooperate with international organizations in the fight against terrorism. All Parliaments had a duty
to review the standards and legislation for the regulation of intelligence issues and to ensure
respect for international humanitarian and human rights law.
Mr. G. KENNEDY (New Zealand) introduced the proposed emergency item contained in
document A/133/2-P.5. He said that, as representatives of the people, parliamentarians knew
about the pain that climate change was inflicting around the world, destroying homes, livelihoods,
and physical security. Extreme weather was exacting a toll on humanity that could not be ignored.
Climate change was one of the greatest contemporary challenges as global emissions continued to
increase. The imminent Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change was arguably one of the most important international meetings of all time.
Parliamentarians were the representatives of the world’s people and must therefore debate the
subject in plenary, where all delegations could exchange views and report those views to their
national parliaments. Climate protection was too important to be left to the executive branch of
government. It was a global emergency and must be debated in an emergency context.
The PRESIDENT said that since four proposals remained on the table, the Assembly must
vote to select an emergency item for discussion.
The SECRETARY GENERAL explained the voting procedure.
Following a roll-call vote, the joint proposal submitted by the delegations of the United Arab
Emirates and Sudan was adopted and added to the agenda as Item 7.
The sitting rose at 7.15 p.m.
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Final agenda

rd

Item 1

Election of the President and Vice-Presidents of the 133 Assembly

Item 2

Consideration of requests for the inclusion of an emergency item in the
Assembly agenda

Item 3

General Debate on The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and
more humane migration

Item 4

Democracy in the digital era and the threat to privacy and individual freedoms
(Standing Committee on Democracy and Human Rights)

Item 5

Reports of the Standing Committees on Peace and International Security;
Sustainable Development, Finance and Trade; and United Nations Affairs

Item 6

Approval of the subject item for the Standing Committee on Democracy and
th
Human Rights at the 135 IPU Assembly and appointment of the Rapporteurs

Item 7

The role of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, parliaments, parliamentarians, and
international and regional organizations in providing necessary protection and urgent
support to those who have become refugees through war, internal conflict and social
circumstances, according to the principles of international humanitarian law and
international conventions.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Sitting of Monday 19 October
(Morning)
The meeting was called to order at 9.20 a.m. with Mr. M.R. Rabbani (Pakistan), VicePresident of the Assembly, in the Chair.
Item 7 of the agenda
Plenary debate on the emergency item:
The role of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, parliaments parliamentarians, and
international and regional organizations in providing necessary protection and
urgent support to those who have become refugees through war, internal conflict
and social circumstances, according to the principles of international
humanitarian law and international conventions
(A/133/2-P.6)
Mr. M. MUSTAFA ALDAO (Sudan), introducing the draft resolution (document A/133/2-P.6),
said that the plight of refugees was a global phenomenon that affected every country in the world
without exception. The international community should work together to address the root causes of
mass migration. It should seek solutions, legislate and make policy to find sustainable solutions to
the situations that caused people to flee their homes. A selfless and determined approach was
essential to find a long-term solution to the conflicts, poverty, and lack of development and growth
that led people to seek a better life and better conditions elsewhere.
Ms. M. LUGARIĆ (Croatia) said that the draft resolution could draw more attention to the
situation of refugee children, adolescents and young people. They were particularly vulnerable and
had unique needs and rights that were not adequately addressed in national migration policies.
Despite the international framework to protect and promote the human rights of all individuals,
young refugees faced severe difficulties, including isolation, exclusion, discrimination and
insecurity. They frequently lost their social networks and were left without parental guidance and
care. Refugee women and children were vulnerable to trafficking and abuse, and often became
victims of discrimination, marginalization and poverty. Laws and policies should address the
specific vulnerabilities of young refugees and the different needs of women and men on the move.
Gender sensitive and age-appropriate policies should be applied in countries of origin, transit and
destination to prevent human trafficking and refugee smuggling. Children and adolescents must
have access to age-appropriate information on safe migration and on their rights and obligations.
They should be encouraged to participate in debate and policymaking at the local, national,
regional and global levels to ensure that they were seen and heard.
Mr. A. EL ZABAYAR SAMARA (Venezuela) said that around the world, a variety of
phenomena were causing large movements of people. Venezuela had shouldered the social
burden of hosting 5 million refugees from Colombia, all of whom had enjoyed social rights,
guaranteed by the Government. There were also large numbers of internally displaced persons still
in Colombia, who received health and education services from Venezuela. Colombians in
Venezuela received housing benefits, and education; Venezuelan medical teams provided health
services to displaced Colombians in Colombia. The international community must work together to
address the underlying causes that led to such a mass exodus of people from their homes. The
situation in the Syrian Arab Republic was particularly serious. Mercenaries were being trained in
Syrian territory by the United States Government, and later joining Islamic State. Toyota trucks
provided by the United States Government had ended up in the hands of Daesh. The actions of the
Russian Federation were particularly welcome: Russian airstrikes had achieved in one day more
than the West had managed to achieve in the past year.
Mrs. C. VIENNE (Belgium) said that the world was evolving, and the movement of people,
either to escape conflict or the consequences of climate change, was not a temporary
phenomenon. Large-scale migration was a societal development that must be managed. A global
overview of the movement of populations was therefore essential. All refugees deserved protection
and support. Coordinated action between countries of destination and origin was particularly
important. Migrants must always have the possibility to return to their countries of origin. They must
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maintain links with the culture and society of home and must equally be supported in their efforts to
integrate into the culture and society of their host country. The fragile and vulnerable situation of
women and children deserved particular attention: they could not successfully integrate into host
societies without access to language, culture and education. Building walls and closing borders to
prevent the influx of migrants was not acceptable. A global problem could not be solved through
isolationist policies: coordinated efforts were required. The criminalization of refugees must also
stop. Wanting a better and more dignified life was not a crime.
Mr. A. AL-AHMAD (Palestine) said that parliaments had a key role to play in dealing with the
crises facing the world, not only by addressing the symptoms and results of those crises, but also
by tackling their root causes. Parliamentarians must cooperate with their governments and the
international community as a whole. For more than 60 years, Palestinian refugees had been
displaced all over the world as a result of the ongoing war waged against the Palestinian people by
Israel, and other wars erupting in neighbouring areas. Palestinian refugees who had sought
sanctuary in the Syrian Arab Republic were now fleeing for their lives. Similarly, during the Israeli
wars against Lebanon in the 1980s and the wars in Iraq, hundreds of thousands of Palestinian
refugees in Lebanon had been further displaced; tens of thousands had died at sea. When would
the suffering end? All people, wherever they might be, were humans, with the right to seek a better
life for themselves and their families. Millions of people were seeking asylum around the world.
Rather than just discussing how to address the coming refugee crisis, real steps must be taken to
resolve the root causes of forced migration, to halt wars of aggression and to support the efforts of
people in developing countries both to improve their economies and to allow them to live in security
and dignity.
Mr. F. RABBI (Bangladesh) said that around the world, 50 million people had been forcibly
displaced by conflict and persecution. Instability and violence continued to fuel massive
displacement, not only in the Middle East, but also in Africa. The neighbours of conflict-ridden
countries shouldered a great burden; it was disappointing that others were reluctant to share it.
Despite its difficult socioeconomic situation, Bangladesh had always welcomed refugees.
Globalization and growing socioeconomic disparities had also influenced international migration,
with many young people risking their lives to go in search of a better future, opening themselves to
potential exploitation and abuse. States regarded such movements as a threat to their sovereignty
and security. The illegal migration and displacement crisis was a new development challenge. It put
strains on the resources of destination countries, particularly with respect to law enforcement.
Mr. M. KADAM (Chad) said that Chad welcomed the choice of emergency item, which had
given the Assembly the opportunity to address a crucial and complex issue. As well as taking an
active role in the fight against terrorism in Mali and the fight against Boko Haram, Chad was
hosting large numbers of refugees from Sudan, the Central African Republic and Nigeria, which
was putting a strain on its limited resources. International support had been crucial, in particular
from the International Organization for Migration, the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the European Union, the African Union and the United
States of America. He proposed several amendments to the text of the resolution. The resolution
should place greater focus on refugee flows into non-European countries, and should give more
consideration to the needs of receiving countries, in particular the need for financial aid to ease the
burden on developing host countries with large refugee populations.
Mr. P.F. CASINI (Italy) said that he welcomed the choice of subject. Insufficient
consideration had been given to how the global migration situation would be addressed in future.
Europe could not be defended against migration by building walls. The root causes of mass
migration must be addressed: the fight against poverty was still ongoing and climate change was
leading to food shortages, while terrorism had undermined the rule of law and resulted in the failure
of traditional States. Somalia, Libya and the Syrian Arab Republic, among others, had become
terrorist States, where religious persecution and violence were driving people away from their
homes in search of safety. Although birth rates in Europe tended to be low, many other parts of the
world had increasing populations, which would lead to increased economic migration. The
European Union should consider establishing a neighbourhood policy with the Mediterranean
region and providing more development assistance in countries of origin. Religious freedom was
particularly important and terrorism, in all its forms, should be eliminated. That could only be
achieved through concerted joint efforts.
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Mr. M ALKHARABSHEH (Jordan) said that parliamentarians had a responsibility to reflect on
the current complex migration situation, particularly on how to support neighbouring countries and
countries of origin. It was only natural that people whose well-being and livelihoods were in danger
wanted to seek a safe haven and a better quality of life; many were fleeing war and terror. For
decades, Jordan had been receiving massive inflows of refugees from Lebanon, Iraq and the
Syrian Arab Republic. Jordan's population had doubled as a result. Receiving countries must
therefore receive more assistance to help them shoulder the burden. The international community
must accept its responsibilities, as migration was a global issue. If Europe was struggling to host
350,000 refugees, how could Jordan be expected to shelter the 1.5 million Syrians arriving across
the full length of its borders? Words were not enough: logistical support was crucial. European
governments must assume their responsibilities both in terms of providing support for host
countries that were overburdened, and in hosting more refugees themselves. The refugee situation
in Jordan was untenable, yet refugees could not be sent back to the inhuman conditions from
which they had fled. Aid was essential to enable Jordan to provide health care, food, shelter,
education and clothing for all refugees, without diminishing the services provided to the
Jordanian people.
Mr. E. JALILI (Islamic Republic of Iran) said that the Islamic Republic of Iran was a haven for
refugees from the Middle East region. Every effort was made to provide them with necessary
services and facilities. Iran had hosted about three million refugees, all seeking a safe haven from
conflicts in neighbouring countries, and therefore understood the difficulties faced both by refugees
and host countries. Thousands of refugees, mostly from the Syrian Arab Republic, Iraq and
Afghanistan, were struggling to overcome difficult and dangerous situations. The root causes of
mass migration, in particular terrorism, must be addressed.
Ms. S. KOUSANTINI (Tunisia) said that Tunisia had adopted a new Constitution after the
revolution and that its new parliament had galvanized the country’s political strength. The world’s
parliamentarians must debate the need to provide protection and urgent support to the victims of
war, conflict and socioeconomic disparity. The whole world had been moved by the images of little
Aylan, the Syrian child who had drowned while crossing to Turkey and whose body had washed up
on a Turkish beach. Consideration must not only be given to how to help the thousands of refugees
seeking a safe haven, but also how to address the root causes of the problems from which they
were fleeing. States that bordered countries of origin were at the forefront of hosting refugees, and
therefore needed particular support. She commended the resilience and perseverance of the
Syrian people. She expressed her sympathy with the people of Palestine, who had suffered
enormously under occupation and had been driven from their homelands.
Ms. A. ALQUBAISI (United Arab Emirates) thanked all delegations for supporting the
emergency item proposed by her delegation and the delegation of Sudan. The problem of
migration had become global. Many countries were dealing with the aftermath of conflict, war, and
socioeconomic disparity, which were causing large-scale migration and threatening world peace
and security. Those challenges must be addressed internationally, through the application of
international law. Large flows of refugees were not only linked to war and terrorism, but also to
natural disasters. The international community, along with international and regional organizations,
must take responsibility to tackle poverty and all other root causes of mass migration. Conflicts
must be resolved through international cooperation, and particular care must be given to the most
vulnerable. It was especially crucial for host countries to apply international law, and for refugees to
respect the rule of law and the culture of their host countries. The United Arab Emirates was
making every effort to ensure full respect of its international obligations. It had allocated more than
four billion dirham to building camps, mobile clinics and hospitals and to providing education for
refugee children. They had also been granted visa exemption for their stay in the United Arab
Emirates. The refugee situation was more urgent than ever before; parliamentarians must
cooperate with international organizations to promote peace and security. She looked forward to
seeing the resolution translated into life-saving action.
The CHAIRPERSON announced that a draft resolution on the item would be finalized by a
drafting committee comprising members of the delegations of Chad, Gabon, Zambia, Sudan,
United Arab Emirates, Islamic Republic of Iran, Russian Federation, Mexico, Venezuela, New
Zealand, Sweden and Croatia.
Mr. S. Chowdhury (Bangladesh), President of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, took the Chair.
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Item 3 of the agenda
(continued)
General debate
The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and more humane migration
Special segment on the humanitarian dimension of migration
Ms. C. BEERLI, Vice-President, International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), said that
the protection of vulnerable migrants was a critical policy challenge. The magnitude, diversity and
complexity of current migratory movements at the global level required an ambitious, coordinated
and smart response, with the migrant at its centre. Efforts must be made to prevent politicization,
which would pollute the debate and impede balanced and fair solutions. While statistics and legal
considerations were essential indicators to inform policymaking, migration was more than just
numbers: the suffering of refugees in their home countries, along migratory routes and in their
countries of destination could not be quantified. The humanitarian needs and gaps in protection
along migratory routes were complex. Legal status was important for granting specific protection to
certain categories of migrants. But the ICRC considered that the humanitarian response to their
needs should focus on responding to their vulnerabilities. Understanding the complexity and
diversity of the realities behind migration was fundamental in order to find sustainable responses to
the challenges it created. Above all, those responses should be driven by humanity.
Most migratory movements resulted from human tragedies that reflected a failure of national
and international policies. The ICRC witnessed the devastating effects of protracted and
unresolved conflicts fuelled by a lack of respect for the basic principles of international
humanitarian and human rights law. Such conflicts threatened the stability of entire regions, turning
homes into battlefields and annihilating human lives. They led to situations in which: people had to
risk their lives by crossing frontlines under continuous shelling just to fetch clean water; sieges and
blockades meant that wild grass was the only food available; hospitals and schools were
systematically attacked; doctors and teachers carried guns; and in which good governance and the
rule of law were unachievable dreams.
Why would anyone stay in a place where survival was a luxury? The ICRC worked in such
places, close to those affected by conflict and those forced to leave their homes in search of basic
humanity and dignity. The ICRC strove to preserve humanity in the battlefield, to protect life and
health, and to encourage authorities to protect the populations under their jurisdiction. However,
the ICRC response was no more than a sticking plaster on a gaping wound. It could not break the
vicious cycle of violence that fed forced displacement and migration flows. Humanitarian action was
crucial to protect human life. But courageous and ambitious political solutions were also essential
to address the global failure to protect victims of violence.
Given the global situation of protracted conflicts and instability, migration pressure would
increase. More people would flee their devastated homes, and in the absence of durable political
solutions, few would be able to return. Parliaments had a critical role to play in ensuring that
migrants, including refugees and asylum seekers, had effective access to adequate protection
mechanisms and essential services. She commended the efforts that many parliamentarians had
already made. She urged them to continue to: oversee their governments' applications of
international law; ensure that their assistance was provided where it was most needed; and support
conflict-ridden countries and their neighbours, which continued to bear the brunt of the burden of
forced displacement. If efforts were not intensified, the situation would deteriorate.
The ICRC was committed to assisting with restoring family links and conducting monitoring
to ensure that detained migrants were treated humanely, with dignity and in accordance with due
process of law. Humanitarian imperatives must remain at the forefront of migration policies.
Parliamentary support was essential to help alleviate human suffering, protect lives and uphold
human dignity.
Mr. V. TÜRK, Assistant High Commissioner for Protection, UNHCR, said that the world was
in turmoil, one of the most visible manifestations of which was the magnitude, scope and
complexity of refugee and displacement challenges. The recent adoption of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development made numerous references to migration and migrants and promised to
“leave no one behind”. Around 3 per cent of the world’s population lived outside their country of
origin. When migration occurred as a matter of choice, rather than desperate necessity, it
increased human development potential and benefitted host and home societies alike.
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As a result of conflict and persecution, there were currently over 60 million refugees, asylum
seekers and internally displaced persons worldwide. An increasing number of people were relying
on Europe for their protection and survival. Almost 600,000 refugees and migrants had braved
dangerous sea crossings in search of safety in Europe. However, that phenomenon was not
exclusive to Europe; similar situations were occurring in the Bay of Bengal, the Andaman Sea and
the Gulf of Aden. Neighbouring countries that bore the brunt of the burden were struggling, as were
some European countries. Many refugees and migrants fell prey to smugglers because there were
no opportunities for legal migration, and border controls were restrictive.
In many parts of the world, the migration debate focused on security concerns. While those
concerns were legitimate, migration and protection were not mutually exclusive. Giving primacy to
security issues in the response to the migration situation would not have the desired results. Pushbacks, building walls, increasing detention and restricting access only served to divert refugee and
migrant movements along other routes, aggravate their situation and allow traffickers to flourish.
The logic of exclusion served to reinforce the perception of refugees as a burden and a threat even
though increasing numbers of studies indicated the contrary: when the right policies were adopted,
host societies could benefit in many ways from the presence of migrants and their contributions.
Over recent months, there had been a spontaneous groundswell of solidarity and support
from civil society, which had been instrumental in driving changes in policies and rhetoric. The
single most important protection challenge stemmed from populist uninformed politics and public
debates, which engendered a climate of fear and emotion. It was worrying that “refugee” and
“migrant” tended to be used interchangeably in public debate. Refugees and migrants should both
enjoy human rights. But it was crucial to understand that there was a specific legal regime in place
for the protection of refugees and that they could not go home. Preserving the institution of asylum
was critical. Asylum saved lives. While there were problems and challenges associated with largescale mixed migration flows, particularly with regard to shelter, reception, security and burden
sharing, those challenges were manageable and must be addressed in accordance with the
obligations of international law.
The international community was experiencing a crisis of the values that it had vowed never
to forget after the atrocities of the Second World War, and which were embodied in the Charter of
the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Those values must be
rekindled. Parliamentarians, as the elected representatives of the people, had a key role to play. In
a globalized and interdependent world, local events were linked with global ones. The world’s
refugees must be granted safety and protection. The best way to do that was to reaffirm and
honour those fundamental values and that shared humanity.
Resumption of the debate
Mr. E.K.D. ADJAHO (Ghana) said that migration was an urgent, complex and divisive issue
on the international agenda. Political and humanitarian crises were leading to the displacement of
large numbers of people. Despite the acknowledged benefits of migration both for countries of
origin and host countries, recent responses to migration had focused on adverse effects, and so
cultivated a climate of fear, discrimination and abuse of migrants’ rights. Parliaments had a key role
in formulating and implementing national migration policies and overseeing the application of
international humanitarian law. Parliaments could shape public debate and promote policies that
both maximized the benefits of migration and addressed the challenges it raised. They must ensure
the proper application of the robust international legal framework, which was in place to protect the
rights of refugees.
While recent unprecedented flows of migrants into Europe had understandably made
headline news, there was a greater and more complex refugee crisis in Africa. Any discussion of
migration in international forums must be conducted from a global perspective. It should address
the issue in a comprehensive and balanced manner and take account of the shared responsibility
of the international community. The action – and inaction – of parliamentarians could have an
immense impact on public opinion and on the effectiveness of governance. The foundations must
be laid for the sort of development that would alleviate the sense of helplessness that often led to
migration. That could only be done through real oversight, transparency and accountability.
Mr. D. EKWEE ETHURO (Kenya) said that alongside climate change, migration was the
st
most important social issue of the 21 century. It was generally an effort to escape from humangenerated crises and must be given a humanitarian perspective. Although mass migration posed
challenges for security, it also provided social and economic opportunities, which could contribute
to host societies and to sustainable development in countries of origin. Recent statistics showed
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that there were currently more than 600,000 refugees on Kenyan territory. Illegal migration into
Kenya mainly involved human trafficking. The number of internally displaced persons was also
increasing, owing to ongoing conflicts. With their protection in mind, in 2012, Kenya had enacted
legislation for the protection of internally displaced persons. Refugees, internally displaced
persons, asylum seekers and migrants the world over were subject to discrimination and
ill treatment.
Migration-related challenges could only be overcome through a global, cooperative effort,
with the burden on less developed countries being eased by the more developed. Legislatures
could take the lead in advocating for the provision of planned, legal migration, and arguing against
xenophobic and discriminatory attitudes. The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development took
migration into account as a key component of development. He called on the IPU and national
parliaments to promote international cooperation on migration issues and seek practical solutions
to the benefit of all.
Ms. D. PASCAL ALLENDE (Chile) said that Chile’s history and economic, political, social
and cultural development would have been very different without the contributions of various
migrant communities. Similarly, Chilean migrants, many of whom had left during the military
regime, had made significant contributions to their host societies. A migration policy had been
established in Chile based on international law. It included active measures to ensure humanitarian
resettlement, provide residence permits, protect victims of trafficking and promote the links
between migration and development. Efforts were being made to promote safe migration and to
avoid migrants becoming victims of transnational organized crime. The current migration crises had
shown that the time had come not only to redefine the international migration architecture so as to
complement national and regional policies, but also to focus on integration and acceptance of
social diversity.
Migration was not only a reality, but also an opportunity and a necessity. When managed
effectively, it could benefit everyone. Parliaments should encourage the ratification of international
law, in particular the Geneva Conventions and the International Convention on the Protection of the
Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families. Commitments to human rights must
be strengthened in countries of destination, origin and transit. Globalization would inevitably lead to
human mobility. Increasing economic disparities between the developed and developing world
would lead people to search for better opportunities. Efforts must therefore be made to promote
fairer trade, more equitable development, and a migration agenda based on human rights.
Mr. P. Matibini (Zambia), Vice-President of the Assembly, took the Chair.
Mrs. M. TRIANTAFYLLOU (Greece) said that the phenomenon of migration was inextricably
linked to neoliberal globalization. Developing countries were facing wars as a result of centuries of
imperialist exploitation, current deregulated markets, uncontrollable liberalization of capital
movements, environmental degradation, food insecurity and extreme poverty. The current refugee
crisis was the most significant that UNHCR had faced in its history. Greece, and other countries in
southern Europe, had turned from countries of origin into countries of destination. In light of the
large influxes of refugees and migrants into Europe, European Union governments were gradually
moving from an attitude of bewilderment and reluctance to one of implementing harsh, restrictive
and aggressive measures and policies. Migration was a complex global issue that could not be
effectively addressed through repression and persecution. Those measures did not work. Fences,
coast guards, the European border management authority FRONTEX, and even the threat of death
would not deter people looking for hope.
Countries of the West were primarily responsible for the current crisis: their attempts to
export their model of democracy had left people homeless and stateless, resulting in a global
humanitarian crisis. No country could resolve the situation alone. A new European migration policy
was needed, which kept the migrant at its centre and acknowledged Europe’s responsibility. The
Dublin II Regulation should be abolished. A coordinated European effort was essential.
Ms. J.A. GAKUBA (Rwanda) said that migration was an essential ingredient of development
and human welfare, which must be governed by appropriate laws and policies; parliaments had a
key responsibility in that governing process. Migration affected every region of the world, and many
countries were simultaneously countries of origin, transit and destination. Large numbers of
migrants were moving between developing countries and their creativity and dynamism was
changing the world for the better.
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The genocide in Rwanda in 1994 had caused unprecedented suffering and a mass exodus.
On the one hand, rapid reconciliation and the establishment of peace and stability had enabled
more than three million Rwandans to be repatriated. But on the other, many Rwandan refugees
remained abroad. The Government was doing its utmost to facilitate their return. Rwanda was also
a country of destination and had hosted refugees from neighbouring countries for several decades.
Land had been made available for refugee camps and access to public services provided,
particularly health care and education. The world’s parliamentarians should urge their governments
to: strengthen good governance; establish strategies, policies and programmes to enhance peace
and security; ensure that the new Sustainable Development Goals were implemented without
discrimination; and most importantly, meet migrants and hear their voices in order to advocate for
them effectively.
Mr. G. SILVA (Portugal) said that Europe was facing a refugee crisis that no one could
ignore. Each day, the media portrayed images of pain and suffering, which demanded a solution.
There were currently three million refugees in sub-Saharan Africa, a further three million Syrian
refugees in Turkey and Lebanon. And in recent months, 2,500 people, including children, had lost
their lives in the Mediterranean while fleeing conflict in the Middle East. Refugees were not
statistics: they were people in desperate need of safety. Increasing numbers of people were
seeking asylum in Europe. However, the problem should not be solved by the European Union
alone. It was a global problem, which required a coordinated effort by the whole of the international
community. The crisis could not be solved by building walls. The root causes of mass migration
must be addressed.
Humanitarian assistance was essential, including aid provided by UNHCR and the
International Organization for Migration. However, the problems must be tackled at source by
building peace and security and ending the conflicts, terror and violence that were forcing
thousands to flee for their lives. Refugees must be welcomed and integrated into host societies.
Portugal had a long history of migration, as both a country of origin and destination. It had therefore
borne witness to the great contributions that migrants could make to their host and home societies.
Global cooperation based on mutual respect and dignity, without discrimination, was therefore
essential to: support refugees; integrate them into their host societies; strive to end instability in
countries of origin; and foster economic development in those countries.
Mr. J.C. MAHÍA (Uruguay) said that, in order break the cycle of discrimination, greater
attention should be paid to the positive impact that migrants could have on the societies of both
countries of origin and destination. Efforts must be made to consider the relationship between
migration, development, human rights and social inclusion. Migration policies should balance the
needs and rights of migrants against the imperatives of national security, address trafficking in
persons, and optimize the economic and development impact of migration on countries of origin,
transit and destination. In order to prevent situations that led to mass migration flows, greater
efforts must be made to understand and address the root causes of forced displacement. Greater
political will and international cooperation were essential to achieving that. Trafficking in persons
must be countered by facilitating safe, legal migration and guaranteeing migrants’ rights. Particular
attention should also be paid to the protection of unaccompanied minors.
Parliaments must ratify and ensure the implementation of international instruments on
migrants’ and refugees’ rights. Uruguay had a rich a history of migration. It had therefore developed
a human rights-based approach to migration policy, with migrants and members of their families at
its centre. Links with Uruguayans abroad had been strengthened, and guidance and support was
provided to those who wished to return. Uruguay was engaged in regional migration initiatives as
well as in dialogue on migration at the international and regional levels. Uruguay was committed to
the international protection of refugees through resettlement programmes.
Mr. X. WANG (China) said that migration was a global issue of common concern. Diverse
social structures, cultures and traditions were themselves the result of massive migration. Migrants
played an important role in facilitating economic development and cultural exchange. International
cooperation mechanisms for the protection of migrants must be continually strengthened. Migration
was an important element in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. That would give new
impetus to international cooperation on migration issues. China was a country of origin, transit and
destination. There were more than 62 million Chinese nationals living and working abroad. And
over the past 10 years, the number of migrants arriving in China had doubled.
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Global turmoil, terrorism and armed conflict were forcing an increasing number of people to
migrate. The burden of large-scale migration flows from western Asia and North Africa was posing
a significant challenge for countries of destination. The resultant humanitarian crisis was
deepening. Consideration must be given to tackling its root causes, and protecting migrants’ rights
and interests by using an approach based on openness, fairness and inclusivity. Cooperation at
regional and global levels was imperative. The channels for regular migration should be expanded,
and the advantages of migration should be harnessed. All migrants should be given full
opportunities for family reunification, employment, education and health care. Inclusivity was the
key to reducing xenophobia and intolerance. Policy cooperation should be enhanced, and
development gaps bridged. The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development must therefore be
implemented. Particular attention should be paid to the migration-related Goals. The principles of
the Charter of the United Nations must be upheld and the sovereignty of all States respected.
The international community must work together in a spirit of solidarity and adopt holistic
policies to address the root causes of the crisis. Legislation should be strengthened and efforts
made to crack down on human traffickers and migrant smugglers. Double standards must be
eliminated, and migration management capacities enhanced. Global efforts should be made to
maintain peace and stability, protect human dignity and uphold the rights of all migrants.
Mr. S. YANG (Cambodia) said that migration was a longstanding part of human history, and
a crucial means for vulnerable people to escape hardship, poverty, conflict and war. People
migrated to avoid persecution and prejudice, yet discrimination and xenophobia against migrants
was on the rise. Desperate people were fleeing their homes, and many were losing their lives in the
Mediterranean Sea, the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea. However, migration also had its
benefits. Migrants contributed to economic growth and prosperity in countries of destination and in
countries of origin through remittances. Cambodia had been particularly affected by labour
migration. With technical assistance from the International Labour Organization, Cambodia had
drafted a comprehensive labour migration policy, highlighting key issues and challenges.
Parliamentarians had a critical role to play. They should ensure that a meaningful, balanced
and informed migration debate took place; and they should promote fair and effective policies in
order to maximize the benefits and tackle the challenges of migration for countries of origin, transit
and destination, and for migrants themselves. Parliaments in host countries should legislate to
protect migrant workers against all forms of exploitation. Development- oriented migration policies
should be adopted in countries of origin and destination alike. Migration was an international issue
requiring global action; cooperation and coordination must be strengthened. Affluent nations should
provide financial and technical support to ensure that destination countries were properly equipped
to deal with the challenges of hosting migrants.
Mr. N. EVANS (United Kingdom) said that the world was facing the largest migration crisis
since the Second World War. Nearly 60 million people were forcibly displaced from their homes in
2014 and that figure was set to rise in 2015. A total of 86 per cent of all refugees were from
countries considered to be less economically developed. The camps in Jordan and Turkey
reflected an immense human tragedy. Much more must be done to create a smarter migration
policy. Efforts must be made to address the increasing numbers of deaths in transit. Thus far in
2015, there had been 3,279 documented deaths in the Mediterranean. The harrowing photograph
of the body of three year old Aylan Kurdi, who had drowned in the Mediterranean, showed that the
world was failing those who were forced to flee their homes.
Recent developments in the migration crisis had put new pressures on the European Union,
particularly in Greece and Italy. Germany's announcement that it would accept large number of
migrants irrespective of how they arrived had placed considerable pressure on Eastern European
countries and put the Schengen agreement under threat. Countries of transit should ensure the
welfare of migrants when in transit. Host countries had clear responsibilities: providing health care
in particular, but also fostering integration and eliminating racism and xenophobia. Mutual trust and
a sense of solidarity among countries were imperative. Effective policy rested on the balance
between caring for the safety and security of migrants and maintaining the security of borders.
Collaboration was needed to break up networks of criminal gangs that were exploiting desperate
people and making money out of human misery. The international community must not just deal
with the symptoms of mass migration, but must also tackle its root causes. Parliamentarians must
ensure that public debate about migration was meaningful and balanced. Emphasis must be placed
on good governance, on removing the need for mass migration, on working towards stability, peace
and prosperity, on hope for all people, and on ending the most horrific human tragedy.
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Mr. S. SUZUKI (Japan) said that the mass exodus from the Syrian Arab Republic and its
neighbouring countries was increasing, with an overwhelming number of migrants arriving in
Europe. There were many reasons why people migrated, but those from the Middle East were
risking their lives to flee from the fear of death and destruction. Japan was committed to the
principle of human security and determined to save those who were on the brink of life and death.
Japan had pledged financial support for Syrian and Iraqi refugees and for Lebanon, thus
strengthening the link between humanitarian aid and development aid. Japan would provide Serbia
and Macedonia with humanitarian aid, and prepare to contribute US$ 750 million to peacebuilding
efforts in the Middle East and Africa.
The international community must take emergency measures to help people in desperate
situations. But it must also address the root causes of the conflicts and terrorism that gave rise to
mass migration flows. And it must build a world with regional stability, in which poverty was
eliminated and children and young people could have hope for the future in their country of origin.
Japan’s contribution was not purely financial; it was committed to sharing its development
experiences and knowledge. Japan would continue to cooperate with other countries to
achieve development.
Mr. L. NAZARÉ (Sao Tome and Principe) said that parliament had a key role to play in
facilitating debate on major issues of national and international relevance. The internal and
international displacement of people had reached such high levels that it had become a
humanitarian catastrophe. Migration had historically had cultural and economic benefits not only for
migrants themselves, but also for countries of origin and destination. Economic factors were a
common driver of migration. But the crisis currently facing the international community was caused
by social, political, ethnic and religious factors that had generated armed conflicts. Policies adopted
to address the migration crisis must be based on human rights and dignity. Coordinated efforts
were required to meet the challenges posed by large numbers of refugees seeking asylum
in Europe.
It was essential to accept and welcome migrants, and to help them to integrate into their host
societies. At the same time, the problems that gave rise to mass migration flows must be tackled at
source. Aid must be provided to countries of origin in a spirit of peace and understanding, with
respect for the sovereignty of each State. The number of people dying in transit was a matter of
grave concern. The time had come to translate words into action.
Mr. V.-A. STERIU (Romania) said that current migration challenges were unprecedented. A
fundamental reframing of policies and approaches was essential in countries of origin, transit and
destination. Europe was confronted with a growing wave of migrants from the Middle East and
Africa. Romania was involved in the European response to the unfolding crisis. It would continue to
base its actions on the principles of solidarity and responsibility. Nationally, Romania was focused
on ensuring that the necessary facilities were in place for the reception, accommodation and
protection of asylum seekers who would be relocated to Romania. In the longer term, mechanisms
and policies were required that took account of the humanitarian aspects of migration, education
and health, social protection, access to the labour market and the specific needs of especially
vulnerable groups, such as women and children. Parliament had a key role to ensure the
necessary legislation and budgetary allocations were in place.
Internationally, Romania had responded to appeals for assistance to Syrians and Syrian
refugees in neighbouring countries. Its national contribution to the World Food Programme would
increase significantly over the coming three years in order to support the refugee camps near
crisis-plagued areas in Jordan, Turkey and Lebanon. Romania was providing bilateral humanitarian
aid to Jordan and Serbia. Based on an agreement with UNHCR and the International Organization
for Migration, Romania had also hosted the first Emergency Transit Centre for Refugees. A fairer,
smarter and more humane approach to migration would be a coherent, global approach, based on
solidarity, common responsibility and joint actions. Treating the symptoms was not enough. Efforts
must be made to fight poverty and social exclusion, instability and terrorism. Peace must be
brought to conflict-ridden societies, sustainable economic structures developed, and democracy
promoted. The role of the United Nations must be strengthened and official development
assistance should be reformed to better address migration challenges. The commitment of the
2030 Sustainable Development Agenda to leave no one behind must be put into practice.
Mr. K.P. MOLATLHEGI (Botswana) said that international migration was growing in scope,
complexity and impact, and was affecting almost all countries in the world. The economic, social
and political reasons for human mobility were diverse. Botswana had a rich history of migration, as
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both a sending and a receiving country. Legislation had been enacted to promote liberal
immigration. That had been in response to an influx of illegal migrants, which had led to an upsurge
in crime and had negatively impacted health services, law enforcement and employment. Efforts
were made to repatriate illegal immigrants in a humane manner. Immigration and migrant workers’
employment legislation had been merged to facilitate the issuance of visas and work permits. A
points-based system had also been introduced for assessing residence permit applications.
Migration was a sensitive and complex issue that must be managed by cooperative action and the
engagement of all stakeholders.
Mr. K. GRAHAM (New Zealand) said that when a country was in crisis or unable to
safeguard human rights, the relocation of people was a moral imperative. However, that imperative
translated into a practical requirement to move refugees from one region to another. He had
personally borne witness to the plight of refugees in camps in Cambodia, Thailand, Jordan and
Gaza. Although the moral imperative for accepting refugees was clear, more must be done to
improve its practical implementation. There was currently no global political process to solve the
global refugee problem. The world was witnessing the highest forced migration on record:
60 million people had fled their homes. There were also 350 million economic migrants. There was
no moral imperative for economic migration; it should be judged according to transactional logic.
Sustainability, population pressure, resource depletion and excessive waste were the drivers of
economic migration. If the global community did not live within planetary boundaries as responsible
citizens, threats to international peace and security would increase. The distinction between forced
migration and economic migration was critical, and different policies were required to address
those two phenomena: fairer policies were needed for forced migrants, and smarter policies for
economic migrants. Parliaments must ensure that the debate on those subjects was clear,
reasoned and compassionate. The only way to ensure an adequate response to the situation of
forced migrants was to achieve a clear distinction between them and economic migrants.
Mr. M. QUINTELLA LESSA (Brazil) said that the world was facing the worst refugee crisis
since the Second World War. Parliaments must help governments to find ways to structure that
large-scale migration. The global community could not sit back and ignore the shocking images of
people risking their lives. Brazil had increased the number of refugees it received, and unlike in
other countries, granted them the right to work and access to basic services while their asylum
applications were being processed. Although unplanned migration posed considerable challenges
for host countries, in cases of war and natural disaster it was a humanitarian issue. Integration was
crucial and refugees must be offered work, housing, health care and education to enable them to
contribute to the local economy in the host country. The current wave of refugees from the Syrian
Arab Republic included people from all walks of life and all professions. Many were well-qualified
professionals and could make a significant contribution to the labour market in any country in
the world.
Brazil was making efforts to adopt a migration policy that mitigated the negative social and
economic impacts of unplanned migration and protected refugees from falling into the hands of
organized criminals. Police officers had been trained to work with refugees. Steps had been taken
to remove the word “refugee” from personal identity documents, since it had been shown to lead to
stigmatization. Efforts were being made to develop policies on accepting refugees in cooperation
with neighbouring countries. A conference had been held in 2014 to commemorate 30 years since
the adoption of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees and discuss the challenges that lay ahead
with regard to the refugee situation in Latin America. Brazil considered statelessness to be a
violation of human rights. It was not sufficient simply to let refugees in: their rights must be upheld
in very complex situations. They must be integrated into society and afforded the opportunities they
needed to rebuild their lives. They must be given education and protected against discrimination.
Mr. S. Chowdhury (Bangladesh), President of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, resumed
the Chair.
Launch of the Handbook for Parliamentarians:
Migration, human rights and governance
The PRESIDENT introduced the Handbook for Parliamentarians on migration, human rights
and governance, which had been prepared jointly with the International Labour Organization and
the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, along with Global Migration
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Policy Associates. Despite being a phenomenon as old as time, migration was high on the
rd
international agenda, and had been chosen as a central theme for the 133 Assembly. Migration
should be managed properly, with appropriate governance, taking into account its potential benefits
and the human rights dimension. The Handbook described best practices in migration governance,
the international framework in place and the challenges with regard to the rights of migrants and
refugees. It could only be useful, however, if it was taken back to national parliaments and used to
guide actions that were similar to the situations it described.
Mr. R. CHOLEWINSKI, Migration Policy Specialist, International Labour Office, said that
during the course of the general debate, speakers had noted the need for people-centred
legislation and policies on migration. That meant respect for the rule of law, as enshrined in the
legal frameworks presided over by the International Labour Organization and the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. Those frameworks underscored that,
irrespective of their status, all migrants had the right to non-discriminatory and equal treatment, as
well as being entitled to: economic, social and cultural rights; freedom of association and collective
bargaining; the right to be free from forced labour and trafficking; certain rights with respect to their
movement, including the right to leave any country, the right to liberty and security of person, and
the right to protection from arbitrary or collective expulsion. The Handbook could assist
parliamentarians in better understanding those legal frameworks and applying them to migrants.
International migration was closely related to the world of work. Even refugees who were seeking
safety for themselves and their families would inevitably end up in the labour market. It was
therefore important to address the labour market aspects of migration. Work was the key to the
human dignity of migrants, as well as to their integration into host societies. Successful labour
market integration could help counteract some of the fears expressed by host societies, such as
the unfounded claims that migrants threatened national identity or “stole” local jobs. He hoped that
the Handbook would provide useful guidance for parliamentarians and others with regard to
designing legislation and policies on migration that were people-centred, rights-based, fair
and inclusive.
Mr. B.C. SMITH, Secretary, Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant
Workers and Members of Their Families, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights, said that migration was among the defining human rights issues of the time. The
Office of the High Commissioner had made efforts to draw greater attention to the rights of
migrants, particularly their right to life and security of person, their rights to education and health
care, as well as the scourge of intolerance and xenophobia. There were, however, opposing views.
They implicitly suggested that migrants had no rights at all. In those situations, the international
human rights law framework showed its relevance. The Handbook would be a valuable tool for
parliamentarians and others. It would help legislators to enact and promote fair and effective laws
and policies, to maximize the benefits of migration and to protect the human rights of migrants.
Enormous challenges remained, even though the rights of migrant workers were clearly set out in
the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of
Their Families and in International Labour Organization Conventions Nos. 97 and 143. Those rights
were frequently violated, when migrants were forced to work in dangerous and harmful conditions,
were given wages well below the minimum baseline, and were subject to excessive working hours,
exploitation, harassment, threats and intimidation. He hoped that the Handbook could be used to
make the necessary changes in all States, both in law and in practice, in order to guarantee the
protection of migrant workers and their families and respect for their rights.
Mr. P. TARAN, President, Global Migration Policy Associates, said that there were estimated
to be 232 million migrants across the world. There were also millions of temporary and seasonal
migrants. While global attention was currently being paid to the millions of people driven from their
homes by devastating warfare and human rights violations, refugees only represented a small
proportion of migrants worldwide. Migration was crucial to sustaining the world of work. More than
90 per cent of all migration was related to employment and economic activity. According to the ILO,
105 million people, including refugees, living outside their countries of origin in 2010 had been
economically active. Migration rejuvenated workforces, maintained the viability of numerous
economic sectors, met growing demand for skills and promoted entrepreneurship in all countries.
Most migration took place within, not between, regions. There were 13 regional economic
communities that had either established or were negotiating formal regimes of free circulation of
persons. They involved over 120 countries and demonstrated the reality that free movement of
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capital, goods, services, technology and people were the crucial pillars of economic integration and
development worldwide. The annual flow of remittances was more than four times greater than the
annual total of all official overseas development budgets. As much as 80 per cent of the aggregate
direct earnings of migrants were spent in their host country. Within 15 years, the majority of
populations would be in workforce decline, owing to little or no population growth.
Migration could only yield benefits and sustain social cohesion when governed under the rule
of law. Legislation and policy must provide legal recognition and protection for migrants, regular
labour and skills mobility must be facilitated, international labour standards must be applied, full
protection for working women assured, social cohesion guaranteed, social and health protection
provided and training and education enhanced. The Handbook was a toolkit for getting it right. It
provided facts and figures on migration trends and identified the challenges migration brought with
it. The Handbook presented foundations for migration governance in international law and the rule
of law, underscored the principles of non-discrimination and equality as essential building blocks for
law and policy, and identified five key human rights principles for the protection of migrants. It
discussed the crucial relationship between migration governance and human rights, demonstrated
how rights could be best applied in law and practice at the national level, and discussed migration
as an important enabler of inclusive, sustainable economic and social development in countries of
origin and destination. The Handbook was available for all parliaments to use in drafting urgently
needed legislation.
The sitting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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Sitting of Monday 19 October
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 2.40 p.m. with Ms. D. Pascal Allende (Chile), VicePresident of the Assembly, in the Chair.
Item 3 of the agenda
General debate
The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and more humane migration
(A/133/3-Inf.1)
Resumption of the debate
Ms. A. ALQUBAISI (United Arab Emirates) emphasized the importance of working together
to resolve current conflicts on the basis of international law. The existence of groups such as
Daesh was contrary to international law. Their proliferation was related to shortcomings in the UN
Security Council and a failure to respect its resolutions. The rise of terrorist groups threatened
global peace and security, and yet UN Security Council resolutions on issues such as Palestine,
crimes against humanity in the Syrian Arab Republic, and the situation in Yemen continued to be
ignored. Terrorist groups were benefiting from the silence of the international community: the world
could and should not stand by as international law was violated. The United Arab Emirates was
part of the allied group led by Saudi Arabia working on the situation in Yemen to support its people
and work for peace in accordance with international law and UN Security Council resolution 2216.
She was concerned at Israel’s disregard for UN Security Council resolutions; more should be done
in that respect. Her country provided substantial humanitarian support to the Syrian people and had
been recognized for its work by international organizations. More should also be done to uphold
international law around the world, including with regard to the Iranian occupation of the Emirati
islands of Abu Musa, Greater Tunb and Lesser Tunb.
Mr. K. ÖRNFJÄDER (Sweden) said that most countries had a long history of migration. The
European Union should be able to support the main countries hosting Syrian refugees, given its
population, economic situation and number of Member States. It was also essential for States to
support United Nations inter-agency appeals on the issue. A truly effective solution to the crisis
would require the involvement of the entire international community together with greater efforts to
resettle refugees through programmes of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
Attention should be given to the root causes of the migration crisis, including the military aspects.
The crisis needed a political solution which must involve all stakeholders. If the European Union
continued to ignore the Dublin Regulation, new solutions would be needed to enable all Member
States to shoulder their responsibilities. He welcomed a recent agreement to establish centres in
Greece and Italy from which refugees would be distributed across the region using a fair formula.
Although individual countries could make meaningful contributions to helping refugees, a united
global effort was ultimately required.
Mrs. L. MACHUCA (Ecuador) said that real human lives were behind the alarming figures on
migration. One single death should be enough to focus efforts on protecting the human rights of
migrants, refugees and asylum-seekers and ensuring they could obtain international protection
where applicable. Parliaments should play an important role in those efforts. Ecuador had been the
first country to introduce the concept of universal citizenship in its Constitution. It recognized that all
persons had the right of free movement, eliminated the concept of being a foreigner and so
prohibited the criminalization of migration. Throughout history, migration issues had been linked to
the security agenda. However the issues of human mobility, cross-border work and the portability
of rights should also appear on countries’ social agendas. Human security, another focus of the
international community; in Ecuador it was a fundamental concept, along with respect of human
rights and buen vivir (well-being). Despite many countries’ expressions of solidarity and the
humanitarian actions of host countries’ populations, States had been unable to develop united,
global and definitive responses to the situation. It was impossible to continue living in a world that
permitted the free movement of capital but not the free movement of people; crossing a border to
save one’s life should not be a crime. It was time for more solidarity and fewer walls.
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Mr. F. ZON (Indonesia) observed that the issues raised in Europe by the current crisis
showed that an agreement on handling it urgently needed across the continent. He therefore
encouraged European Member States to reach a decision as soon as possible that protected
migrants’ rights and addressed States’ concerns. In some quarters, there were concerns that the
refugee status determination process might, in some countries, lead to religious discrimination; he
therefore urged all States party to the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its
supplementary protocol to ensure that the observance of human rights and non-discrimination
principles underpinned refugee resettlement programmes. Migration was a multi-dimensional
phenomenon and should be addressed through substantive policies in a number of areas including
health, dealing with natural disaster, education, climate change, and gender equality. Cooperation
between countries of origin, transit and destination was therefore crucial. Although Indonesia was
not a State party to the Convention, it continued to provide shelter to refugees fleeing neighbouring
countries. Nevertheless a multilateral response and international solidarity were also needed to
manage migration flows. Women migrants often faced a variety of difficult situations. It was also
important to combat the negative impacts of migration (e.g. people smuggling and human
trafficking) and address its root causes (e.g. conflict and global economic inequalities). The recently
adopted Sustainable Development Goals would be a useful tool in that regard. Palestinian refugees
living in refugee camps in the Syrian Arab Republic had been substantially affected by the ongoing
armed conflict; increased efforts were needed to resolve the issue of Palestinian sovereignty and
enable them to return home.
Mr. S. Chowdhury, President of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, took the Chair.
Interactive debate with Dr. M. Chan, Director-General of the World Health Organization
Dr. M. CHAN, Director-General, World Health Organization (WHO), paid tribute to the IPU
for its engagement in health issues, such as maternal and child mortality and HIV/AIDS. She also
acknowledged the legislative and oversight role of parliamentarians and their position as
representatives of the people. Legislation had been key to combatting both violence against
women and early marriage as well as to removing barriers to health care, including family planning
services. The health challenges faced by the world were now more complex: political solutions
were increasingly needed more than biomedical ones. The Millennium Development Goals had
been a crucial tool that had addressed persistent causes of human misery, demonstrated the
power of international solidarity and brought out the best in human nature. The Goals had also
contributed to reducing maternal and child mortality, and improving AIDS prevention and treatment.
Moreover, significant improvements had been seen in the prevention and treatment of tuberculosis
and in the reduction of deaths from malaria. Drug donations from the pharmaceutical industry had
enabled WHO to provide preventive treatment for neglected tropical diseases to more than
800 million people per year.
Nevertheless, the world had also changed in other, less positive ways. The Sustainable
Development Goals had been adopted at a time when some of the worst of human nature was
visible: international terrorism, mass shootings, bombings in markets and religious sites and
seemingly endless armed conflicts were becoming commonplace. Likewise, the health landscape
had changed, with non-communicable diseases overtaking infectious diseases as the world’s
biggest killers. The world was ill-prepared to cope with that challenge. Antimicrobial resistance was
increasing and climate change was causing a wider spread of infectious diseases and more deaths
from air pollution and extreme weather events. Those new challenges did not fit the technologydriven biomedical model that had historically guided public health responses as their root causes
lay outside the traditional public health domain. Consequently, the health sector could not respond
alone. In an increasingly interdependent world, threats to health were becoming transboundary: for
example the globalized marketing of unhealthy products respected no borders, climate change
affected the entire planet and drug-resistant pathogens could spread around the world through air
travel and medical tourism. The Ebola virus disease outbreak and the current refugee crisis had
shattered the notion that issues affecting faraway lands would stay remote.
Universal health coverage was an essential pillar of sustainable development: it transformed
livelihoods and lives and worked as a pro-poor, poverty-reduction strategy. The economic benefits
of investing in universal health coverage had been estimated to be ten times that of its cost. It
helped to cushion communities from the impact of crises and emergency situations, built cohesive
and stable societies and underpinned economic productivity. She therefore urged parliamentarians
to encourage their governments to move towards universal health coverage. Although it was not
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cheap, it was affordable. Parliamentarians could help to make it affordable by seeking to reduce
waste and inefficiencies in health service delivery, such as overuse of tests, overprescribing and
longer-than-needed hospital stays. The cost of medicines should also be monitored and companies
held to account when they raised prices. Trade agreements that restricted the entry of low-cost
generic medicines into the market should be scrutinized. Moreover, parliamentarians could
encourage governments to raise taxes on tobacco products and ensure food producers provide
accurate and useful nutritional information on their products in order to help consumers make
informed choices. In order to achieve sustainability, a long-term view was needed that went beyond
parliamentary term limits. That would ensure that the need for immediate and measurable results
was balanced with the duty to serve the next generation. WHO was keen to strengthen its
collaboration with the IPU in a number of ways, for example through structured technical support to
advisory bodies.
The PRESIDENT expressed appreciation for the information on the importance of universal
health coverage and welcomed Dr. Chan’s interest in increasing collaboration with the IPU.
The representative of ITALY emphasized the importance of universal health coverage, which
had existed in his country for several decades. He welcomed the recent adoption of the Global
Strategy for Women's, Children's and Adolescents' Health, 2016-2030, and asked what members
of parliament could do to operationalize that Strategy.
The representative of CUBA highlighted the close collaboration between WHO and his
country in emergency situations and said that political will was crucial for sustainable health
systems. Cuba’s health system had weathered many difficult situations, including natural disasters
and economic sanctions. Moreover, Cuba had provided support to a number of developing
countries, particularly in terms of training doctors. International cooperation on health issues was
vital.
Mr. F. HOOHLO (Lesotho) welcomed the Global Strategy for Women's, Children's and
Adolescents' Health. He said that, although parliamentarians had the authority to legislate on such
health issues and carry out oversight, challenges on the ground made those activities difficult in
practice. Parliamentary turnover was a key challenge. He asked how Member Parliaments could
tap into the increased cooperation between the IPU and UN agencies such as WHO in order to
increase their effectiveness.
Mr. P. MAHOUX (Belgium) asked for more information on the role of parliaments regarding
access to health care and medicines and regarding relationships with industry. What could be done
to increase cooperation on research, particularly for neglected diseases?
Mr. E.H.D SYLLA (Guinea) observed that previously reduced or eliminated diseases were
recurring in West Africa; he wished to know what WHO policy was on those illnesses. He asked for
further information on facilitating access to bed nets as part of efforts to combat malaria.
Mrs. A. DE LA PEÑA GÓMEZ (Mexico) observed that teenage pregnancies were high risk,
and that it was important both to enable young girls to develop properly and to consider activities of
the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) on teenage pregnancy. How could parliamentarians ensure that
policies took account of gender equality questions?
The representative of INDONESIA asked how WHO could work with the IPU and national
assemblies on the implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 3.
Dr. M. CHAN, Director-General, World Health Organization, responding to questions, said
that although different countries had different needs, all countries needed a high quality, peoplecentred and integrated primary health-care system. Another key priority should be to ensure the
education of girls and the empowerment of women: achieving those priorities would enable
countries to tap into the power of half of the population. She welcomed the efforts of Cuba in the
sphere of global health, which represented a smart intersection between health and foreign policy.
The Sustainable Development Goals differed substantially from the Millennium Development
Goals. Under the former, it was up to individual countries to decide what was a priority to them and
ensure that different Ministries worked together to address those priorities. Parliaments needed to
be honest brokers in their dealings with industry so that citizens could access necessary
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medicines. It was important to ensure no conflicts of interest existed; that did not mean ignoring
lobbyists, but instead making sure that decisions were taken in the best interests of the people.
Industry had little incentive to produce medicines to treat neglected diseases, which
disproportionately affected the poor, due to those medicines’ limited profitability. WHO had worked
with the pharmaceutical industry for many years on projects to provide such medicines free of
charge. WHO was working with the World Trade Organization and the World Intellectual Property
Organization to encourage industry to share compounds with researchers in developing countries
and so enable them to develop new medicines for neglected tropical diseases. Resurgences in old
diseases were often seen in countries during and after periods of conflict, as health systems were
often weak at that time. WHO was working with Guinea to strengthen its health system. WHO was
working on family planning for teenagers with other organizations including UN Women, UNAIDS
and UNICEF. Moving from the Millennium Development Goals to the Sustainable Development
Goals would be a challenge for many countries; the first step would be to develop national targets.
The United Nations and its agencies and partners all stood ready to support Member States in that
regard. She suggested that side events could be held for parliamentarians during the sixty-ninth
World Health Assembly in May 2016.
The PRESIDENT observed that the Sustainable Development Goals provided indicators to
measure progress but were not prescriptive as to the activities to be undertaken. That enabled
countries to have their own targets and development plans in which parliaments would play a
crucial oversight role.
Mr. S. Kinga (Bhutan), Vice-President of the Assembly, took the Chair.
General debate
The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and more humane migration
(A/133/3-Inf.1)
Resumption of the debate
Mr. F. PIERRI (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) noted that his
Organization and the IPU pursued common objectives in the area of peace and security and that
collaboration on those objectives was important. He drew attention to the main outcomes of the
second International Conference on Nutrition and the activities of the IPU during that Conference.
Hunger, food insecurity, access to natural resources and the consequences of climate change
were key drivers of forced migration, together with social and political instability. The strong
engagement of parliaments in global policy debates was vital to ensure that the necessary
legislative tools on food security and nutrition were put in place. Introducing the work of the
Parliamentary Front against Hunger in Latin America and the Caribbean, he drew attention to the
upcoming sixth Forum of that platform. The IPU had been invited to join a round table session
focusing on the exchange of experiences and knowledge between members of parliament from
different regions in order to strengthen parliamentary cooperation on addressing hunger.
Ms. E. WINKELMEIER-BECKER (Germany) explained that, during 2015, her country
expected to take in approximately one million refugees, which would be a major challenge for the
Government and society as a whole. Reforms had been adopted to improve the current system,
but more remained to be done. An approach was needed that reflected German values, fulfilled
international obligations and offered protection to persecuted peoples. However, unregulated
migration was not possible and those people that did not meet the requirements for asylum could
not simply stay in the country because they wished to. It was therefore important to raise
awareness of the opportunities and conditions for migration to Germany. Moreover, the resulting
“brain drain” effect in countries of origin was a significant concern. She encouraged countries to
find political solutions and work for a better solution at home. Integration of migrants was vital in
host countries, but was a two-way process: host societies needed to be open-minded and migrants
had to accept the laws of the host country.
Mr. A.E. FISCHER (Germany), continuing the intervention by Germany, stressed the
importance of listening to the different viewpoints expressed about the migrant crisis; the IPU was
an excellent forum for doing that. It was vital to understand the concerns and positions of all
Member States of the European Union and to find an acceptable solution for all. Although the
current increase in migrants could have a positive impact on countries, particularly those with
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diminishing populations, it was important to focus efforts on those migrants that were fleeing
persecution. Global poverty issues could not be solved simply by bringing all of the poor to Europe.
Consequently, Germany was increasing its support to solving poverty-related problems around the
world. In addition, it was important to address the expectations of migrants arriving in Europe, as
the reality of the situation was often a very different matter.
Ms. M. LUGARIĆ (Croatia) highlighted the importance of the Sustainable Development
Goals as part of the solution to the migration crisis. Although achieving the Goals would be a
significant challenge, they provided a unique opportunity to redefine and strengthen the way the
global community, including parliamentarians, worked together. Croatia was principally a transit
country for migrants endeavouring to reach Western Europe, and had received a very low number
of asylum applications itself. Since the construction of the fence on the Hungarian-Serbian border,
the numbers of migrants had increased substantially. Croatia was firmly committed to treating
migrants in a humane and dignified manner and had set up a reception and registration centre to
that end. A number of United Nations agencies, the International Organization for Migration and
civil society organizations were providing support to the migrants in Croatia, and community
organizations were also playing an active role. Unofficial estimates placed the cost to Croatia of
dealing with the refugee crisis at 2.8 million euros. Constructing walls and sending in the armed
forces and police were not the answer; it was important to treat all migrants as humans.
Mr. S. LIENGBOONLERTCHAI (Thailand) explained that his country was one of transit and
destination. Migration was an international issue, which required global efforts to address the
problem. It was particularly important to address the root causes of migration, such as wars, armed
conflict and economic difficulties. Thailand had hosted and continued to host migrants, some of
whom eventually moved on to a third country and some of whom returned home. The large number
of displaced persons in the country raised a number of problems over how to monitor the situation
of those persons. Thailand had legislated in areas such as human trafficking, child pornography
and gender equality in order to ensure fair and humane socio-economic standards. Despite being
in a period of political transition, Thailand remained strongly committed to the principles of good
governance, human rights and the rule of law.
Ms. J. URPILAINEN (Finland) observed that population growth and climate change would
only increase human mobility and that it was essential to manage migration flows properly.
International migrants were agents of development, meeting labour force needs in destination
countries and contributing to countries of origin through remittances. Well-coordinated work-based
migration would be both economically viable and culturally enriching. However, it was crucial to
ensure humane working conditions for all. The International Labour Organization and trade unions
had a key role to play in that area. Forced migration as a result of conflict and humanitarian
disasters was increasing. In Finland, there had been huge increases in numbers of asylumseekers. Parliamentarians had an important role to play by demanding political leadership from
their governments. International dialogue was needed between countries of origin, transit and
destination as was the discussion of new migration policies. Moreover, governments needed to
fulfil their moral obligations to offer and provide humanitarian aid. Action was needed to address
the root causes of forced migration and the Sustainable Development Goals would be a useful tool
in that regard.
Mr. L. FOFANA (Guinea) said that, in a globalized world, migration was potentially unlimited
and multidirectional. Economic inequalities, environmental challenges, unemployment and political
instability all served to accelerate migration, particularly among young people and women with
young children, many of whom moved from southern to northern countries. The sometimes
obsessive need to reach the north, whatever the cost, often had tragic consequences for those
involved. Citizens of West Africa were among the most mobile in the world; the adoption of a
protocol on the free movement of people and the right of residency within the region by the
Economic Community of West African States highlighted the political will of the Community's
Member States to place intra-regional mobility at the heart of the regional integration process. It
enabled countries to address a number of key issues, including promoting legal and protected
migration, combatting irregular migration, ensuring the protection of the rights of migrants, asylumseekers and refugees, and introducing a gender dimension into migration policies. At the global
level, greater emphasis should be given to implementing the provisions of migration-related
instruments, such as the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its protocol and the
International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of
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their Families. International migration could have positive effects on both countries of origin and
destination, as long as the flows were well managed. Strengthened multilateral and international
cooperation was vital, together with increased efforts to combat the smuggling and exploitation of
irregular migrants, particularly women and children.
Mr. S. MIRSKIS (Latvia) stated that, although it was vital for European countries to take
action to help migrants arriving on their territories, the large numbers created a number of
challenges, particularly on security, the economy and labour. Although the majority of refugees
were truly fleeing a desperate situation, it was impossible to be sure from a security standpoint that
there were no terrorists, drug traffickers or criminals entering countries under false pretences. Due
to the recent economic crisis, some countries were continuing to suffer economic difficulties;
housing large numbers of migrants was therefore difficult, and the increased numbers of persons
requiring employment put more pressure on the labour market. Cultural and linguistic integration
and respect for other religions were also a key challenge. He asked whether amendments to the
Convention and protocol relating to the Status of Refugees should be made in order to clearly
differentiate between refugees and economic migrants; about how long refugees and migrants
should potentially stay; and whether they would return to their countries of origin at the end of
hostilities. If they planned to return, temporary measures, such as interim housing, jobs and
education, should be the focus of efforts rather than integration. However, if the intention was longterm resettlement, issues such as the language barrier, housing location and infrastructure would
require attention. European countries in particular needed to overcome their differences and
respect the rights of asylum-seekers and refugees.
Mrs. G. CUEVAS (Mexico) observed that, although countries were willing to work tirelessly to
address issues such as trade barriers, double taxation and the costs of financial transactions, when
it came to the movement of people, common reactions were to build walls and increase the number
of border guards to keep people out. It was deplorable that countries attempted to distinguish
between those who did and did not deserve a new opportunity by differentiating between refugees
and economic migrants. All of those suffering had the same rights. The current migration situation
raised a number of issues, particularly in light of the increase in women migrants and
unaccompanied migrant children. National responses alone were not enough; a global, or at the
very least regional, response was needed, to both address the consequences and root causes of
the crisis. Countries should consider whether bodies such as the International Organization for
Migration received sufficient government funding, particularly in light of the current situation. It had
been calculated that the revenue made by migrant smugglers and traffickers moving people from
Africa to Europe and South America to North America, was up to eight times higher than the total
budget of that Organization. The principle of co-responsibility meant that countries of origin had to
improve the lives of their citizens to prevent them needing to migrate, that transit countries had to
commit to respecting the lives of migrants and address trafficking, and that destination countries
had to protect the dignity of those arriving in their territories. Solidarity was key to finding a solution.
Although receiving large numbers of migrants in a short period of time placed a strain on host
communities, countries such as Lebanon had accepted almost the same amount of refugees as the
whole of the European Union. Clear short- and long-term actions were needed and
parliamentarians had a key role to play.
Mr. P. VAN DEN DRIESSCHE (Belgium) explained that the Belgian federal and regional
governments were doing their utmost to care for the refugees arriving in his country. Belgium
endorsed the European Union plan but had doubts that all Member States would fulfil their
commitments. The number of asylum-seekers could not continue to grow endlessly; citizens were
worried that the permanent presence of refugees would lead to tension between different cultures.
It was essential to protect the principles of freedom, equality and the rule of law. Part of the solution
lay in correctly applying the Dublin Convention and spending more money on the reception of
refugees under decent circumstances in safe countries in the Middle East. Asylum applications in a
European country should be ruled inadmissible, if an applicant had access to decent reception
facilities in their own region. The development of “safe zones” for refugees could also be
considered. Current emigration from the Middle East and Africa had a detrimental effect on the
countries of origin. It was therefore vital to defeat Daesh and other terrorist organizations and
enable those fleeing to return home. It was surprising that the current efforts of more than
70 countries had been unable to achieve that; could some countries be secretly supporting
such groups?
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Mr. L. Housakos (Canada), Vice-President of the Assembly, took the Chair.
Ms. N. KATSER-BUCHKOVSKA (Ukraine) explained that there were a large number of
internally displaced persons in Ukraine as a result of conflict. The Government and Parliament
were doing their utmost to protect their people, including internally displaced persons, and to
stabilize the situation through social support and energy provision in occupied territories, and by
strengthening the economy and national security. Migration challenges should be addressed by
focusing efforts on conflict resolution, sustainable development and poverty reduction.
Ms. L. HRYNEVYCH (Ukraine), continuing the intervention by Ukraine, stated that the
largest group of internally displaced persons was in the east of the country, where terrorist groups
were active. In the territory that they held those groups did not respect the needs of the people, the
majority of whom were women and children who needed special protection. The Ukrainian
authorities were prevented from providing support in that territory. Women were suffering particular
hardships, as they endeavoured to care for children and elderly relatives and often faced
discrimination. A large number of internally displaced persons were also concerned about the
psychological impact of displacement on their children. Despite the ceasefire, people continued to
leave the conflict zone, placing pressure on the State budget. Ukraine was aware of the urgent
need to increase support to those persons. She urged other countries to stop their support for
rebel groups.
Mr. M. GAROYIAN (Cyprus) suggested that fundamental changes were needed to countries’
perceptions and policy directions, particularly on foreign policy. A careful analysis was needed of
which parties were active in the Syrian conflict and why. Nevertheless, remaining neutral in the
name of non-interference in the affairs of sovereign States was no longer an option in the face of
terrorist groups such as Islamic State and exodus of people fleeing persecution that they caused.
The migration crisis could only be resolved through the restoration of peace and security in
countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and the Syrian Arab Republic. At the same time, much
remained to be done in terms of development and humanitarian aid in conflict areas. The creation
of humanitarian sea corridors to help those who had already fled to reach Europe safely should
also be considered. Migration should not be viewed as an issue to be bureaucratically managed by
international or regional institutions; any decisions made from now on should take account of the
particularities of affected countries and of the best interests of the people at risk. He called for
solidarity with the European countries that had been most affected by the flow of refugees, most of
which lacked the policies, structures, funding and facilities to deal with the situation. The Dublin
Convention should be revised and a binding relocation mechanism adopted. Moreover,
international protection should be extended to vulnerable applicants, material conditions at
reception points should be improved and integration efforts intensified without interfering with
different religious or cultural beliefs. Migrants should be seen as equals, not as a cheap workforce.
Mr. S.A.R. DASTGHEIB (Islamic Republic of Iran) stressed the need to investigate the cause
of the recent tragedy during the Hajj pilgrimage and to adopt appropriate measures to prevent
reoccurrences. The recent agreement reached between his country and the P5+1 group of
countries was a significant development and underscored the importance of diplomacy over
bullying and sanctions. The Islamic Republic of Iran was committed to strengthening ties with its
neighbours and countries around the region on the basis of mutual respect and good
neighbourliness. The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action provided numerous opportunities to work
together to address common threats such as terrorism and extremism. There was an urgent need
to resolve the issue of Palestine. In order to resolve the current crisis of extremism in the region
around Palestine, international and regional cooperation was crucial, together with measures to
help refugees and displaced persons. There was no military solution to the situation in Yemen; a
political solution was needed involving all of the country's political and social groups under the
auspices of the United Nations.
Mrs. C. CERQUEIRA (Angola) opined that parliamentarians had an important role to play in
managing migration by promoting policies to maximize the benefits of migration and address the
challenges faced by countries of origin, transit and destination. Extreme poverty, unemployment,
environmental degradation, armed conflict, terrorism and human rights violations all contributed to
the migration phenomenon. Previous armed conflict in Angola had led to an exodus of people to
neighbouring countries. After the conflict, many of them had returned to contribute to national
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reconstruction. Angola planned to invest in a vast repatriation programme to help with issuing of
identity documents and to foster social and economic integration. Particular attention should be
paid to women and girls. Angola had adopted a law to protect migrants, including refugees and
asylum-seekers, and was developing a corresponding implementation policy. Illegal immigration
was increasing in Angola; the measures had been introduced to address that increase, reduce
xenophobia and aid integration or repatriation. It was vital to find quick, effective and fair solutions
to the current migration crisis so that refugees could live in dignity and safety.
Mr. S. NARYSHKIN (Russian Federation) said that it was important for parliamentarians’
voices to be heard at such an important time. International dialogue, rather than hegemony, was
key to solving the world’s problems. It was untenable to have one rule for one country and another
for the rest. The Arab Spring, for example, which had been nurtured by the intervention of a certain
State, was linked to the birth of the terrorist groups now active in the region where the Arab Spring
has occurred. There was limited global recognition of that fact. Countries were being destroyed as
a result of the interference of that State and the Russian Federation was endeavouring to return
peace to that region. A new formula for regional stability was needed, based on dialogue among
the peoples of the region, rather than on force and the influence of external parties. He was
concerned at the recently agreed Trans-Pacific Partnership, which he feared would only strengthen
the hegemony of one State, effectively allowing it to write the rules of the World Trade
Organization. That State had also sought a similar agreement with the European Union, an issue
that had been the subject of protests in a number of EU Member States. Dialogue was once again
crucial to avoid ideological traps.
Mrs. M. ANDRÉ (France) said that migration affected all countries and regions and gave rise
to contradictory feelings among host populations. Compassion and solidarity were important for
some, while others were concerned by the potential effect on social cohesion. Throughout history,
France had hosted refugees and migrants from around the world, and it was important to continue
that tradition. Nevertheless, the migration crisis required a global, coordinated response: the
burden could not be shouldered alone. It was important that all EU Member States played their
part. The regulations governing free circulation throughout the Schengen Area placed a particular
burden on the countries through which the refugees were first entering Europe. France stood ready
to provide support to those States where required. However, free movement of people had been
hard to achieve and should not be given up. Given the current situation, priority should be given to
the most threatened populations from areas of conflict. Nevertheless, doors should not be closed to
other immigrants including economic ones. There should also be increased dialogue with Balkan
countries and countries such as Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey, all of which were bearing the brunt
th
of the crisis. Welcoming the resolution on the emergency item adopted by the 128 IPU Assembly,
she recalled that the European Union had increased its support to the UNHCR and the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations to improve facilities for refugees in countries that
neighboured the Syrian Arab Republic. It was also important to combat migrant smuggling and fight
the root causes of migration.
Mr. A.K. PIMENTEL III (Philippines) welcomed the deliberations on strengthening
partnerships that had taken place during the eighth Global Forum on Migration and Development.
That summit had affirmed that migrants could be and had been net contributors to the public good.
In the current globalized world, significant efforts were put into finding innovative ways to move
financial capital and other goods and services around the world, but the same attention was not
given to ensuring that movements of people were humane and safe. The Philippines was fully
committed to a rights-based, migrant-centric, gender-sensitive approach to migration and was party
to a number of relevant international agreements on the matter. A large number of Filipinos lived in
other countries, and played a significant role in the development of their country through
remittances, while at the same time contributing fully to the economies of their host countries. Their
experience showed that when properly and humanely managed, migration could have a positive
impact on countries of origin and destination. The Philippines had always opened its doors to
refugees of all faiths and nationalities that were fleeing persecution and stood ready to play its part
in solving the current crisis. Compassion, not indifference was needed.
Mr. T. SUMATHIPALA (Sri Lanka) noted that migration, human trafficking and people
smuggling had been raised in a number of international forums. Concerted efforts from all
stakeholders to address the current crisis were needed as a matter of priority. Armed conflict and
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political and security problems were key migration push factors, while pull factors included the
perception of opportunities for better living conditions in developed countries. His country had not
been immune from conflict-related migration, owing to terrorism and insecurity. As the
representatives of the people, parliamentarians had a moral responsibility to address the root
causes of migration and work in partnership with other stakeholders at the regional and global
levels in order to prevent unsafe and irregular migration practices, to make return migration
informed and sustainable, and to make migration an integral part of development. Sri Lanka had
taken steps to address human trafficking, including by ratifying relevant international instruments.
As current Chair of the Colombo Process, Sri Lanka had focused discussion on key areas such as
enhancing the skills of those migrating for work purposes, improving pre-departure orientation and
working with destination countries. Sri Lanka also hosted a modest number of refugees and
asylum-seekers. Managing and investing in migration and raising awareness of the dangers of
irregular migration were key elements of making migration beneficial to all.
Mrs. M. BONELL (Andorra) explained that more than half of the population of her country
was made up of foreigners. The country enjoyed a high degree of social cohesion and citizen
security, and was able to offer equal opportunities and free public education to all. Each country
needed to find a migration system that suited their situation and enabled migration to be seen as a
driver for harmonious and sustainable growth without social discrimination. Andorra was unique in
its geographic, economic and societal make up; it did not experience immigration on the same
scale as other countries and immigration did not have the same impact on the country's society,
culture or economy. Immigration into the country was mainly for long-term work and as a result
Andorra was able to invest in adequate integration processes and social services. Integration was
a bilateral process, which required the participation of all. A key element of integration was respect
for the culture, inhabitants and language of both Andorra and migrants’ countries of origin. Equal
opportunities to work and education were also vital. Andorra had adopted a quota system for each
profession and nationality. Societal well-being stimulated peace and stability. Parliamentarians had
a responsibility to prevent conflicts, guarantee human rights and create the conditions for
permanent peace. Although not all States could take measures to respond to the crises facing the
world, all countries could endeavour to prevent the exclusion of and discriminatory attitudes
towards certain sectors of the population and to promote respect for human rights. It was up to
countries to act within their means. Andorra was ready to receive some Syrian refugees in
coordination with the European Union.
Mrs. L. MARKUS (Australia) said that that the significant burdens of the Syria crisis on the
infrastructure, education and health systems of neighbouring countries should be shared. Large
numbers of migrants, including refugees and those in humanitarian need, had arrived in Australia
since 1945. Australia was one of the most generous countries in the world in terms of resettlement
and providing protection for UNHCR-referred refugees. Australia’s migration system was strictly
managed and its borders strongly protected, which was helping to end the scourge of people
smuggling and to prevent deaths at sea.
Mr. P. RUDDOCK (Australia), continuing the intervention by Australia, explained that his
country had placed significant emphasis on integrating the large number of migrants that had
arrived on its territory. Having visited refugee camps in the Middle East on multiple occasions, he
was struck by how the hope of returning home was disappearing as the conflict continued.
Parliamentarians, together with the international community as a whole, should play a role in
seeking resolutions to situations that caused mass displacement of people. It was currently
necessary to help countries neighbouring the Syrian Arab Republic to shoulder the burden. During
the Kosovo crisis, Australia had issued safe haven visas. They enabled refugees to stay in
Australia for the duration of the conflict, on the understanding that they would return home once the
conflict had ended. That approach could be replicated for the current crisis. But regardless of the
approach, it was vital that all countries played their part.
Mr. P.-F. VEILLON (Switzerland) said that his country’s history as both a country of origin
and destination had contributed to its economic development and social and cultural enrichment.
Migration today was a complex phenomenon, which presented significant geopolitical challenges
and required bilateral, regional and international dialogue to find solutions. Long-term, sustainable
solutions to the current crisis were needed and it was essential to work together in that regard. The
Sustainable Development Goals were an important step in the right direction. Countries of origin
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needed to find new dynamics in terms of economic and social development and the sharing of
wealth, which would require good governance and democracy. Destination countries needed to
redefine their relationships with the developing world, particularly in terms of economic
engagement and development aid in order to ensure balanced exchanges and to promote
sustainable development. Switzerland was hosting refugees from the current crisis. Given the
number of refugees, any response could only be modest. Integration was key for social cohesion;
without it, migration gave rise to significant social and economic difficulties, particularly in smaller
host countries.
Mr. Y. CHIN (Republic of Korea) stated that the current migrant crisis was linked to human
rights violations and presented a serious threat to global sustainable development. The Republic of
Korea was a State party to the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its protocol and
had introduced national legislative safeguards for refugees. Parliaments had an important role to
play through their legislative and oversight functions. More attention should be paid to ensuring that
domestic laws complied with the provisions of the Convention and protocol and to overseeing the
implementation of those laws. Consideration should also be given to establishing temporary
settlements for refugees during the resettlement process; that idea was of particular importance in
response to the current migration crisis. The international community needed to do its utmost to
bring stability to countries and regions affected by conflict and to ensure that the human rights of
refugees were respected. Countries should not repatriate refugees against their will and should
follow a humanitarian approach. Efforts were needed to improve negative perceptions of migrants
and to raise public awareness of the importance of humanitarian responses. Public-private
partnerships should be developed to ensure that the private sector played a role in the resettlement
of refugees.
Mr. M. HOSSEINI SADR (Islamic Republic of Iran), exercising the right of reply, reiterated
his country’s sovereign right to the islands of Abu Musa, Greater Tunb and Lesser Tunb. The
Islamic Republic of Iran had a policy of good neighbourliness based on non-interference and
mutual respect. He called for the settlement of the dispute through multilateral dialogue.
Mr. Y. ALSAMAAN (Saudi Arabia), exercising the right of reply, said that his country had
done its utmost to ensure the safety and security of pilgrims to holy sites. Despite increasing
numbers of pilgrims, incidents were rare. He extended his condolences to those affected by the
most recent event and stressed that investigations into the cause of the tragedy would be
conducted quickly and transparently. However, Saudi Arabia would not accept interference in its
internal affairs and he warned against politicization of the matter.
Mr. M. KAWRMA (Syrian Arab Republic), exercising the right of reply, said that terrorism in
his country was causing the displacement of people, which would create serious social problems if
left unchecked. It was therefore crucial to stop the exodus. A common position was needed to
combat terrorist groups active in the region; it was also essential to prevent people from joining
those groups. The Syrian Government was doing it utmost to protect its people. The mass
migration would only stop when the terrorists were stopped.
Ms. I. KLYMPUSH-TSINTSADZE (Ukraine), exercising the right of reply, was alarmed at
some of the rhetoric she had heard but welcomed the acknowledgement that international law
continued to be violated in Ukraine. Nevertheless, that acknowledgement had failed to recognize
that the Russian Federation had and continued to commit such acts itself. The refugees fleeing
parts of her country were fleeing a war instigated by another State as a result of Ukraine’s decision
to forge closer ties with the European Union, which was a sovereign choice of the Ukrainian
people. There was currently a propaganda war taking place. She urged the Russian Federation to
abide by international law and stop its activities in Ukraine.
The sitting rose at 6.45 p.m.
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Sitting of Tuesday 20 October
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 2.45 p.m. with Mr. S. Chowdhury (Bangladesh), President of the
Inter-Parliamentary Union, in the Chair.
Item 7 of the agenda
Adoption of the resolution on the emergency item
The role of the inter-Parliamentary Union, parliaments, parliamentarians, and
international and regional organizations in providing necessary protection
and urgent support to those who have become refugees through war,
internal conflict and social circumstances, according to the principles
of international humanitarian law and international conventions
Mr. K. GRAHAM (New Zealand), Chairperson of the drafting committee, said that his
committee was presenting a draft resolution on the emergency item submitted jointly by the United
Arab Emirates and Sudan (document A/133/7-DR). The plenary debate allowed for expressions of
genuine concern about the human suffering caused by the recent worsening of the refugee crisis.
The drafting committee had comprised representatives of the delegations of Chad, Croatia, Gabon,
Islamic Republic of Iran, Jordan, Mexico, New Zealand, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia,
Sweden, Sudan, the United Arab Emirates, Venezuela and Zambia.
The draft resolution was a reminder of the importance of the Convention relating to the
Status of Refugees (1951) and its Protocol (1967), which provided that refugees should enjoy their
fundamental rights and freedoms without any discrimination based on ethnicity, race, gender, age
or country of origin. The resolution invited IPU Member Parliaments, regional and international
parliamentary organizations and the international community to cooperate with the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and all other international and regional
organizations involved in refugee affairs. The collective task of parliamentarians was to monitor the
implementation of international rules on refugee protection and to ensure that the rights guaranteed
to refugees under international instruments were realized. The resolution also called for
cooperation and burden sharing with host countries.
The drafting committee had discussed one potential amendment to the title, on advice from
UNHCR, in order to ensure consistency with international refugee law. The words “socio-economic
situations” would be replaced by “social circumstances”. The drafting committee therefore
recommended that the Assembly adopt the draft resolution, with the proposed amendment to
the title.
It was so decided.
Mr. A. EL ZABAYAR SAMARA (Venezuela) said that, on the basis of the comments made
during the debate, it seemed that the IPU should organize a special visit to refugee camps on the
ground in Turkey and Jordan to collect the stories of those living there. The protection of women in
those camps should be strengthened, since their rights were often violated. Trafficking in children,
women and human organs as well as sexual exploitation of women migrants were
particularly horrifying.
Ms. S. Mahajan (India), Vice-President of the Assembly, took the Chair.

Item 3 of the agenda
General debate
The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and more humane migration
Resumption of the debate
Mr. K. AYDIN (Turkey) said that migration was a global issue with global repercussions,
which could only be addressed through a global approach. Given the cross-border nature of the
migration crisis, international cooperation and solidarity were essential. While security measures
were one part of the approach to dealing with irregular migration, the only true solution was to
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address the root causes. Those included economic, political and social instability and conflict. The
severe threat posed by organized criminal networks involved in irregular migration must be taken
into account, including threats to internal security and the security of migrants. Thousands were
losing their lives on the dangerous journey in search of safety: the current humanitarian crisis was
a test of humanity and morality. The stories of three-year-old Aylan Kurdi and many others should
serve as a reminder of the human side of the crisis. Turkey spared no effort in offering protection to
refugees fleeing persecution and war and was the country with the largest refugee population in the
world. There were currently more than 2.2 million Syrian refugees in Turkey. Thus far, being a host
country had cost Turkey around US$ 8 billion, while it had received only US$ 417 million in bilateral
and multilateral contributions. There was a clear deficit of solidarity on the part of the international
community. Burden-sharing must be stepped up.
Ms. A. NAZLIAKA (Turkey), sharing the allocated speaking time with her colleague, said that
the traditional distinctions between refugees, asylum seekers and economic migrants were
becoming blurred as people moved from one country to another for a combination of reasons.
Efforts should therefore be made to better organize and improve the conditions for legal migration
and movement: that would have a positive impact on security, particularly at border points. Turkey,
which had traditionally been a country of origin and transit, had become a country of destination. As
the number of Syrians seeking safety and refuge in Europe and taking perilous journeys to do so
had increased dramatically, so the Turkish coastguard had intensified its efforts to save migrants'
lives at sea. However, if the root causes of the current refugee crisis were not addressed, the
situation would become increasingly unmanageable. The recent terrorist attack in Ankara had been
the deadliest in Turkey’s recent history. It had killed more than 100 people and injured more than
400, all of whom had gathered for a peace march. It was an urgent matter of human dignity to find
new ways to deal with the phenomenon of forced migration. Parliamentarians had a duty to
promote peace and non-militarism, and to exert pressure on governments accordingly. There could
be no substitute for peace.
Ms. M. BOROTO (South Africa) said that in recent months, the world had witnessed the
mass movement of people in various regions. Those movements were caused by internal strife and
civil wars, which, in turn, were driving people to migrate under desperate circumstances. It was
also a time of unprecedented anti-migrant sentiment. Harsh border controls and visa regimes, and
the criminalization of irregular migrants were driving people into the hands of smugglers and
criminals. The issue was not a problem to be solved, but rather a reality to be managed. Migration
was fuelled by poor social and economic conditions, such as unemployment, rural
underdevelopment, poverty, lack of opportunity, and the absence of peace and security. Migration
should therefore be situated within the broader discourse of sustainable development.
South Africa continued to be a major destination for asylum seekers and migrants. Migrants
were often exploited, with human trafficking and smuggling on the rise. Women and children were
particularly at risk, and women were often subject to labour exploitation. Establishing frameworks
for the protection of women migrants should therefore be given particular attention. UN Women
and women’s nongovernmental organizations could provide useful advice in that regard. South
Africa had introduced new immigration regulations to improve the balance between openness to
legitimate travellers and South Africa’s development and security imperatives. South Africa’s
experience showed that well managed migration policies could yield significant benefits to the
economy of both host and destination countries.
The international community should strengthen its efforts to address the root causes of mass
migration, which required long-term engagement by all stakeholders. That would involve looking
beyond the “pull” factors that drew people towards open and free societies, and identifying and
addressing the “push” factors that constrained opportunities and denied freedoms. Efforts must be
made to prevent conflict and displacement, while maintaining respect for state sovereignty. New
migration policies were needed to keep pace with change: those might include increasing the legal
avenues for migration, instituting temporary protective status, enhancing resettlement
opportunities, and strengthening systems for seasonal work permits, voluntary return, humane
border management and integration. Peacebuilding was also essential, and parliaments had a key
advocacy role to play in that regard. Migration should be an option, not a desperate attempt to
survive. Parliamentarians could bring together all relevant stakeholders to ensure effective
migration management. In an age of unprecedented mass displacement, an unprecedented
humanitarian response was required, not just as a matter of solidarity and shared commitment, but
also as one of global peace and security.
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Mrs. Z. GRECEANÎI (Moldova) said that political and social instability, and the lack of job
opportunities, had led a third of Moldovan citizens to migrate. The remittances sent back to
Moldova had a significant impact on the country’s economy. Moldova was fourth on the list of
countries most economically dependent on remittances. Unfortunately, free trade agreements had
been concluded with the European Union without having adequately prepared local industries.
Moldova had therefore suffered severe drops in its exports to the Russian Federation, which
accounted for the majority of its exports, as well as reductions in exports to the European Union.
Price increases and high rates of inflation had also severely affected the Moldovan economy.
The economic and political situation was desperate. Many young people left to study abroad
and never returned. Families were fragmented and remained so for long periods. The economically
active population was leaving the country: the average age of Moldovan migrants was 30 years,
37 per cent had completed higher education and the majority had secondary level or vocational
qualifications. Most were trying to enter the Commonwealth of Independent States, although many
women were leaving for destinations within the European Union, in search of domestic work.
Effective measures were therefore desperately needed to control migration flows. The exchange of
information and best practice were essential for solving the issue of large-scale migration.
Developing countries should have markets based on production and export: it was therefore
important for small countries to be included in industrial cooperation. It was all too easy for partners
to give small countries grants and loans, but true help could only come from industry and job
creation. That would assist economic development and help people to stay in their countries of
origin, rather than seeking employment opportunities elsewhere.
Special segment on the role of parliaments in countering terrorism
Mr. J.-P. LABORDE, Assistant Secretary-General, Executive Director of the CounterTerrorism Committee Executive Directorate (CTED), said that parliamentarians were the
representatives of the people, and their alliance with the United Nations was particularly important
to address such a complex and difficult subject as migration.
Terrorism was one of the greatest threats to global peace and security. Wherever terrorist
acts were committed with impunity even more serious violence ensued. Terrorism was often
propelled by situations that supported it. Situations leading to terrorism could arise when exercising
national sovereignty and protecting the rule of law.
When taken as a whole, the international human rights instruments constituted a body of law
that defined all acts of terrorism in the world. However, achieving a universally accepted definition
of terrorism would unite all parties in the fight against it. The victims of terrorism all over the world
must be considered: no country in the world was free from terror. Sharing experiences and good
practices, not only between parliaments but also with the United Nations, was essential for mutual
learning and to understand the situation in countries that had suffered the most. Information and
experiences should also be shared with regard to countering violent extremism through education,
development and conflict resolution.
Inconsistencies in dealing with crimes of terrorism should not be allowed. It was crucial to
pursue a joint approach based on the application of international instruments and resolutions, and
on dialogue and interaction with the United Nations. State terrorism should be classed as a war
crime or a crime against humanity. He expressed the Counter-Terrorism Committee’s support and
solidarity with the world’s parliamentarians in their fight to overcome terrorism.
Mr. M. MIEDICO, Chief of Section, Terrorism Prevention Branch, United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime (UNODC), explained that he had moderated a panel discussion at the present
IPU Assembly where the debate had been lively. UNODC had identified five counter-terrorism
mandates for parliamentarians and five recommendations for their implementation.
Parliamentarians had a role to play in the ratification of international conventions and protocols
against terrorism. Ratification ensured that national legislation was aligned and coherent.
Parliamentarians must also ensure that international standards were taken into account at the
national level in the criminalization of terrorist offences. They must regulate cooperation with the
private sector and agreements with banks. They must also ensure that security and law
enforcement agencies and the judiciary were invested with the powers and means that they
needed to conduct effective prosecutions and adjudication. Parliamentarians must ensure the
oversight and monitoring of the work of national institutions. Broader action was required to ensure
that the conditions conducive to terrorism were properly addressed and to acknowledge that
development was intrinsically linked to security. Any military action must be accompanied by social
and education programmes, interreligious and other types of dialogue, which parliamentarians
must promote.
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The IPU had called for closer cooperation with the United Nations. UNODC had drawn up
five recommendations for the IPU. First, to consider establishing a mechanism for cooperation and
interaction with the United Nations; second, to consider how the IPU and the United Nations could
best engage at the regional level; third, to find ways to promote dialogue and discussion at the
country level by cooperating with national parliaments in order to raise awareness about
international standards at the national level; fourth, to facilitate cooperation between practitioners
and parliaments; and lastly, to use parliamentary diplomacy as a key instrument for tackling the
root causes of terrorism and conflict.
Resumption of the debate
Mrs. R. RIKHARDSDOTTIR (Iceland) said that more people than ever before were being
driven from their homes by wars and persecution: the global community was struggling to respond.
Focus must be placed on finding the correct strategic and practical approaches to deal with the
large numbers of people on the move. The international community should support countries
hosting large refugee populations, in particular by helping to shoulder both their immense financial
burdens and the many challenges they faced in accommodating refugees. That burden must be
shared. It was impossible to underestimate the importance of funding humanitarian and
development responses to the crisis, providing support to national response plans and
strengthening the resilience of host countries. Since most refugees wanted nothing more than to be
able to return home, host countries must be supported in establishing and operating refugee camps
that provided more than the basic needs for human survival. Camps should be a safe and secure
environment with a daily routine, education and health care.
The gender dimensions of migration were particularly important. Urgent humanitarian action
was required to address the specific needs of women and girls. Safe routes, safe spaces and
specific protection on arrival in host countries should be provided especially those at particular risk
of violence. Policies that specifically took account of those issues should be developed in refugee
camps, and with partners in countries of origin, transit and destination. Women and adolescent girls
had a tremendous capacity to adapt. They were among the first responders in crises, holding their
families and communities together. They must not be portrayed as helpless or forced to become so
by restrictive environments.
Education was the single most important transformative factor for the individual and for the
nation as a whole. It was a basic human right for all children, and created a crucial sense of
security and hope, which was particularly important for refugee children. Education taught selfreliance, care, empathy and respect for diversity. It created the human social capital needed for
development, and played a fundamental role in providing physical and psychological protection for
children. It was clear that the current refugee situation was unacceptable and that funding was
needed to address the crisis.
Mrs. Y. FERRER GÓMEZ (Cuba) said that illegal migration was a major impediment to
human development. UNHCR had warned of the potentially disastrous consequences of the arrival
of winter for the tens of thousands of people who were arriving in Europe and living in makeshift
camps. They travelled in precarious boats across the Mediterranean, or walked through the Sahara
desert, risking their lives and falling prey to traffickers. About half of all international migrants lived
in only 10 countries. The majority lived in the United States where they suffered all types of
discrimination. Trafficking in persons had become the third most lucrative illegal business in the
world, after drugs and arms trafficking. The criminals involved considered people as mere
commodities. An estimated 30 million people around the world currently lived as slaves. 'Brain
drain' was a serious consequence of migration: knowledge was being monopolized by the most
industrialized nations, which in turn held back the development of countries of origin.
The walls and barriers being built might hinder migration but would not solve the problems
that were causing around one sixth of the world’s population to move in search of a better life. As
migration increased, so did anti-migrant sentiment, xenophobia and racism. The international
community must adopt policies to address the causes and consequences of migratory flows,
ensure the physical integrity and protection of migrants and protect developing countries from the
mass exodus of their population. States that were party to international conventions lacked the
political will to implement them. Countries must invest in the integration process necessary for
migrants to develop to their full potential and make a positive contribution to their host and home
societies. Bilateral, regional and international cooperation among States was essential to fulfil the
shared responsibility of finding a lasting solution to a problem of global concern.
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Mr. S. YUSSUFF (Nigeria) said that the scale, scope and complexity of migration were
increasing due to several “push” factors, including armed conflicts and terrorism, economic
downturns, social strife as a result of fundamentalism, xenophobia, ideological intolerance, sexism,
racism, and natural disasters. Irrespective of the reason for which people migrated and where they
were located in the world, they must all enjoy their fundamental human rights as enshrined in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It was therefore the responsibility of all parliaments to
make policies that respected the rights of refugees and asylum seekers, recognizing that all human
beings were born free and must not be discriminated against on any grounds.
Efforts must be made to eliminate the stereotype of migrants as desperate, parasitic and with
no economic potential. If properly integrated, migrants were real drivers of economic growth and
development. The Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951) granted refugees the right
to protection and non-refoulement. Hosting refugees was therefore an international obligation. The
international community must ensure that refugees were safe and protected. As a minimum,
refugees deserved the same standards of treatment enjoyed by other foreign nationals in a given
country, and in many cases, the same treatment as nationals. Refugees should be guaranteed the
right to housing, work, education, to have access to the courts, and to hold identity and travel
documents. National legislation must be in place to prevent the exploitation of irregular economic
migrants. At the same time, States must work in collaboration with INTERPOL to ensure that
asylum was not granted to anyone who had planned, facilitated or participated in acts of terrorism.
Migrants, for their part, must uphold their responsibilities by respecting the laws, customs and
cultural values of their host country.
Nigeria was currently struggling against the scourge of the terrorist activities of Boko Haram.
Despite claiming to be committed to the propagation of the teachings of the Prophet, there was
nothing Islamic about Boko Haram. It rejected the concept of statehood, western education and
values and its activities had led to at least two million people migrating. In response, several
internally displaced persons camps had been set up, run by the national emergency management
agency and supported by civil society organizations. A presidential committee had been
established to provide support to the victims of Boko Haram. A parliamentary committee had been
set up to address issues related to internally displaced persons and pursue initiatives in the northeast of Nigeria. A north-east development commission was also under consideration. All nations
must deepen their democratic systems to eliminate the sources of conflict and tension. Efforts must
be made to create employment and economic opportunities. Stemming the escalating tide of the
migration crisis was a collective responsibility.
Ms. A. TORME PARDO (Spain) said that the current migration situation was posing new
challenges and was a humanitarian crisis. The world was witnessing the greatest human
movement since the Second World War. The massive displacement had given rise to true
tragedies and the deaths of thousands of innocent people fleeing the terror of war. Refugees
should not be left at the mercy of traffickers. Children required the greatest support. Some
80,000 minors were seeking refuge in Europe, many unaccompanied. In April 2015, the European
Union and its member States had pledged to act together in a spirit of solidarity.
Spain had committed to host as many refugees as the European Commission requested.
The next draft budget included a significant increase in allocations for hosting refugees with an
additional €250 million earmarked for resettlement and relocation programmes. In spite of the
forthcoming general elections, the two chambers of parliament had worked together to compile an
asylum policy package. The package included agreements to seek peaceful conflict resolution,
work towards an integrated European Union asylum policy, strengthen cooperation with third
countries, fight against criminal organizations involved in human trafficking, increase transparency
with regard to European Union integration and resettlement, strengthen cooperation with countries
in conflict, accept the maximum possible number of refugees, respond to the specific needs of
refugees, pay particular attention to minors, continue to adapt legislation to provide a suitable legal
framework for hosting and integrating refugees, design awareness campaigns to facilitate true
integration and prevent racism and xenophobia in the media, and finally, to adopt decisions on
asylum and refuge through processes of dialogue, consensus and loyalty. Spain had a history of
successfully integrating foreigners into its society, many of whom had been refugees. With that
experience and the commitment of the Spanish authorities and of society, Spain hoped to make a
positive contribution to the resolution of the current crisis.
Mr. S. SROUR (Jordan) said that Jordan had been receiving large numbers of migrants
since the 1950s, starting with Palestinians fleeing persecution and conflicts. Although Jordan had
never been involved in those conflicts, the Jordanian authorities had done their utmost to provide
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the affected populations with the necessary support, through the adoption of policies and
international agreements, and through a strong belief in solidarity. Over recent months Jordan had
received more than 1.6 million Syrian refugees, as well as thousands of Iraqis and others, all of
whom had fled their homes. Jordan had guaranteed their security. It would continue to provide
them with all they needed to live in dignity and to prepare them for an eventual return to their home
countries. Despite gaps in education, water supply, resources and basic infrastructure, Jordan had
done its utmost to respect the provisions of international law and the conventions that guaranteed
human dignity.
Jordan had received aid from partner countries, for which the authorities were particularly
grateful. However, the aid had only covered 40 per cent of Jordan’s needs. The remaining 60 per
cent of the financial burden was borne by Jordan itself, to the detriment of the local community.
Nevertheless, refugees and migrants made a valuable contribution to host societies and must be
respected. European countries were reticent about taking in large numbers of migrants and
refugees, yet hosted a very small number in comparison with Jordan. The Mediterranean should be
viewed as a 'bridge of relations', uniting neighbours and serving as a source of communication
between them. He was therefore surprised by the treatment of refugees. They had taken a perilous
journey and risked their lives to cross that bridge to safety. He called on all countries to provide
those refugees with the protection necessary to guarantee their security and dignity. A political
solution would be the only sustainable end to the conflict in the Syrian Arab Republic, which would
allow the displaced to return and rebuild their nation. The Palestinian issue was also a burning one.
The people of Palestine must be guaranteed their rights. It must not be forgotten that they were
subject to grave persecution.
Ms. G. ELDEGARD (Norway) said that refugees were ordinary people, who deserved to be
treated with dignity. The rest of the international community must not let the fact that vast swathes
of refugees were on the move around the world overshadow the commitments and principles
enshrined in international law. Every individual had the right to apply for asylum. Only five years
previously, the Syrian Arab Republic had been on its way to meeting the Millennium Development
Goals. Only a short time later, a large part of the country had been reduced to ruins and more than
half of the population had fled their homes. In spite of such a desperate situation, only 43 per cent
of the United Nations’ appeals for humanitarian aid for the Syrian Arab Republic and its neighbours
had been met. That response was simply not good enough. The World Food Programme had been
forced to stop distribution to more than 360,000 refugees in Jordan and Lebanon owing to lack of
funds. In addition, more than 700,000 refugee children had been left without schooling. Schools
that did admit Syrian children were oversubscribed, underfunded and understaffed. The
international community’s failure to provide basic necessities such as food, education and health
care was contributing to the large number of people risking dangerous journeys across the
Mediterranean to reach Europe. The international community must mobilize the necessary funds so
that all refugees were guaranteed their right to protection. Norway, in cooperation with the United
Nations, Germany and other partners, had offered to host an international donor conference.
Mr. A. AL-AHMAD (Palestine) said that Palestine was the victim of the Israeli occupation
forces. The Israeli Government was carrying out atrocious attacks against the Palestinian people in
East Jerusalem and surrounding villages. Entire families had been burnt alive. The Israeli settlers,
who were protected by the Israeli army, prevented Muslims from attending mosque. That risked the
conflict becoming a religious war. Attempts to reactivate the peace process had been failing for
more than two years, owing to the Israeli Government’s lack of respect for agreements reached
and its failure to uphold its international obligations. The peace process had been based on a twoState solution. The international community should allowing Israel to act with impunity and insist
that it meet its obligations under international law. The separation wall built by Israel would not
bring peace. Successive Israeli governments had signed peace agreements and had failed to
implement them. Their activities were tantamount to terrorism. The international community must
exert the necessary pressure and do its utmost to seek a solution that would bring an end to the
Israeli occupation. That would allow the Palestinian people to be granted the right to selfdetermination and allow Palestinian refugees to return home. Palestinian political prisoners,
including members of parliament, should be released. The Palestinian cause must not be forgotten
in the context of the fight against terrorism in the Middle East. The Palestinian State must be
recognized, and the suffering of the people of Palestine must end.
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Mrs. Z. BENAROUS (Algeria) said that migration affected the whole world. The current
volume of migration was unprecedented. Countries must therefore consider how to deal with
refugee flows and how to eliminate the discriminatory practices to which refugees were often
subjected. Algeria was party to many international conventions, including on transnational
organized crime. Those conventions must be implemented. Algeria, which had historically been a
country of origin, had now become a country of destination. The necessary social and economic
conditions must be put in place in countries of origin to reduce the number of people wanting to
leave their homes. The conflicts in the Middle East had involved the interests of third parties
outside the region. International cooperation was crucial to address migration in all its dimensions.
Particular attention should be drawn to the links between migration and development, and to
migrants’ capacity to contribute to their host societies. All governments should respect the human
dignity of migrants and allow them to integrate fully. When properly managed, migration could be
beneficial to all involved. The parliamentarians of the world must ensure that their governments
respected international agreements.
Mr. F. ZON (Chair, Global Organization of Parliamentarians Against Corruption (GOPAC))
said that the abuse of power for personal gain was a problem linked to most aspects of migration.
Aid for refugees was subject to corruption. There had been reports of authorities and civil society
organizations taking advantage of international contributions and donations, by creating proposals
that would not be implemented correctly. Corruption deprived people of their fundamental rights in
countries where the rule of law was weak and the integrity of the state apparatus was low.
Corruption occurred at all stages in migration and led to a failure to meet even the most
basic needs of refugees. It facilitated migration-related crime, such as trafficking in persons and
smuggling, in which migrants were treated as a mere commodity. Widespread corruption hampered
development, led to poverty, closed economic opportunities and undermined the rule of law. By
combating corruption, a more prosperous environment could be created for ordinary people. As a
result, they would no longer seek a better life abroad. The best way to diminish the drivers of forced
migration was to overcome political corruption. At its sixth conference, the Global Organization of
Parliamentarians Against Corruption had committed to pursue the perpetrators of large-scale
corruption. It took into account Goal 16 of the Sustainable Development Goals to pursue good
governance and advocate for peace for the betterment of human life. More partnerships and
collaboration were needed to recognise that the refugee crisis had emanated from a broader
corruption crisis, and that the international community must work together to address that
broader issue.
Mr. M. Niat Njifenji (Cameroon), Vice-President of the Assembly, took the Chair.
Mr. F. RABBI (Bangladesh) said that, in an increasingly interconnected world, migration was
growing in scale, scope and complexity, and had developed into a humanitarian crisis. The number
of people forcibly displaced by conflict or persecution had reached more than 50 million, and
instability was continuing to fuel massive displacement in the Middle East. Violence and
displacement were also rife in Africa. The burden of these crises was primarily borne by
neighbouring countries. It was disappointing that others were reluctant to increase their assistance.
Globalization and growing disparities in living conditions within and between countries had
contributed to the increase in international migration. People were risking their lives in search of
better opportunities. They were often obliged to travel in inhumane conditions and exposed to
exploitation and abuse. States regarded those movements as a threat to their sovereignty
and security.
Illegal migration represented a development challenge, which could jeopardise the
attainment of the Sustainable Development Goals. Parliamentarians had a vital role to play in
ensuring a meaningful and balanced debate about migration, and in promoting fair and effective
policies that maximized the benefits of migration and made labour migration a win-win situation.
Close and comprehensive cooperation between countries, international organizations and civil
society was essential to solve the crisis. Solutions would include more sympathetic diplomacy and
foreign policy, eradicating extreme poverty, ending extremist military activities, eliminating racial
and religious conflict, establishing good governance and healthy regional politics. Countries of
transit and destination must manifest tolerance and a pro-migrant attitude. Human rights and
international solidarity were essential to maintaining effective asylum and refugee
protection policies.
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Ms. R. ERSHAD (Bangladesh), sharing the allocated speaking time with her colleague, said
that Bangladesh had traditionally been a country of origin. At the time of the liberation war, many
Bangladeshis had taken refuge in India, which had provided them with all the support they had
needed. Bangladesh had a positive view of migration as an effective tool for poverty eradication.
Although densely populated, Bangladesh had given shelter to 32,000 registered Rohingyas.
Migration was a fundamental part of human life: people moved to survive, to search for food, to
escape danger and death and to find new opportunities.
During the current migration and refugee crisis, particular consideration should be given to
who the migrants were, what their needs were, what rights they should enjoy, how those needs and
rights would be balanced with those of the host society, whether countries had obligations to
citizens other than their own, whether countries could close their borders at any cost, and whether
they had any obligation to minimize the harm endured by people crossing their borders.
To end the crisis, sustainable development was required. That would enable all citizens to
enjoy economic freedom, as well as freedom from poverty, climate-oriented displacement conflict
and war. European countries were currently facing mass influxes of migrants, arriving by sea and
over land. Those influxes could only be reduced by tackling the root causes of people’s
desperation. Increased economic investment in their countries of origin would be a key element of
a well-rounded response to the crisis. Members of parliament had an important role in formulating
effective migration policies and ensuring that all forms of migration were humane. Every individual
was a citizen of the world, and equal opportunities should be granted to all.
Mr. A. ALI (Iraq) said that Iraq had done its utmost to strengthen its participation in
international meetings, and the Iraqi parliament was doing its best to uphold its responsibilities.
Efforts had been made to form a national government, which was jointly leading a reform process
with parliament. Mutual respect must be strengthened without differentiating between religions,
ethnicities or beliefs. Terrorism was a dangerous scourge. Its root causes must be tackled and the
wave of fear that was pervading the world must end. Iraq was suffering at the hands of Daesh; it
was killing innocent civilians and attacking the country’s culture, heritage and history. All peoples in
Iraq must unite against Daesh with the support of the international community. Iraq was paying the
high price of war, coupled with the drop in oil prices, which had led to economic crisis. International
assistance was desperately needed. Daesh terrorists were indiscriminate in their attacks, killing
adults and children alike, committing murder and seizing territory. Efforts must be made to seek
permanent, durable solutions. Medical supplies, housing, food and water were all lacking. Children
were unable to attend school and university and mass displacement had occurred. He therefore
called on all countries to meet the basic needs of Iraqi refugees and afford them the protection they
needed. The assistance of the international community was essential to bring an end to the
scourge of terrorism.
Mrs. V. MATA (Venezuela) said that the problem of migration was one of the greatest
currently facing the world. Large flows of migrants and refugees were complex and multifaceted,
and required regional and global cooperation. The global community must come together to save
lives and defend human rights, in particular by applying the principle of non-discrimination. The
solution was not to prevent migrants from entering developed countries, but rather to grant
humanitarian assistance and respect for human rights, particularly since thousands of refugees
were women, children and the elderly. The current migration crisis was largely the result of
repercussions of colonialist and imperialist activities. Greater cooperation was required between
countries of transit, origin and destination to build resilient programmes that could meet the
challenges of the future. Criminal gangs were taking advantage of the situation of migrants to traffic
in persons, weapons and drugs.
Venezuela intended to coordinate action by attending to the needs of migrants, refugees and
asylum seekers, using a human rights-based approach. Trafficking in persons should be tackled in
line with the United Nations Convention on Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children. Venezuela
had opened its doors to the Syrian people in an act of solidarity, with a view to building bridges, not
walls. A political solution to the problems in the Syrian Arab Republic was essential.
Venezuela was undergoing one of the worst aggressions of its history: political, economic,
national and international factors were leading to conflict at Venezuela’s borders, in which the
international media was participating. The United States of America was continuing its policy of
destabilizing the democracies of South America that were not in line with United States political and
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economic interests. A peaceful border regime had been established to protect people living in
frontier areas, in particular along the borders with Colombia. Venezuela would continue to be a
land of peace and solidarity, willing to build a fairer, smarter, and more humane world.
Mr. J.S. FIGUEROA AGUILAR (Nicaragua) said that migration was an issue of great
importance, closely linked to international humanitarian law and solidarity between peoples. Many
causes and factors had led to current migration flows, including poverty, conflict, war, natural
disasters, and lack of employment opportunities. The issue of mass migration was affecting the
whole world. Whatever was causing the issue, the political will and moral stature of States,
governments and parliaments were required to seek solutions to it. Parliaments had a significant
responsibility to seek solutions through the adoption of relevant strategies and policies. Efforts
should be made to amend migration legislation and to put the migrant at its centre. Parliaments
must ratify and ensure compliance with all relevant international treaties. Constant dialogue was
required between all stakeholders in society in order both to create the conditions that would
enable countries to be better prepared for influxes of migrants and also to ensure full respect for
their rights and dignity.
Migrants often faced rejection and anti-migrant sentiment. However, it had been
demonstrated that well-managed migration flows were beneficial both to countries of origin and
destination. Parliaments must play a more active role in contributing to the development of global
policies and following up on government commitments under international agreements. Nicaragua
recognized that all persons had the right to request asylum, and therefore did its utmost to
guarantee the safety of refugees and to promote compliance with the international agreements to
which it was party. Any type of political, cultural, religious, or other interference in the sovereign
affairs of States should be rejected. Nicaragua prohibited the use of nuclear weapons and other
weapons of mass destruction, and rejected any aggression between countries. All efforts were
made to abide by international law and promote regional integration. He appealed to the
consciences of all countries or coalitions that had provoked wars, destruction and death and that
had caused citizens to flee for their lives. He called on those countries to institute policies that
compensated for the damage and suffering they had caused to millions of people.
Mr. G. FARINA (Italy) said that Italy’s experiences of migration as a country of origin had
made it more sensitive to the needs of migrants as a country of destination. As a result, working
conditions and safety at work had been improved for migrant workers. The world must understand
that diversity was enriching. The population of the United States of America could serve as an
example of a cultural melting pot with a unified sense of national identity. Italians abroad had been
absorbed into their host communities, while at the same time maintaining their traditions. Mutual
tolerance was the way to seek the truth. In the Balkans, the Middle East and Afghanistan, Italy had
done its utmost to promote peace, civil rights and solidarity. The Mare Nostrum operation had been
an example of those efforts. It had saved lives in the Mediterranean and promoted peace,
friendship and dialogue. The flag of solidarity should be raised at the borders of the
European Union.
Mr. J. HORVAT (Slovenia) said that migration was one of the greatest contemporary global
challenges and was affecting an increasing number of countries. Slovenia was a transit country,
which had seen more than 3,000 people cross its borders at any one time. Most migrants were
from the Syrian Arab Republic, with some from Iraq and Afghanistan. The vast majority had
continued their journey beyond Slovenia, with only 32 applying for international protection in that
country. Slovenia was dealing with migration issues within the framework of the European Union,
which had adopted the European Agenda on Migration and undertaken a series of commitments
and targets designed to strengthen its presence at sea, combat trafficking in persons, prevent
illegal migration and strengthen solidarity and responsibility among member States.
The European Union paid particular attention to providing humanitarian aid. Despite
considerable efforts, the situation in the field remained serious and required an immediate and
unified response from the international community. Steps should be taken to intensify diplomatic
efforts in order to eliminate the root causes of the migration crisis, bring an end to the wars and
armed conflicts in the Syrian Arab Republic, Libya and Iraq and strengthen their institutions.
Delaying attempts to resolve those conflicts would be disastrous for the countries affected, their
inhabitants, the wider region and receiving countries. Nonetheless, Europe had played a part in the
destabilization of the Middle East region, and must therefore assume its responsibilities.
Parliamentarians must ensure solidarity and that the burden of the refugee crisis was shared
equally. Building walls was not the answer.
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Mr. D.N. DATU MANSUR (Malaysia) said that migration was a complex global issue,
affecting almost every country in the world. Economic migrants played a significant role in
Malaysia’s workforce. Malaysia had established a legislative framework for the protection of
migrant workers’ rights, including by ratifying the ILO Equal Remuneration Convention,
1951 (No.100). Malaysia condemned forced migration, trafficking in persons and the smuggling of
migrants in all forms. It had made significant efforts to improve its domestic mechanisms for
combating those crimes.
Malaysia called on the international community to join forces and share the burden of forced
migration. Malaysia had taken measures on humanitarian grounds that went beyond its
international obligations, given that it had neither signed nor ratified the Convention relating to the
Status of Refugees (1951) or its 1967 Protocol. The Government of Malaysia continued to
cooperate with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in dealing with migrants on a
case-by-case basis and pending their resettlement in third countries. The international community
should strive to find a lasting solution to the issue of mass migration, while upholding the principle
of non-interference in the internal affairs of sovereign States.
Mr. H.M. OO (Myanmar) said that all countries, wherever they were in the world, faced
migration challenges. While it was positive to see several countries welcoming migrants on
humanitarian grounds and providing them with food and temporary shelter, it was also
disappointing to see that many migrants had become victims of human trafficking networks. The
IPU had an important role to play in addressing the global migration crisis, by supporting its
Member Parliaments to encourage their respective governments to work together.
Turning to the situation in Myanmar, he said that a ceasefire agreement had been concluded
a few weeks previously. It was hoped that would lead to internal peace and reduce migration from
Myanmar. Democratic reforms were gaining momentum and a general election would be held in
the very near future. Parliament had been making efforts to perform its functions in line with the
IPU Strategy, and was now considered the most important institution in Myanmar’s democratic
transformation. He thanked the IPU and its Member Parliaments for their support. He hoped that
the cooperation between Myanmar and the IPU would strengthen with the election of the
new Parliament.
Mr. V. GUMINSKY (Belarus) said that it was worrying to see how Europe was becoming
increasingly submerged in the migration crisis as the days went by. The problem was rapidly
growing and Europe’s response had come late. Every day, thousands of people were crossing
borders into the European Union ready to risk their lives in search of refuge and safety. Such large
influxes of refugees into Europe were the result of protracted armed conflicts in the Middle East
and Africa, which engendered violence, impunity, poverty, chaos and despair. The restrictions on
legal migration into the European Union had been a contributing factor to the increase in illegal
migration. There had been a disappointing lack of hospitality in the way that the European Union
had received such desperate people. They deserved protection and shelter.
Parliamentarians had an important role to play by reacting to violations of migrants’ and
refugees’ rights, drawing attention to the issue and joining together to rectify it. Countries receiving
refugees and those in conflict areas needed greater donor support. The organizations working in
those areas to help millions of migrants and refugees must not be forgotten. The current migration
crisis should be used as an opportunity to improve migration policies the world over.
Belarus had observed an increase in the number of people arriving to seek asylum, many of
whom were from Ukraine, the Syrian Arab Republic and Afghanistan. While considerable efforts
were made to enable those people to live a normal life, experience had shown that Belorusian
legislation was insufficient. A Bill on forced migration was therefore currently before parliament. An
effective solution to the refugee crisis could only be found through international solidarity and
strengthened cooperation between all stakeholders. Unfortunately, over recent months, dialogue
and the development of joint approaches had given way to political sanctions, restrictions and
unilateral measures towards countries, enterprises and even parliamentarians. It was unacceptable
that the authorities in the United States and Finland had prevented certain parliamentarians from
participating in international parliamentary forums. In the face of the current crisis, parliamentarians
must increase their capacity to react to global and regional challenges, strengthen trust and
cooperation between countries and strongly support the maintenance of the values of the Charter
of the United Nations as well as the universal principles of international law.
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Mr. O. HAV (Denmark) said that mass migration constituted a tragedy and a challenge for
the global community. Any person forced to flee from their home risked ruining all aspects of their
life: their family may be fragmented, their economic situation would be insecure, and they must
adapt to a new culture. There were many reasons why people fled their homes, including war,
hunger or a lack of prospects for their children. It was not just a tragedy for those who were fleeing,
but also for the country from which they fled. In such difficult circumstances, countries receiving
migrants and refugees were also deeply affected, particularly neighbouring countries in North
Africa, the Middle East and Europe. New solutions must therefore be sought.
While it was essential to provide humanitarian assistance to those who were fleeing, the key
to the crisis was to resolve the issues that were causing people to flee their countries of origin. War
and hunger must be brought to an end and the world must begin to admit that not all problems
could be solved militarily. Fairer trade and business environments should be created to give
everyone the opportunity to improve their economic situation. Parliamentarians the world over must
make serious efforts to create a fairer world for the benefit of all.
Mr. M. MUSTAFA ALDAO (Sudan) said that the social and political issues that
parliamentarians had to address in an effort to protect peace and human dignity should be
considered. The world was facing a difficult situation owing to the spread of war, terrorism and
economic crisis. Several conflicts were still in progress and could threaten world peace. The
international community must work together to address dangerous phenomena that posed a global
threat. Each parliament must look at its legislation and ensure that it could be used to protect
refugees and migrants and to counter trafficking in persons. Migration issues were linked to poor
economic conditions, to which solutions must be found. Living standards were getting worse, and
people’s economic and social well-being must be a matter of priority. Sudan was hosting four
million refugees from South Sudan, the Syrian Arab Republic and Yemen, and offered them all the
assistance they required. Rather than building camps, refugees had been welcomed into
people’s homes.
The question of how to solve the root causes of migration, including conflicts and political
instability must be considered. Sudan had made great efforts to contribute to international peace
and security, engaging in inclusive dialogue with a view to solving political problems. Economic
reforms were also under way. The issue of Palestine was particularly serious and the Israeli
occupation must be brought to an end. Palestinian people were the victims of systematic human
rights violations, which would drive extremism. Failure to act together to find sustainable solutions
would be a disaster for all.
Mr. K. GEBREHIWOT (Ethiopia) said that over several centuries, migration had played a
major role in shaping the history of mankind. However, the current situation was one of vast
displacement that constituted a humanitarian crisis, caused by armed conflicts, war, extreme
poverty, violations of human rights and freedoms, and severe underdevelopment. Cooperation
must be strengthened not only to help those whose rights were not protected and who risked their
lives in search of safety, making dangerous journeys by sea and land, but also to assist countries
affected by the humanitarian crisis that had arisen from mass forced displacement. The number of
migrants dying while travelling had increased rapidly. Social coherence would be undermined if the
current set of controversies and the sense of urgency around them were not addressed. The
present Assembly had a key role to play in identifying areas that required urgent action and in
making recommendations, which parliamentarians could pursue in their respective countries in
order to reduce the colossal cost of migration.
Ethiopia had participated actively in the Global Forum for Migration and Development, which
had recently concluded, and was committed to fully implementing its outcome the universal
recognition of migration and ensuring inclusive and sustainable development. The positive impact
that migration had on development must be emphasized, while hostile, divisive attitudes must be
set aside. All nations should commit to implementing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, which included a goal on migration. Concerted action would not only relieve the
situation for migrants themselves, but would also ensure peace and security for all. Particular
measures were required to prevent and combat trafficking in persons, and to dismantle
smuggling networks.
Mr. A. CISSÉ (Mali) said that migration was an international issue with economic, social,
political and many other causes. It had become a major concern in an increasing number of
countries in recent years. Mali was traditionally a country of origin and transit. It treated migrants
coming through the country in line with its tradition of hospitality and morality. Mali had become an
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important stage in many migrants’ journeys to Europe. A number of bilateral agreements were in
place with countries in central and northern Africa, which facilitated transit from south to north
through Mali.
The majority of migrants from Mali had a low level of education and were working in industry,
construction, agriculture and fishing. Nevertheless, Mali had suffered a ‘brain drain’ between 1995
and 2005, when many of its university graduates had emigrated to developed countries, notably
France. Most people who chose to leave Mali did so as a result of extreme poverty, which was
increasing as a result of population growth, rising unemployment and difficult climatic conditions.
Most of Mali’s migrants came from rural areas and moved abroad. Climatic factors, including water
shortages, low rainfall and increased pressure on natural resources had also increased migratory
movements in the country.
The crisis in the north of Mali had led to internal displacement and cross-border migration to
Algeria, Burkina Faso, Mauritania and Niger. Following presidential elections in 2013, many
migrants had returned to Mali with support from UNHCR. The peace and reconciliation agreement
concluded in mid-2015 would facilitate ideal conditions for the return of those migrants and
internally displaced persons. The international community must not remain indifferent to the plight
of refugees, wherever they came from, in particular young people and children who were losing
their lives in the Mediterranean. The international community must act together to protect those in
need, to avoid any further deaths at sea and to dismantle trafficking networks.
Mr. S. Chowdhury (Bangladesh), President of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, resumed
the Chair.
Mr. G.F. TERENZI (San Marino) said that the migration challenges currently facing the world
were complex and painful. Careful consideration should be given to the economic and social
factors that caused people to leave their countries of origin, as well as how to address the
challenges that migration posed for countries of transit and destination. Political instability and
financial crisis led to increased migration, which had severe consequences for countries, migrants
and their families. Terrorism, conflict and religious persecution were causing entire populations to
leave their countries and undertake perilous journeys, often with an unknown destination. The
large-scale influx of migrants into the European Union was putting increasing pressure on host
countries, while the desperate images of the tragic events leading to mass migration could not
be ignored.
There were many challenges that required immediate responses, including the improvement
of reception services, financial support, and more humane migration management with full respect
for human rights in line with international standards. Parliaments must call on their respective
governments to increase their cooperation in support of countries of origin and destination. Asylum
regulations and the provision of specific support for international organizations in the field must all
be reformed. The humanitarian urgency of the situation, namely the need for food, housing and
medical care, was the responsibility of the whole international community. Countries providing first
assistance to refugees must be supported. Illegal migration, exploitation and violence must be
tackled. In order to protect innocent victims, States must make a joint effort to strongly condemn all
forms of violence and to counter trafficking in persons, particularly trafficking of women
and children.
San Marino, although a small country, had a rich history of hospitality and had given serious
consideration to how to optimize the use of its resources. It was committed to working closely with
the international organizations of which it was a member and was taking direct measures to
support UNHCR. San Marino has established a coordination committee to provide care and shelter
for children temporarily separated from their parents. Migration was having a major impact on many
countries. History was repeating itself for individuals and families in a dramatic fashion. The global
community must act to encourage respect for the human dignity of all people, and to work together
to build a future of hope.
Mr. L. TSOG (Mongolia) said that an increasing number of migrants, refugees and asylum
seekers were leaving home to escape from armed conflicts, violence, poverty and discrimination
and to search for freedom, peace and a better life. The challenges posed by such large-scale
migration must be addressed through a collective effort at the international level. Effective
implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development would provide an important
pathway towards finding lasting solutions to the root causes of the surge in migration. The
international community must work together. Parliamentarians had a particularly important role to
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play by amending legislation, overseeing the work of the executive branch of government and
allocating adequate budgetary resources to meeting the Sustainable Development Goals.
Mongolia was committed to promoting democratic values, and the Mongolian parliament had
recently hosted the autumn meeting of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe, during which fruitful discussions had been held on the broad issues of
regional security, terrorism, combating trafficking in persons, addressing regional economic
challenges, migration, food security, disaster risk reduction, human rights, press freedom, freedom
of religion and gender issues.
Mrs. G. CONDORI JAHUIRA (Peru) said that in order to achieve fairer, smarter and more
humane migration, the promotion and protection of human rights must be prioritized. Peru was
committed to upholding international law and its migration policy respected free movement
between the Andean countries. Peruvian legislation had been updated and structures established
to guarantee rights and ensure smoother processes for migrants. People migrated voluntarily or by
necessity. They were all in search a better future. Destination countries should ensure that the
migrants they hosted enjoyed the same rights as their nationals. Employment was particularly
important. Countries should make a real commitment to ensure the transferability of social benefits
and to ensure that migrant workers did not forfeit their labour rights. Factors which attracted
migrants to receiving countries included their economic stability and social, development, education
and health policies. Peru considered trafficking in persons and migrant smuggling as crimes
against humanity. The world was globalized. While efforts were being made to bring down barriers
to trade and promote the free movement of goods and services, the same approach was not being
applied to the free movement of people. The lack of equality in the world and the social cost of it on
the race for growth must be seriously considered.
Ms. M. MOCTAR (Mauritania) said that although migration was not a new phenomenon, the
volume of movement had increased exponentially over recent years. That had mostly been caused
by economic reasons and also by increased conflict. In the past, migration had been largely
voluntary. Now it involved large-scale involuntary movements of people fleeing persecution.
Migration was concentrated in Europe, where there were fewer conflicts and better opportunities
with regard to human rights, education and employment. Host countries were suffering as a result
of the economic crisis and were struggling to shoulder the burden of receiving large numbers
of migrants.
Mauritania was largely a country of transit and destination on one of the main routes linking
Africa to Europe. Mauritanian migration authorities had done their utmost to improve the situation
for those in transit, in respect of providing accommodation and food. It was hoped that measures
could be taken to avoid clandestine migration and thus stem the market for migrant smuggling and
trafficking in persons. The presence of migrants in Europe was a reality, which must be tackled
from a humanitarian perspective, and which ensured that all migrants were guaranteed their human
rights. There was an urgent need for smarter migration, with respect for economic conditions and
for development based on job creation; more humane migration was also needed that was based
on respect for human rights and dignity. Lasting solutions could only be found by addressing the
root causes of civil wars and conflict situations and by improving the situation in countries of origin
through financial support designed to keep people at home and in employment. Greater
democracy, good governance and human rights were crucial if people were to wish to stay in their
homelands. Mauritania had never spared any effort in assisting those who entered its territory in
search of refuge. The whole international community must work together to seek long-term
solutions that would address poverty, repression, inequality and war, and that would promote the
values of democracy, human rights, and the preservation of the dignity of all people.
Mr. M. KITT (Ireland) said that Ireland was committed to ensuring a strong and effective
contribution to efforts to improve the global response to humanitarian emergencies, such as that
caused by mass forced migration. The displacement caused by protracted conflict had had a
lasting and devastating impact on families who had fled their homes and communities to seek
refuge in Europe, many of whom had lost loved ones in truly shocking circumstances. In order to
address the root causes of displacement, Ireland was contributing humanitarian assistance to the
Syrian Arab Republic and its neighbours, as well as to countries in the Horn of Africa and other
regions of Africa.
In addition, Irish Aid had contributed €24 million in flexible, non-earmarked core funding to
UNHCR, and had also contributed to search and rescue operations in the south central
Mediterranean. Ireland was committed to principled humanitarian action and to ensuring that crisis-
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affected communities were placed at the heart of the humanitarian response. A total of €640 million
had been allocated to that response in Ireland’s 2016 budget. But much more should be done by
the global community as a whole.
Mr. T. KATO (Japan) said that, in order to eliminate the causes of large-scale forced
migration, the united efforts of the international community were needed. Japan had contributed to
the global effort. It had recently announced a US$ 810 million pledge of humanitarian aid to the
Syrian Arab Republic and neighbouring countries in order to ease the humanitarian burden of the
current migration crisis. Parliaments played an important role in ensuring oversight of government
activities. More must be done to eliminate the root causes of terrorism by resolving conflicts, while
providing humanitarian aid. Japan was committed to contributing to global efforts in that regard.
Mrs. B. KURIGER (New Zealand) said that globalization had led to the breakdown of the
rules about geographical borders and had made more issues transnational. Living in an
interconnected world meant that migration was increasing in scale, scope and complexity. Media
reporting on migration showed a constant stream of tragedies affecting helpless refugees and
migrants, particularly those making dangerous crossings of the Mediterranean Sea. While all
States could made efforts to provide aid and host refugees, those efforts would never be sufficient.
Until every citizen lived freely, the response to migration would never be absolute. However,
attempts must be made to mitigate current crises. Parliamentarians had a role and a duty to be part
of the solution. The more comprehensive the approach taken to analysing security needs, the more
likely those needs were to be met.
Ms. S. SANTOS (Brazil) said that, although migration was as old as humanity, current
migration flows were reaching unprecedented levels, particularly in the Mediterranean.
Parliamentarians had a responsibility to review their countries’ migration policies and make them fit
for purpose to face the challenges of those unusually large flows. Efforts must be made to fight
xenophobia and help the people who had fled their homes to rebuild their lives. Brazil had a history
of welcoming immigrants, and migration was considered an important aspect of Brazilian culture
and its economy, with immigrants integrating into the social and economic life of the country. Brazil
was assisting with family reunification, providing education for migrant children, and protecting and
promoting humanitarian values.
Mr. H. KALEMZAI (Afghanistan) said that countries strove to attain sustainable economic
and social development and to live together in security and peace. Afghanistan’s economy, society
and infrastructure had been destroyed by nearly 40 years of war and conflict, during which millions
of people had been killed, injured, displaced or forced to flee the country. Since late 2001, the
situation had improved significantly through the establishment of good governance, the enactment
of laws and the development of a modern, democratic society. The Government, Parliament and
people of Afghanistan were grateful to the international community for its strong support and for
providing humanitarian, political and economic assistance.
Terrorism and extremism were global phenomena. Afghanistan and its neighbours had
become a centre for powerful organizations to exploit certain situations and spread their negative
influence. The people of Afghanistan had been victims of terrorism for some 30 years. Recent
attacks in Kunduz and Kabul demonstrated that significant threats against Afghanistan still existed.
Further international support would be needed. Afghanistan’s security forces would continue to
fight terrorism and would never allow the country to become a safe haven for terrorist groups.
The sitting rose at 6.55 p.m.
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Standing Committee on Democracy and Human Rights
Democracy in the digital era and the threat to
privacy and individual freedoms
SITTING OF SUNDAY, 18 OCTOBER
(Morning)
The sitting was called to order at 9.40 a.m. with Mrs. A. King (New Zealand), Member of the
Bureau of the Standing Committee, in the Chair.
The CHAIR informed members that the Committee’s President, Ms. F. Naderi (Afghanistan)
had regrettably not been able to attend owing to the political situation in her country.
Adoption of the Agenda
(C-III/133/A.1)
The agenda was adopted.
Approval of the summary record of the Committee's session held on the occasion
nd
of the 132 IPU Assembly in Hanoi (March/April 2015)
The summary records of the last session were approved.
Elections to the Bureau
The CHAIR said that there was one vacancy on the Bureau to be filled by a man from the
Eurasia Group. She encouraged delegations without representation on the Bureau to submit their
nominations before the last sitting of the Committee.
Debate on and adoption of a resolution
Democracy in the digital era and the threat to privacy and individual freedoms
The CHAIR recalled that Mrs. B. Jónsdóttir (Iceland) and Mr. H.-J. Jhun (Republic of Korea)
had been appointed to serve as co-Rapporteurs for the item under consideration, Democracy in the
digital era and the threat to privacy and individual freedoms. Their draft resolution explanatory
memorandum had already been sent to Committee members for review: 115 proposed
amendments to the draft resolution had been submitted before the statutory deadline. The
Committee would debate the subject, discuss amendments and then finalize the resolution
in plenary.
Mrs. B. JÓNSDÓTTIR (Iceland), co-Rapporteur, said that it was essential to reflect the
realities of the twenty-first century in legislation. Parliaments always seemed to be a few steps
behind advances in technology: guidelines, standards and best practices relating to that new reality
should be adopted. Parliamentarians increasingly used social media to reach out to the electorate,
while the electorate used it to become more involved in policy-making and hold their
representatives to account.
She was pleased that no amendments had been submitted on the text that dealt with
parliamentary oversight and whistle-blowers. That showed parliamentarians agreed on the need for
robust oversight tools to deal with the huge amounts of data relating to their constituents.
International human rights law should apply equally in cyberspace as in the physical world. She
was concerned that not everybody understood the extent of their digital footprint and how it could
be nationally and internationally captured and shared. She hoped parliamentarians would work
together towards a robust resolution based on best practices outlined by the United Nations and
other international bodies regarding digital privacy.
Mr. H.-J. JHUN (Republic of Korea), co-Rapporteur, said that, in a fast-changing information
age, the development of information and communications technologies had increasingly put the
protection of personal data and privacy at risk. That protection was fundamental to defending the
values of democracy and human rights: the draft resolution sought to determine the key role that
parliaments should play in maintaining such protection. The draft resolution therefore presented
and called for the observance of global norms and practices that were generally agreed by States.
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It also called for a legal framework relating to and increased parliamentary oversight of the
controversial mass surveillance programmes conducted by some governments, as they had not
previously been subject to sufficient legal oversight. Oversight was necessary in order to protect
the right to privacy and freedom of expression.
The rapid development of information and communications technologies was one reason for
the rise in digital surveillance. Unless parliaments were equipped with sufficient knowledge and
information, efforts to keep up with those technologies would lag. While all countries around the
world were evolving quickly in the information age, their mechanisms for protecting and managing
personal data differed according to political, economic or social circumstances. It was vital that they
shared knowledge, experiences and best practices in order to find constructive solutions to the
challenges at hand.
Debate
Mr. K. BARHAM (Jordan) said that the digital divide needed to be addressed, especially for
countries where instability and social and political challenges existed. The question was how to
take advantage of information and communications technologies in order to face those challenges
and to ensure that real democracy flourished based on widespread online or real-world public
participation. Consideration should be given to establishing regional centres to look at that
question, taking into account the particular circumstances of individual countries.
Jordan recognized the importance of protecting the right to individual privacy and had drafted
laws that criminalized the infringement of that right. A charter on digital rights had also been
endorsed which guaranteed the rights of citizens online. He hoped that others around the world
would consider similar charters.
Ms. J. MURGEL (Slovenia) said that, with rapid technological advances, ensuring privacy
and personal freedoms would become an ever greater challenge in future. Hate speech was on the
rise, especially on social media networks, where hatred could be stirred up against marginalized
groups under the guise of individual freedom of expression. Several measures had been taken in
Slovenia to address the issue, including the drafting of a new anti-discrimination law. The report of
the country’s human rights ombudsman was discussed annually and public hearings were also
held on hate speech.
It was important to note that, if measures to limit hate speech were excessive, they could
interfere with the technical and social characteristics of Internet freedom. Societies needed to
establish systems to protect against intolerance and to put in place self-regulatory mechanisms.
Sadly, hate and intolerance could, at times, also be heard among parliamentarians. As
representatives of the people they needed to remain aware of the consequences of their actions.
Slovenia called for the adoption of a code of ethics for all parliaments to serve as a basis for
ensuring tolerant and constructive debate and dialogue.
Mr. I. SHANKARLAL JAIN (India) said that the digital revolution of the twenty-first century
had led to rapid development in many areas and had opened up new opportunities for political
participation. Innovation in information and communication technologies was enabling India’s
transformation into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. It had also brought
about a new form of digitalized governance, with new technologies assisting parliaments in many
aspects of their work.
However, the digital era also posed serious threats to individual privacy, as the Internet had
vastly increased the capacity for intrusion. The Internet and its usage were still evolving and its
future would be shaped by many choices and policies. Crucially, it had the potential to divide
populations into those who were part of the digital era and those who were not: it was important to
make sure that all people could participate in the digital world. Parliaments needed to work closely
with governments to address issues of privacy and net neutrality and to maximize the democratic
potential of the Internet.
Mr. A. MANSOURI (Islamic Republic of Iran) said that parliaments were designed to bring
about progress and development and to protect and promote human rights and democracy. Mass
surveillance by governments, however, threatened individual rights, such as the right to privacy and
freedom of expression, and inhibited the free functioning of a vibrant civil society. Such surveillance
was becoming a dangerous habit rather than an exceptional measure, with reports confirming that
surveillance programmes were often undertaken arbitrarily and in violation of both international law
and the obligation to protect people’s privacy. Recent disclosures had shown that some
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governments regularly tracked the communications of ordinary people, which had shocked public
opinion globally. The IPU and other international organizations needed to be frank in identifying
and criticizing the most persistent and intrusive surveillance practices.
Ms. D. KOHLER-BARNARD (South Africa) said that privacy was a fundamental right that
underpinned human dignity and other core values such as freedom of association and freedom of
speech. New technologies, however, had made it harder for the privacy of individuals to be
maintained and had given rise to complex issues regarding national and global regulation. A
number of States filtered or blocked access to the Internet, thus limiting freedom of expression.
Parliamentarians needed to ensure that citizens were able to exercise that freedom, whether offline
or online.
South Africa was committed to the deepening of democracy underpinned by accountability,
the rule of law, and respect for and promotion of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Privacy
was protected as one of those fundamental rights in the South Africa's constitution. Importantly,
however, it was not an absolute right: it could be infringed to uphold law and order, prevent crime
and disorder and protect state security.
South Africa had one concern regarding the reference in the draft resolution to removing all
legal limitations on free speech. While everyone had the right to freedom of expression, it did not
extend to propaganda promoting war, incitement to violence, or advocating hatred based on race,
ethnicity, gender or religion. She hoped that the Committee would consider revising the
reference accordingly.
Mr. P. MARTIN-LALANDE (France) said that by enabling people to express themselves and
to communicate globally, the Internet had shown itself to be a fantastic tool of freedom. The
primary risk, however, was that it could become a tool of domination, whether dominance of power
at the national level, dominance of one State over another, or dominance of the Internet giants over
the digital economy.
The international community needed to ensure that the Internet was a tool for democracy,
which gave citizens and parliamentary representatives a means of democratic control based on
transparency and the trust of all stakeholders. The Standing Committee should not seek to redefine
the principles established by the United Nations Charter but to determine the most appropriate
parliamentary means for implementing those principles in the digital age.
Ms. T. LINDBERG (Sweden) said that as people relied increasingly on the Internet in their
daily lives, it was of growing importance to reflect on its impact on democracy and human rights.
Technology was a tool that could be used both for both good and harmful purposes. The Internet
had enhanced access to information and the ability to communicate, but privacy could easily be
jeopardized online and, in closed societies, technology was used to restrict the freedom of
expression of citizens.
Parliamentarians had a primary role as guardians of the freedoms of speech, information,
association and privacy, which had been enshrined in international covenants and which were
fundamental to democratic societies. However, Parliamentarians also needed to recognize the
challenges of fulfilling those universal commitments in the digitalized, globalized world. Sweden
urged all countries to uphold fundamental rights to ensure that every individual could enjoy the right
to privacy and remain free from surveillance or censorship. By ensuring freedom and security on
the Internet, a more tolerant and open-minded digital world for future generations could be created.
Mr. A. NUÑEZ BETANCOURT (Cuba) said that it was difficult to speak about democracy in
the digital era when the digital world was dominated by developed countries. Of the 2.7 billion
people connected to the Internet (38 per cent of the global population), 78 per cent lived in the
developed world. Multilateralism was the best way to bridge the gap between those with and
without access to the digital universe.
The surveillance practices undertaken by various countries threatened the sovereignty of
States. The use of cyberspace needed to be regulated by international law. Cuba continued to
defend the protection of personal data and privacy and called for the adoption of appropriate
measures for the proper control of the Internet and information and communications technologies.
There were numerous obstacles to the globally inclusive use of cyberspace, including the lack of
investment resources, lack of infrastructure, and the difficulties of technology transfer in the
developing world.
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Mr. A. JASIM (United Arab Emirates) said that there was much that was fundamentally
positive about the digital era. However, there were also challenges regarding Internet usage, which
called the credibility of human rights in some countries into question. Regulation of the Internet
varied between countries: some governments used the pretexts of national sovereignty or security
as justification for controlling the Internet. Governments and parliaments needed to respect
international law and to ensure the free use of the Internet while also protecting privacy and
individual rights. There also needed to be greater transparency to ensure better balance between
protecting security and ensuring the Internet was not misused. One obstacle to the proper use of
the Internet was the issue of companies profiting from the use of personal data, which undermined
the privacy of Internet users. Regulations were also needed to prohibit terrorist organizations from
using the Internet in order to target vulnerable young people and children.
Mr. H. HAMDANI (Indonesia) said that some technologies had been developed for the sole
purpose of national security but that a careful balance between security interests and human rights
was needed, particularly the right to privacy, which should not be violated. That was in accordance
with Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which prohibited the arbitrary
interference with privacy, family, home or correspondence and stated that everyone had the right to
the protection of the law against such interference. The sovereignty of States should also be
protected in the digital age and all States should comply with international law and human rights
principles in that regard.
Business entities also needed to ensure that they protected and promoted human rights. The
use of personal data by corporations without consent was increasing and it was important that
businesses adhered to United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, in
particular regarding privacy.
Mr. T. SUMATHIPALA (Sri Lanka) expressed concern about the misuse of private data,
which could lead to the infiltration of an individual’s private life and could restrict their individual
freedoms, including freedom of expression. The transformation from the analogue to digital era had
been remarkable; according to the International Telecommunications Union, there were billions of
mobile phones subscribers globally and tens of millions used the Internet every year. Digital
democracy had flourished around the world: the Internet was used as a platform for discussion and
debate as well as a tool for exposing corruption, enhancing good governance and ensuring the
right to information.
It was not all positive, however. The ugly side of the Internet was shown in the way social
media could be used to promote extremism and violence, hate speech, pornography and more.
There were often many challenges in reconciling under the law the right to privacy, individual
freedom and freedom of speech. Sri Lanka nevertheless believed that better control and regulation
of the digital world was possible and the threats it posed to democratic rights could be minimized.
There should be greater collaboration between the IPU and the International Telecommunications
Union to address the challenges posed by the digital sphere. Governments needed to enact
appropriate legislation, bearing in mind the evolving nature of information and communications
technologies and that limiting access to the Internet or imposing censorship was deemed to be
counterproductive. Parliaments also needed to ensure that citizens enjoyed the same right to
privacy in both their offline and online lives. Several countries had policies in place on social media,
which sought to maximize its potential and minimize the associated risks and challenges; such
policies could serve as examples to others.
Mr. H. VALES (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights) said that
the draft resolution was a very good basis for discussion. It included certain important provisions
that his Office hoped would be preserved in its final version: acknowledgement that mass
surveillance programmes interfered with individuals’ right to privacy; the need to increase
parliamentary oversight of surveillance measures; the call for parliaments to review national laws
and practices to make sure they complied with international human rights law; and references to
the role and responsibilities of businesses, in accordance with the United Nations Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights.
The resolution needed to state that laws providing for restrictions on privacy through
surveillance or interception programmes should be sufficiently accessible and clear. The resolution
should also highlight the need for States to ensure that any interference with the right to privacy
complied with the principles of legality, proportionality and necessity, regardless of the location or
nationality of individuals whose communications were under surveillance. The draft called for the
removal of all legal limitations on free speech and flow of information. Given that international law
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allowed for some limitations in very limited circumstances, such as in the case of hate speech, the
draft resolution should instead call for the removal of all unnecessary and disproportionate
limitations to freedom of expression, in accordance with international human rights law.
Mr. D. PKOSING LOSIAKU (Kenya) said that the topic of democracy and the digital era drew
together both branches of government through the need to promote democracy while protecting
citizens in the digital world. His key concern was to ensure that the resolution reflected the current
reality of terrorism; criminals and terrorist groups had invaded the digital world and were using it to
recruit people and spread hate speech. It was essential that parliamentarians strike the right
balance between their responsibilities to provide an open space for freedoms, individual rights and
democracy and to protect their citizens.
Mr. Y. NI (China) said that the mass cyber surveillance programmes of certain countries
revealed by Edward Snowden infringed the information sovereignty of States and citizens’ privacy.
The concerns of the international community regarding surveillance had been raised in UN General
Assembly Resolution 68/167 on the right to privacy in the digital age. There should be no double
standards: despite the globalized nature of the Internet, every country had the right to safeguard its
information security. No country should be able to seek its own so-called ‘absolute security’ at the
expense of the security of others or to monopolize international cyberspace through their own
technological advantages.
International coordination and cooperation needed to be enhanced in order to promote
greater democracy in cyber governance. Countries differed in terms of their national
circumstances, culture, traditions, needs and concerns regarding the Internet. Internationally,
appropriate norms and a global code of conduct on Internet governance should be adopted that
were acceptable to all countries. States should also continue efforts to apply international law to the
new developments of the digital age.
Ms. J. ALSAMMAK (Bahrain) said that the reference to systems of communication for the
public good and the protection of basic rights might be too general and therefore problematic for
some countries. Instead the text should refer to safe systems of communication in the area of
human rights. Regarding the reference to the free exchange of information and ideas, she urged all
parliaments to remove any obstacles to that exchange or to freedom of expression, even if that
required legislation to be amended. Parliaments should also review national laws, including
constitutions, to ensure that they were aligned with international law and human rights.
Mr. F. ALSHAYA (Kuwait) said that, at such a time of change in the world, it was imperative
for all governments and parliaments to guarantee social justice and the right to privacy for all
people and to do all that they could to deliver the benefits of information and communications
technologies to everyone. Such technology had created a favourable environment for democratic
progress in many countries, including by enabling citizens to exercise their political rights.
Governments and people had been brought together by the tools of e-governance. Social media,
for example, enabled citizens to participate more effectively in political life and to better
communicate with their parliaments or governments. New technologies also helped to monitor the
effectiveness of governments and to reduce corruption.
It was essential, however, that all aspects of digital democracy were respected by
governments and citizens alike. Governments in particular needed to respect individual freedoms.
Parliaments should ensure that their governments guaranteed freedom of expression and used
technology to enhance participation rather than to restrict individual freedoms or
conduct surveillance.
The IPU should push for greater international cooperation to guarantee those freedoms
without infringing the national sovereignty. National security issues should also be addressed, as
many countries used that as the rationale for reducing individual freedoms. All States should
implement relevant international agreements in order to guarantee global peace and security.
Mrs. F. KOOFI (Afghanistan) thanked the Standing Committee for having elected her
compatriot Ms. F. Naderi as its first women Chair. She hoped that Ms. Naderi would be able to join
them for future sessions.
Afghans had enjoyed freedom of speech for the past 15 years and now had one of the most
democratic media laws in the region. It was important that freedom for one did not limit the freedom
of others. There was a need for effective frameworks on digital media that did not limit individual
privacy. The threat of violence was often as bad as violence itself: protection from online
harassment was therefore needed, particularly for women.
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Mr. C. KIM SEN (Malaysia) said that the digitalization of the world and advances in
information and communications technologies posed an inherent threat to the right to privacy and
individual freedoms. Malaysia was committed to protecting those rights and freedoms: various laws
had been enacted to that end, including on personal data protection, which set strict conditions for
any interception, collection or analysis of data. In addition, Malaysia continuously sought to counter
all forms of extremism, to promote peace, unity and stability as a multicultural, multiracial and multifaith country and to work constructively with the international community to build and
promote democracy.
Mr. G. MIGLIORE (Italy) said that the digital revolution was global by nature. All people's
individual rights and the freedoms of expression and opinion should be protected; nobody should
be subjected to hate speech on the Internet, which was a serious violation of those freedoms. All
people should be free to express their personalities online without fear of governments or
multinational corporations monitoring or using their personal data. Italy had enacted a range of
legislation on digital freedoms and had also established a commission on the rights of the individual
on the Internet.
Ms. T.V. SHIKONGO (Namibia) said that ever-evolving technologies and advanced technical
systems were of great benefit to the world but were also susceptible to illegitimate use. Namibia’s
constitution guaranteed the rights to privacy and to freedom of association but also made
provisions for those rights to be curtailed in the interests of national security, public safety or the
economic well-being of the country. Any interception of communications was carried out by law
enforcement, security and intelligence agencies in their work to combat crime and threats to
national security. Such interception was conducted in accordance with the law, ensuring that the
rights of citizens were not interfered with arbitrarily.
Social media networks were powerful tools for spreading information to the general public
but there were also various dangers associated with social media, including cyberbullying. Robust
laws were needed regarding online protection, especially for children. Parliaments needed to share
best practices to ensure that legal frameworks were effective in addressing risks related to
cybersecurity, electronic transactions, data protection and online child protection. All parliaments
needed to raise awareness among communities about the risks of abusing social media.
Mr. J.A. COLOMA (Chile) said that privacy should be better defined. It was usually linked to
freedom of expression but sometimes, the right to privacy could infringe on that and other
freedoms. For example, an individual’s right to privacy and a journalist’s freedom of expression
could run wholly counter to each other. It was therefore important to define the measures by which
a person was able to exercise that right to privacy.
Robust regulation was needed: the draft resolution included important references to strict
judicial procedures for authorizing communications surveillance, limits on surveillance duration, and
the security and storage of the data collected. Authorization should only be given to collect data
that was relevant to a specific investigation and not to arbitrarily collect all of an individual’s data.
Mrs. S. KOUKOUMA KOUTRA (Cyprus) said that all citizens should have unobstructed
access to the Internet, whatever the challenges might be to achieving that. The Internet had
become a principal means of exercising the rights to freedom of expression and information; any
impediment to Internet access was a violation of human rights. Moreover, the Internet was
increasingly linked to daily life in all societies; attempts to limit access could lead to protest or even
social unrest. Parliaments had a duty to safeguard citizens’ human rights online; to do so, they
needed to be well informed and have effective oversight of surveillance and data interception with
transparent and secure access to information.
When a State had concerns that crime or terrorism-related activities or networks were being
facilitated by the Internet, it had a legitimate right to dismantle those networks through appropriate
legislation. However, governments’ suspicions were not always well-founded and their actions
could harm Internet users' rights. Finding a balance between privacy and security was not easy.
The United States and some European intelligence agencies had conducted global, indiscriminate,
mass surveillance and interception of electronic communications and had not cooperated in ending
the practice of retaining citizens’ profiles. A well-governed and safe online society should be one
where someone could send e-mails, make a phone call, use a credit card or read an electronic
book without fear of what any government agency might be thinking about them. For the protection
of human rights to prevail, parliamentarians needed to maximize the benefits of Internet use for
people’s rights and to minimize any risk of those rights being undermined.
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Mr. S.A.A.K. LEGHARI (Pakistan) said that the digital era offered vast opportunities to
citizens to freely express their views and participate in democratic processes; but it also posed
challenges with regard to ensuring an individual’s right to privacy. Pakistan was deeply concerned
about the arbitrary mass surveillance, including extraterritorial surveillance, carried out by some
States in clear violation of the right to privacy and of the principle of proportionality. He called for
those States to be held accountable under an international justice system.
Human rights should be recognized and protected equally online and offline; awareness of
online rights should be raised among citizens. Freedom of expression should be upheld in
accordance with the relevant articles of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; the
exercise of that freedom should not impinge on the freedom and rights of others. States should
ensure net neutrality and ensure equal Internet access for all. Parliaments had a key role in
monitoring businesses as one element of ensuring net neutrality. They also had a wider oversight
role to protect the right to privacy for individuals. Pakistan was in the process of approving a law on
cybercrime that would mean no personal data could be accessed without the approval of the
relevant authorities.
Mrs. V. MATA (Venezuela) said that technological development was essential to the
development of all States. However, limited technology transfer was generating new inequalities
between the developed and developing parts of the world. Developing countries still had much to
do in order to ensure equal access to the Internet. Parliaments should remain attentive to ensure
that the digital era promoted development and freedoms for their citizens. Mass surveillance posed
a serious threat to democracy and freedoms. Venezuela looked forward to cooperating in the
design of mechanisms to ensure the transparent use of surveillance and interception practices.
Mr. A. GERASYMOV (Ukraine) said that freedom of speech and information was a
cornerstone of digital democracy but noted that, if used improperly, new technologies could
threaten the enjoyment of human rights. The use of mobile electronic devices continued to grow,
enhancing possibilities for people to communicate and manage their daily lives. However,
numerous devices were now equipped with software which was capable of collecting and storing
personal data and which allowed for the tracking and surveillance of individuals. That data could be
processed to provide detailed profiles of the individuals concerned. Processing that data without
the necessary safeguards and security raised major human rights-related concerns. Ukraine had
made considerable efforts to enhance its legislation to protect personal data and to ensure
independent oversight of the automatic processing of that data.
Democracy was threatened when the tools of the digital era were abused for unlawful
purposes. Ukraine faced that threat currently following the rise of Russian aggression. Propaganda
had been disseminated by the Russian media to incite hatred and violence and to manipulate
public opinion. That served to undermine freedom of expression and global and regional efforts to
tackle intolerance and hate speech. Ukraine requested the support of all States in calling on the
Russian Federation to abide by commitments to protect freedom of speech and information.
Mrs. Z. BENAROUS (Algeria) said that the digital revolution, with its emphasis on freedom of
information, brought with it challenges regarding the right to privacy. As both a parliamentarian and
a journalist, she felt a victim of the new digital era, as everything she said could be traced and
tracked and her private life was no longer her own.
Algeria was still a relatively young democracy and was a country that had been ravaged by
terrorism. Algeria recognized the positive benefits of the digital age but also had direct experience
of its threats, such as cybercrime. The digital era brought with it many new pressures and
exacerbated existing threats and problems. Measures were being taken to address those threats,
and there was recognition of the need for legislation that both protected the privacy and dignity of
citizens and also ensured peace, security and stability.
Ms. B. AMONGI (Uganda) said that the digital era was remarkable for making available to all
people all recorded knowledge in digitized archives. However, it had also enabled States to engage
in surveillance and curtailed the individual freedoms of many people, including politicians and
journalists. It was a vital topic of debate for parliamentarians, who needed to enact laws that
protected fundamental rights and prohibited the curtailing of democratic freedoms. Many countries
had enacted draconian laws in the name of countering terrorism and used them to intercept the
communications of political opponents, journalists and others.
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The Meeting of Women Parliamentarians had discussed the topic and would be proposing
amendments to the draft resolution. They wished to underscore that the digital era perpetuated
sexual violence against women and children, as the Internet was used as a tool for trafficking,
pornography, psychological abuse and gender-based harassment.
Mr. Z. SANDUQA (Palestine) said that the occupation that Palestinians lived under violated
their rights every day, including their digital rights. Their digital world was infiltrated by those in
Israel who sought to spread xenophobic and hate messages and to sow discord among
Palestinians. Individuals also had their private telephones tapped. Some were imprisoned as a
result of those taps in violation of their rights. There were also attempts to derail agreements made
between Palestine and corporations that would help to develop the economy.
Ms. A. ALSHAMAN (Saudi Arabia) said that the digital era had given rise to the threat of
‘electronic’ terrorism, which her country and many others faced. Daesh used thousands of websites
worldwide, including social media networks, in order to recruit young people. Despite all efforts, it
was a major challenge to stop Daesh as new websites immediately took the place of any that were
shut down.
Such circumstances only served to diminish democracy in the struggle to ensure both
national security and the protection of private data in the digital sphere. Parliamentarians needed to
ensure that States adopted balanced approaches that protected security as well as human rights
and fundamental freedoms.
Mrs. A. DE LA PENA GOMEZ (Mexico) said that the right to Internet access should be
considered as a human right; it was the responsibility of governments to provide Internet access in
public spaces for those with the most difficulty in gaining access. All people had the right to access
the knowledge, information and experience of the digital sphere. It was clear, however, that there
were challenges in ensuring that the right to privacy and protection of personal data were not
affected by any abuse of the Internet.
Mr. K. HARI BABU (India) said that individual freedoms offered citizens the chance to speak
and act according to their individual choices without external intervention. However, those
freedoms could not be absolute and should not compromise another person’s privacy, safety and
rights. An increase in cybercrimes and cyberattacks meant that there were ever greater challenges
in trying to balance the protection of individual freedoms and national security. With unprecedented
amounts of personal data placed online, parliamentarians were increasingly called upon to
safeguard citizens’ privacy and data from use by both commercial and non-commercial actors. As
such it would be valuable to include a paragraph on cybercrime and cyberattacks in the draft
resolution. The resolution should also underscore the significance of the Overall Review of the
World Summit on the Information Society Outcomes.
There should be greater cooperation between governments, the private sector, civil society
and technical sector in order to ensure that legislation and policies were harmonized and took full
account of emerging technologies. Those stakeholders should also ensure that emerging
technologies did not threaten democracy, privacy, freedoms and security.
The Committee began the process of considering amendments to the draft resolution in
plenary at 11.55 a.m.

SITTING OF TUESDAY, 20 OCTOBER
(Morning)
The sitting was called to order at 11.40 a.m. with Mrs. A. King (New Zealand), Member of the
Bureau of the Standing Committee, in the Chair.
Debate on and adoption of a resolution on
Democracy in the digital era and the threat to privacy and individual freedoms
The CHAIR thanked the Standing Committee for its hard work and commitment to finalizing
the draft resolution and proposed that the Committee adopt the draft resolution in its entirety.
The Standing Committee adopted the resolution by consensus.
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Appointment of a rapporteur to the 133 Assembly
The CHAIR proposed that Ms. B. Jónsdóttir (Iceland) be appointed Rapporteur of the
rd
Committee to the 133 Assembly.
It was so decided.
Preparations for future Assemblies
The CHAIR said that the Bureau had considered eight proposals for the subject item of the
th
Committee’s next resolution, which would be debated and adopted at the 135 Assembly in
October 2016. The proposals put forward to the Committee were: The inadmissibility of outside
interference in the affairs of foreign states in order to change the regime by force, submitted by the
Russian Federation, and The freedom of women to participate in political processes fully, safely
and without interference: Building partnerships between men and women to achieve this objective,
submitted by Australia. She invited both proponents to speak on their respective proposed
subject items.
Mr. K. KOSACHEV (Russian Federation) recalled the Committee’s debate at the
nd
132 Assembly, International law as it relates to national sovereignty, non-intervention in the
internal affairs of States and human rights. The resolution as adopted contained a proposal for a
committee to be set up within the IPU to prepare a declaration based on the resolution as a way of
further contributing to the enhancement of peace and international security. The Russian
Federation did not believe that such a declaration would be an adequate response to that important
issue which the world faced.
Certain concepts were being introduced into international law, such as humanitarian
intervention and the responsibility to protect. Those could certainly lead to the right course of action
if countries found themselves in difficulty when trying to protect civil society and human rights. In
some cases, however, certain countries used difficult situations, or the shortcomings of a State’s
political system as a pretext to intervene in the internal affairs of that sovereign State and attempt
to change the government by military force, sanctions or economic pressure. The Committee had
nd
not addressed that issue at the 132 Assembly but had a duty to debate it fully.
Mrs. L. MARKUS (Australia) said that the issues of women’s empowerment and full
participation in public life were human rights issues. Women had the right to equal participation with
men in shaping and implementing decisions and policies affecting them, their families, communities
and society. However, while there had been progress in the level of women’s participation, only
22 per cent of all parliamentarians were women, as of August 2015. The issue also concerned
women’s representation in political parties; their access to and support for being selected to run as
candidates; and their freedom to express voting preferences in privacy, without fear of coercion.
Male and female leaders had a responsibility to ensure that women could participate freely
and safely in all aspects of the political process. It was essential that leaders worked strategically to
improve the situation for women around the world.
The Standing Committee voted by a show of hand for the proposal submitted by Australia as
the subject item for the next resolution to be considered by the Committee.
The CHAIR said that consultations would be carried out to identify two Rapporteurs to work
on the chosen topic.
On a recommendation of the Bureau, the Committee decided to accept a joint proposal by
Mexico and the United Kingdom to hold an additional debate at the next Assembly entitled Open
Parliaments: Building an association on accountability, which would not lead to a resolution.
Elections to the Bureau
The CHAIR proposed that the Standing Committee approve two nominations. The Group of
Latin America and the Caribbean wished to nominate Mr. M. Bouva (Suriname) to complete the
mandate of Mr. A. Misiekaba, a Bureau member from the same country. The Eurasia Group wished
to nominate Mr. V. Senko (Belarus) to complete the mandate of Ms. A. Naumchik from the
same country.
It was so decided.
The sitting rose at 12.05 p.m.
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Standing Committee on Peace and International Security
SITTING OF SUNDAY 18 OCTOBER
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 2.50 p.m. with Mr. R. Tau (South Africa), President of the
Standing Committee, in the Chair.
Adoption of the Agenda
(C-I/133/A.1)
The agenda was adopted.
Approval of the summary record of the Committee's session held on the occasion
nd
of the 132 IPU Assembly in Hanoi (March-April 2015)
The summary records of the last session were approved.
Elections to the Bureau
The PRESIDENT said that the Bureau had no vacant positions and commended the stability
of its membership.
Expert hearing
Terrorism: The need to enhance global cooperation against the threat
to democracy and individual rights
nd

The PRESIDENT recalled that, at the 132 Assembly, the Standing Committee had agreed
th
on the above subject item for its next resolution, to be debated and adopted at the 134 Assembly.
In preparation, the Committee had agreed to hold an expert hearing on terrorism at the present
session. He introduced the two invited panellists who would share their own perspectives on the
subject: Mr. A.S. El-Dawla, Chief of Section in the United Nations Counter-Terrorism Committee
Executive Directorate (CTED) and Mr. K. Koser, Executive Director of the Global Community
Engagement and Resilience Fund (GCERF).
Mr. A.S. EL-DAWLA (CTED), panellist, said that the current terrorist threat was dominated
by groups such as Daesh, Boko Haram, Al-Qaida and Al-Shabaab. Various factors had contributed
to the evolution of the threat posed by those groups and foreign terrorist fighters. While States had
successfully introduced many measures to counter terrorism their success had also forced
terrorists to adapt their modus operandi for further attacks, thereby transforming and increasing the
threat. Terrorists knew that the most wanted individuals among them were on global watch lists.
They therefore sought to recruit individuals who were unknown to the authorities, including by using
the Internet to recruit across regions and to bypass law enforcement systems. So-called “lone
wolves” posed another growing threat. Any individual could subscribe to the same ideology as a
terrorist group, without being known to the authorities and could attack civilians anywhere at any
time. It was difficult to address such a threat, as laws and criminal justice systems needed to strike
a careful balance between regulating and deterring on the one hand and protecting freedoms and
rights on the other. Ideology-related threats were numerous and complex. Countering them
required them to be properly understood. Some had argued that terrorists all shared the same
ideology but that had been disproved in recent years. There were crucial differences between
Al-Qaida and Daesh, for example: Al-Qaida required its followers to die for it and operated from
hide-outs, while Daesh required its followers to kill for it and controlled considerable territory with
vast resources.
Broadly, the challenges to counter-terrorism were policy-related, legal and operational. At the
policy level, the primary issue was striking a balance between protecting national or regional
security and boosting the economy and trade. An example was how to maintain the free movement
of capital and people across borders while also having effective measures for screening people
and goods to prevent possible terrorist attacks. There was no single solution for all circumstances.
States needed to adopt comprehensive, integrated counter-terrorism approaches that involved all
stakeholders, not least the government, civil society and private sector.
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Noting that the legal challenges were too numerous to cover in full, he drew particular
attention to those related to foreign terrorist fighters. The threat posed by those fighters had
evolved quickly and dramatically in recent times, bringing unique challenges for criminal justice
systems. The journey from interest, to radicalization, to commitment, action and, ultimately, joining
a foreign terrorist group had accelerated rapidly, which complicated efforts to follow, intercept,
investigate and prosecute cases. The individuals being recruited were also increasingly younger,
sometimes as young as 15. Significant numbers of women were also joining those groups and,
sometimes, whole families relocated. Authorities were struggling to cope with those new
dimensions and to develop the necessary prosecution strategies. It was also a complex task to
generate admissible evidence against foreign terrorist fighters. Close cooperation and coordination
between intelligence, law enforcement and prosecution agencies was vital. Involving prosecutors
from the outset would enhance decision-making processes and ensure successful intervention and
prosecution. Another challenge was the difficulty of proving intent to commit an act of terrorism
before individuals physically joined terrorist organizations in conflict zones, as many claimed to be
travelling for humanitarian purposes. Although States were beginning to amend their laws so as to
address some of those challenges, practical implementation was still proving difficult.
At the operational level, information exchange was a primary challenge. Nationally, there
was a need for: greater coordination and information exchange between agencies; real-time
information exchange to boost the capacity of border officers to secure borders; provision of
relevant intelligence to strengthen the work of agencies that conducted risk assessments; and
faster information exchange among law enforcement agencies than among terrorists. The bilateral
agreements between States in different regions was often more limited than those in the same
region, as States in the same region often shared concerns and policies. However, as terrorists
increasingly exchanged information across regions more interregional agreements between States
were needed to establish more effective, faster channels for cooperation and
information exchange.
Parliaments were primarily responsible for drafting or amending laws that would address
those challenges. Their approach to adopting counter-terrorism legislation should be based on the
rule of law and focus not only on the penal code but also the criminal procedure code. Parliaments
could also benefit from the legal texts of relevant international bodies working on counter-terrorism,
notably United Nations resolutions, in order to harmonize the message globally and to facilitate
implementation later on. Actively managing the process of enacting legislation was key. The period
of debate and discussion was important but it was vital that texts were approved in a timely manner
to enable law enforcement and intelligence agencies to work under them.
Mr. K. KOSER (GCERF), panellist, said that his Fund was a relatively new mechanism,
established to support local communities to build resilience against violent extremist agendas.
GCERF was currently working in Bangladesh, Mali and Nigeria and would be extending its scope
to Kenya, Kosovo and Myanmar in 2016. The Fund presented a new approach to preventing and
countering violent extremism and was an important tool for global counter-terrorism efforts.
He outlined the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that were identified when
taking stock of the early months of that new approach. There were three key strengths. Firstly, the
Fund provided a counterweight to the security, military and intelligence-led approach to combating
terrorism. Some had acknowledged that that approach alone had not always been effective enough
and that a comprehensive approach, including community development and local solutions, would
be more successful. Secondly, the Fund was a truly global endeavour which made considerable
efforts towards building a global coalition. Thirdly, there was a strong focus on communities: to
understand why people turned to violent extremist agendas, it was essential to understand and
engage with the communities in which they lived and worked.
The Fund was still relatively new. Since its establishment, he had observed various ways in
which it could be enhanced. Firstly, the Fund was working in something of a vacuum: there was no
definition of and a lack of research on violent extremism, particularly regarding what drove people
to such extremism and how to counter that. Secondly, human rights had not been sufficiently linked
to countering violent extremism. Thirdly there was no legal framework. Some countries were
developing frameworks to counter violent extremism, but there was not yet a clear legal framework
at the international level.
Nevertheless, the new approach generated a number of opportunities. Firstly, it had brought
together both the security and development communities after what seemed to have been a
division between the two in recent years. Countering violent extremism bridged the gap between
them, as it was about achieving security outcomes by using development tools and principles.
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Secondly, there was an opportunity to engage with the private sector, where GCERF had seen
considerable success both at headquarters and local levels. The private sector had a clear interest
in tackling violent extremism: businesses wanted to ensure that there was a safe environment for
investment, talent pools were not being damaged and supply chains were resilient. Thirdly, there
was an opportunity to develop a bottom-up approach. A reasonable criticism of the global war on
terror was that it had used a top-down approach with no outstanding success in many countries. By
working from the bottom up, it was possible to understand what drove individuals or communities to
extremism and to find community-based solutions.
Nevertheless, there were still some threats or risks to GCERF's approach and the current
thrust against violent extremism. Firstly, holding meetings and summits risked swamping action.
There had been good high-level dialogue on the issue but action was now necessary if progress
was to be made. Secondly, in the event of a major terrorist attack, countries might swiftly revert to a
military and security-based approach. A sustainable focus on development and community
solutions should be maintained, even in the face of major terrorist atrocities. Thirdly, it was difficult
to demonstrate impacts and results. By definition, countering violent extremism was a long-term
endeavour, particularly in terms of making sure that young people and others did not become
radicalized. The international community needed to commit to staying the course for the long term.
He recommended all parliamentarians to ensure support and funding for community-based
measures that countered violent extremism; to ensure robust human-rights-based legal frameworks
to underpin that work; and to engage all stakeholders, not least the private sector and civil society.
Debate
Mr. L. BARREDO MEDINA (Cuba) said that his country had a transparent policy on terrorism
which condemned all forms of terrorist activity, wherever it occurred, and regardless of its
perpetrators or their motivations. Cuba also condemned any action to promote, support, incite, or
cover up any act of terrorism. Terrorism was intrinsically violent and Cuba rejected any claim that
terrorist activity could ever be justified, even if it was deemed to be in the wider interest of a
particular State. Cuba was a signatory to the three relevant United Nations conventions and
protocols to counter terrorism and had also adopted national laws to detect, prevent and penalize
terrorism and related crime, such as money-laundering. None of the problems in the world,
including terrorism, could be solved by strength alone. In order to eliminate terrorism, there was a
vital need to continue with policies of peace and of respect for international laws and security.
Mr. S. ALSAMAHI (United Arab Emirates) said that a profusion of definitions of terrorism
prevented countries from united, effective cooperation to combat it. Terrorist groups were exploiting
the situation and a common definition was urgently needed. His country wholeheartedly opposed
the name “Islamic State”: Islam was a religion of peace and forbade the killing of innocent persons.
He urged the international community not to give the group credence by using that name.
International counter-terrorism agreements needed to address and limit the use of social media
and new technologies for the recruitment of young people to or the financing of terrorist groups.
Strengthening economic and social development was also vital to preventing young people from
joining those groups or from carrying out individual acts of terrorism.
Mr. O. ALROWAIE (Kuwait) agreed that there was a need to define terrorism. Terrorist acts
had considerably worsened in the previous few decades, moving from the use of traditional
weapons, to kidnappings and hostage-taking, to the hijacking of airplanes. The present day
practice of using modern technologies had further increased terrorists’ abilities to wreak havoc and
devastation. Unlike traditional wars, which inevitably came to an end, terrorism continued to
expand. That was why a single, internationally agreed definition was needed. Global, coordinated
action could then be taken that would counter terrorism, end the worsening violence and human
rights violations associated with it and ensure security and stability for all countries. The forms of
State-sponsored terrorism occurring in Palestine, where many people were suffering, should also
be addressed.
Mr. D. OPREA (Romania) drew attention to a joint initiative by Romania and Spain to create
an international court for terrorism. It acknowledged the international community's need to do more
to combat terrorism, not only with military force but also through international criminal law. Existing
legislation was fragmented and did not sufficiently address the challenges of countering terrorism.
Establishing an independent, neutral court, possibly through the adoption of a treaty or United
Nations resolution, would give recognition to the transnational nature of terrorism while also
enhancing the legitimacy of international efforts to combat the scourge.
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Mr. A. SUWANMONGKOL (Thailand) said that all forms of terrorism and violent extremism
posed a serious threat, not only to international security, peace and harmony, but also to
democracy and human rights. Since the events of 9/11, the world had recognized the ferocity and
complexity of terrorism and its damaging impact on humanity, yet still lacked an internationally
agreed definition. Cyberterrorism was increasing and targeting critical infrastructure: the lack of a
definition of what constituted terrorism posed considerable challenges to countering it. It was not
enough to focus on particular acts of terrorism; its root causes should also be addressed.
Parliamentarians needed to lead the international community in effectively tackling issues of
poverty, social disparity, marginalization and lack of economic opportunity. Other terrorism-related
crimes should also be addressed, including trafficking in persons, the illicit drugs trade, the arms
trade and money-laundering.
Mr. K. ÖRNFJÄDER (Sweden) said that the Swedish Parliament had recently held a seminar
on the important role of women in combating terrorism. There were various examples of the
organized violence that terrorist groups perpetrated against women in conflicts, including
systematic rape and forced marriages. Strategies were needed to defend women’s rights. It was
important to remember that there were also women who joined terrorist groups and to address the
specific factors that attracted them. European women who had joined Islamic State spoke of
restrictions to their religious practices and of feelings of alienation in their home countries. National
policies needed to ensure religious freedom for all and to improve coordination and cooperation
between agencies at all levels of society to prevent violent extremism. Women had a vital role to
play in decision-making and brokering peace in conflict zones and it was essential that they were
enabled to fulfil that role before, during and after conflicts.
Mr. M. KADAM (Chad) said that his country well understood the scourge of terrorism, as
Chad had been fighting together with other countries in the region against Boko Haram for many
months. In trying to agree a single definition of terrorism, the international community needed to
recognize the differing realities on the ground; terrorist activities varied greatly in terms of their
scope and cause.
Effective counter-terrorism was hampered not only by a lack of resources but also by the
slow pace of cooperation. The international community risked becoming bogged down in meetings
and in drafting agreements, without moving to practical action, including assessments of the scope
of damage and the extent of forced marriages or rape perpetrated by the terrorist groups.
Mrs. S.M. MAZARI (Pakistan) said that discussions on terrorism often focused solely on nonState actors and neglected State terrorism, through which some countries aided and abetted the
killing of innocent civilians. Given the lack of consensus on a definition of terrorism, the newly
devised but vague concept of violent extremism, which also had no clear definition, was
regrettable. She questioned whether it would be defined on the basis of culture or religion and
whether the violence and extremism increasingly occurring against minority groups in Europe
would be addressed.
Pakistan was concerned about the attention being given to violent extremism, as it diverted
focus away from the efforts to combat terrorism and seemed to unnecessarily politicize the matter.
As a result of its concerns, Pakistan had recently abstained from voting on a relevant resolution of
the United Nations Human Rights Council. The international community needed to continue to
prioritize combating terrorism and reaching a universal understanding of the basic concept
of terrorism.
Mr. B. QASEM (Palestine) stressed the importance of supporting young people and
providing them with secure futures. That would avoid their being enticed to join terrorist
organizations, which targeted the vulnerable. Ministers of youth needed innovative initiatives to
help counter terrorism, extremism and violence.
Palestinians suffered not only from occupation but also from terrorist activity carried out with
the support of the Israeli government, including the inciting of extremists to attack holy sites or to
commit violence against young people and children. Parliamentarians needed to adopt clear
strategies against all State-sponsored, organized terrorism.
Ms. I. KLYMPUSH-TSINTSADZE (Ukraine) welcomed the panellists’ emphasis on the need
for different regions to cooperate more extensively and efficiently to counter terrorism. She agreed
with the need for consensus on a definition of terrorism. Ukraine had long participated in counter-
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terrorism efforts and had never been a target of terrorism until the onset of Russian aggression.
Since then, there had been a number of State-sponsored terrorist attacks, killing many civilians.
Russian training camps had been established in the annexed territory of Crimea, occupied
territories of Donetsk and Luhansk and other disputed territories in the region.
She asked how States that supported and sponsored terrorist activity could be punished,
particularly when they denied any involvement in such activities. The international community
needed to know how to address the involvement of the Russian Federation, a permanent member
of the United Nations Security Council, in violating international law and sponsoring terrorism.
Mr. D. PACHECO (Portugal) asked whether sanctions placed on one State by another
constituted a kind of terrorism. Regarding the financing of terrorism greater coordination was
needed to prevent the trade of items such as oil, drugs and antiquities on the black market. The
States funding of terrorist groups also needed to be addressed. The community-based
programmes undertaken by GCERF were interesting, but much more was needed to prevent
recruitment in Europe, where people with middle-class backgrounds, good education and job
prospects were still leaving to join terrorist groups.
Mr. M. ALKHARABSHEH (Jordan), referring to previous interventions, asked whether
occupation was considered a form of state terrorism. Parliamentarians had an important role to
play in taking key decisions on combating terrorism and ensuring that peace and security for all
countries was promoted through democracy. Jordan condemned all forms of terrorism and had
paid a high price for its counter-terrorism efforts. Jordan had striven to implement all international
obligations to combat terrorism in national laws and urged all parliaments to do likewise so as to
ensure that terrorism could be effectively countered at the global level.
Ensuring peace and security at the global level was a continuing struggle. Jordan called for
conflict resolution through political negotiation rather than violence. The Arab Group sincerely
hoped that all problems related to terrorism in the region could be resolved and that extremist
groups would be prohibited from manipulating religion for their own twisted ideological ends.
Mr. M. HOSSEINI SADR (Islamic Republic of Iran) said that terrorist acts were becoming
fiercer and more organized than ever before. Sadly, that was especially true in Islamic countries,
despite Islam being a religion of peace. He asked: what the United Nations had planned in terms of
a comprehensive programme to counter terrorism; what the Counter-Terrorism Committee had
done to identify the financial resources of terrorist groups and define different types of terrorism
including cyberterrorism; whether terrorist groups could be blocked from using cyberspace to
recruit members globally; and what criteria existed for identifying a country as a supporter of
terrorism.
Mr. R.K. SINGH (India) stated that terrorism was the greatest threat to peace and
international security that the world currently faced. India was no stranger to that threat and had
experienced a number of horrific terror attacks in recent years. Although the panellists had given a
comprehensive analysis of the problem as they saw it, he believed their analysis fell short: the
roots of terrorism did not always lie in poverty or a lack of education, as demonstrated by the many
Daesh recruits that came from developed countries.
India believed that State sponsorship of terrorist organizations was a major challenge. Some
States used terrorism as an instrument of their national or foreign policy and helped to finance,
recruit, train, and provide shelter to terrorist fighters. Despite the adoption of various United Nations
resolutions, the international community was not doing enough to sanction those States. There was
no excuse for terrorism and no such thing as a “good” terrorist who could be supported by any
State. Parliamentarians needed to take the lead in condemning all forms of terrorism and all those
who financed or supported it.
Mr. D. AL-ASADI (Iraq) said that the terrorist group known as Islamic State should not be
referred to by that name and should only be called Daesh. Daesh was not recognized as a State,
nor was it an Islamic group. The current situation in Iraq and the wider Middle East was the result
of the foreign policies of the world’s superpowers and many years of intervention in the region. Iraq,
which had long been known as the cradle of civilization, was now suffering considerably at the
hands of Daesh. It had bombed sacred historical tombs of prophets and other sites. The world’s
response had been inadequate. Some who fought for Daesh came from many other countries in all
regions of the world; they would not return to their home countries as citizens but as terrorists.
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States needed to increase their support for combating Daesh, not only for Iraq’s sake but also in
order to prevent Daesh terrorists from committing atrocities in other countries. To improve security
in Iraq, it was also vital to boost its economy and overcome many of the problems that it had faced
in recent years.
Mr. A.K. AZAD (Bangladesh) said that democracy faced many threats but terrorism was
perhaps the greatest. Despite the United Nations Counter-Terrorism Committee having taken up
the matter 14 years previously, the progress made to date was not encouraging. Mr. El-Dawla had
mentioned the various types of agency that needed to be involved in counter-terrorism efforts but
had not talked about any results that had already been achieved. Terrorist activities were still
increasing around the world. The international community, including parliamentarians, needed to
end the lengthy discussions and reach firm agreement on how to move from dialogue to action.
Mr. J. STEENHUISEN (South Africa) agreed with many other speakers on the need for a
single, international definition of terrorism. Too often, illegitimate governments used the word
“terrorist” to target and pursue those legitimately fighting for democracy in their countries. An
international definition would go a long way to resolving that issue.
Countering terrorism often seemed an almost insurmountable task. Countries should
therefore focus on the particular areas where clear, cooperative action could be taken against
terrorism, such as on the sources of its financing. Funding frequently came from criminal activity,
including prostitution, racketeering and the illicit drugs trade. He asked whether any research
existed on the relationship between criminal cartels and terrorist organizations. In tackling the links
between crime and terrorism, States needed to cooperate in order to exchange information on
those who financially supported terrorists and to strictly regulate transborder capital flows and lax
banking regulations, as those were frequently exploited by terrorists.
He acknowledged others' views on the lack of a causal link between poverty and terrorism
but underscored that extremists often exploited situations of hopelessness, hunger and
unemployment as breeding grounds for recruitment. Overcoming those issues through a strong
commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals was essential to discouraging the recruitment
to terrorist groups.
Mr. Y.-K. WOO (Republic of Korea) said that terrorism posed the utmost threat to the
st
security of the globalized world in the 21 century. According to a study, terrorist incidents occurred
in 130 countries between 2001 and 2013. Terrorism was increasingly transnational, indiscriminate
and destructive. It had far-reaching impacts on all aspects of political, economic and social life. By
capitalizing on vulnerabilities inherent to the world’s interdependent societies, and by using the
Internet, social networks and other technologies, terrorists could carry out attacks whenever and
wherever they pleased. In response, the international community needed to renew its commitment
to counter-terrorism measures and to fulfilling its obligations under relevant United Nations
instruments. Greater cooperation was also needed to counter violent extremism, poverty,
unemployment and discrimination, all of which had been identified as causes of the recent
escalation in terrorism.
Mr. A. WARE (PNND)) underscored the risks associated with terrorists acquiring and using
weapons of mass destruction or radiological materials out of which crude nuclear weapons or
radiological bombs could be made. Some important international agreements and mechanisms
existed for addressing those risks and PNND encouraged all parliaments to ensure that those
agreements were fully ratified and implemented. PNND further encouraged parliamentarians to
remain abreast of new proposals for an agreement on control of fissile material, which was
understood to be part of a forthcoming United Nations resolution to establish an open-ended
working group on nuclear disarmament. The adoption of relevant resolutions by the IPU in recent
years was commendable. Parliamentarians should continue to follow up on those resolutions,
ensuring that appropriate measures were adopted nationally to facilitate their implementation.
Mr. J. JUWAINI (Indonesia) said that terrorism was the enemy of peace and international
security and could never be justified from any religious standpoint. In order to combat terrorism, it
was essential to identify and address its underlying causes. In particular, democracy should be
strengthened globally and the international community needed to address the injustices that many
believed existed throughout the world.
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Mr. V. GUMINSKY (Belarus) said that the world had been shaken and divided by countless
armed conflicts and acts of terrorism to which there had not been an effective global response.
Terrorism destroyed the global balance of power, leading to a serious lack of stability, systemic
crises and damaged relations between States. The international community needed to uphold the
inalienable right of every State to choose its own development path. Many of the problems seen in
countries such as Syria, Iraq and Libya had arisen from others trying to accelerate the
establishment of democracy and supporting revolutions in those countries. Such action had been
counterproductive: chaos in the region had led to the formation of extremist groups, including
Daesh. There was a very real danger that militants would move to other countries, including in
Europe, which posed a serious threat to global security. The only effective response to Daesh
would be to create a legitimate international coalition, which adhered strictly to the norms and
principles of international law, as well as relevant Security Council decisions. The United Nations
should remain a forum for cooperation, not a place for confrontation or the demonstration of force
by any State towards another.
Mrs. E.M. BANDA (Zambia) said that various measures had been implemented in Zambia in
order to contribute to international efforts to counter and eliminate terrorism and to ensure that
anyone engaging in terrorist activities would not find a safe haven in that country. Anti-terrorism
legislation had been enacted to help tackle the causes of terrorism, which included government
corruption, poverty and social injustice and also to help prohibit related crimes, such as
money-laundering.
Zambia was in the process of establishing a national counter-terrorism centre, which would
provide a policy and administrative framework with which to tackle the issue. The changing nature
of terrorism meant that methods of combating it at the global level should also change. The
international community needed to reassess how best to combine efforts to fight the scourge of
terrorism. Success would ultimately depend on every country committing to effective action.
Mr. M. ALJOWDER (Bahrain) lamented the lack of a single, internationally agreed definition
of terrorism, given the threat it posed to the world. If there was no agreement on a definition, there
could be no agreement on how to combat it. Terrorist acts were not new, but they were becoming
more devastating and complex. Such acts were not just committed by individuals: they were the
work of organized terrorist groups with large budgets and elaborate ideological or political agendas.
Terrorism gravely threatened human rights, the stability and security of States and the availability
of resources.
Mr. A. CHIBAYA (Zimbabwe) said that there was a demonstrable link between development
and terrorism. A number of community share ownership trusts had therefore been established in
Zimbabwe to assist the poor. Youth funds had also been created to help combat unemployment
and poverty, both of which provided a breeding ground for social grievances that could be hijacked
by terrorist groups and used to encourage recruitment. Parliaments should push for the ratification
of all United Nations conventions and protocols on combating specific forms of terrorism and for
their incorporation into national legislation. Further bilateral and multilateral agreements were also
needed to ensure that all States cooperated on security matters.
Mrs. L. LIU (China) said that terrorism and extremism posed major and complex challenges
to social stability and security. Global cooperation was needed to counter the surge in terrorist
activity that the world was experiencing. Many countries were currently in turmoil, with their people
living in constant danger. The resulting refugee flows from the Middle East and North Africa
increased tensions and placed pressure on other countries in that region and in Europe.
China was no stranger to terrorism. Two of its cities had experienced terrorist attacks in
recent years and many Chinese civilians living overseas had been caught up in attacks elsewhere.
The Chinese Government had undertaken various counter-terrorism measures at the national level
and called for enhanced, effective global cooperation against a global enemy. All States should
adhere to international law and regulations and allow the United Nations and its relevant bodies to
play a leading and coordinating role. More attention was also needed on addressing the root
causes of terrorism in order to prevent extremism from taking hold and to disrupt terrorist
organizations. Any military action needed to comply with United Nations processes and relevant
Security Council resolutions.
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Ms. K. HUSZTI-ORBAN (OHCHR)) said that the impact of terrorism and measures to
counter terrorism were primary areas of concern for OHCHR. The current global turmoil once again
brought into focus the considerable challenges that States faced in preventing acts of violence and
safeguarding the security of their citizens. To effectively protect populations and to deliver justice,
there was wide consensus that States should fulfil their obligations under international law and
ensure that all laws and policies were grounded in the protection of human rights and respect for
the rule of law, as set out in the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy.
Parliaments had a cardinal role to play in ensuring that States appropriately addressed the
conditions that fostered terrorism. The Strategy highlighted that terrorism and violent extremism
tended to thrive in environments with a lack of respect for human rights, an absence of the rule of
law, a lack of democratic space, corruption and the exclusion or marginalization of particular
groups or individuals. OHCHR urged all States to view the protection of security and of human
rights not as competing objectives but as interrelated, complementary and mutually reinforcing.
Mr. J. AJEO MOILING (South Sudan) said that terrorism was a universal menace requiring a
universal response. Its definition should cover any act with religious, ethnic, economic or political
motivations. It was particularly despicable for terrorists to use a religion as the basis for their
extremist ideologies. States should ensure that all religious teaching was sound and could not be
twisted to radicalize individuals or encourage extremist agendas.
Addressing the root causes of terrorism by improving social and economic conditions should
be taken seriously. Parliaments should also pass legislation to combat terrorism and act
cooperatively and collectively to counter it though additional means such as workshops and
seminars. It was vital that States that sponsored terrorism in any way were punished.
Mr. P. NZENGUE MAYILA (Gabon) welcomed the call to move from discussion to action:
that was essential given the magnitude of the problem. All States needed to be proactive in tackling
the roots of terrorism, such as by identifying and punishing those who supplied weapons to
terrorists. States should consider how social media was used to target and recruit young people.
By combating poverty and promoting employment opportunities they would help avoid such
recruitment by ensuring that all young people had promising futures.
Mrs. F. KOOFI (Afghanistan) said that, if the amount of money in the world that was used to
buy weapons were instead used to create jobs and reduce poverty, there would be significantly
fewer terrorist groups. It was time for all States to agree on a single, clear definition of terrorism
that also took account of those who financed or provided safe havens for terrorist groups.
Women and children were often the primary victims of conflict and war. It was therefore vital
that the international community agreed on a mechanism for implementing United Nations Security
Council resolution 1325 on women, peace and security. Even recently, women in Afghanistan had
been subject to sexual harassment and other violence by terrorist groups.
She sought clarification on the criteria for including particular groups or individuals on global
watch lists; she had not heard Mr. El-Dawla mention the Taliban, which was still active in
her country.
Mr. B. AKPAN (Nigeria) said he would submit his comments in writing for consideration by
the panellists.
Mr. A. GOBBI (Algeria) said that Algeria had suffered greatly as a result of terrorism. More
than 100,000 people had died and the costs of counter-terrorism action had reached
US$ 30 billion. Algeria had managed to overcome the terrorist threat and could now serve as an
example for other countries to follow. Huge sums of money were spent on funding terrorism. All
countries should ensure that they did not finance terrorism, including by refusing to pay ransoms to
terrorist groups.
Mr. S. ALHUSSEINI (Saudi Arabia) said that all countries should show the same cooperative
spirit on terrorism that they did on issues such as climate change and human rights. Saudi Arabia
had taken various steps to combat terrorism, including through legislation. The country had also
called for the establishment of the United Nations Centre for Counter Terrorism and provided
US$ 10 million towards its funding. Saudi Arabia urged other States to provide further funding for
the Centre to enhance its effectiveness.
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Mr. A. KLIMOV (Russian Federation), recalling the comments of the delegate from Ukraine,
said that it had not been Russian forces but the Ukrainian Government that had carried out acts of
State terrorism since 2014. It had used troops and heavy weapons in eastern Ukraine and killed
several thousand civilians.
Mr. A.S. EL-DAWLA (CTED) welcomed all the questions that had been raised during the
discussion, noting that they broadly covered five areas: successes in counter-terrorism; the
definition of terrorism; the financing of terrorism; cyberterrorism; and organized crime and terrorism.
The success of counter-terrorism efforts was difficult to quantify. It was often difficult to
publicize successful counter-terrorism operations, as their very success relied on high levels of
confidentiality. Terrorism offences had been criminalized around the world, so it could not be said
that the international community had failed to address the problem, despite the fact that terrorists
continued to act. Success in counter-terrorism should be based on the rule of law: he was pleased
that many laws had been enacted around the world in the past 14 years.
He advocated the use of already existing definitions of terrorism. Terrorist acts had already
been defined in a number of instruments, conventions and protocols; they still provided the basis
for defining terrorism today. Offences had already been outlined in those instruments; crucially,
States should criminalize all those offences in domestic law, ensuring that they were clearly defined
as terrorist acts. States would continue to debate a universal definition. However, the lack of
agreement on that point should in no way be an excuse for failure to deal with offences on which
there was already agreement, such as hijackings, kidnappings, bombings and the financing
of terrorism.
The modes of financing terrorism were more complex than ever before. Previously, attention
had focused on preventing money-laundering and identifying suspicious transactions. Currently,
terrorist groups such as Daesh controlled large territories where many natural and other resources
could be found. Those groups not only received external funding, but were also able to finance
their actions by trading resources under their control, including oil, antiquities and hostages. New
countermeasures were needed to stop terrorist groups from benefiting from such trade.
The link between organized crime and terrorism had been well established in recent years.
As many speakers had noted, terrorist groups now often committed crimes such as kidnapping for
ransom, trafficking in human organs, and money-laundering. Processes to combat moneylaundering and the financing of terrorism had been joined together, so that they could be tackled
according to one set of recommendations.
Cyberterrorism had, in part, arisen because of the success of conventional counter-terrorism.
The more that borders and law enforcement was strengthened, the more that terrorist groups had
to resort to the Internet in order to radicalize and recruit. Legislators needed to tread a careful line
in ensuring a balance between criminalizing incitement to violence and protecting freedom
of speech.
Although poverty was never a justification for terrorism, it should be recognized that poverty
could be exploited by terrorist groups. A comprehensive and integrated approach, developed and
followed by all sectors, including parliamentarians, was therefore essential in dealing with terrorism.
Mr. R.K. SINGH (India) said that individuals who had been listed at an international level as
terrorists, including by the United Nations, were still moving around freely. Solutions were needed
to tackle that.
Mr. A.S. EL-DAWLA (CTED) said that there was a comprehensive process for designating
individuals under the United Nations sanctions regime. It was the only list of individuals on which all
States agreed.
Mr. K. KOSER (GCERF), recalling Mr. El-Dawla’s comments on a comprehensive approach,
underscored the importance of including prevention as part of that approach. It was also vital to
engage communities, as that was often where extremism emerged.
The lack of a clear definition of violent extremism was a challenge that GCERF took very
seriously. GCERF did not define it as a religious issue alone, and certainly not in terms of any one
religion. It was clear that there were also political and other forms of extremism: a better definition
was a priority. There was no direct link between poverty and extremism but they were still related:
the leaders of terrorist organizations might not be poor, but their followers often were. Poverty,
injustice, marginalization and disenfranchisement made people, especially young people,
susceptible to recruitment. It was an area where much more discussion was needed. The new
Sustainable Development Goals would provide an opportunity in that regard.
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Focusing on countering violent extremism would not divert attention from combating
terrorism. A focus on violent extremism and its prevention was a complementary tool when tackling
terrorism. Military, security and intelligence-based responses were necessary but there should also
be a longer-term focus on prevention and providing alternatives for young people before they
turned to extremism or terrorism.
Mr. A.S. EL-DAWLA (CTED), responding to the issue of reconciling human rights and
counter-terrorism legislation, said that, when Bills on counter-terrorism came before parliaments,
they should contain provisions to criminalize terrorism offences but also provide for the protection
of the suspect's human rights, including the granting of a fair trial and the right to a lawyer
and interpretation.
Workplan for future Assemblies
The PRESIDENT said that the Bureau proposed that all meetings of the Committee at the
th
134 Assembly should focus on discussing and finalizing the draft resolution.
It was so decided.
The sitting rose at 5.50 p.m.
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Standing Committee on Sustainable Development,
Finance and Trade
SITTING OF MONDAY 19 OCTOBER
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 2.30 p.m. with Mr. O. Hav (Denmark), Vice-President of the
Standing Committee, in the Chair.
Adoption of the Agenda
(C-II/133/A.1)
It was decided to consider item 2 before item 1.
Parliamentary contribution to the 2015 UN Climate Change Conference
Mr. S. CHOWDHURY, President of the IPU, said that 2015 was perhaps the most important
year for defining how the international community viewed, shaped policy and took action on
development over the coming 15 years. The IPU had closely followed the United Nations
processes on climate change, including the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction in
March 2015 and the Sustainable Development Goals in September 2015. The climate change
conference (COP21) to be held in Paris in December 2015 raised the question of why and how
parliaments should be involved in those processes. There should be clear connections between the
international agreements signed by governments and the work of parliamentarians. Increasingly, it
was parliaments that were called upon to implement those international agreements at the
national level.
The COP21 Paris conference would be important not just for climate change, but also for
sustainable development and disaster risk reduction and resilience. The IPU advocated dealing
with all three processes as a coordinated package. It was important to identify the synergies
between the three and how they mutually reinforced each other. For example, if a natural disaster
was not effectively managed, that could push back a country's development by a decade and
greatly reduce its capacity for sustainability.
In the run-up to the COP21 Paris conference, parliamentarians should continue to push their
governments to increase their levels of ambition. More than 140 countries had recently submitted
their Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs). Sadly, those contributions would not
limit the global temperature rise to two degrees and would instead result in warming of at least
three or four degrees. It was vital that governments raised their ambitions and that clear plans of
action were established for achieving the two degree objective. Parliamentarians had an important
role in determining the appropriate measures to be taken. If the international community failed to
properly tackle climate change, any action taken on sustainable development or managing risk
would continue to fall short of what was needed.
He urged all parliamentarians to attend the two-day Parliamentary Meeting that would run
alongside the COP21 conference in order to enhance the presence of national parliaments and the
IPU in the climate change arena. At that Meeting discussions would open on the draft
th
Parliamentary Action Plan on Climate Change, to be adopted at the 134 Assembly in Lusaka.
Following up on the Plan and enhancing national-level implementation of climate change policies
would provide the opportunity for parliaments to make a real difference to climate change.
The delegate from INDIA said that the requirements of the Sustainable Development Goals
and the direction of climate change policy would create financial problems for many developing
countries. He asked whether it would be possible to create a compendium of good practices that
could mitigate those problems and be useful for developing action plans.
The PRESIDENT OF THE IPU said that the IPU was trying to establish best practices for
countries to follow. In particular, South-South cooperation was needed: the technology needed to
combat climate change often related much less to the latest development in Silicon Valley than to
what communities had themselves been practising over the years. Countries could minimize the
costs in various ways: a small investment today often meant substantial savings in the future.
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Mr. L. BORBELY (Romania) said that 2015 was a critical year because of the approval of the
Sustainable Development Goals and the COP21 climate change conference. It was hoped that
COP21 would result in a legally binding agreement. Parliaments would have a crucial role and
responsibility over the next 15 years, the life of the Sustainable Development Goals. Through the
IPU, they needed to coordinate with possible partners, including the UN Environment Programme,
UN Development Programme, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, to make
available greater resources to fulfil the Goals and to address climate change issues. After the
Climate Change Conference, discussions should be held within the IPU on finding new ways to
inform citizens about what should be done in the coming 15 years.
The PRESIDENT OF THE IPU said that parliamentarians needed to focus on fulfilling their
core responsibilities. They needed to ensure that there was coherence between what governments
agreed internationally and the policies and legislation that implemented those agreements
nationally. They also needed to ensure that national finances were properly managed and that
enough was appropriated for implementing the Sustainable Development Goals, which would cost
at least US$ 1.6 trillion a year globally. The Goals represented a 15-year commitment: it was vital
that parliaments were ready and had the capacity, knowledge and structures to deliver on them.
The CHAIR said that the fifth annual edition of the Global Climate Legislation Study had
recently been published. It was a uniquely comprehensive review of climate change legislation
throughout the world and the IPU was pleased to have been associated with the preparation and
distribution of the latest edition. He introduced one of the authors of the Study,
Ms. A. Averchenkova.
Ms. A. AVERCHENKOVA (London School of Economics and Political Science) presented
the main findings of the Global Climate Legislation Study. In 2010, the study had covered only
16 countries, while the most recent version covering 99 countries and accounted for 93 per cent of
global greenhouse gas emissions in those countries. The study looked at national legislation that
specifically addressed or was related to climate change, such as laws on renewable energy,
energy efficiency, land-use change or forestry.
The report found that firstly, legislative activity on climate change had grown significantly in
the past decade. The number of climate change laws continued to double every four or five years
and developing countries in particular had been actively putting forward climate change legislation
and policies. There were now more than 800 climate-related laws globally, compared to 50 laws in
1997 when the Kyoto Protocol was adopted. Secondly, countries were taking an increasingly
strategic approach to climate change: more than three-quarters of the countries analysed had put
in place framework legislation. Such legislation set a vision and served as a unifying basis for all
other activities taken on climate change in a country. Around 60 per cent of countries had
framework legislation in place addressing both mitigation and adaptation. Around 18 per cent
focused on only mitigation and a smaller percentage focused on only adaptation. Thirdly, countries
were increasingly adopting quantified objectives in their climate change legislation and policies.
Around 75 per cent of greenhouse gas emissions were covered by emission reduction targets and
more than 40 countries had targets set up to 2020. A small number had targets going beyond that
date, which was important for longer-term transformation and the decarbonization and climateresilience of the economy. In many cases, the overall objectives and framework legislation was
supported by specific activities in areas such as renewable energy or energy efficiency.
The study also found some areas where more work was needed. Firstly, emissions
measurement should be improved: many countries had outdated inventories of greenhouse gas
emissions so that it was difficult to assess the effectiveness of legislation. Secondly, climate
change risk assessments were needed. Very few developing countries, which were most
vulnerable to the effects of climate change, had assessments on the impacts they would face or
what the exposure would be for key sectors of the economy.
Various issues arose in the context of the COP21 climate change conference. On ambition,
the INDCs that were submitted before the deadline of 1 October 2015 covered 147 parties to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and around 87 per cent of global
emissions. Of those pledges, 80 per cent included quantified emission targets, which was the first
time such a level of action had been seen. The pledges did not yet go far enough to allow
temperature rises to stay below two degrees, but they would reduce emissions below “business as
usual” levels and below what the pledges at the COP15 climate change conference in 2009 would
have achieved. On feasibility, successfully achieving the emissions reductions was dependent on
sufficient financial support, technology and capacity-building. There was also the issue of the
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political credibility and feasibility of creating an enabling legislative and policy environment at the
national level to fulfil the commitments made in Paris. Parliamentarians would have a key role to
play in ensuring that political will and ambition existed to follow up on the Paris conference, achieve
emission reductions and implement adaptation actions.
Mr. S. TCHELNOKOV (IPU Secretariat) drew attention to the invitation that all parliaments
had received to participate in the Parliamentary Meeting on the occasion of the United Nations
Climate Change Conference, jointly organized by the IPU and French Parliament. It was hoped that
the two-day event would be not just an informative meeting for parliamentarians but a chance to
share views and opinions with panellists who included the United Nations Secretary General, the
heads of agencies such as the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, the UN
Environment Programme, UNESCO and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development. It was further hoped that the Meeting would be the start of a new chapter in the
Organisation’s presence in the climate change arena and that the outcomes of the Meeting would
be meaningful.
The CHAIR said that the Parliamentary Meeting would adopt a formal outcome document.
The Meeting's Rapporteur, French Senator Mr. H. Maurey, had already prepared a preliminary
draft. Mr. Maurey would take into account the Committee's comments, and publish a revised
preliminary draft online, after which there would be a period in which parliaments could propose
amendments to it. The final version would be presented for approval at the Parliamentary Meeting
in Paris in December.
Mr. H. MAUREY (France) said that the commitment of the IPU in the area of climate change
was essential and the French Parliament was delighted to be hosting the two-day Parliamentary
Meeting alongside the COP21 conference. Awareness of the problems linked to the deregulation of
the climate was now universal and it was therefore vital that any agreement to respond to those
problems was also universal. Parliaments needed to ensure that their voices were heard loudly
when that agreement was being negotiated, not least because they would have a pivotal role in
ensuring that, at a national level, the agreement was ratified, adequately resourced, appropriately
legislated for and well implemented. Parliaments would also be responsible for monitoring the
governments' compliance with the commitments made in Paris.
Declarations or similar texts had been adopted at several of the previous COP climate
change conferences. The preliminary draft outcome document of the Parliamentary Meeting
contained a number of elements from those previous agreements but also added to them. The draft
recognized the clear concern of parliamentarians regarding deregulation of the climate. It
underscored the tragic consequences and acceleration of global warming on the environment, the
economy, and social and political arenas.
Robust legislative measures were vital to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and to limiting
the average global temperature rise to two degrees. Effective mitigation and adaptation measures
should also be implemented, including through the resources of the Green Climate Fund,
technology and knowledge transfer, and capacity-building. Any agreement in Paris needed to:
clearly respect the principles of equity and common but differentiated responsibility; acknowledge
the link between achieving sustainable development and combatting climate change; and
underscore the need for parliaments to exercise increased oversight of those matters, through
legislation, budget control and the monitoring of government policy.
The draft outcome document included additional elements that would hopefully correlate to
the nature of the overall agreement that was expected at the COP21 conference. That agreement
needed to be both durable and dynamic. The cumbersome nature of negotiations presented a
difficult challenge to successfully reaching binding agreements. A wiser aim would be to reach
agreement on a set of clearly defined medium- to long-term objectives that could be adjusted as
necessary: that would ensure a more flexible, dynamic process. The INDCs were a key element of
building the agreement, as they defined the commitments that each country was ready to make.
Compiling them would make it possible to assess how likely it was that the overall global objectives
would be attained. Such calculations would provide substantial added value. Around 150 countries
had already submitted their contributions, which accounted for 90 per cent of emissions. While
those commitments were not yet enough to reach the two degree target, they would already ensure
that temperatures would not increase by more than three degrees and showed that the
international community was on the right path to further reducing that limit. It was also vital to
emphasize the need for innovation. All countries and stakeholders needed to disseminate and
share their most innovative good practices in order to yield the best results.
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He hoped that the important role of parliaments would be recognized in the outcomes of the
COP21 conference and encouraged the IPU to systematically include the issue of combating
climate change on the agenda of all its meetings. He looked forward to hearing any suggestions on
ways to further improve the text of the draft outcome document, which he hoped would be as
ambitious as possible.
Mr. E. CHILIQUINGA MAZÓN (Andean Parliament) said that all States needed to share the
responsibility of tackling climate change. The Andean Parliament was working jointly with the
sustainable development division of the Development Bank of Latin America on a framework law to
harmonize climate change matters across the Andean region. The Andean Parliament had
submitted its proposed amendments to the draft outcome document. The amendments proposed
including language on the need to utilize ancestral, traditional knowledge from aboriginal
communities in mitigating the effects of climate change, to generate a culture of respect for the
environment, and to improve knowledge of prevention processes through education.
Mr. R. RAMAKRISHNA (India) said that India welcomed the draft parliamentary action plan
and the preliminary draft outcome document and had already submitted observations on the latter.
Many developed countries had already submitted their INDCs but their pledges covered only
around 87 per cent of emissions. In spite of its development challenges, India had put forward an
ambitious INDC for the period 2020-2030. It was in harmony with the Sustainable Development
Goals. One of its key aspects was the target to reduce the emissions intensity of its GDP by 33 to
35 per cent by 2030 (in comparison to 2005 levels). India also aimed to for a 40 per cent increase
in the share of non-fossil fuel-based energy sources by 2030. India was conscious of the need to
move towards cleaner fuel and renewable energy systems. However, the need to ensure energy
for over 300 million people who had no access to basic energy meant that the country would
continue to rely on coal and fossil fuels for the foreseeable future.
Mr. L. BORBELY (Romania) said that, in order to be relevant, the agreement reached in
Paris needed to reflect present realities and take into account that common but differentiated
responsibilities and capabilities evolved over time. The approach should not allow the biggest
polluters to be exempt from commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions if warming was to
be limited to no more than two degrees.
Romania attached particular importance to the modalities of differentiating between
developed and developing countries and their respective contributions in curbing the effects of
climate change. Any agreement needed to provide for a common system of monitoring and
reporting on national-level measures taken based on transparency and accountability. The
agreement should reflect the particular needs of the least developed countries, given that they
were most vulnerable to the negative impacts of climate change and should also create the
conditions for climate resistance, sustainable food production, food security and economic
development. Action on the climate needed to encompass human rights, gender equality,
education and awareness-raising, alongside technology transfer and support for capacity-building.
Mr. S.A.A.K. LEGHARI (Pakistan) said that climate change, which had been scientifically
proven beyond doubt, was a global issue with major environmental, economic, social and political
repercussions. Developing countries were more at risk because of their increased vulnerability and
reduced capacity to respond and adapt to climate change. South Asia had recently witnessed
unprecedented climatic disruption. Some parts of Pakistan had seen their worst levels of seasonal
flooding, while other parts were experiencing drought or unexpected heatwaves. Pakistan had
ambitiously set a target of a 30 per cent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2025 and also
sought to increase its reliance on renewable energy sources.
The forthcoming COP21 conference was expected to adopt an outcome document that
would consolidate international support for adapting and responding to climate change and
mitigating its impact. Pakistan was considerably concerned, however, with the discrepancy
between the global objectives for reducing emissions and limiting global warming on the one hand,
and the national commitments that had so far been set for achieving those objectives on the other.
It was vital that all commitments were backed up by the provision of sufficient resources.
Mr. G. VARNAVA (Cyprus) said that climate change was the major challenge of the
st
21 century. Given the devastating effects that it could have economically, socially and politically, it
would sadly remain high on the agenda for many years to come. More than ever, should take
courageous decisions and act ambitiously. Cyprus hoped that the COP21 conference would deliver
a comprehensive and realistic international agreement to curb climate change and global warming.
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Parliamentarians needed to focus on ensuring that such an agreement could be reached in
Paris and that the needs and capacities of developing countries were properly taken into account. It
was essential that appropriate support was provided to countries so that they could tackle climate
change. Parliamentarians had a duty to ensure the effective implementation of policies and to
encourage the required political will among governments to guarantee that a robust agreement was
reached in Paris.
Mr. T. KATO (Japan) said that, in the preliminary draft outcome document of the
Parliamentary Meeting, the reference to common but differentiated responsibilities in paragraph
6 should be followed by “according to the Lima Call for Climate Action adopted at COP20 and in
the light of different national circumstances”. Japan stressed the need to support small-island
developing States and least developed countries as they were most vulnerable to the effects of
climate change. In the period 2013-2014, Japan had provided substantial sums to assist
developing countries and continued to provide tailored support. Japan had also made a
US$ 1.5 billion contribution to the Green Climate Fund, enabling it to begin its assistance to
developing countries.
Mr. R. AL SHURAIQI (United Arab Emirates) commended the work of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change but noted that pollution remained widespread and considerable efforts
were needed to combat that scourge. His country was undertaking various measures to combat
climate change, including through enhancing the use of renewable energy. All parliaments needed
to enact appropriate legislation to combat climate change and to ensure that adequate assistance
was provided to developing countries to enable them to adopt sustainable energy policies.
Parliaments also needed to monitor the actions taken by their governments to ensure that they
were meeting targets and complying with international environmental norms.
Mr. R. SATTLER (International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions) said that
effective, accountable and transparent institutions would be vital at all levels. They were essential
to the attainment of all 17 Sustainable Development Goals and their targets. That was particularly
the case with parliaments and related institutions which would oversee government implementation
of the Sustainable Development Goals and which would monitor the effectiveness of climate
change legislation. Supreme audit institutions could make a particularly valuable contribution by
auditing performance highlighting any shortcomings in implementation and issuing
recommendations for improvement. It was, however, vital that those audit institutions were
independent. Parliaments and supreme audit institutions were natural partners; he hoped that the
IPU and its Member Parliaments would support the independence, capacity-building and
improvement of public accounting systems.
Mr. M.U.K. BADAL (Bangladesh) said that Bangladesh had recently won the United Nations
Champion of the Earth prize, which demonstrated the extent of the country’s efforts to tackle
climate change. Nevertheless, Bangladesh continued to suffer. The international community
discussed a great deal, made many promises but did not take enough action.
Numerous reports underscored the need for finance, technology transfer and capacitybuilding, but there was never enough money. And yet, countries such as the United States were
spending vast amounts on preserving their nuclear weapons arsenals. In the face of climate
change, such action was a sin against humanity. Until the nuclear States gave up their nuclear
weapons, all the reports and promises on climate change would have no proper meaning.
Mr. A. DJELLOUT (Algeria) said that Algeria attached particular importance to climate
change negotiations because it was highly susceptible to climate change, and was a hydrocarbons
exporter, as. Algeria continued to pursue economic development and the eradication of extreme
poverty but that was becoming increasingly difficult as climate change posed a number of social
and environmental problems. In particular Algeria faced a loss of biodiversity and damage to
agriculture and living conditions. Future climate agreements should avoid placing ever-greater
burdens on national authorities, especially in developing countries; any additional constraints
should be offset by sufficient funding.
Mr. B. MERJANEH (Syrian Arab Republic) said that climate change affected all countries
and each one must shoulder its responsibility to tackle climate change and global warming. The
agreements made at previous COP climate change conferences should be respected.
Recommendations for action continued, but results were needed, especially in light of the 2.4 per
cent increase in global temperatures in 2014. Awareness should be raised at the national level of
the threats posed by climate change; effective policies that fostered environmental protection
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needed to be established to combat the scourge. Parliamentarians needed to redouble efforts to
ensure national adherence to international conventions. NGOs and civil society needed to play
their part in supporting parliaments by exerting pressure on governments to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals, especially with regard to climate change.
Mr. K. WASINONDH (Thailand) commended the preliminary draft outcome document but
said future drafts should put greater emphasis on long-term aspirations that went beyond the
COP21 conference. It was necessary to look for what else could strengthen international action
rather than repeat what had already been agreed by the United Nations. As the results of the
Conference were not yet known, the draft should refer to a possible “Paris Agreement” and not the
“Paris Accord.”
Mr. C. ZERPA (Venezuela) said that, despite existing measures to tackle climate change,
even more were needed to protect the world for future generations. Natural disasters caused by
global warming were increasing in number and intensity every year. Although the impact of global
warming was felt much more by developing countries, all countries should adapt their national
situations to global events with better coordinated policies. All States needed to be ambitious in
Paris so that the COP21 conference would boost sustainable development and countries’
economies.
All States needed to shoulder their joint climate change responsibilities and adopt a
balanced approach to mitigation, adaptation and implementation, particularly regarding funding,
technology transfer and capacity-building. The Conference in Paris was crucial: Venezuela hoped
for a strong global agreement.
Mr. J.R. LEON RIVERA (Peru) said that his country had been honoured to hold the previous
year’s Climate Change Conference but was dismayed that there were still questions about the
outcome of that conference. Parliaments should closely follow the situation and ensure that
commitments made at those international meetings became reality. Peru urged all governments to
account annually to their parliaments on the progress made and the measures implemented in line
with the Lima proposal.
Mrs. A. HABIBOU (Niger) said that Niger acknowledged the need for strong national
sustainable development strategies and was focused on strategies for adaptation and resilience to
climate change and bolstering capacity to reduce emissions. The country had a strategic
framework and an economic and social development plan for growth, which would run to 2035.
Various measures had been taken to combat climate change and to reduce vulnerability, including
by tackling desertification and targeting the country’s three main carbon-emitting sectors.
Mr. S. TCHELNOKOV (IPU Secretariat) said that the draft parliamentary action plan referred
to in the IPU President’s opening remarks, was the first attempt to devise a long-term climate
change programme. Committee members should share their comments on the draft with the
th
Secretariat. The draft would be considered in Paris and adopted at the 134 Assembly in Lusaka.

Approval of the summary record of the Committee's session held on the occasion
nd
of the 132 IPU Assembly in Hanoi (March-April 2015)
The summary records of the last session were approved
Elections to the Bureau
The CHAIR said that there were seven vacant posts in the Bureau. The African Group
wished to nominate Mr. F. Musendu Flungu (Democratic Republic of the Congo), the Asia-Pacific
Group wished to nominate Mr. N. Singh (India), the Group of Latin America and the Caribbean
wished to nominate Ms. C. Prado (Panama), Mr. J.R. León Rivera (Peru) and Mr. L.A. Heber
(Uruguay). No nominations had been received from the Eurasia Group, needed to fill two
vacant posts.
The Twelve Plus Group wished to nominate Ms. J. Mijatovic (Serbia) to complete the
mandate of the outgoing member from Serbia. Similarly, the Arab Group wished to nominate
Mr. K. Abdullah Abul (Kuwait) to complete the mandate of the outgoing member of the
same country.
It was so decided.
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Future work programme
th

The CHAIR said that the Bureau recommended that, at the 134 Assembly, the Committee
should devote most of its allotted time to discussing and finalizing its draft resolution entitled
Ensuring lasting protection against destruction and deterioration for the tangible and intangible
cultural heritage of humanity. If time allowed, a panel discussion on a different subject item could
be organized.
It was so decided.
Debate
Ensuring lasting protection against destruction and deterioration for the
tangible and intangible cultural heritage of humanity
Mr. G. BOCCARDI, (UNESCO), panellist, said that UNESCO was the only United Nations
agency with a mandate covering culture and heritage. In a globalized, unstable and uncertain
world, it was important to build intercultural understanding by protecting heritage and supporting
cultural diversity. UNESCO developed international standards, coordinated international efforts,
provided technical assistance, and carried out advocacy, awareness campaigns and education
activities. There were seven UNESCO Conventions and a number of additional protocols that
related to the protection of tangible and intangible cultural heritage.
The definition of cultural heritage had evolved and broadened over time. It no longer referred
only to monuments such as palaces but also encompassed cultural landscapes, industrial
architecture and more. Anything could be deemed as cultural heritage if a community decided so.
Cultural heritage was now also associated with cultural rights, was seen as a driver of sustainable
development and had accordingly been incorporated into a number of the Sustainable
Development Goals. There was also an increasing emphasis on the link between the conservation
of cultural heritage and ensuring peace and security. The main threats to the protection of cultural
heritage were cultural globalization, development-related pressures such as urbanization and
tourism, conflicts, climate change and natural disasters, looting or illicit trafficking of cultural items,
lack of awareness and a lack of legal, institutional and financial capacity. Each UNESCO
Convention had associate policies, tools and programmes to address those issues. All
parliamentarians should push their governments to implement all the Conventions and to use
existing instruments.
The protection of cultural heritage in conflict situations was of particular concern. In the
twenty-first century, conflicts tended to be within and not among States, they often involved nonState actors, and were frequently associated with ethnic, religious and cultural issues. Culture, and
cultural heritage, had become a deliberate target as well as a weapon. The Director-General of
UNESCO had used the term ‘cultural cleansing’ to describe the deliberate strategy of erasing
cultural heritage and persecuting cultural minorities, as used by terrorist groups in Iraq and the
Syrian Arab Republic. The link between attacks on cultural heritage and on people was clear. The
destruction of that heritage was no longer simply a cultural emergency, it was also a humanitarian
and security emergency. UNESCO was increasingly being asked to intervene in conflicts and was
developing ways to respond effectively.
UNESCO had stepped up its advocacy role including through many forums. It was urging
Member States to intervene, whether through legislation or tangible support, so as to counter the
destruction of cultural heritage sites and the persecution of cultural minorities. UNESCO strongly
condemned the illicit trafficking or looting of cultural property, which terrorists often used as a
funding source. The Organization had been asked to assist in the implementation of United Nations
Security Council resolution 2199, on the threats to international peace and security caused by
terrorist acts, which introduced a ban on the trade of cultural property from the Syrian Arab
Republic and Iraq. UNESCO also called on all countries to support its activities in the areas of
monitoring, provision of technical assistance and capacity-building. All States needed to recognize
the destruction of cultural heritage as a war crime, develop national inventories of cultural heritage
and enhance the training of civil, military and police personnel. They should also: ensure that
cultural heritage protection was incorporated into all development, security and humanitarian
policies; raise awareness and include cultural diversity in curriculums at all levels of education; and
share information regularly and transparently with other States on the illicit trafficking of
cultural property.
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Mr. A. DESTEXHE (Belgium), co-Rapporteur for the resolution and debate Moderator, said
that cultural heritage could refer to notions such as the natural environment, intangible concepts
including cultural events, monuments, or natural features modified by man. There were five main
UNESCO Conventions dealing with the protection of cultural heritage. Grouping those Conventions
into a single legal text should be considered: the Conventions were all technical and related to
similar principles; it could also prove less complex for States to ratify a single legal text.
There were nine key challenges to the protection of cultural heritage: mass tourism; armed
conflicts and terrorism; looting and illicit trafficking; population growth and urbanization; lack of
awareness; restoration; globalization; climate change; and a lack of or insufficient registration by
some countries. Mass tourism, while beneficial for development often ran counter to conserving
heritage. Sites could be damaged by excessive crowding or by tourists sitting or standing on
monuments. Countries should consider instituting a charter of obligations to which tourists should
adhere when they entered particular sites, including not making excessive noise or not walking or
sitting on monuments. The flow of tourists could be controlled by designating clear pathways to be
followed. Protected zones should be established so that no hotels, restaurants or other buildings
could be built too close to sites of historical importance.
As had been seen recently in the Syrian Arab Republic, Iraq and elsewhere, armed conflict
and terrorism posed a considerable threat to cultural heritage. Sites or artefacts were at risk of
being damaged collaterally, looting or cultural cleansing by deliberate destruction (such as when
Daesh destroyed the site of Palmyra). It was vital that all States ratified the Convention for the
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict and its protocols. When war crimes
were committed against cultural heritage, the perpetrators needed to be subject to legal action. The
International Criminal Court had recently taken action against those responsible for the destruction
of world heritage and, to ensure that similar action could be taken in future, it was vital that all
States also ratified the Rome Statute.
Cultural goods could be looted or trafficked and used as a source of income in situations of
conflict or political instability. Trafficking also affected natural heritage, as demonstrated by the
poaching and killing of protected elephants for their ivory tusks or of rhinos for their horns. To
counter that, States should ratify the UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural
Objects. They should also develop accurate inventories of their cultural heritage and establish
national bodies mandated with monitoring sites and combatting looting and trafficking.
Population growth and urbanization increased the difficulty of protecting cultural heritage. In
Egypt, for example, Cairo had doubled in size in the previous 40 years and now encroached on the
ancient Egyptian heritage sites of the pyramids. Where urbanization projects were developed, it
was vital that due attention was given to the protection of cultural heritage.
A lack of awareness of the need to protect cultural heritage also posed problems. Countries
should promote citizen participation in protection and conservation work through education and
training programmes. Such programmes should target those who worked in the tourism sector and
military personnel. Restoration could pose a further risk to the protection of cultural heritage if the
techniques used did not respect the history or original nature of the relic. It was vital to regularly
maintain monuments or relics; and ensure that experts restored them. Globalization made it
increasingly difficult to protect the integrity of historical monuments and buildings: globalization led
to greater homogenization of places, such as old towns, often for tourist purposes.
Climate change also threatened cultural heritage. Flooding, could damage sites, as had
been seen in St. Mark’s Square in Venice in recent years. A number of sites were at risk of
disappearing completely in the coming years as a result of global warming and rising sea levels.
States could address those threats by tackling climate change, which was currently a
global priority.
Lastly, some countries registered their national heritage insufficiently or not at all. There
were still some countries, including Angola, Burundi and Equatorial Guinea, which had no sites
listed with UNESCO as world heritage sites. The sites on that list should be better spread between
countries and countries should ensure better systems for managing inventories of cultural
sites nationally.
Mrs. B. SAMPATISIRI (Thailand) said that her country wholeheartedly supported all efforts to
ensure protection against the destruction of tangible and intangible cultural heritage. Thailand
considered all cultural property to belong to all people, and any loss or destruction was to the
detriment of all mankind.
Universal cooperation in was needed to protect cultural heritage. The IPU, which
represented all people and cultures, was well placed to encourage and contribute to those
collaborative efforts. It should provide clear guidance on action to be taken. To ensure effective
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action, Thailand called on all States to provide full governmental and parliamentary support to their
ministries of culture. The UNESCO World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development
should be celebrated worldwide every year and renamed as World Cultural Day. There should also
be a review and, if necessary, revision of the UNESCO Convention for the Protection of Cultural
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict in order that the promotion, safeguard, preservation of and
respect for all cultural property at all times was properly observed.
Mr. E. JALILI (Islamic Republic of Iran) said that cultural heritage was the expression of
communities’ ways of life which was passed on from generation to generation. It was vital that all
the customs, practices, places, objects, artistic expressions and values that constituted that
heritage were protected. It was well known, however, that culture was often a victim of war and
conflict. Sadly there were many news reports of the ongoing destruction of and attacks on both
tangible and intangible cultural heritage around the world. Heritage sites, especially in the Middle
East, were systematically targeted by terrorists and extremists who sought to destroy the human
dignity, identity and legacy that they represented.
New policies and renewed cooperation within the international community were needed to
counter that destruction. It was only through an active and effective international coalition for peace
that violence and extremism would be overcome and lasting protection for the tangible and
intangible cultural heritage of mankind guaranteed.
Mr. N. SINGH (India) said that India shared others' concerns about the need to protect and
preserve tangible and intangible cultural heritage and emphasized the importance of effective
national measures to meet that need. His country had taken various protection and preservation
measures, including enacting legislation and establishing a national culture fund. The fund’s
mandate was to establish and nurture partnerships between government and non-government
agencies and the private and public sectors in order to mobilize resources for the restoration,
conservation and protection of India’s rich cultural heritage.
It was vital that every effort was made to: prevent the erosion or unauthorised exploitation of
traditions; protect traditional knowledge and skills from misuse or distortion; stimulate innovation
and creativity based on traditional knowledge systems; protect the transmission of knowledge with
regard to the dignity and moral rights of innovators; establish inventories of national bodies that
worked on living heritage; and facilitate access to such bodies. States should also ensure greater
legislative, policy and financial coordination at the regional level to promote the safeguarding of
intangible cultural heritage.
The recent instances of deliberate destruction of tangible cultural heritage in some parts of
the world necessitated deeper international discussion on the measures that should be taken to
prevent that destruction and to prolong the life of heritage sites around the world. A pool of cultural
heritage experts should be created and called upon to ensure the proper management and
protection of sites in conflict zones.
Mrs. F. QIAN (China) said that her country had a rich cultural heritage and attached great
importance to protecting that legacy. China had an evaluation system for departments charged with
maintaining and securing historically significant heritage and a system for protecting cultural assets
which provided information on the state of conservation and protection of national treasures. The
Chinese Government also used scientific innovation for preventive work and encouraged
corporations and citizens to play their part in protecting national cultural heritage. The Government
was committed to protecting and promoting the intangible assets of ethnic minorities and to
strengthening cooperation with other countries in that regard.
All countries needed to strengthen cultural exchange and cooperation and to scrupulously
uphold relevant international conventions. They should also sign more bilateral or multilateral
agreements to prevent the unlawful excavation or sale of artefacts.
Mr. K. ABDULLAH ABUL (Kuwait) said that globalization was a clear threat to cultural
heritage: it had the effect of imposing certain ideas or ways of life and excluding the intangible
cultural heritage of many societies. The copying and imitation of artefacts was also a problem.
Given the existence of numerous conventions, declarations and laws on heritage, the
question was why they were not sufficient. New laws were needed with stronger punishments for
the violation of cultural heritage. UNESCO needed greater powers to hold States to account over
the deterioration or destruction of heritage. All States should be encouraged to better document
their heritage and to ensure they could protect it. Younger generations should be educated on the
need to protect and preserve heritage.
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Mr. T. KANAAN (Jordan) underscored the need to clamp down on the destruction of heritage
as a result of State terrorism. Palestine in particular suffered greatly as a result of the destruction of
hundreds of towns and villages and the associated loss of its cultural heritage. At present,
excavations near the Al-Aqsa Mosque, the third holiest site in Islam, threatened its foundations and
risked its collapse.
Ms. R. SHILENGA (Namibia) said that Namibia was a signatory to various international and
regional conventions or other instruments on culture, heritage and their protection. Tangible
heritage in Namibia was conserved and protected through a range of legislation and area
management plans. Tourism policies in particular required the protection of culture and heritage.
The country viewed the study of cultural heritage objects as an important part of the study of
Namibian history. They provided an understanding of the past and of the origin of various ideas
and stories. Preserving intangible heritage was also important: Namibia looked forward to hosting
the tenth session of the UNESCO Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of Intangible
Cultural Heritage.
Mr. T. KATO (Japan) said that Japan had enacted its first laws on protecting cultural property
140 years ago while intangible cultural property had been protected in law since 1950. The people
of Japan took great pride in how well the country’s cultural property was preserved and how
restoration technology was used to protect it. Japan had shared that technology to support the
preservation of other heritage around the world and had established a Funds-in-Trust for the
preservation of cultural heritage in cooperation with UNESCO. Japan focused on capacity-building
to enable sustainable preservation and restoration. International cooperation between research
institutions and government agencies was important to enhance that preservation.
Ms. M. GREEN (Sweden) lamented the attacks on and destruction of the world’s common
heritage in countries such as Syria, Iraq, Libya and Mali. The deliberate destruction of sites, such
as the Temple of Baal Shamin at Palmyra in 2015, the Buddhas of Bamiyan in Afghanistan in 2001
and of the Sarajevo city hall and library in 1992 constituted violations of human rights and attacks
on communities’ history and heritage. . The devastation of such sites was often used as a tactic of
war to spread fear and hatred and was, without doubt, a war crime. It showed a fundamental lack
of respect for culture, heritage and collective memory. Cultural sites had a universal value; they
represented the values of the past and helped to shape the identities and culture of the present.
They belonged to all and should be protected by all. All countries needed to redouble their efforts to
protect heritage and to combat the illegal smuggling of cultural goods.
Mr. M. MIJATOVIĆ (Serbia) said that Serbia had a strong tradition of cultural, religious and
architectural heritage. Its people were proud of the country’s historical treasures, a number of
which had been recognized as UNESCO world heritage sites. Its most precious sites were four
important Serbian monasteries that were in the territory of Kosovo. Listed by UNESCO as medieval
monuments in Kosovo, they were today protected by barbed wire fences, as their safety could not
be guaranteed. The buildings had survived centuries of turbulent history but had then been
exposed to systematic devastation by the Kosovo Liberation Army. The administration in Kosovo
had taken no responsibility for, and was not capable of, protecting the monasteries. Serbia called
for the support of the international community in protecting those cultural heritage sites.
Mr. I. KARAGIANNIS (Greece) said that Greece viewed the Convention on the Means of
Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property
as one of the most important UNESCO Conventions. The Greek Ministry of Culture had, three
decades previously, raised the issue of the return of the Parthenon Marbles to the country but, to
date, the matter had sadly not been resolved. Greece was a strong supporter of the UNESCO
Unite4Heritage campaign, especially in the wake of the destruction of various cultural heritage sites
by terrorist groups. Furthermore, Greece viewed the illicit trade in art and cultural goods as a major
crime against humanity and undertook various measures to raise public awareness on the need to
protect cultural heritage and to fight such illicit trade.
Mr. A. ALHARBI (Saudi Arabia) underscored the importance of preserving cultural heritage
and the need to draw the attention of the whole international community to that matter. Cultural
heritage reflected the world’s various civilizations, their characteristics and ideas and enabled all
people to understand, describe and relate to history. Saudi Arabia was in a strategic location from a
cultural perspective and had a rich cultural heritage, both tangible and intangible. The country had
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undertaken various measures to ensure the preservation of its cultural and historical identity,
including by establishing a special body to deal with culture and the protection of heritage, which
reported annually to the parliament.
Mrs. O. ASOKAWATI (Indonesia) expressed deep concern about the destruction of cultural
heritage in war and conflict, in particular the devastating attacks by extremists on Palmyra’s ancient
temple. It was clear that the perpetrators had no respect for the cultural legacy left behind by
others. Their actions constituted cultural cleansing and a war crime and violated international law,
in particular the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict.
Indonesia underscored the need to document and digitalize ancient texts and manuscripts
and to build adequate research and storage facilities for items of cultural heritage. The
responsibility to preserve cultural heritage was universal. All States should seek to prevent armed
conflict and the associated destruction of cultural heritage. The requisite political will was also
needed to respect and promote minority cultures and to encourage awareness among communities
of their particular cultural treasures. The media also had a role to play in promoting culture
and heritage.
The protection of tangible and intangible cultural heritage also correlated with a number of
the Sustainable Development Goals; tapping into local knowledge and culture could help to
achieve the goals.
Mr. G. MTHIMUNYE (South Africa) recalled that South Africa’s former President, Nelson
Mandela had said that when the country’s first democratically elected government had decided to
make Heritage Day a national public holiday, it had done so in order to recognize that the country’s
rich and varied cultural heritage had a profound power in the building of a new nation. The current
administration and parliament in South Africa continued to draw inspiration from Mandela’s words
in their efforts to protect tangible and intangible cultural heritage. South Africa encouraged all
parliaments to: advocate the establishment of the educational, scientific and technical institutions
required to protect cultural heritage; ensure oversight of archaeological excavations to protect
artefacts at their discovery sites; strengthen cooperation and coordination among key institutions to
detect the theft or smuggling of items of cultural heritage; develop national inventories of tangible
and intangible cultural heritage; and enforce stringent measures against the perpetrators of
destruction and deterioration of cultural heritage.
Mr. M. HAMED FADLE ALLAH (Sudan) said that his country was particularly proud of its
history and cultural heritage. He highly commended UNESCO and its work. Sudan believed,
however, that the Organization needed to do more to protect intangible cultural heritage to the
same degree as tangible cultural heritage.
Parliaments should ensure the adoption of effective laws on the protection of intangible
cultural heritage and the allocation of sufficient financial resources to implement them. Laws should
provide for tough sanctions for those who perpetrated crimes against cultural heritage, such as
looting and smuggling of cultural goods. Sudan was concerned by the attacks on cultural heritage
sites carried out by extremist groups but was heartened by the fact that, despite their destruction of
tangible cultural heritage, extremists could not destroy intangible cultural heritage, which remained
in the hearts and minds of communities.
Mr. B. MERJANEH (Syrian Arab Republic) said that armed conflict posed a serious danger
to people and their cultural heritage, whether tangible or intangible, particularly with regard to
historic civilizations, whose heritage remained long after the civilizations themselves had
disappeared. The destruction of his country’s cultural heritage was particularly distressing given
that Syria was known as the cradle of civilization and much of that heritage dated back more than
10,000 years. It was truly world heritage and it was vital that all countries participated in protecting
it. All countries needed to subscribe to the UNESCO Conventions and to the Fourth Geneva
Convention and its optional protocol, which deemed the destruction of cultural heritage to be a war
crime. The world could not effectively protect its heritage in times of war unless such conventions
and other relevant legislation were implemented fully.
Mr. B. QASEM (Palestine) said that Palestine attached much importance to cultural
exchange in sowing peace and stability around the world and called for all possible efforts to be
made to end the destruction of cultural heritage, particularly in the Middle East. Israel had at
various times sought to destroy Palestine’s culture and heritage, which was demonstrated in
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particular through its attacks on the Al-Aqsa Mosque. Palestine had subscribed to all UNESCO
Conventions and its people strived to protect their heritage. He called on all parliamentarians to
condemn the attacks by Israel against the Palestinian people and their heritage.
Mr. C. ANTONIO (Zambia) said that Zambia had a rich and varied cultural heritage, including
historical buildings from the colonial period, ancient ruins, rock art sites and natural sites such as
the Victoria Falls. That wealth of cultural heritage was, however, increasingly threatened, not only
by traditional causes of deterioration but also by changing economic and social conditions, which
were aggravated by poverty and climate change. The country had therefore undertaken various
measures to safeguard that heritage, including establishing a national heritage conservation
commission that sought to raise awareness among the general public, ensure the implementation
of relevant international conventions and push for adequate resources to be provided for protection
and conservation. The Parliament had been instrumental in providing a legal framework conducive
to protecting and promoting cultural heritage. It was recognized that, if properly protected, that
heritage could contribute greatly to the social and economic development of the country.
Mr. J. FAKHRO (Bahrain) said that Bahrain attached much importance to the preservation of
its cultural heritage and ensured that funding was provided to that end. He expressed deep
concern about not only how a coalition of 100 countries had been unable to protect Palmyra, but
also how an even greater number of countries had not been able to stop the Israeli destruction of
the cultural heritage of Palestine and how the international community had not been able to hold
the United States to account for the pillaging of Iraq’s cultural heritage when it invaded the country
in 2003. Cultural heritage was not only at risk from attacks by terrorist groups; the lack of respect
for that heritage by some countries was also a clear threat.
Mr. L. MORLOTE RIVAS (Cuba) lamented the number of monuments that were at risk of
destruction in areas of conflict and war. It was clear that extremist and terrorist groups made no
distinction between strategic and cultural targets. The heritage that was at risk belonged to the
entire world. All people therefore needed to contribute to tackling the terrorist threat and ensuring
that heritage was protected. The defence of tangible and intangible cultural heritage necessarily
involved the defence of peace.
Heritage was a signal of mankind’s presence on the planet. At a time of globalization,
homogenization and consumption, the preservation of those historical artefacts and traditions was
one way that different countries and regions could distinguish themselves and preserve their
individual identities. It was therefore important that economic and social trends did not further
endanger cultural heritage. Cuba believed that communities needed to be at the forefront of
preserving cultural heritage, both tangible and intangible. Its legislative and education systems
emphasized that approach.
Mr. G. BOCCARDI (UNESCO), panellist, said that it was clear from the many interventions
that tangible and intangible cultural heritage was an important issue not only for experts but also for
countries and communities. It was clear that the protection of cultural heritage should form part of
development, humanitarian and security policy.
He advised the Committee that it would be too difficult to merge UNESCO Conventions or
change their terminology. They had each been ratified by many States and it would not be realistic
or possible to start over with a consolidated text. Responding to comments by Kuwait, he said that
UNESCO reported on 180 heritage sites annually. Those reports often provoked heated debate by
Member States as discussed the status of those sites and what States were doing to protect them.
Responding to other comments, he said that UNESCO had been exploring the concept of safe
havens for cultural heritage items and some countries had made provisions for that in their
legislation. Switzerland, for example, was permitted by law to receive objects from those countries
that made such a request in order to protect them from risk of damage or destruction during times
of significant upheaval or conflict. Responding to Sudan, he said that UNESCO did concern itself
with intangible cultural heritage. Its Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage had been ratified by more than 160 countries, although Sudan was not among them. He
encouraged all countries that had not done so to ratify that Convention so that the world could
better protect its intangible cultural heritage. He agreed with the representative of the Syrian Arab
Republic that the destruction of heritage was a war crime. He urged all countries to ratify the
Conventions that would help to protect that heritage during periods of armed conflict and to ratify
the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court so that prosecutors could take action against
those who were responsible for the intentional destruction of cultural heritage.
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The MODERATOR welcomed the consensus among Committee members that the issue of
protecting cultural heritage was of the utmost importance. As representatives of the people and as
legislators, they needed to share that message at home with their governments and constituents.
All States should ratify all international conventions and treaties on protecting cultural heritage as
well as the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, which provided a crucial way to fight
against terrorists, looters and others who destroyed heritage across the world. Based on all the
comments received, he confirmed that he would be preparing a draft resolution for consideration by
th
the Committee at its next session at the 134 Assembly.
The sitting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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Standing Committee on United Nations Affairs
SITTING OF TUESDAY, 20 OCTOBER
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 2.45 p.m. with Mr. M. El Hassan Al Amin (Sudan), VicePresident of the Standing Committee, in the Chair.
The VICE-PRESIDENT said that the Bureau had nominated a new President of the Standing
Committee, as the former President was no longer a member of parliament. According to the Rules
of the Standing Committees, the Twelve Plus Group was invited to put forward a candidate. The
Group proposed Mr. A. Avsan (Sweden) and the Bureau approved him unanimously.
The Committee approved the Bureau's decision.
Mr. A. Avsan (Sweden), President of the Standing Committee, took the Chair.
Adoption of the Agenda
(C-IV/133/A.1)
The agenda was adopted
Approval of the summary record of the Committee's session held on the occasion
nd
of the 132 IPU Assembly in Hanoi (March-April 2015)
The summary records of the last session were approved.
Elections to the Bureau
The PRESIDENT said that the Eurasia Group wished to nominate Mrs. A. Bimendina
(Kazakhstan) and Mr. I. Dodon (Republic of Moldova) to serve on the Bureau and the Twelve Plus
Group wished to nominate Ms. A. Trettebergstuen (Norway).
The Committee approved the nominations.
Future work programme
The PRESIDENT said that the Bureau had decided on the Standing Committee’s future work
th
programme. It had decided that, at the 134 Assembly in Lusaka, the Committee would hold a
hearing with the candidates who had been announced for the post of United Nations SecretaryGeneral. In addition, the Committee would either consider the mid-term review of implementation of
the Istanbul Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries for the Decade 2011–2020 or
discuss the modalities of reviewing progress on the Sustainable Development Goals.
Review of the work of the United Nations Peacebuilding Commission
The PRESIDENT said that the discussion would focus on how effective the Peacebuilding
Commission had been in stabilizing post-conflict countries since it was established 10 years
previously. A recent review had found that the Commission was doing all it could but that some
adjustments were needed. Its effectiveness was compromised more generally because
peacebuilding was not fully integrated into the work of the United Nations as a whole. He hoped
that the panel would bear those matters in mind during the discussion.
He introduced the four panellists: Ms. Y. Stevens, Ambassador and Permanent
Representative of Sierra Leone to the United Nations in Geneva and a member of the Human
Rights Council; Mr. A. Correia, Deputy Speaker of the National People’s Assembly of GuineaBissau; Mr. S. Weber, Director-General of Interpeace, an independent peacebuilding organization;
and Mr. O. Jütersonke, Head of Research at the Centre on Conflict, Development and
Peacebuilding at the Graduate Institute, Geneva.
He asked Mr. Jütersonke to provide some background on the Peacebuilding Commission,
including why it had been established and how it helped post-conflict countries to stabilize.
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Mr. O. JÜTERSONKE (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, said that, in 2005, the United
Nations General Assembly had decided to create what had become known as the United Nations
peacebuilding architecture: a set of UN institutions, consisting of the Peacebuilding Commission,
the Peacebuilding Support Office, and the Peacebuilding Fund. The architecture was designed to
focus on specific target countries where peacebuilding work could be carried out. The first two
countries chosen were Burundi and Sierra Leone. Importantly, peacebuilding was not an invention
of the peacebuilding architecture. Former UN Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali had
spoken in his ‘Agenda for Peace’ in 1992 of the need to incorporate peacebuilding into the peace
and security portfolio of the United Nations. However, the term ‘peacebuilding architecture’ became
institutionalized within the United Nations when the architecture itself was established. A recent
independent review of the peacebuilding architecture had highlighted that peacebuilding went
beyond the activities of the United Nations and indeed beyond the limited mandate and powers of
the peacebuilding architecture itself.
The PRESIDENT said that the Peacebuilding Commission had been active in Burundi but
that the country was now in turmoil again: the President had insisted on remaining in office and
violent protests had broken out in the streets. He asked whether that was an exceptional situation
or an indication that the Peacebuilding Commission could not effectively deliver what it
had intended.
Mr. O. JÜTERSONKE (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, said that the Centre on
Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding had been involved in the recent evaluation of
peacebuilding activities in Burundi. In his view, Burundi exemplified how complex the situation
could be when several United Nations bodies and other international organizations were present.
Ten years previously, the international community had been optimistic that the situation in Burundi
was improving. However, consolidating peace, which was the objective of the peacebuilding
architecture, had turned out to be much more difficult than anticipated. When the Peacebuilding
Commission decided to work in Burundi, the majority of United Nations agencies were already
operating there with established mechanisms for collaboration and coordination. It could be difficult
when new institutions arrived: the additional funds the brought did not always mean that actions on
the ground were more effective. More agencies meant that the dynamics of collaboration and
coordination had to change. Efforts had to be redoubled to ensure each entity’s actions did not
cancel each other out.
Peacebuilding had taken on a very precise meaning in the United Nations. It filled the gap
between the moment after peacekeeping forces had left a country and before traditional
development and reconstruction had begun. The UN Development Programme called it the ‘early
recovery phase’. The peacebuilding architecture sought to bridge the institutional and budgetary
gaps of that period. But that mandate had proved to be somewhat limiting, as the High-level
Independent Panel on Peace Operations had noted in its review. Peacebuilding went beyond filling
such gaps and its work should not be limited to post-conflict periods alone. However, a wider
peacebuilding agenda would again give rise to the challenge of inter-agency coherence
and coordination.
Mr. S. WEBER (Interpeace), panellist, recalled that the United Nations was both an actor
and a forum for the dynamics of Member States’ politics. The United Nations was sometimes
criticized for being ineffective as an actor, but the reasons for that ineffectiveness were often the
result of the politics of a Member State. In the case of Burundi, there had been warning signs, but
the case had only been placed on the agenda of the Security Council when the crisis had reached
such a level that it was hard to walk it back from the edge. The High-level Independent Panel on
Peace Operations had stated in its review that the Peacebuilding Commission was the least
effective part of the United Nations peacebuilding architecture. That was because of the
geopolitical fighting of its 31 Member States. In Burundi, the Commission had been blocked from
playing an effective role because Members could not agree on the direction of its work.
Peacebuilding happened on the ground in the countries concerned, not in offices in New
York. Therefore the effectiveness of UN peacebuilding could be measured in terms of how it
worked on the ground. In Burundi, the Government had expelled the UN Secretary-General’s
Special Representative four times. That had clearly limited the effectiveness of the Peacebuilding
Commission’s work.
Ms. Y. STEVENS (Sierra Leone and Human Rights Council), panellist, said that it was
important to bear in mind that, as far back as 1998, the UN Secretary-General had written a report
on the causes of conflict and the promotion of durable peace and sustainable development in
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Africa. It demonstrated that it was unfair to blame the peacebuilding architecture when countries fell
back into crises and conflict. The work of the peacebuilding architecture needed to be seen in the
context of all other factors that contributed to the promotion of peace and sustainability in a country,
including actions undertaken by others.
The PRESIDENT asked the panellists whether they agreed with the experts’ analysis in the
report that peacebuilding needed to be better integrated into the United Nations system as a whole
and whether they had additional ideas on how to enhance the functioning of the
Peacebuilding Commission.
Mr. O. JÜTERSONKE (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, noted that there were number
of parallel discussions in other forums, as referred to in the report of the Advisory Group of Experts
on the 2015 Review of the United Nations Peacebuilding Architecture. That report included input
from the High-level Independent Panel on Peace Operations and the High-level Advisory Group for
the Global Study on the Implementation of Security Council Resolution 1325, and might also
include a discussion of the Sustainable Development Goals. It was an extremely busy time in
United Nations circles. The Advisory Group of Experts had noticed a lack of interaction between
the various panels and groups, despite a number of ongoing reviews and discussions. Ensuring
better links between agencies in post-conflict peacebuilding efforts was a major challenge.
Peacebuilding should also be cross-cutting, which required it to have better links with the human
rights, peace and security agendas.
Mr. A. CORREIA (Guinea-Bissau), panellist, said that, since gaining independence, GuineaBissau had suffered much instability, unrest and conflict with very few years of peace. A national
reconciliation commission had been established in 2007, but could not start its work immediately.
Its mandate was to increase understanding of the underlying causes for the conflict and ongoing
crises, and to find solutions to stop them in the future. The Commission had spent three years
gathering information. A national conference had been planned to consider and adopt the outcome
document of that work. However, the conference did not take place due to the illness and death of
the President in 2012, after which another military coup took place. The Commission had recently
taken up its work again and had received contributions from several sectors of society, including
the Catholic, Protestant and Muslim communities. There had also been significant international
support for the Commission, including from the UN Development Programme and the Japan Social
Development Fund.
Various small-scale peacebuilding efforts had been carried out in the country, involving nongovernmental organizations, the defence and security forces and others. It was vital that the
national parliament prioritized and led that work, ensuring that all sectors and State agencies were
involved. The support of the Peacebuilding Commission was also essential. The Constitution had
been identified as a major factor of political instability. It had been agreed that the Constitution
should be revised as a matter of priority and work was due to begin in the coming weeks.
The work of the Peacebuilding Commission in Guinea-Bissau had been valuable in helping
the country to avoid falling back into a cycle of crises. The Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) had also played an important role in resolving problems in the country. The
former President of Nigeria had travelled to Guinea-Bissau as an ECOWAS envoy and had
contributed to the establishment of a new government. The Parliament ran an initiative called Voice
of Peace, in which it was hoped all parts of society, non-governmental organizations and others
would participate. If stakeholders were not united in their efforts to address the root causes of the
crises and to build peace and stability, those objectives would not be achieved. Clear reform of the
military and public administration was needed. Much greater resource mobilization was also
needed globally, in order to stimulate development and employment in Guinea-Bissau and to
support the victims of the various conflicts and crises. It was also essential that more work be done
in the area of crisis prevention.
Mr. S. WEBER (Interpeace), panellist, said that the importance of the United Nations in
peacebuilding was often exaggerated. The definition of peacebuilding was the process of
strengthening the capacity of countries and societies to manage their own conflicts. At best, the
United Nations role was to support action to make that to happen. Those with the primary
responsibility for peacebuilding were actors in the country itself: the government, parliament,
citizens, and civil society groups. They needed to work together to address the issues that had
divided their society and then turn to the United Nations to establish how the organization could
best support their peacebuilding efforts.
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Mr. C. FROLICK (South Africa) said that the second review of the Peacebuilding
Commission was underway. The first review had made a number of recommendations. He was
concerned that nothing had been done to ensure that the outcomes and recommendations of that
first review had been effectively implemented before embarking on the second.
Governments had a responsibility to facilitate peace processes in their countries: the
Peacebuilding Commission had been created specifically to address the incapacity of some
countries to do so. It was clear that the Peacebuilding Support Office needed to run at full capacity
and to have the necessary level of predictable funding to enable that. To further assist the process,
regional parliamentary forums should develop an appetite to discover and monitor what was
happening with regard to peacebuilding across their regions.
Mr. O. JÜTERSONKE (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, agreed that there needed to
be enough time and institutional capacity to ensure that reviews and recommendations could be
reflected upon and implemented before additional reviews were started. Reviewing the
peacebuilding architecture was itself a challenge: it tried to establish the level of success that
various institutional arrangements had had in certain countries as well as to assess how the
institutional dynamics of the peacebuilding architecture functioned in relation to the broader United
Nations system. That could encompass the issue of understaffing in the Peacebuilding Support
Office in New York and also the way in which issues discussed there could quickly become
politicized as a result of the presence of the Security Council.
He agreed with speakers on the importance of regional approaches to peacebuilding. Many
threats around the world transcended State boundaries: the involvement of regional organizations
and institutions would certainly strengthen the peacebuilding process.
Mr. D. CHAUTALA (India) said that India had been one of the largest contributors to the
peacebuilding process, particularly by providing military personnel and civilian police for
peacebuilding operations. Experience had shown that the Peacebuilding Commission was not, on
its own, sufficient for establishing lasting, secure peace. Local authorities should also be tasked
with implementing peace: peace could not be established without understanding the local culture
and how the country had dealt with such matters in the past.
Mr. A. CHIBAYA (Zimbabwe) agreed that it was not the responsibility of the Peacebuilding
Commission alone to build peace in societies, but also that of countries themselves. Peacebuilding
had a wide scope including, for example, mitigating risk brought about by disease outbreaks. He
wanted to know what the Peacebuilding Commission had done to mitigate the risk to peace during
the recent outbreak of Ebola virus disease. He also asked: what the Commission had done to
mainstream gender into its activities, given that women often suffered the most in conflicts; whether
the Commission had engaged people in affected communities or countries before recommending
what measures should be taken; and how the Commission coordinated with regional organizations
in the peacebuilding and consolidation process.
Mrs. S.M. MAZARI (Pakistan) said that full international support for both peacekeeping and
peacebuilding was essential. National resources also needed to be properly utilized so that
countries could support themselves once the peacebuilding architecture left, and so as to avoid the
risk of the situation deteriorating again.
She was deeply concerned about the current trends towards privatizing the peacebuilding
process, including through hiring private security companies. For many countries, including
Pakistan, that was not acceptable. Iraq and Pakistan had suffered as a result of bad experiences
with private security companies. Rather than assisting peacekeeping and peacebuilding processes,
privatization created new areas of conflict. It was a controversial issue that required
serious reconsideration.
For the process to secure a lasting peace and to prevent the conflict from re-emerging,
peacebuilding needed to focus on the root causes of a conflict. There should also be coherence
and coordination between the various actors, including the Peacebuilding Commission; otherwise
attention and resources would not be effectively channelled towards nationally identified priorities.
All peacebuilding actors should take proper note of those national priorities, as it was the countries
and communities themselves who best understood the problems that they faced.
Ms. Y. STEVENS (Sierra Leone and Human Rights Council), panellist, responding to
comments made by the representative of Pakistan, said that the Peacebuilding Commission should
address root causes or run the risk of countries relapsing into conflict. In particular, it was essential
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to ensure the protection of human rights, as many of the conflicts that the world faced were either
directly or indirectly linked to human rights violations. When the Peacebuilding Commission had
worked in Sierra Leone it had effectively addressed a number of the nationally identified priorities
but had not focused enough on human rights issues. Parliamentarians could take on a clear role in
that area. Indeed, one issue discussed by the Human Rights Council was that parliamentarians
were sometimes not sufficiently informed to give priority to human rights-focused legislation,
despite their duty to scrutinize legislation more widely. Parliaments should also fulfil their oversight
responsibilities from the beginning of the process.
Mr. S. WEBER (Interpeace), panellist, said that the speaker from Pakistan had raised some
important issues. She had prompted the question of what made the role of the United Nations
successful and how that success could be measured. The best way would be to assess whether
greater trust had been established between different groups in society or between the people and
the State, and whether there was greater capacity in place once the Peacebuilding Commission
had left the country. The United Nations tended to be seen as the solution, when in fact its role
should be as a capacity–builder: doing less and enabling more.
He did not think that lessons about resource utilization had been learned from the 2010
review process. That review had stated that the United Nations should not channel all its funding
through its own agencies on the ground: the agencies often divided the funds between themselves
and largely used them to continue whatever they were already doing. That did not lead to
enhanced strategic peacebuilding. With the most recent review, understanding had increased
about the need for the United Nations to take on an enabling role and to partner with other entities
(national entities first and then international ones). Fulfiling that role would allow technical
capacities to be improved and would enable funds to be used more widely across peacebuilding
efforts. Addressing root causes was a fundamental part of the process and needed to be done
primarily by local actors, as they were the ones who best understood the issues at the heart of the
conflicts. With the right support from the United Nations, they should be the ones to find
the solutions.
Mr. O. JÜTERSONKE (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, echoed the view that local
actors on the ground had the most important role in peacebuilding processes. Turning to comments
made by Pakistan, he said that his institution had been looking carefully at the issue of the
privatization of peacekeeping operations and peacebuilding and the way in which it had become
something of a commodity.
He underscored the importance of prevention. It was evident that, from both institutional and
financial perspectives, prevention was better than having to reconstruct after a conflict. However,
the challenge of prevention was the difficulty in quantifying, monitoring and evaluating. If prevention
efforts were successful, then nothing tangible could be pointed to as a successful outcome. It was
difficult to pinpoint how any additional resources that had been allocated to prevention had made
a difference.
Mrs. C. NABWALA MUKIITE (Kenya) said that Kenya was a key supporter of all United
Nations peacekeeping efforts and had sent observers to different countries. Most recently Kenyan
observers had been in Somalia to participate in the mission to combat the terrorist group AlShabaab. Owing to Kenya’s involvement in those operations, Somali insurgents had launched
several retaliatory attacks, including the killing of 147 students at a university in April 2015, the
murder of 67 people in an attack on a shopping centre in 2013, and other sporadic attacks on
churches, mosques and public transport. Kenya’s economy was suffering as a result of the
insecurity caused by the Al-Shabaab insurgents. She asked whether there was anything more the
United Nations could do mitigate the impact. The United Nations should also give greater attention
to tackling the root causes of conflict, in particular in Somalia.
Baroness HOOPER (United Kingdom) recalled two debates that had been held recently in
her country’s Parliament. The first had been on practical steps to consolidating peace in postconflict zones. It had included a proposal for a draft United Nations resolution on the protection of
civilian translators and interpreters in conflict situations. They played a vital role in times of conflict
and were often targeted and discriminated against in post-conflict situations. The Peacebuilding
Commission should consider addressing the issue. The second debate had been on the principle
of the responsibility to protect. She hoped that responsibility guided the activities of the
Peacebuilding Commission, as it could be an important part of prevention programmes.
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Ms. L. ROJAS (Mexico) said that Mexico had begun to participate in peacebuilding
operations and the two reports were therefore of great interest. As noted in the reports, the first
task was to push for greater action in the areas of prevention and mediation in order to ensure
more rapid and effective peacebuilding. If a lasting peace was to be built, it was important to rely
first on the primacy of politics and only turn to military action at a later stage.
Although peacebuilding should be a clear priority, it was insufficiently resourced. The IPU
could both play its part by following the recommendations of the Advisory Group and also assist by
annually contributing a proportion of the necessary basic funding to the UN peacebuilding budgets.
The IPU could further promote peacebuilding by organizing awareness-raising campaigns and
developing programmes to strengthen parliamentary institutions in countries affected by conflicts.
Mr. A.K. AZAD (Bangladesh) said that, while Bangladesh was not a member of the
Peacebuilding Commission, it was the largest participant in the peacekeeping forces and had lost
many soldiers and police officers in countries around the world. He wondered whether any studies
had been carried out about the proportion of conflicts that had arisen for political or for economic
reasons. Noting the financial constraints on the mission of peacebuilding, he asked if any proposals
had been made about how to improve resource mobilization and so enable the Commission to fulfil
its duties more effectively and efficiently. Local actors had an important role in peacebuilding
processes. He asked whether members of the Commission had personally visited communities or
organized meetings with parliamentarians and civil society representatives in the countries where
the Commission worked.
Mr. F. NVO OLUY (Equatorial Guinea) said that United Nations personnel should visit
without delay areas where conflicts had broken out. They should engage with all stakeholders,
including parliaments, to find out what was happening to the people and to be as effective as
possible in their actions.
Ms. Y. STEVENS (Sierra Leone and Human Rights Council), panellist, agreed with other
comments made about the need to focus on prevention. But she also noted that it was hard for any
institution or organization to state categorically that actions they were taking were preventing
conflict. The peacebuilding architecture was geared towards countries emerging from conflict and,
in that context, successful prevention should be understood as preventing countries from relapsing
into conflict. More consideration was needed about what effective action could be taken in
countries that were not in conflict. Responding to a question asked by a representative of
Bangladesh, she said that the reasons for conflicts varied between countries, depending on their
individual situations. It was important for the Peacebuilding Commission to address the root causes
in each country.
Mr. S. WEBER (Interpeace), panellist, responding to comments from a representative of the
United Kingdom about translators and interpreters, said that all those who worked in the field in
peacebuilding were targets. It was an important issue to raise, as interpreters were often needed
more than anyone else to ensure that dialogue and discussions could take place; yet they were
easy targets. They certainly needed special protection, as did all peacebuilders. Responding to
other comments, he said that the Peacebuilding Commission had particular problems regarding its
responsibility to protect. That was because the Commission had to be formally invited by national
governments in order to work in countries. The Commission thus worked in countries where the
government has already recognized its responsibility to protect. Any country that was not fulfilling
its responsibility to protect its own people would therefore never invite the Commission.
Regarding the funding of the Peacebuilding Commission, he said that the primary issue was
not a lack of financial resources but a question of how effectively those resources were being used.
Sometimes, US$ 30–40 million could be spent in countries with very few results.
It was important to remember that, if the present situation in the Syrian Arab Republic were
removed from the equation, 80 per cent of violent deaths globally occurred in countries that were
not in conflict situations. The issue was not limited to less developed countries. It was a global
issue and all countries needed to reduce tensions within their societies by ensuring that they were
inclusive for everyone. Particular attention was needed to ensure that women were included in
societies. A lack of women posed one of the greatest challenges to development worldwide.
Women and girls needed to be able to participate in and contribute to societies and economies.
Mr. O. JÜTERSONKE (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, reiterated that the
peacebuilding architecture had a very specific mandate within the United Nations system relating to
the post-conflict period. It was therefore counterproductive to try to place responsibility on the
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peacebuilding architecture for all peace operations, including peacekeeping and everything that
occurred in countries during conflicts. Responding to the comments made by a representative of
the United Kingdom, he said that he did not believe that the Peacebuilding Commission was the
right forum in which to address the issue of translators and interpreters being targeted in postconflict settings. The issue was wider than that, as translators and interpreters also died during
conflicts and in other humanitarian settings.
A key challenge for parliamentarians was going to be how to stay abreast of the parallel
reviews and other processes, including the review of the High-level Independent Panel on Peace
Operations and the review of implementation of Security Council Resolution 1325 on women,
peace and security. Parliamentarians needed to assess how best to generate appropriate dialogue
across the institutional silos within the United Nations in order to effectively respond to those
separate but related processes.
Discussion on the role of the International Court of Justice (ICJ)
in the settlement of international disputes
The PRESIDENT gave a brief summary of the history of the International Court of
Justice (ICJ), noting in particular that the majority of United Nations Member States that were party
to the ICJ did not recognize its jurisdiction as compulsory. In an effort to promote universal
recognition of the ICJ’s jurisdiction, a group of Member States had produced a handbook for
decision-makers and the general public.
He introduced the two panellists: Mr. M. Kohen, Professor of International Law at the
Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, who had also worked as a counsellor
and advocate in contentious and advisory cases before the ICJ; and Mr. J. Lindenmann, Deputy
Director of the International Law Directorate at the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, DFAE,
Switzerland. He asked Mr. Kohen what his experience of the ICJ had been and how well he
believed the court worked.
Mr. M. KOHEN (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, said that his experience of working
on various contentious and advisory cases at the ICJ had been very positive. He saw the ICJ as a
powerful mechanism for the settlement of international disputes, particularly when negotiations
were at an impasse. Rather than the long continuation of disputes and the risk of damaging
bilateral or multilateral relations, the option of recourse to the ICJ was vital.
The PRESIDENT asked whether the court settlements and decisions were of any benefit for
local jurisdictions.
Mr. M. KOHEN (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, said that the jurisdiction of the ICJ
was very broad; any international legal dispute could be submitted to the Court. Disputes that might
be discussed in domestic forums were increasingly taking on an international character. There was
therefore interest in discussing particular matters at both national and international levels. An
interesting prospect would be for all States to have general declarations of acceptance of the
jurisdiction of the ICJ.
The PRESIDENT asked Mr. Lindenmann what his impressions of the ICJ were, whether it
worked well and what more could be done to encourage States to recognize its jurisdiction.
Mr. J. LINDENMANN (DFAE, Switzerland), panellist, said that he believed the ICJ fulfilled its
important role, but that it would certainly be advantageous for more States to accept the
compulsory jurisdiction of the court, and so further extend that jurisdiction. The United Nations
Charter allowed for war only for reasons of self-defence and only with the authorization of the
Security Council. That meant that States were obliged to resort to the peaceful settlement of
disputes. The Charter also provided for a forum for that peaceful settlement in the form of the ICJ.
All States could go to the court, on the basis of sovereign equality, to present their legal arguments.
Going to the court was a peaceful act, not one of unfriendly relations, as it showed a State’s
willingness to settle a dispute and remain in good, peaceful relations with another State.
One weakness in the provisions of the Charter was that, although all Member States were
automatically members of the ICJ, they were still required to separately accept the jurisdiction of
the court. To date, only 72 States Parties had made declarations accepting the compulsory
jurisdiction of the court. It was important that as many States as possible were encouraged to make
similar declarations accepting that jurisdiction.
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The PRESIDENT asked the extent to which States do or do not find it convenient to go to the
ICJ for various reasons.
Mr. J. LINDENMANN (DFAE, Switzerland), panellist, said that there were various paths that
States could take in the event of a dispute including negotiations or arbitration. Turning to the ICJ
was another important option. By choosing to settle through the ICJ, the States involved could
maintain normal relations while the matter was being dealt with by the court, concentrating on their
common interests that went beyond, for example, their border dispute or diplomatic impasse, He
believed that it was an important symbolic statement when States declared that they accepted the
jurisdiction of the ICJ. They were declaring their intention to base their actions on international law,
and declaring their confidence in doing so.
Mr. L. BARREDO MEDINA (Cuba) said that the ICJ encountered the same challenges as
those of the United Nations system as a whole, which needed reform and greater democratization
in order to ensure fairness and equity for Member States in all United Nations bodies. The court
seemed to suffer the same limitations as the Security Council, which struggled to resolve certain
issues because of the existence of the veto for the five permanent members. The permanent
members were able to appoint five of the 15 ICJ judges, but the judges should not be dependent
on the goodwill of those permanent members on whether or not a judgement was implemented.
Mr. A. CHIBAYA (Zimbabwe) first asked whether the principle of the ICJ having a consentbased jurisdiction compromised its effectiveness and what the panellists thought should be done to
enhance its effectiveness further. Second, he asked what options were available if the United
Nations Security Council vetoed a judgement of the ICJ and refused to enforce it. Third, he asked
how the independence of ICJ judges could be ensured.
Mr. EL HASSAN AL AMIN (Sudan) said that he was concerned that the decisions and
judgements of the ICJ could not be implemented following a veto from one of the permanent
members of the Security Council. For example, when the ICJ handed down its decision on the
construction of a wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territories the decision was not implemented as
a result of the United States’ support for Israel. He was also concerned that States that had agreed
to appear before the ICJ could withdraw and refuse to accept the judgement of the court. It seemed
that the court was therefore only effective when dealing with disputes between two countries that
had cordial relations, which was rare. The scope of the powers of the ICJ needed to be broadened
to ensure that the Security Council – particularly the permanent members, could not hinder the
implementation of the court’s judgements.
Mr. M. KOHEN (Graduate Institute, Geneva), panellist, responding to the comments made
by the representative of Cuba, said that he did not believe the ICJ encountered similar problems to
the United Nations in general. There was a considerable difference between the Security Council
and the court. While the former was composed of Member States, the ICJ was composed of
15 independent judges. Within the court, all parties were on an equal footing, whether they were
big or small States, powerful or less powerful. It was also important to note that no veto could be
exercised over the decisions of the ICJ. All decisions were made independently and needed to be
implemented. However, that was where the problem lay: States did not always implement
the decisions.
There was an unwritten rule that each of the five permanent members of the Security
Council have a judge appointed to the ICJ. It was not in the Charter or the court regulations but it
had become an accepted practice. It was not a problem in itself, as long as the independence of all
of the judges continued to be guaranteed.
Turning to the question from the representative of Zimbabwe, he said that the court’s
effectiveness was not compromised by the fact that its jurisdiction was on the basis of consent. All
decisions taken by the ICJ, with only one or two exceptions, had been implemented by the States
concerned. That showed how successful the judicial settlement of international disputes
had become.
Turning to the question from the representative of Sudan, he said that the matter of the
construction of a wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory had been an advisory opinion; there had
not been a contentious case and therefore no judgement was handed down. However, the advisory
opinion was the legal opinion of the highest judicial body in the world and it had had a significant
impact. He reiterated that it was not possible for permanent Security Council members to veto a
decision of the ICJ.
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Once a State had accepted the jurisdiction of the court in a given dispute with another State
that had done the same, it was not possible to withdraw. The case would proceed and both parties
would be required to respect the judgement. There could, however, be discussions over whether a
State had given its consent to the jurisdiction of the ICJ. In such situations, the State could not
decide to withdraw unilaterally. The State could argue before the court that the court lacked the
jurisdiction to make a decision. It was for the court to determine whether that was the case.
Mr. J. LINDENMANN (DFAE, Switzerland), panellist, underscored that the United Nations
System as a whole was only as strong as the Member States wanted it to be. Any weaknesses in
the system, whether real or perceived, should not be blamed wholly on the individual organs of the
United Nations. In the case of the ICJ, its effectiveness depended on Member States opting to
implement its decisions and to resort to the court when disputes arose. It was also important to
consider the alternatives. The ICJ’s very capacity to resolve disputes between States meant that it
was better to have such a court than not to have any such institution – even if it was, or was
perceived to be, weak in some instances –. It was the responsibility of both the executive and
legislative branches in each State to commit to supporting the ICJ.
Mr. A. WARE (PNND)) said that, in 1973, New Zealand had lodged a case with the ICJ
against the atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons by France in the South Pacific. The case was
successful in ending that atmospheric testing and, in 1995, New Zealand again lodged a case
against France to end its underground testing. The second case resulted in France closing its
nuclear test site, demonstrating the success that States could have in taking their cases to the ICJ
to achieve particular policy objectives.
He drew attention to the current case before the ICJ that had been lodged by the Marshall
Islands against the nuclear weapon States. Of those States, only India, Pakistan and the United
Kingdom accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the court and the case was therefore proceeding
in regard of the nuclear weapons policies of only those three States. The ICJ had advised all States
Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) that had a stake in that
case. He wanted to know if the case would carry additional legal weight if more States chose to
intervene on that case.
Mr. M.V.R. GOWDA (India), noting that India had long been a strong supporter of the
peaceful resolution of international disputes, said that he was keen to know more about the ICJ’s
advisory opinions and their impact. In particular he wanted to know the extent to which Member
States treated them as binding judgements, even though they were not.
Mr. C. FROLICK (South Africa) said that South Africa very much supported the role of the
ICJ in resolving disputes, even though the country had not made a declaration accepting the
compulsory jurisdiction of the court but instead considered matters on a case-by-case basis.
South Africa was strongly in favour of reform of the United Nations Security Council. While
acknowledging what had been said about there being no formal preference given to the permanent
members of the Security Council, he believed that, as any reform process unfolded, the operations
of the court and its membership, whether formal or informal, were important matters to consider. It
was important that the decisions taken were executed fully.
The representative of PALESTINE asked what measures could be taken to make the
advisory opinions of the ICJ binding for all Member States.
Mr. M. KOHEN (Graduate, Geneva), panellist, said that the case referred to by the
representative of PNND was very interesting, as it showed the significance of the ICJ. The very fact
of New Zealand and Australia bringing a case against France, arguably a more powerful State and
permanent member of the Security Council, was enough for France to change its nuclear policy,
even before the proceedings reached their conclusion within the ICJ.
Responding to the representative of Palestine, he said that although advisory opinions were,
by their very nature, advisory and non-binding, they still carried considerable legal weight among
States. It was still worth using the advisory procedure of the ICJ, as States could not ignore the
position of court as the highest legal entity.
He agreed with the representative of South Africa that there was room for all organs of the
United Nations to be reformed and improved, including the ICJ. In the case of the court, any
changes should relate to procedure and ensure that the court could work efficiently, with the
necessary level of funding.
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Mr. J. LINDENMANN (DFAE, Switzerland), panellist, responding to the PNND, said that the
legal weight of a decision was not increased if a larger number of States intervened in the process.
However, the arguments that States submitted certainly informed the judges. The better informed
they were, the better their judgement would be.
It was important to remember that although advisory opinions were not binding, they
constituted an authoritative statement from the highest adjudicating body within the United Nations,
and States inevitably paid attention to them. Advisory opinions of the ICJ had, for example, stated
that international human rights continued to apply even in armed conflict, which was an important
judgement that States could not disregard later on.
The PRESIDENT, in summing up, welcomed the fact that the ICJ was much more
independent than some had thought and that its decisions carried such strong legal weight. He
hoped that more countries would choose to recognize the compulsory jurisdiction of the court.
The sitting rose at 5.35 p.m.
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Forum of Young Parliamentarians of the IPU
SITTING OF SUNDAY, 18 OCTOBER
(Morning)
The sitting was called to order at 10.10 a.m. with Mr. F. Al-Tenaiji (United Arab Emirates),
President of the Forum, in the Chair.
Adoption of the agenda
The agenda was adopted.
Election of members from the Eurasia Group to the Board of the Forum
Ms. Z. HILAL, Secretary of the Forum, said that there were two vacant seats on the Board.
They were to be filled by a man and a woman from the Eurasia Group but no nominations had
been received. Currently, there were 10 members of the Board who would serve until March 2017.
rd

Contribution to the work of the 133 Assembly
a)

The moral and economic imperative for fairer,
smarter and more humane migration
(subject of the General Debate)

The SECRETARY observed that young people made up a significant proportion of migrants
and faced a number of challenges, including access to employment and education. According to
data from 2010, common reasons for youth migration included the search for alternative
livelihoods, education and employment opportunities, marriage, family reunification, and protection
from conflict or persecution. It was therefore essential that a youth perspective was incorporated
into any discussions on migration, including the General Debate.
Participants said that it was important for migration flows and processes to be choice-based,
rights-based and humane. Countries had a moral duty to protect migrants in their territory.
Moreover, it should be recognized that migrants could contribute to the development of both
countries of origin and destination. Cooperation between countries of origin, transit and destination
was crucial in order to address irregular migration and to ensure that the rights of all migrants were
respected. A global framework on migration was needed in that regard. It was important to
differentiate between voluntary and forced migration, as the latter was a violation of human rights.
Addressing the root causes of migration, such as conflict, terrorism and poverty was also essential.
countries had a responsibility to create opportunities for their citizens so that migration was not
necessary. The international community could play its part in that area, for example by supporting
developing countries to make better use of their resources. Countries that supported terrorist
groups should be identified and diplomatic pressure applied. The international community needed
to work together to resolve the current crisis.
The particularly difficult situation faced by young migrants and refugees was highlighted;
migration measures and legislation should respond to the needs of those groups. Host countries
often required skilled workers to satisfy their employment needs, and young migrants often had the
skills that were in demand; countries should therefore change their policies regarding young
migrants. The tough visa procedures of many countries, particularly in the European Union, meant
that only young people from privileged backgrounds had a chance to migrate for educational
purposes, leaving less privileged migrants no alternative but to enter countries illegally. More action
was needed on migrant smuggling and human trafficking, given that they disproportionately
affected young people.
Participants outlined the measures their countries had taken to support migrants and
refugees passing through and settling in their territories, including the construction of shelters, the
improvement of social integration policies for migrants, and activities to address human trafficking.
The challenge of hosting large numbers of migrants was noted with regard to housing, education,
jobs, and health care, as was the often negative public perception of migrants. One participant
drew attention to the particular situation in Palestine, where the activities of an occupying country
had deprived many young people of their homeland, subjected them to discrimination and forced
them to migrate.
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It was suggested that the Forum of Young Parliamentarians should issue recommendations
encouraging Member Parliaments to strengthen their policies on youth empowerment and improve
women’s living conditions. One representative also questioned how parliamentarians and the
Forum could respond to migration issues; proactivity was key.
The PRESIDENT encouraged participants to share the results of the discussion with their
delegations in order to highlight youth perspectives on migration.
b)

Democracy in the digital era and the threat to privacy and individual freedoms
(subject item for the Standing Committee on Democracy and Human Rights)

The PRESIDENT said that the Forum was able to submit youth overview reports to the
co-Rapporteurs for items under consideration by the Standing Committees at the beginning of the
drafting process. For the current resolution before the Standing Committee on Democracy and
Human Rights, the Board of the Forum had appointed Mr. V. Gapsys (Lithuania) to draft the youth
overview report. The co-Rapporteurs for the draft resolution had acknowledged a number of
observations from the report in their explanatory memorandum, some of which had been included
in the draft resolution. Nevertheless, the majority of the points integrated into the draft resolution
had been of a general nature. The Board had decided that it would review the process through
which the Forum contributed to the drafting process.
Mr. V. GAPSYS (Lithuania) said that the scope of the draft resolution was broad, focusing
mainly on surveillance and cyber security issues. Although it did not contain specific references to
young people, it did take into account the Forum's concerns. The youth overview report had
concentrated on digital tools for democracy in general as well as the importance of teaching young
people how to use those tools and protect their privacy. The Forum should be able to submit
amendments to the resolutions of the Standing Committees.
Participants welcomed what had been achieved and stressed the importance of legislative
action in areas such as raising awareness of online issues within education systems and
communicating with the technology sector to ensure that new tools could be used to enhance
democracy. Legislation should be adopted on access to information in order to enable young
people to exercise their democratic rights. Regarding data collection related to minors, many
countries had taken the important step of adopting child protection legislation.
c)

Incorporating a youth perspective into the debates of the Standing Committee
on Peace and International Security and the Standing Committee on
Sustainable Development, Finance and Trade

The PRESIDENT explained that the Standing Committee on Sustainable Development,
st
Finance and Trade was considering the issue of climate change, in light of the 21 meeting of the
Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, to be
held in Paris, France in December 2015. A Parliamentary Meeting was being organized in
conjunction with that conference. Climate change was a crucial topic for young people and he
urged delegates to join in the deliberations of the Standing Committee to highlight youth
perspectives on the matter.
Update and discussion on the Forum’s workplan and activities (2015–2016)
The SECRETARY outlined the meetings and events during the current Assembly that might
be of interest to the Forum, including the deliberations of the Standing Committees, the parity
debate and the panel discussion on parliamentary action in meeting international commitments to
counter terrorism. In 2015 the IPU Global Conference of Young Parliamentarians had taken place
in Tokyo, Japan. The meeting had focused on democracy, peace and prosperity and the links
between them. Creative solutions, focusing on addressing socio-economic challenges had been
discussed. The two key issues to emerge had been the need to encourage young people to
become more politically active and to take a human rights-based approach to addressing terrorism
and violent extremism. A further meeting of young parliamentarians organized after the Conference
on development cooperation had been open to the public: more than 1000 young Japanese
attended. During the meeting, the need for development cooperation to empower young people
was highlighted, together with the need for more investment in training, education and computer
technologies. Under the auspices of the International Day of Democracy, the IPU organized a
session attended by young people from Geneva and young parliamentarians to discuss how to
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foster youth participation in democracy. It was suggested that the civic education offered in school
curricula was too theoretical and that there should be more focus on real life issues and debate.
Regarding activities of members of the Forum, the Nigerian Parliament had established the
Nigerian Chapter of the IPU Forum of Young Parliamentarians as a parliamentary caucus. She
encouraged other Member Parliaments to do the same; the IPU could provide support if needed.
The Board Members from the African Group had also met with the President of the Pan-African
Parliament to highlight the need for more youth representation. In addition, the British Group to the
IPU had held discussions with young parliamentarians, in which the importance of engaging young
people in politics was underscored.
There were a number of events planned for 2016, such as the next IPU Global Conference
of Young Parliamentarians. A report on youth participation in politics would be launched at the next
th
meeting of the Forum of Young Parliamentarians during the 134 Assembly. She encouraged
delegates to ensure that their respective parliaments completed the questionnaire that the IPU had
distributed to facilitate the development of the report.
th

Preparations for the 134 Assembly
th

The PRESIDENT said that the General Debate during the 134 Assembly would be on the
topic Rejuvenating democracy, giving voice to youth. The debate was an important opportunity for
the Forum to play a leadership role in the work of the Assembly. He encouraged his fellow
parliamentarians to consult with young people in their countries and contribute to their countries’
statements on the issue. The Forum could also contribute by issuing youth overview reports on
items being considered by the Standing Committees, including the draft resolution of the Standing
Committee on Peace and International Security entitled Terrorism: the need to enhance global
cooperation against the threat to democracy and individual rights and the draft resolution of the
Standing Committee on Sustainable Development, Finance and Trade entitled Ensuring lasting
protection against destruction and deterioration for the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of
humanity. It had been decided that one Board member and one member of the Forum should work
on the youth overview reports.
The SECRETARY said that the Board had appointed Mr. R. Igbokwe (Nigeria) to draft the
youth overview report on the resolution of the Standing Committee on Peace and International
Security. Ms. L. Cameron (United Kingdom) had volunteered to work with him. Ms. T. Alriyati
(Jordan) had agreed to draft the report related to the work of the Standing Committee on
Sustainable Development, Finance and Trade, in collaboration with Mr. K. Kiyingi Bbosa (Uganda).
The youth overview reports would be completed by the end of 2015.
Question and answer session with Mr. A.S El-Dawla
Chief of Section, United Nations Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate
Mr. A.S. EL-DAWLA, Chief of Section, United Nations Counter-Terrorism Committee
Executive Directorate (CTED), introduced the work of the Committee, which had been established
by UN Security Council resolution 1373 after the terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001. The
Committee comprised 40 experts, the majority of whom were counter-terrorism practitioners or
former law enforcement or border control officers. The Committee was empowered to carry out
monitoring visits to Member States in order to engage in dialogue and help countries to identify
issues and shortfalls in their counter-terrorism approach. The Committee issued recommendations
across a number of areas and worked with countries to develop a roadmap to implement those
recommendations. Some Member States required technical assistance: that was not the
Committee's responsibility, although it could broker assistance between donors and Member
States. A number of UN Security Council resolutions addressing terrorism, including resolutions
1624, 1963 and 2178, addressed different aspects of the fight against terrorism.
Responding to questions from the floor, he explained that UN Security Council resolution
1963 did not list the factors that contributed to terrorism; rather it called on Member States to
investigate those factors. Occupation was therefore not mentioned in the resolution. The issues
identified as relevant to counter-terrorism policy included the need to tackle human rights
violations, social and economic challenges and political instability. The extent to which those issues
should be incorporated into counter-terrorism policies in practical terms was not defined. There
were clear criteria for the listing of individuals on ‘blacklists’ if they were suspected of having links
to international terrorism; countries needed to present proof in order to include people on those
lists. There was an ombudsperson to enable delisting. A definition of a terrorist act was included in
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UN Security Council resolution 1373 and relevant international instruments. Member States were
requested to have clear definitions in their national legislation that respected and agreed with the
definitions that had been debated and accepted by the international community. Regarding the role
of women, the UN Security Council had adopted a resolution on women in international peace and
security, which called on Member States to include all stakeholders, including women, young
people, civil society, academia and the media in the development of counter-terrorism strategies.
A number of resolutions highlighted the importance of enhancing cultural and social dialogue
with regard to the use of the Internet by terrorists, while State-organized Internet monitoring raised
a separate set of issues relating to freedom and privacy. The Committee was working with Member
States to collect best practices based on monitoring-related case law. In the context of UN Security
Council resolution 1624, whose aim was to criminalize terrorism and enhance cultural dialogue, the
United Nations had clearly stated that there was no link between terrorism and faith. In response to
a question on funding and arming terrorist groups, it was explained that the issue was complicated,
and Member States did not have the capacity to stop such action. As terrorist groups increasingly
gained territory and resources, a multidisciplinary approach was required, including the cooperation
of stakeholders such as law enforcement bodies, oil companies, border controls, customs and
supply chains. The Committee was looking particularly at measures to block the movement of
goods and arms. It was difficult to quantify the Committee's success and every organization or
system had its pitfalls. Nevertheless, one example of the Committee's impact was reflected in the
number of States parties to the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of
Terrorism, which had increased from five in 2001 to more than 180 in 2015.
The sitting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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Panel Discussion on Parliamentary action in meeting
international commitments to counter terrorism
Tuesday, 20 October
(Morning)
The sitting was called to order at 9.20 a.m. with Mr. M. Chungong, Secretary General of the
IPU, in the Chair and acting as Moderator.
The MODERATOR said that terrorism was the burning issue of the day: it was a global
phenomenon and no country was immune from its effects. It was therefore vital that parliaments, as
representatives of the people, came together to turn words into action and to identify the specific
steps that should be taken to counter terrorism. He hoped that the panel discussion would lead to
consensus on what the global parliamentary community could do to forge stronger partnerships
with, and to effectively support, the efforts of the United Nations and other partners to combat
terrorism. He invited participants to focus first on evaluating the threat posed by terrorism, including
the emerging phenomenon of foreign terrorist fighters. Second, there were several international
conventions and other legislation on counter-terrorism: had the implementation of those
instruments been effective and were there any gaps in that implementation? Third, there was the
question of what it would take for parliaments to increase their capacity to deal with the issue.
He introduced the panellists: Mr. Y. Fedotov, Executive Director of the United Nations Office
on Drugs and Crime (UNODC); Mr. J.-P. Laborde, Executive Director of the United Nations
Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate (CTED); Mr. K. Koser, Executive Director of
the Global Community Engagement and Resilience Fund (GCERF); Mr. M.R. Rabbani, Speaker of
the Senate of Pakistan and member of the Executive Committee of the IPU; Mrs. C. Guittet,
member of the French National Assembly and member of the IPU Committee on Middle East
Questions; and Mrs. G. Tjoues, Deputy Speaker of the Senate of Cameroon. He also wished to
recognise the presence of Mr. F.M. Amoruso, Honorary President of the Parliamentary Assembly of
the Mediterranean (PAM), which was an organization that had grown out of the IPU and had been
robust in its efforts to assist the worldwide effort to combat the scourge of terrorism.
He asked Mr. Fedotov what legislation existed on terrorism and related issues, to what
extent the United Nations had implemented that legislation and what parliaments could do to
support the United Nations in that regard.
Mr. Y. FEDOTOV (UNODC), panellist, said that parliamentarians could do a lot to address
the issue, including by legislating on specific ways to target terrorism and to strengthen
international cooperation, especially as terrorism was evolving and becoming more complex and
violent. The involvement of foreign terrorist fighters was of increasing concern: more than 25,000
had travelled from more than 100 countries to join groups such as Daesh. They posed a clear
threat to both their destination and home countries. Often, they travelled to conflict zones, became
further radicalized and received training in terrorist activities, increasing the risk that they might
carry out further terrorist acts when they returned home.
Terrorist groups had also become much more adept at financing themselves. They had
developed links with transnational organized crime networks and raised revenue though crimes
such as kidnapping for ransom, smuggling oil and other natural resources, and trafficking illicit
drugs, arms and cultural property.
It was vital that the international community, including parliaments, worked together to build
national capacities and strengthen legal frameworks to counter terrorism. Strong deterrents could
be created by criminalizing involvement in any terrorist activities, such as financing terrorism or
incitement to commit terrorist acts. Without those strong legal frameworks, prosecuting terrorists
would be impossible. Counter-terrorism policies also needed to disrupt terrorist financing by
combating illicit financial flows, corruption and money-laundering. Achieving that would require
strong regulatory frameworks for banks and other financial institutions and strengthened publicprivate partnerships.
Many States had taken decisive action to address the challenges they faced but there were
still gaps in the global, collective response. There was a particularly urgent need to stem the flows
of foreign terrorist fighters. That required enhanced regional and international cooperation, with
coordinated border management and information sharing. Many countries faced issues of limited
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resources, a lack of training and technical capacity and, for some, corruption. Those factors
hampered countries’ capacity to mount effective investigations and prosecutions of foreign terrorist
fighters. There were also gaps in some States’ legislation for countering terrorist financing and
freezing the assets of terrorists.
Parliamentarians had a clear and important role to play in strengthening that collective
response to terrorism. They should enact appropriate legislation and ensure that relevant
international conventions and resolutions were incorporated into national legislation.
Parliamentarians could also ensure that law enforcement agencies and security services were
granted the powers that they required to conduct effective intelligence work and investigations,
making sure that the appropriate accountability mechanisms were in place.
The MODERATOR asked Mr. Laborde to provide the perspective of CTED and to comment
on how parliamentary action might be linked to norm-setting, for which the United Nations CounterTerrorism Committee was responsible.
Mr. J.-P. LABORDE, (CTED), panellist, said that the only way to fight terrorism, to stop its
continued growth and evolution and to prevent the increase in foreign terrorist fighters was for all
countries, supported by the United Nations and the IPU, to redouble their efforts to work together.
Compatible – not necessarily harmonized – legislation between countries was vital to ensuring
better international cooperation at all levels. In some countries, legislation could be extensive but
not particularly rigorous, while in others it could be highly limited and restrictive. There should be
clear benchmarks set for the level of compatibility and normative frameworks that were required.
While there was not yet an internationally agreed single definition of terrorism, there were
definitions in 19 existing agreements and in resolutions of the UN Security Council. The provisions
of those instruments had to be incorporated into national legislation. Parliaments should therefore
ensure that the common references and definitions of terrorism in those instruments were
effectively brought into all countries’ national legislation, and so allow for greater complementarity
and compatibility between them.
Three separate Security Council resolutions had been adopted that were designed to
combat the particular threat posed by Daesh and its continued development as a terrorist group.
Resolution 2170 categorized Daesh as a terrorist organization; resolution 2178 sought to tackle the
threat of foreign terrorist fighters and provide for their prosecution within the rule of law; and
resolution 2199 was adopted to eliminate terrorist organizations' sources of financing. By taking the
necessary measures to ensure the implementation of those resolutions and to establish compatible
legislation, all countries, together with the United Nations and the IPU, could move further and
faster towards eliminating the terrorist threat posed by Daesh. Without effective laws, it would not
be possible to prosecute and convict terrorists, so that they accounted for their crimes and their
violations of all the fundamental rights of humanity.
The MODERATOR reiterated the importance of the compatibility of legislation: without it, it
would be considerably harder to bring to trial those who were guilty of terrorist acts. He asked
Mr. Rabbani to describe the experience of terrorism in his country and how the international
community could help in dealing with that threat.
Mr. M.R. RABBANI (Pakistan), panellist, said that he had some concerns about the very
proposition of “parliamentary action in meeting international commitments to counter terrorism”. He
would have preferred to discuss “parliamentary action to counter terrorism”. Although the tenor of
the discussion was that everyone should do more, he in fact wanted the world to do more for
Pakistan. His country and society had been torn apart: the people were bleeding and mothers were
losing their children.
He believed that very careful consideration was needed before trying to ensure that laws
were uniform across countries. There was no one-size-fits-all solution to countering terrorism. The
conditions in his country might vary greatly compared to those in Africa or the Middle East.
Countries should not choose to participate in expansionist or internationalist agendas, and no
country should be required to barter its national sovereignty in the name of fighting terrorism. The
use of drones, for example, which violated territorial sovereignty and airspace, could not
be justified.
The entire question should be viewed from a different perspective. Before taking action, the
appropriateness of the various UN resolutions and international law should be determined. No
instrument would be effective if it had limited relevance to the realities on the ground. Much more
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attention should be given to the root causes of terrorism. Terrorism would continue to increase until
those causes were systematically addressed. The primary issues that should be addressed were:
the Islamization of terrorism; the failure to settle long-standing disputes among nations and
territories; regime change and its consequences, especially when sponsored by external actors;
the reporting methods of the Western media; the rise in racist and extremist movements in Western
society; migration and internal displacement; double standards exercised when occupying States
sponsored or perpetuated terrorism against occupied people and territories; continued conflict
situations; and the lack of justice in societies which attracted young people in particular to terrorist
groups. There was no easy response to those issues. Any counter-narrative needed to ensure that
no single religion, ethnicity or nationality was singled out. All forms and manifestations of terrorism
needed to be condemned, whether in the Middle East, Africa, Asia or the West.
Pakistan’s parliament had sought to create a broad national consensus on the fight against
terrorism. It had held parliamentary sessions with all relevant stakeholders, including the military
and intelligence services. A 14-point national strategy to combat terrorism had been adopted and a
parliamentary committee on national security had been established. The committee had then
formulated 64 practical recommendations on action that should be taken. Pakistan also placed
great emphasis on monitoring the human rights situation and on addressing the issue of migration
and rehabilitating internally displaced persons.
Mr. M. Miedico (Chief of Section, Terrorism Prevention Branch, UNODC), replaced
Mr. M. Chungong in the Chair as Moderator.
The MODERATOR said that, as a representative of UNODC, it was a privilege to participate
in the panel discussion and to reflect the strong cooperation that existed between his organization
and the IPU.
Mrs. C. GUITTET (France), panellist, said that there had been a high threat of terrorism in
France in recent months, with reports of attacks and the distribution of terrorist propaganda. The
threat continued to grow as jihadists moved to join terrorist groups in Syria and Iraq and came back
to France, further radicalized. As a result, parliamentarians had worked to strengthen and modify
national legislation to ensure that it could effectively face the ever-evolving terrorist threat.
In full cognizance of the need for a careful balance between security and freedoms, the
French parliament had adopted two separate legislative acts, on combating terrorism, and on
intelligence. The responsibilities of the secret services had been defined in legislation for the first
time. Seven missions had been set out, one of which was the prevention of terrorism. At first
glance, the missions could seem broad or vague, but they were limited by various principles, such
as the respect for private life, proportionality, or the traceability of intelligence-gathering techniques.
Any measures taken that interfered with a person’s private life needed to be clearly defined, timelimited and proportionate to the danger they sought to tackle. To ensure that was the case,
adequate controls were in place, and an independent committee had been given responsibility for
ensuring those principles were followed. Legislation also now permitted judges to have access to
defence secrets in France when their work required it. Common structures were in place in both the
French National Assembly and the Senate to ensure full parliamentary oversight of the
secret services.
The recent anti-terrorism legislation had for the first time included provisions on prevention.
For example, action could be taken by the police and law enforcement agencies to prohibit people
from leaving France, if it was believed that they were travelling to Syria or elsewhere to join terrorist
groups or to carry out terrorist activities. Anyone subject to such a ban could contest it before a
judge and go to an administrative tribunal for a final decision on whether the ban could be upheld.
The legislation created a new offence of individual terrorist undertaking. Previously, only
terrorist acts linked to an organized group or cell could be prosecuted. The new offence made it
possible to prosecute so-called “lone wolves” when there was evidence that an individual had
planned or committed an act of terrorism without being linked to a terrorist group. The legislation
also strengthened the State's capacity to combat the dissemination of terrorist propaganda online.
Internet service providers could be banned from providing services to certain clients and could be
asked to report instances of online promotion of terrorist ideologies or actions.
The legislation enacted had been hotly contested. Parliamentarians had worked to ensure
that the texts upheld the rule of law and struck a careful balance between ensuring basic rights and
freedoms on the one hand, and national security and the ability to deal with emerging new terrorist
threats on the other.
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The MODERATOR said that the legislation enacted in France was an interesting example of
how national legislation could evolve to counter the terrorist threat. It was important not to simply
legislate in the wake of an emergency but to take the time to ensure the correct balance between
the right to security and the security of rights. They were complementary principles and formed the
foundation of the rule of law and democracy.
Mrs. G. TJOUES (Cameroon), panellist, said that her country had grave concerns about the
negative impact of terrorism on development and the future of mankind. Cameroon was itself
confronting the barbaric terrorist group Boko Haram and the violence and fear that the group
spread throughout the country. The Parliament of Cameroon, under the guidance of the country's
President, who was also the head of the armed forces, had decided to take action against Boko
Haram in order to safeguard the sovereignty, integrity and security of the State and to protect the
lives of the people it represented. Cameroon hoped that international efforts could be increased to
help the country eliminate that terrorist threat.
The Parliament had also ratified a number of relevant African Union conventions and
adopted various Acts aimed at improving the capacity for and the effectiveness of national and
regional counter-terrorism activities. Cameroon believed that the fight against terrorism was not just
a military war but also an ideological one. The country therefore called upon the IPU, the United
Nations and other partners first, to assist in raising greater awareness among the population of the
threat posed by groups such as Boko Haram and Daesh; and second, to provide increased political
and military support for eliminating those groups and the threat they posed to peace and security.
The MODERATOR said that the proliferation of terrorism undoubtedly threatened
development, especially in light of the recent adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals. It
was clear that neither security nor development could exist without the other.
Mr. K. KOSER, (GCERF), panellist, commended the focus that the IPU had maintained on
countering terrorism and the Organization's emphasis on the important role that parliamentarians
could play by developing and enacting national legislation and policies. Given the urgency of the
issue, he also welcomed the emphasis on the need to move from dialogue to action.
As a funding mechanism designed to support local, grassroots initiatives and to build
resilience against violent extremist agendas, GCERF’s primary focus was on prevention. GCERF
believed it was well placed to support and complement the United Nations global counter-terrorism
strategy. It could complement military, security and intelligence-led responses with its focus on
communities, and so ensure a comprehensive approach. It was important to ensure community
development and to provide creative alternatives – particularly for young people – through
employment and other initiatives. so that they were not tempted by extremist agendas. GCERF
could also bring other actors into the fight against terrorism and extremism. It worked with both
security and development partners and, as a public-private partnership, had already seen strong
engagement by the private sector. There was a clear business case to be made for countering
violent extremism, as the private sector wanted to ensure opportunities for investment and access
to talent pools and did not want to see disruptions in supply chains.
GCERF believed that parliamentarians needed to assist efforts to counter terrorism and
violent extremism. That could be achieved by first developing robust national frameworks and
policies that took account of international guidance and second, by ensuring that their governments
were allocating appropriate financial resources to countering terrorism, both nationally and
internationally. Parliamentarians also had an important role as shapers of opinion and needed to
use that role to ensure that debates on terrorism were objective and evidence-based.
The MODERATOR welcomed the arrival of GCERF in the field of countering terrorism and
violent extremism. It was vital to promote prevention and to build resilience through community
engagement and that was the basis of GCERF’s mandate.
Mr. F.M. AMORUSO (PAM), recalling Mr. Fedotov’s comments on the need to strengthen
legal frameworks, said that parliamentarians needed to add value to the global fight against
terrorism. They should ensure that the law enforcement agencies in their countries had the
necessary powers to investigate, prosecute and sentence terrorists. Violent extremist groups were
a growing threat to national and international security. Foreign terrorist fighters were increasingly
joining ISIL in conflict zones and systematically violating the universal values of peace, security and
human dignity. Collaboration and cooperation was required among all countries and international
organizations to identify and implement effective common responses to threats from which no one
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was immune. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean was therefore working in close
collaboration with various United Nations entities. For example, the Assembly and UNODC had
recently organized a joint regional workshop on the challenges posed by a preventive criminal
justice response to terrorism and foreign terrorist fighters. The Assembly was also sharing its
experiences with the IPU in the area of strengthening regional and international parliamentary
mechanisms for fighting terrorism.
Ms. S. TAQAWI (Bahrain) said that more than 62,000 terrorist acts had occurred in the
previous 15 months alone and many thousands of people had been displaced across the world.
Around 17 million children had their rights violated every day and many were unable to live with
their families because of terrorism. Governments did not do enough to ensure that national budgets
allocated adequate funding to counter-terrorism. Non-governmental and intergovernmental
organizations did not have the necessary resources to deal with terrorism and its related issues.
The IPU needed to ensure that its resolutions and decisions were not just the result of
discussions to which States paid no heed. All governments needed to fulfil their obligations to
implement IPU resolutions and decisions. A range of additional measures were needed to
effectively counter terrorism, including: combating any attempt to link terrorism to a specific ethnic
group or religion; developing a global strategy with a balanced set of actions for the international
community to undertake; enhancing regional coordination to prevent illicit drug trafficking;
concluding additional bilateral and multilateral agreements; implementing counter-terrorism laws
more robustly; and moving more decisively beyond dialogue and discussions towards clear,
effective action.
Mr. A. JASIM (United Arab Emirates) said that terrorism had not been well-defined
internationally. The first step to meeting international commitments to counter terrorism must be to
reach an international consensus on a single, clear definition. Other actions that were needed
included: providing the necessary technical and financial support to vulnerable countries; ensuring
effective exchange of information between States; pushing States that were transit countries for
foreign terrorist fighters to do everything possible to stop those fighters; identifying and eliminating
the sources of funding for terrorist groups, including electronic fund transfers; establishing
specialized courts for prosecuting terrorists; and ensuring that humanitarian organizations could
play their full part in assisting the people who had suffered as a results of terrorist acts
and violence.
Mr. B. NEMATI (Islamic Republic of Iran) said that he agreed that compatible laws were
needed. But it would be counterproductive if countries sought to institute identical legislation. The
international community also needed to be careful of taking urgent action to deal with immediate
crises, such as those posed by ISIS, without taking due care. It was not always possible to wait for
legislation to be adopted before taking action, but any action taken should be well thought out and
effective. There was an urgent need to find a universal definition of terrorism and to address the
root causes of terrorism. His country had made particular efforts to cut off the funding sources of
terrorist groups and to clamp down on money-laundering.
Mr. J.-P. LABORDE (UNCTED), panellist, said that he wholly agreed with the need to
address the root causes of terrorism and that terrorism was not linked to any religion. In the near
future, the United Nations Secretary-General intended to submit to the UN General Assembly a
comprehensive plan of action to prevent violent extremism. The plan would seek to address the
root causes of terrorism, such as those that had been mentioned by other speakers. Terrorism
could not be dealt with through conventions and legislation alone. The State, civil society and the
private sector should all be involved in combating terrorism and violent extremism, with parliaments
ensuring that terrorist acts did not go unpunished.
Mr. P. RUDDOCK (Australia) expressed dismay that the discussion had failed to provide
participants with a tangible message that they could share with fellow legislators at home about
what parliaments were being asked to achieve. He had wanted to know what specific measures he
should propose for implementation by his own parliament and how he could identify whether his
parliament had been addressing the issues that the United Nations believed should be addressed.
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Mr. K. MEISTER (Student, Graduate Institute, Geneva) asked about what progress there
had been in agreeing a general definition of terrorism in the United Nations. Had any agreement
had been reached on whether acts committed during armed conflicts should be included?
Recalling earlier comments about “terrorist fighters”, he also asked how it might be possible
to reconcile the concepts of a fighter or combatant under international humanitarian law and that of
a terrorist under national legislation and international law. When talking about terrorism, there was
often a focus on Daesh and other extremist groups, but members of other armed groups were also
involved in those armed conflicts.
Mr. J.-P. LABORDE (CTED), panellist, responding, said that, from a political point of view, it
would be better to have one comprehensive convention on terrorism and its definition. Instead,
there were, at that time, 19 agreements that defined various acts of terrorism. They were sufficient
for the principle of legality at the international level but in order to ensure unity in counter-terrorism
efforts, it was important to have a single agreed definition.
He said that the concepts of terrorist and fighter or combatant were different, but with groups
such as Daesh, the distinction was blurred, as the terrorists were often carrying out military actions.
The sitting rose at 11.20 a.m.
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Parity Debate on Parliamentary oversight and political will
Tuesday, 20 October
(Morning)
The sitting was called to order at 9.40 a.m. with Ms. M.N. Mensah-Williams (Namibia),
President of the Coordinating Committee of Women Parliamentarians, in the Chair.
The PRESIDENT (Coordinating Committee of Women Parliamentarians) explained that the
idea of a parity debate was to have equal numbers of men and women attending and contributing
to the discussion. For debates to be truly representative, it was important for the voices of both
men and women to be heard. Although the debate was not specifically on gender equality, gender
issues should be borne in mind throughout the deliberations. She introduced the Moderator,
Ms. M. Lugarić, Member of the Croatian Parliament.
The MODERATOR said that the objective of the debate was to consider in depth the
subjects of oversight and political will, to consider the obstacles faced and to look for ways to
overcome them. Consideration should also be given to which areas were subject to more oversight
than others, why that was, and whether women and men members of parliament had different
approaches to oversight, particularly on gender equality policies. She introduced the panellists:
Ms. P. Cayetano, Member of the Senate of the Philippines; Ms. F. Koofi, Member of the House of
the People of Afghanistan; Mr. P. Katjavivi, Speaker of the National Assembly of Namibia;
Mr. J.P. Letelier, Member of the Senate of Chile; and Mr. P. Mahoux, Member of the Senate
of Belgium.
Mr. P. KATJAVIVI (Namibia), panellist, responding to a question from the MODERATOR,
said that parliaments had a responsibility to hold governments to account. The Namibian
parliament had a bipartisan approach to oversight to ensure that the actions of the Executive were
open and transparent. The bipartisan approach had been developed through a committee
structure. It had been agreed that one of the key parliamentary committees would be chaired by a
member of the opposition party, so as to ensure a balanced and inclusive approach.
Ms. F. KOOFI (Afghanistan), panellist, responding to a question from the MODERATOR,
said that overseeing a government whilst in the opposition presented a number of challenges. For
example, the Executive conducted some oversight activities, regardless of their validity. In many
countries, oversight was not systematic, and there were no defined roles for parliament and the
Executive. Moreover, there was often a lack of oversight coordination, especially when the
Executive was trying to hide things. Blackmail was sometimes used to attack parliamentarians
carrying out oversight. Nevertheless, parliaments had an obligation to their constituents to hold
governments to account, and the Executive should understand that role.
Mr. P. MAHOUX (Belgium), panellist, suggested that it was easier to express one’s views
when in opposition and that it was part of the role of the opposition to comment constructively on
government activities. Belgium used a proportional representation system, meaning that the
government and the opposition could comprise multiple parties. Parliamentary rules of procedure
were important tools in terms of oversight. In Belgium, for example, members of parliament were
allocated a specific speaking time on agenda items. The times allocated were proportional to a
party’s representation in parliament. It was therefore important to have clear rules of procedure to
prevent the majority and more powerful parties from abusing the speaking time allocations. The
plurality of the media was essential so that different views could be expressed.
Ms. P. CAYETANO (Philippines), panellist, explained that in her country, citizens played a
significant role in demanding oversight. Non-governmental organizations were a strong presence.
Along with individuals, they were actively involved in encouraging parliamentary oversight and
oversight of cases before the Supreme Court. It had also been necessary to review legislation that
had already been enacted.
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Mr. J.P. LETELIER (Chile), panellist, observed that the form of oversight differed based on
the political system in place. Chile had a presidential system. That resulted in numerous obstacles
to oversight, as there was no adequate control mechanism in place. Citizens valued oversight
when it affected their lives or was related to scandal, but had limited interest at other times. That
meant that oversight was not necessarily sufficiently valued.
Mr. P. KATJAVIVI (Namibia), panellist, responding to a question from the MODERATOR,
observed that in young democracies, such as Namibia, the media enabled parliaments to explain
their oversight role to the general public. It was thus important for parliaments to reach out and
ensure that the media accurately reflected the work they did. For example, some Namibian
newspapers featured columns in which parliamentarians responded to issues chosen by the public.
The MODERATOR asked whether men and women parliamentarians had the same
responsibility to perform oversight on gender equality and related issues.
Ms. F. KOOFI (Afghanistan), panellist, opined that in many countries, there was the
misconception that gender was synonymous with women. That led to limited engagement from
men on relevant topics. According to the law, all members of parliament were required to carry out
oversight on any matter that required it. Gender equality was a key subject, which was technically
the responsibility of all. However, in practice, gender equality was usually regarded as an area for
women parliamentarians. Some male colleagues took an interest, but they could be subject to
insults from other male parliamentarians as a result. As a woman parliamentarian, oversight was
often more difficult, although there was a view in some countries that women parliamentarians
were more honest and less corrupt than their male counterparts. She had faced considerable
personal and political difficulties when she had raised the issue of sexual violence against women
in prisons. Many colleagues refused to believe that it was a problem. Thanks to the support of civil
society, she had been able to provide proof that such abuses occurred and measures had been
introduced to address the problem.
Mr. P. MAHOUX (Belgium), panellist, observed that, although it should be possible to say
that there was no difference, that was not necessarily the case in practice. Unfortunately
stereotypes persisted in the allocation and distribution of labour in society and politics. Progress
was noticeable in the distribution of political tasks, with women becoming more active in areas such
as defence. But it continued to be common for women to be given portfolios such as youth,
education and health. Consequently, more should be done to fight against gender stereotypes.
Belgium had a number of laws and initiatives on gender equality in politics. However, it appeared
that there was more equality in some areas than others.
Ms. P. CAYETANO (Philippines), panellist, said that the answer to that question should be
yes, but in practice it depended on a country's circumstances and on personal priorities. The
Philippines had a small Senate, with only 24 members. As a result, she was seen as the Senate's
gender champion. Ultimately, who initiated oversight was less important than having full and equal
participation of all parliamentarians in finding solutions.
Mr. J.P. LETELIER (Chile), panellist, observed that oversight of gender issues was a shared
responsibility. However, the extent to which parliamentarians played their part was highly
dependent on an individual's personal interests. Some members of parliament were more active on
oversight than others. In many cases, the area being overseen made it more difficult for women to
participate. The institutional framework also had an effect. For example, in Chile's bicameral
system, one chamber played more of an oversight role than the other.
Ms. S. KOUSANTINI (Tunisia) stated that, since the political changes in her country and the
adoption of a new Constitution in 2014, the role of women had become increasingly significant,
particularly in the area of national dialogue, which was a key driver of progress. In recognition of
the efforts made in Tunisia, the National Dialogue Quartet had been awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize 2015. Efforts were also being made to increase confidence in parliamentary oversight.
Oversight was essential: it should ensure respect for laws and enable the monitoring of
government activities. However, different parliamentarians had experience in different areas: it was
not always possible to play a personal role in some areas. As rapporteur of an oversight
committee, she had organized meetings to review the national counter-terrorism strategy, but had
not had the necessary experience to participate in the deliberations. It was important to strengthen
political will, which in turn strengthen oversight.
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Ms. B.M. TSHIRELETSO (Botswana) said that when discussing gender issues, there should
be a greater focus on the needs of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex persons.
However, some people did not want to address the matter.
Baroness HOOPER (United Kingdom) agreed that the form of oversight depended upon the
parliamentary system in place. Her country was a parliamentary democracy, in which all ministers
were also members of parliament. The UK's select committee system was a valuable tool for
oversight and a new committee had recently been established on women and equalities. The
constituency-based system in the UK meant that members of parliament were representatives of all
of their constituents, not just the members of their own party. The opposition in many countries was
very fragmented and unwilling to work together. If women were willing to work together across
party divides, depending on interests and experience, a lot could be achieved. She also asked the
panellists for their opinion on the role of social media in oversight.
Mr. M.V.R. GOWDA (India) said that his county had a robust committee system that
facilitated oversight. A number of committees had successfully identified and exposed corruption in
certain areas. It was vital that once an issue was raised, there was sufficient capacity to follow up
adequately. Furthermore, responses and actions taken should be shared publically so that
interested parties could keep track of what had happened after a subject had been raised.
Oversight capacity should be bolstered to strengthen parliaments institutionally.
Mrs. A. VICUÑA (Ecuador) drew attention to measures used by her country to achieve
gender parity in politics. She said that oversight was difficult when a parliamentarian was a member
of a party with a large majority. It was important to ensure links with the public and civil society in
order to consolidate the people's power. The role of the media in oversight was also vital. But
equally, democratic processes were needed to ensure that people's voices were heard in the
media.
Ms. J. ABU ZNEID (Palestine) said that it’s the occupation of Palestine by another country
limited parliamentary activity and oversight. Women played a significant role in fostering peace and
justice and the women’s movement was particularly strong in Palestine. Women had been
members of parliament since 1996 and numbers were increasing. Although measures such as
quotas had led to progress, there was still a long way to go. As a result of the occupation, the
Legislative Council had recently been unable to meet or carry out its parliamentary work. Oversight
was a key function of parliament and women were involved in all of the oversight committees that
had been established. Palestinian women had proved their effectiveness. It was time for the
occupation to end to enable women to play their role more fully.
Ms. C. NISHIMURA (Japan) explained that during her political career, her party had been
both in government and in opposition. Oversight was not merely the responsibility of the opposition
parties. During her party’s period in office, it had begun a budget screening process to make the
budget development approach more transparent. Now that her party was in opposition, it was
extremely active in budgetary oversight and was endeavouring to raise awareness of the budget
among the public.
The representative of EQUATORIAL GUINEA said that the Executive generally accepted
parliamentary oversight. But despite efforts to stress the importance of cooperation, not all
members of the Government collaborated effectively. The image of a radical opposition was not
always accurate and the parties of both government and opposition had a crucial role to play in
oversight. The citizens of Equatorial Guinea attached great importance to the work of
parliamentarians. There were a number of issues, such as labour rights, where parliament had
been very effective in developing solutions. The media worked with parliament to disseminate
information to the public about the work being undertaken.
Mr. J. FAKHRO (Bahrain) said that parliamentary oversight differed from country to country
and depended upon the powers given to parliament. Oversight was affected by the strength of
opposition parties and tended to be strong and effective in countries with a long history of
parliamentary democracy. His country had only been a democracy for 13 years and so oversight
remained limited. The approach to oversight did not differ between male and female
parliamentarians. In order to enhance transparency, social oversight was also needed and the
media had a key role to play in that regard.
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Mrs. A. DE LA PEÑA GÓMEZ (Mexico) observed that the structure of spaces of power must
reflect the fact that parliamentarians were representatives of society. Structural changes were
needed to provide women with a space to fully exercise their role. Civil society organizations must
also continue to insist that women had full rights. Often the conservatism of men, particularly with
regard to sexual and reproductive rights, was the main barrier in that regard. It was essential to
maintain efforts to achieve progress. The recognition of men and women as equals was a key
challenge for humanity.
Mrs. A. ALGARAGERE (Jordan) said that in her country, parliamentary oversight was
usually carried out through question and answer sessions in parliament and during debates.
However, there were a number of challenges that made effective oversight of the Government's
plans and activities more difficult: opposition parties were weak and the party of government
significantly stronger. Moreover, the Government did not recognize the importance of
parliamentary oversight.
Mrs. O. ASOKAWATI (Indonesia) stressed the importance of increasing women’s
engagement with political issues. Political will and information campaigns were particularly useful in
that respect. Indonesia had a number of affirmative action policies to foster women’s participation
in politics, but the aim of 50 per cent of candidates being women had not yet been achieved.
Parliaments were an excellent forum for women to raise their interests for the public benefit.
Mrs. A. NYIRAGWANEZA (Rwanda) said that there were a large number of women
parliamentarians in her country and that they played a key role. Rwanda had legislation in place on
parliamentary oversight of government activities. Most oversight activities took the form of written
and oral questions or parliamentary enquiries. The Prime Minister was also required to provide
information to Parliament every year on the activities and performance of each Ministry and to
report on ministerial decisions within eight days of their being taken, providing explanations
where required.
Ms. S. LINES (Australia) observed that some men found it difficult to relate to women’s and
gender issues. In general, women parliamentarians tended to focus on social issues. It was,
however, essential that there were women active in all areas – including ‘hard’ portfolios – in order
to ensure effective oversight.
Mr. H. KALEMZAI (Afghanistan) said that in his country, war and conflict had limited
women’s opportunities to gain an education or employment. However, progress was being made
and there were growing numbers of women in parliament. Women were generally seen as kinder
and less corruptible than men. Social media was important but its control was also necessary.
Support for the UN-Women initiative HeForShe was also very important.
Ms. R.A. MANNAN (Bangladesh) said that it was important for parliaments to have adequate
skills, resources and capacity to fulfil their oversight function. Useful tools to achieve that were the
provision of training and capacity-building on specific subjects and a formal mechanism for
interaction between members of parliament and civil society.
Ms. B. JAGGER (Namibia) said that there was a high number of women in the Namibian
parliament but that more women should occupy decision-making positions. Namibia had a number
of parliamentary standing committees to carry out oversight. All stakeholders were able to offer
their opinions to those committees, which then submitted reports to parliament and
recommendations to the Executive. Representation of different parties in the committees was not a
problem. There was an awareness of the important role of oversight and the committees were
therefore united in their actions.
Ms. T.M. DZIVA (Zimbabwe) said that the growing number of women in parliament, including
women leading parliamentary committees, was helping to increase the amount of oversight carried
out. There was sufficient political will among all parties on quotas for women candidates and
gender budgeting was also used. However, challenges remained. They included a lack of
resources, slow alignment of legislation, a lack of awareness of gender laws among women and a
lack of implementation of international and regional gender-related instruments.
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Mrs. A. BECHIR (Chad) explained that parliamentary oversight was conducted through
written questions to government and the work of standing committees. Steps were also being taken
to establish a parliamentary enquiry committee. Women occupied a number of high-level positions
in Chad, which contributed to oversight.
Mrs. C. NABWALA MUKIITE (Kenya) stated that in her country, oversight activities were
performed through a committee system. Members of the committees were selected based on their
experience. Committees were seen as effective tools for oversight but could be ineffective if they
did not have sufficient capacity. On critical matters, the relevant cabinet secretary was summoned
to the committee to answer questions. Audit reports and field visits were also used. Parliamentary
debates were broadcast live so that the public could follow them and there was close collaboration
with parliamentary reporters, who disseminated real-time information to the public.
Ms. V. KALIMA (Zambia) said that, although oversight was the collective responsibility of all
members of parliament, opposition members generally initiated it and government members toed
the party line. Men and women, however, had an equal responsibility to conduct oversight and civil
society and the media also had a key role to play in prompting it. Gender issues were generally
viewed as women’s issues as women were often the most active in those areas.
Ms. P. CAYETANO (Philippines), panellist, said that in her country, civil society provided
substantial input into oversight activities. She had found social media to be an essential tool for
communication with constituents. There had been times when civil society and individuals had
used social media to highlight oversight issues that they felt parliament should consider. However,
social media use was more prevalent among younger members of parliament; there was often
resistance among older members to listening to comments made on social media until these were
taken up by the traditional media.
Mr. P. MAHOUX (Belgium), panellist, said that some governments had a tendency to bypass
parliaments because they felt powerful or because they did what they had to do simply to get
through the oversight. Anti-discrimination laws were not solely related to gender equality: they
covered all forms of discrimination, including for reasons of gender, disability, sexual orientation or
religion. To believe or not to believe in a religion was a fundamental right, and yet people who
chose to change their religion were often subjected to violence. He congratulated Tunisia for the
progress that it had made and acknowledged the fight of women in Palestine; there was a pressing
need for democracy to be exercised and to do so, people needed to be free in their own country.
Ms. F. KOOFI (Afghanistan), panellist, said that oversight was the most important part of
parliamentary power, as the majority was not always right. However, simply raising an issue was
not enough: commitment was needed to follow it through to the end. The presidential system of
government made oversight more difficult as it was quite closed, whereas in other systems of
government, individuals were more accessible.
Mr. P. KATJAVIVI (Namibia), panellist, said that social media could play a useful role and its
value as an oversight tool had been recognized in Namibia. All citizens, regardless of their sexual
orientation or gender identity, required equal protection. The role of parliaments was constantly
evolving and should respond to the changing needs and aspirations of citizens.
The sitting rose at 11.30 a.m.
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Open Session of the Committee to Promote Respect
for International Humanitarian Law
TUESDAY, 20 OCTOBER
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 2.40 p.m. with Mr. P. Taran, Global Migration Policy
Associates, Moderator, in the Chair.
The humanitarian dimension of forced migration – asylum-seekers and refugees:
from emergency responses to comprehensive approaches
The MODERATOR said that the discussion should consider three main aspects of
international law: humanitarian law, the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its
1967 Protocol, and human rights instruments. There were also three questions to be addressed:
what were the current challenges to protecting refugees? What were the potential solutions? What
could parliamentarians do to ensure sustained protection for refugees? He introduced the
panellists: Mr. M. Zerai, Chairman of Habeshia Agency Cooperation for Development; Mr. J. Riera,
Senior Adviser, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR);
Mrs. T. Alriyati, Member of Parliament of Jordan; and Mr. J. Bingham, International Catholic
Migration Commission; Coordinator, Civil society activities of the Global Forum on Migration and
Development (ICMC).
Mr. J. RIERA, Senior Adviser, UNHCR, panellist, responding to a question from the
MODERATOR, said that the current crisis included both refugees and migrants. Although a large
proportion of the migrants entering Europe were fleeing the conflict in the Syrian Arab Republic,
some were also from other countries. Drawing attention to the UNHCR Global Initiative on
Protection at Sea, an action plan developed in 2014, he was concerned at the alarming rates of
forced displacement due to armed conflict. In 2010, 11,000 persons per day had been displaced by
armed conflict. That figure had risen to 42,500 per day in 2015. Those fleeing conflict were
desperate: they often resorted to entering countries in an irregular manner. He asked what the
international community could do to address the root causes of the issue.
Mrs. T. ALRIYATI (Jordan), panellist, observed that it was important to differentiate between
voluntary and forced migration. Forced migration was more likely to be temporary as forced
migrants were migrating to save their lives. Her country was hosting a large number of refugees
from Iraq, Libya, Palestine, Syrian Arab Republic and Yemen. Jordan had limited resources: the
large numbers of refugees were competing with Jordanians for access to services and
infrastructure. A political solution to the Syrian conflict was vital: but even when that happened,
refugees were unlikely to return to the country immediately, or even within a decade, given the
significant reconstruction work that would be needed. And although Europe was experiencing
significant migrant flows, that situation could have been foreseen and more should have been done
to help neighbouring countries, such as Jordan, which were already hosting refugees.
Mr. M. ZERAI, Chairman of Habeshia Agency Cooperation for Development, panellist,
responding to a question from the MODERATOR, explained that his organization received daily
calls from refugees from the Horn of Africa and sub-Saharan Africa. They were waiting in North
Africa to travel via illegal routes to Europe as they did not have legal rights to apply for asylum
there. Such migrants often fell victim to traffickers. If migrants were given a minimum of safety and
dignity in a neighbouring country, then they would be more likely to stay there for a period and
consider the risks of travelling to another destination. In order to ensure safe migration,
humanitarian corridors and increased security in refugee camps were both required. Security in
camps was of particular importance. At present, smugglers and traffickers could enter the camps at
will: that made people feel unsafe and led them to move on sooner than they would have done.
Jobs for refugees living in camps were also crucial to enable them to develop prospects for
the future.
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Mr. J. BINGHAM, (ICMC), panellist, responding to a question from the MODERATOR, said
that family unity and jobs were the main reasons that migrants reported for their decision to
migrate. Both were seen as critical to self-protection. They did not wait for others to provide
solutions or legal channels and were aware of the risks of their choices. However, hope was
decreasing among many refugees and migrants as a result of cuts in international aid. Moreover,
migrants often had a particular destination in mind. Although many refugees and migrants were
young people, increasing numbers of entire families were migrating. Providing protection was
becoming difficult in light of the continuous movement of people and their unwillingness to stop.
The MODERATOR noted that the key words emanating from the panellists’ statements were
survival, desperation, solutions and protection. He asked whether the current institutional protection
and assistance responses were adequate and for more details on what they entailed.
Mr. J. RIERA, (UNHCR), panellist, explained that there were a number of frameworks in
place, including the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol. The
European Union had been working on its Common European Asylum System, but the current
situation had highlighted a number of flaws and weaknesses in it. Many of the refugees arriving on
European shores had a particular destination in mind, whereas the System dictated that they had
to claim asylum in the first country of arrival. That had led to the System breaking down and
Member States giving different signals as to their willingness to accept refugees. Given the differing
views across the region, the European Union’s endeavours to develop a comprehensive approach
was facing many difficulties as large numbers of people continued to arrive daily. The European
Union and the African Union were to participate in the Valletta Summit on Migration due to be held
in November 2015. In a globalized world, no country could decide to dictate who entered
their territory.
He recalled that during the 1980s, the situation of the so-called Vietnamese boat people had
led to an outpouring of support from more than 60 countries and an action plan to support return
and resettlement. As such, the world had shown that it was able to address a complex situation.
Mixed movements of refugees and migrants would only continue. Without dialogue and
consultations, it would be impossible to address the phenomenon. However, regions could not
dictate the responses of other regions. There had been reports from the African Union that the
European Union was placing conditions of the provision of aid, such as linking Official Development
Assistance to return agreements. And little was being done regarding legal channels for migration,
such issuing visas. He welcomed the adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals, which had
recognized for the first time that migrants could enable development. It was essential to stop
demonizing migrants and refugees and to stop using the two terms interchangeably, which
politicians and the press often did. Nevertheless, both groups deserved to be treated humanely and
with respect.
Mr. M. ZERAI, Chairman of Habeshia Agency Cooperation for Development, panellist, said
that his organization mainly dealt with people looking for protection after having fled war, conflict or
dictatorship. It was crucial to consider protection in parallel with prevention, particularly with regard
to the international community’s capacity to find a solution to situations such as conflict or
dictatorship. To stop the flow of refugees, it was important to change the political situation in
affected countries and so enable all people to live in peace and security in their own country. More
should also be done to ensure that people had the opportunity to enjoy peace and adequate living
conditions in neighbouring countries. Humanitarian corridors to enable safe migration were also
vital in the fight against trafficking and smuggling, together with legal resettlement programmes in
the European Union and other countries. Opportunities for smugglers could also be reduced by
ensuring the costs of visas were not prohibitively expensive.
Mr. J. BINGHAM, (ICMC), panellist, responding to a question from the MODERATOR, said
that there was no magic solution to the crisis. Civil society organizations had recently met in
Istanbul, Turkey, to discuss potential solutions. They had heard from a migrant that had spent
14 days adrift while crossing the Mediterranean Sea. He had said that, to solve the crisis a solution
to the problems in the country of origin should be found. Most people did not want to migrate, but
did so out of necessity. It was vital to address the root causes of migration, which would be
facilitated by work to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals. Nevertheless, it was also vital to
respond to the existing situation. The action plan adopted to help the Vietnamese boat people in
the 1980s had contained a set of solutions that harnessed global support. Such an approach was
needed today. There was no single solution and one region or country would be able to take
effective action alone. Steps to improve the situation could include: rescue programmes, such as
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the Italian Mare Nostrum programme; respect for the principle of non-refoulement; careful
determination of refugee status; adequate resettlement and relocation programmes; proper legal
channels for migration; and humanitarian visas. It was important to draw on the lessons learned
from past situations.
Mrs. T. ALRIYATI (Jordan), panellist, responding to a question from the MODERATOR, said
that her country had been providing emergency support to Syrian refugees for five years. The
situation of both refugees and citizens in host countries should be considered, as citizens could
also suffer. In Jordan, the large numbers of refugees put significant pressure on the labour market,
with Syrian refugees being seen as more qualified and cheaper than their Jordanian counterparts.
The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees should be amended to take into account
the situation of the modern world regarding the international protection of economic rights.
Speakers agreed that there was a need to develop a comprehensive action plan to respond
to the crisis, with special attention on addressing the root causes of migration in general and the
current crisis in particular. Root causes included poor governance, war, conflict, terrorism, and
differing levels of development in developing and developed countries. It was also necessary to
consider the impact on host societies of welcoming large numbers of refugees. One speaker
stressed the importance of all European countries sharing responsibility for housing refugees and
providing more and improved legal avenues for migration, such as quota systems. A number of
speakers added that international solidarity was crucial. Countries such as Jordan that bordered
the Syrian conflict required support to develop their infrastructure and enable them to help the large
numbers of refugees in their territory. Additional funding should also be allocated to organizations
such as the International Committee of the Red Cross. It was important to focus on the positive
sides of migration, rather than fixating on the negative aspects. Dialogue with countries of origin
was vital to address migration in a holistic manner. Other speakers expressed a variety of opinions,
including that: calls to amend international instruments on migration and refugee protection could
be used as an excuse not to respect international law; such instruments should make specific
reference to citizens fleeing armed conflict; it was surprising that the panellists had not referred
much to the migration corridor in the Americas -- significant support was needed there as similar
rates of migration occurred in comparison to Europe; approaches should not differentiate between
refugees and economic migrants, as economic migrants could also be fleeing a serious situation;
although it was vital to ensure decent living conditions for both refugees and economic migrants,
each group required a different approach; a number of countries were failing to observe the legal
protection mechanisms provided for by the 1951 Convention and other international humanitarian
law instruments; the IPU IHL Committee should focus on forced migration.
Mr. J. RIERA, (UNHCR), panellist, agreed that caution should be exercised in in amending
existing international instruments on migration and refugee protection. The climate surrounding
refugees had become toxic and he applauded countries, such as Germany and Sweden, which
were standing up for the core values of the Charter of the United Nations and the values on which
the European Union had been founded. Standing up for ‘the other’ was becoming an increasingly
courageous act and it was in parliamentary constituencies that global actions and local actions
came together; actions at the local level helped countries to live up to their international obligations.
The housing of refugees should be seen as a responsibility rather than a burden. Moreover,
development should be for the benefit of all. More legal pathways for migrants and refugees were
needed, such as humanitarian visas, asylum, family reunification laws, and private sponsorship. It
was time to look beyond fear and embrace values such as solidarity, and to work together to
find solutions.
Mr. M. ZERAI, Chairman of Habeshia Agency Cooperation for Development, panellist,
stressed the importance of not using refugee issues for political ends, such as to obtain
agreements or bilateral concessions from other countries. It was essential that international law
was respected, which was not always happening at present. A number of developing countries had
willingly opened their doors to refugees, despite the challenges that caused. Others in the
developed world were not shouldering their responsibilities. Conflict resolution should be the
primary focus of the international community. Existing international instruments should not be
changed. However, reform of the United Nations system was vital. Although some countries had
welcomed refugees, he was concerned that refugees were not being permitted to seek
employment and were therefore dependent upon hand-outs.
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Mrs. N. ASSEGAF (Indonesia), exercising the right of reply, said that her country was not yet
a party to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and was reliant on assistance
from UNHCR to support refugees in Indonesia. Although the country’s Constitution contained
provisions on helping those in need, it did not include specific legislation on the right of refugees
to work.
Mrs. T. ALRIYATI (Jordan), panellist, stressed the need for the entire international
community to be involved in finding a solution to the refugee crisis.
Mr. J. BINGHAM, (ICMC), panellist, said that it was important to take measures to both
address the current crisis and to prevent future crises at the same time Civil society was committed
to protecting all forced migrants, regardless of their location or reason for migrating. It was
important to fully implement existing instruments and frameworks on migration rather than revising
them or creating new ones. It was important to find a proper balance of solutions and political input
to ensure that both were sustainable. To do so, a global response was needed, involving all
countries and other stakeholders, such as international and civil society organizations. A mixture of
solutions should be used based on the capacity and competence of each actor.
The MODERATOR observed that the discussion had raised a number of key points,
including the challenges faced in upholding values and existing laws; the need to resolve the root
causes of forced migration; recognition of the global nature of the crisis and the need for
cooperation and shared responsibility; the need for legal avenues for migrants and refugees to
obtain protection; and the importance of respecting the right of mobility.
The sitting rose at 4.45 p.m.
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Panel discussion jointly organized by the IPU and the
Association of Secretaries General of Parliaments (ASGP) on
Powerful parliaments: Building capacity for effective
parliamentary oversight
WEDNESDAY, 21 OCTOBER
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 2.40 p.m. with Mr. G.J. Hamilton, Secretary General of the
Senate of the Netherlands, Moderator, in the Chair.
The MODERATOR said that in his country, the Senate focused more on legislative work,
leaving the oversight work to the House of Representatives; that arrangement was common in
many bicameral systems. However, oversight was an important function of all parliaments around
the world and building capacity in that regard was crucial. He introduced the panellists:
Mr. D. Pkosing Losiaku, Member of the National Assembly of Kenya, Mr. A. Pociej, Member of the
Senate of Poland, and Mr. C. Robert, Director of the Senate of Canada.
Mr. D. PKOSING LOSIAKU (Kenya), panellist, observed that parliamentarians derived their
power from the people that elected them and, in many countries, from the Constitution. In his
country, there was a clear separation of powers between Parliament and the Executive. For
example, MPs were now unable to serve as ministers. Previously, when parliamentarians had been
ministers and members of the Executive, the oversight capacity of Parliament had been limited. By
contrast, the current system prevented party allegiances from compromising oversight activities.
The most common method of oversight was through parliamentary committees: effective oversight
required an adequate number of committees in relation to the number of government departments.
In addition, the Kenyan National Assembly had control over the budget and had the final say over
appointments to the Executive, both of which increased its oversight capacity and power. A key
challenge was exercising its oversight activities; in Kenya, the Constitution granted parliament the
ability to use the powers of the high court. That allowed Parliament to censure ministers and other
members of the Executive for refusing to appear before parliamentary committees, for example.
Mr. A. POCIEJ (Poland), panellist, said that during the Communist era of his country,
although there had been a Parliament that had had the tools to exercise oversight, in reality those
tools had been an ineffective façade. In a democratic State, it was general principles rather than
the model or structure of the democracy that was important. Although a set of institutions that
worked together effectively was necessary, a free press, an independent legal system and
opposition parties to exercise oversight were also crucial. Despite the need for powerful
parliaments, it was important that the Judiciary was equally strong and that parliaments
respected it.
Mr. C. ROBERT (Canada), panellist, focusing on the Westminster system used by his
country, stated that the main elements of effective oversight were accountability, responsibility and
scrutiny. There were two forms of oversight: formal and informal. Informal oversight was generally
used by parliaments to challenge laws and budgets, but had no immediate consequences. The
consequences of formal oversight included the fall or replacement of the government. Informal
actions included opportunities for the opposition to pose questions to ministers and the Prime
Minister (question time), debates prompted by adjournment motions or debates asking MPs for
their views on an aspect of public policy (“take note” debates). Some measures had a degree of
both informality and formality, such as committee studies, reviews of legislation and days set aside
for the opposition to ask questions that challenged government policy (“supply days”). Formal
measures included voting against the budget or against the speech given at the beginning of each
session of parliament that set out the Government’s legislative programme (known in Canada as
the “Speech from the Throne”). If a government lost those votes, it had no option but to resign. As
government was now extremely complex, and parliamentarians very busy, parliamentary officers
had been appointed in Canada to report to the Government on activities that Parliament regarded
as important. There were currently eight parliamentary officers: the Auditor General, the Chief
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Electoral Officer, the Commissioner of Official Languages, the Information Commissioner, the
Privacy Commissioner, the Public Sector Integrity Commissioner, the Commissioner of Lobbying
and the Parliamentary Budget Officer. The latter complemented the work of the Auditor General by
analysing economic forecasts and expenditure policies in real time.
Speakers drew attention to the different oversight tools available and the challenges faced in
using them. There was general agreement on the need to build the capacity of parliaments to
exercise their oversight functions, including in terms of training for support staff and an increased
capacity to generate information. Limited resources were a key challenge for many Member
Parliaments, particularly those whose countries were experiencing political instability. The
importance of an independent Judiciary, an independent Speaker and independent parliamentary
clerks could not be underestimated.
One speaker drew attention to the effectiveness of his country’s committee system, and
stressed how important it was that committees had sufficient support to be able to follow up on
issues. Another speaker said that, when ministers attended parliamentary sessions, parliaments
could form an idea of the work that the ministries were carrying out. Examples of oversight
activities and tools included debates broadcast live on television, parliamentary research
departments, parliamentary enquiries, field visits, and government reports which parliaments
reviewed and then accepted or rejected. In many cases, the Executive was required to present its
programmes and budget to parliament for approval. Question and answer sessions were also a
common tool that which facilitated interaction between governments and the opposition. There
were a number of approaches to budgetary oversight: some used the committee system to audit
and monitor budgets, while others relied on written and oral questions and plenary debates, or a
specific office to analyse and review government budgets and spending. Some countries had a
specific audit committee to oversee government spending and ensure compliance with the
approved budget. The Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development had developed
guidelines to help parliaments strengthen their budgetary oversight and could provide assistance in
that regard.
One delegate highlighted procedures used to hold the Executive to account, which included
a committee with the power to remove officials from office if they did not comply with their mandate.
If a decision was taken to remove the President from office, then all Members of Parliament would
also lose their seats and new elections would be held. Another delegate observed that oversight
was mainly the responsibility of minority parties. If the majority had control over his parliament’s
oversight function, the effectiveness of that oversight would diminish. That country also had
legislation in place enabling all citizens to request information from the Government. On receiving a
request, the Government had 30 days to provide the information or justify why it would not do so.
As the Government could be taken to court for refusing to comply with requests, citizens often had
a stronger oversight role than parliamentarians.
Mr. D. PKOSING LOSIAKU (Kenya), panellist, stressed that there was no single approach to
oversight. Each parliament was unique and had different approaches, constraints and challenges.
Responding to a question from the floor, he said that in Kenya, there had been a marked
improvement in his Parliament’s oversight role after the adoption of the new Constitution which
included provisions on a clear separation of powers. It enabled oversight to be carried out in the
name of the people rather than political parties. One way to assess the effectiveness of oversight
activities would be to consider for whom they were being carried out: if it was for the people, and
they were satisfied with the results, then the activities could be considered to be effective.
Mr. A. POCIEJ (Poland), panellist, responding to questions from the floor, said that a lawful
and transparent electoral system, civilian oversight of the army, exclusion of the army from politics,
and a procedure for the transfer of power were vital for democracy. His country had a tribunal to
oversee elections, which was the only body that could release election results. A country’s
democratic experience was also important: the longer that democracy had been in place, the more
developed were a country’s respect for and public awareness of democratic customs and
traditions. In newer democracies, including Poland, a disputed election result, such as the one that
had occurred in the United States of America in 2000, could have led to civil war. But as the United
States was a long-term democracy with a strong Judiciary, it had been possible to resolve the
situation through the Supreme Court.
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Mr. C. ROBERT (Canada), panellist, observed that there were a number of different
oversight methods, all of which had different impacts. Responding to a question from the floor, he
explained that he used the terms formal and informal activities to grade the actions in question. In
Canada, formal mechanisms had consequences for the Government and included MPs voting
against the budget or against the Speech from the Throne. If that happened, it meant that the one
or both houses of parliament no longer had confidence in the Government and that the
Government had to resign. Informal mechanisms had no tangible consequences, but were a way
for parliamentarians to criticize the Government. Actions such as voting for amendments to
legislation had both formal and informal elements, but did not have consequences for
the Government.
The MODERATOR outlined a process in his country whereby, every year, on the third
Wednesday in March, all government departments were required to report to parliament on how
they had used and managed their budget for the previous year.
The sitting rose at 4.30 p.m.
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Adoption of resolutions,
final documents and reports
SITTING OF WEDNESDAY, 21 OCTOBER
(Afternoon)
The sitting was called to order at 3.05 p.m. with Mr. S. Chowdhury (Bangladesh), President
of the IPU, in the Chair.
Item 4 of the agenda
Democracy in the digital era and the threat to privacy and individual freedoms
(Standing Committee on Democracy and Human Rights)
(A/133/4-DR)
The PRESIDENT drew attention to the draft resolution which had been submitted by the
Standing Committee on Democracy and Human Rights (document A/133/4-DR).
Mrs. B. JÓNSDÓTTIR (Iceland), Rapporteur of the Standing Committee, said that the
Standing Committee had unanimously approved its resolution after valuable input from many
Committee members at all stages. In putting forward the subject item, she had intended to have an
informative debate about the issues addressed by the resolution. She believed the approved text
represented a strong new standard on human rights in the digital world.
The Standing Committee had considered 113 amendments. It had been a challenging task
but one that had greatly improved the quality of the text. The resolution first highlighted several
issues and violations of human rights and subsequently offered a number of solutions. If the
Assembly chose to adopt the resolution, she urged all parliamentarians to ensure that that their
national parliaments quickly began to implement it.
The draft resolution was adopted unanimously.
Item 6 of the agenda
Approval of the subject item for the Standing Committee on Democracy and Human Rights
th
at the 135 IPU Assembly and appointment of the Rapporteurs
(A/133/6-R.1)
The PRESIDENT said that the Standing Committee's Bureau had put forward two possible
subject items. The Standing Committee had voted to choose the proposal of Australia entitled The
freedom of women to participate in political processes without interference: partnerships between
men and women to ensure their free and safe participation in all aspects of the political process.
Mrs. L. Markus (Australia) had been appointed as one co-Rapporteur. He would consult with the
geopolitical groups to identify a second co-Rapporteur.
He proposed that the Assembly approve the subject item and appointment of the first
co-Rapporteur.
It was so decided.
Item 5 of the agenda
Reports of the Standing Committees on Peace and International Security; Sustainable
Development, Finance and Trade; and on United Nations Affairs
(a)

Standing Committee on Peace and International Security

Mr. R. TAU (South Africa), President of the Standing Committee, said that the Bureau had
discussed the outcome of the Joint Meeting of Chairpersons of the Geopolitical Groups and
Presidents of the Standing Committees, in particular the issue of non-attendance and the
commitment and ability of bureau members to consistently attend bureau meetings. As a result, the
members of the Bureau of the Standing Committee on Peace and International Security had
committed to consistently attending Bureau meetings and to ensure that the work of the Committee
responded to the challenges set by the Secretary General and President of the IPU.
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The Standing Committee had decided to devote its time at the 134 Assembly, to continuing
discussions and finalizing its resolution entitled Terrorism: The need to enhance global cooperation
against the threat to democracy and individual rights.
Other points discussed by the Bureau had included the possibility of partnerships with
organizations that had similar interests to the Committee such as Parliamentarians for Nuclear
Non-Proliferation and Disarmament (PNND), which worked to promote global security and peace.
Bureau members had attended a recent PNND event in Prague and had received invitations to
other events as a result.
(b)

Standing Committee on Sustainable Development, Finance and Trade

Mrs. S. TIOULONG (Cambodia), Rapporteur of the Standing Committee, said that the
Committee had discussed the preliminary draft outcome document that would be adopted at the
Parliamentary Meeting to be held on the occasion of the United Nations climate change conference
(COP21) in Paris in December 2015. Mr. H. Maurey (France), the Rapporteur of that meeting and
author of the document, had taken note of the Standing Committee's various comments on the text.
He would incorporate them into a new draft to be presented at the Parliamentary Meeting. The
Standing Committee had heard a presentation on the 2015 Global Climate Legislation Study, to
which the IPU had contributed. It had been made aware of the draft Parliamentary Action Plan on
Climate Change, which was being developed under the leadership of the IPU President.
The Committee had also debated the subject of its next resolution, Ensuring lasting
protection against destruction and deterioration for the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of
humanity. After introductions from a UNESCO representative and one of the resolution's coRapporteurs, 20 parliamentarians had participated in the debate. They had highlighted the
importance of cultural heritage and the need to ratify and implement conventions and other
agreements on that subject. The Committee had also held elections to fill the vacancies on
its Bureau.
(c)

Standing Committee on United Nations Affairs

Mr. A. AVSAN (Sweden), President of the Standing Committee, said that three new
members had been elected to the Bureau and that he had been confirmed as Committee
President. The Committee had held two panel discussions, the first of which was on the United
th
Nations Peacebuilding Commission and had marked its 10 anniversary. The discussion had
focused on the expectations and shortcomings of United Nations peacebuilding. Peacebuilding
should not be addressed by the Peacebuilding Commission alone but should form part of decisionmaking and operations across the United Nations system. The United Nations should also avoid
leading peacebuilding work in post-conflict countries; it should instead focus on capacity-building
and enabling national institutions and actors to manage peacebuilding processes.
The second panel discussion had looked at the role of the International Court of Justice in
resolving international disputes. The Court had been deemed to be a force for good that should be
better utilized. The Court helped countries to resolve disputes when political negotiations were at
an impasse. Bringing a case before the Court was an act of peace, signalling that the parties
wished to respect international law.
Following the meeting of the Bureau of the Standing Committee, it had been agreed that, at
th
the 134 Assembly, the Committee would hold a hearing with the candidates for the post of United
Nations Secretary-General and would also hold a discussion on how to review progress on the
Sustainable Development Goals.
The PRESIDENT proposed that the Assembly took note of the reports of the three
Standing Committees.
It was so agreed.
Item 3 of the agenda
General debate
The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and more humane migration
The PRESIDENT said that the Assembly had had a rich and substantive debate in the
previous few days on what was undoubtedly one of the most burning issues that the word faced at
that time. The high-level speakers from the United Nations and other organizations had shared
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valuable and informative insights on the subject. The Assembly had tried to identify possible
solutions with a particular focus on the role that parliamentarians could play and how the
parliamentary dimension could add value to the debate on migration.
The Assembly had also seen the launch of a new handbook for parliamentarians, Migration,
human rights and governance, which had been jointly produced with the International Labour
Organization and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. He hoped
that the handbook would be an important tool for parliamentarians in navigating migrationrelated issues.
He introduced the outcome of the General Debate, a Declaration entitled The imperative for
fairer, smarter and more humane migration. The text sought to capture the essence and spirit of
the Assembly’s debate and to provide a set of practical measures that parliaments could undertake
relating to: building and implementing a protective legal framework; ensuring fairness, nondiscrimination and respect for the human rights of migrants; and working for social cohesion and
peaceful and inclusive societies.
He proposed that the Assembly endorse the Declaration The imperative for fairer, smarter
and more humane migration.
The Assembly unanimously endorsed the Declaration.
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Closure of the Assembly
Ms. A. ALQUBAISI (United Arab Emirates), speaking on behalf of the Arab Group, welcomed
the many rich discussions that had been held in the Assembly, the Standing Committees and other
meetings. She expressed particular appreciation for adoption of the emergency item proposed by
the United Arab Emirates and Sudan and for the considerable discussion that it had generated. All
the parliamentarians that had participated in the Assembly should do everything in their power to
ensure that the resolutions and decisions that had been adopted were implemented nationally,
especially those regarding the protection of migrants.
Mrs. L. MARKUS (Australia), speaking on behalf of the Asia-Pacific Group, commended the
rich and diverse discussions that had been held on the various subjects. Many parliamentarians
had contributed their own ideas and practical solutions for addressing the issues raised. The
challenge now was to ensure that they translated those discussions into effective actions. She
thanked the Secretary General and his team for all their hard work before and during the Assembly.
Mr. P. MAHOUX (Belgium), speaking on behalf of the Twelve Plus Group, said that the
Assembly’s discussions on migration and refugees had been an important reminder of the moral
obligation to come to the aid of those who needed to escape from difficult situations. Importantly, it
was also an obligation under international conventions. The Declaration on the subject of the
general debate and the resolution on the emergency item were both welcome outcomes. It was
vital that they were now circulated as widely as possible and effectively implemented in
parliamentarians’ home countries.
The Assembly and its related meeting had highlighted the excellent working relations that the
IPU had with the United Nations, with representatives from the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights participating in debates on refugees and migrants, from the World
Health Organization on health matters, and from UNESCO on cultural heritage. Their inputs had
contributed greatly to the discussions.
He welcomed the attention that the Governing Council had given to the report of the
Committee on the Human Rights of Parliamentarians and the contribution of Mr. M. Sidibé,
Executive Director of UNAIDS, on the subject of HIV treatment.
Ms. V. PETRENKO (Russian Federation), speaking on behalf of the Eurasia Group, said
that, in the short time since the IPU President and the Secretary General had been elected, there
had been significant changes in the work of the IPU, which were to be commended. The Eurasia
Group looked forward to their continued input on how to further enhance the organization and
its work.
Many important, topical issues had been discussed during the Assembly. Exchanging views,
even strongly divergent views, was essential to reaching decisions on and devising solutions to
those issues. All those who had participated should ensure that they worked to improve the lives
and social and economic situations of people all over the world, not least those facing hardship and
difficulties at that time.
It was a time of organizational change for the IPU. The Eurasia Group hoped that
consideration would be given to enhancing the organization’s work in other ways, including through
creating greater opportunities for interaction between the geopolitical groups and by ensuring that
in all debates, countries could exercise their full right of reply to comments or issues raised
by others.
Mrs. G. CONDORI JAHUIRA (Peru), speaking on behalf of the Group of Latin America and
the Caribbean, and its President, said that the Group shared many of the concerns that had been
raised during the meetings of the previous few days and believed that the Assembly was a valuable
forum for formulating mutually-agreed solutions through democratic dialogue. The Group hoped
th
that, at the 134 Assembly, the Standing Committee on Sustainable Development, Finance and
Trade would be able to dedicate some time to discussing the issue of public safety, or the lack of it,
which was of great concern to many countries in her region.
Latin American and Caribbean parliamentarians were committed to working in their individual
parliaments to put the agreements reached at the Assembly into practice and to rally others to the
important agenda of the IPU, with regard to human rights, youth, gender, migrants and refugees.
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Mrs. S. MOULENGUI MOUÉLÉ (Gabon), speaking on behalf of the African Group and its
President, said that the Assembly had provided a valuable opportunity for parliamentarians to
exchange ideas on major global issues in an open and convivial atmosphere. The general debate
in particular had produced a rich debate on the issue of migration; much had been learned about
the particular challenges faced by countries of origin, transit and destination. Parliamentarians
needed to use their position to ensure that the rights of migrants and refugees were protected and
that the rule of law was fully respected wherever migration occurred. The new handbook would be
a valuable tool for parliamentarians as they carried out that work.
The IPU was in good hands under the leadership of its Secretary General and President;
they were to be commended for the smooth running and success of the Assembly. The Group
th
looked forward to working with all colleagues again in Lusaka, Zambia, for the 134 Assembly,
where they would enjoy all that traditional African hospitality had to offer.
Mr. P. MATIBINI (Zambia) said that the Government, National Assembly and people of
th
Zambia were pleased and honoured to be hosting the 134 Assembly in March 2016. The
preparations were already well under way and every effort was being made to ensure the best
possible conditions for participants during their stay in Lusaka.
He hoped that many would be able to extend their trips in order to sample the rich array of
cultural attractions and natural sites that Zambia had to offer, such as the celebrated Victoria Falls,
one of the seven natural wonders of the world, or the numerous national parks and game reserves.
A video was screened, which highlighted Zambia’s rich cultural and natural heritage.
The PRESIDENT said that, when he had been elected in 2014 he and the then recentlyappointed Secretary General had talked about their aspirations for the IPU and how it performed
and functioned. Since then, his aim had been to enhance engagement between the membership
and the Secretariat, so that the Secretariat was better informed about what the members were
thinking and how they wanted to see the Organization evolve. He hoped that the coming years
would be a defining time for the IPU as it looked ahead to the future and its potential. Nevertheless,
the IPU could only fulfil its objectives to the extent that the membership engaged with the
Organization. He therefore urged all Member Parliaments to enhance their engagement with the
organization, as it would benefit individual parliamentarians, the institutions of parliaments and,
most importantly, the people that they represented.
The SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE IPU said that he and the rest of the Secretariat
remained committed to working with Member Parliaments in order to deliver the global mandate of
the organization.
rd

The PRESIDENT urged all parliamentarians who had participated in the 133 Assembly to
share the resolutions that had been agreed with other parliamentarians in their home countries, in
accordance with Article 7 of the Statutes of the IPU. They should endeavour to spread the word
about the work of the IPU and the good practices that it promoted.
He looked forward to seeing everyone again in Lusaka and declared the
rd
133 Assembly closed.
The sitting rose at 4.30 p.m.
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Declaration from the General Debate on
The imperative for fairer, smarter and
more humane migration
rd

Endorsed by the 133 IPU Assembly
(Geneva, 21 October 2015)
rd

We, parliamentarians from over 135 countries gathered in Geneva at the 133 IPU Assembly,
debated The moral and economic imperative for fairer, smarter and more humane migration.
International migration in today’s world presents multi-faceted challenges and opportunities. It has
become an increasingly complex global phenomenon, which involves mixed migration flows
comprising migrant workers, asylum-seekers and individuals who move for a combination of
reasons, as well as those who are known as “survival migrants”.
The root causes of forced migration are often foreseeable. These include armed conflict, violent
extremism, extreme poverty, food insecurity, climate change, forced enrolment in State and nonState armies and militias, harmful traditional practices and gender-based violence. These complex
and sometimes novel challenges result in additional risks, especially human trafficking and migrant
smuggling, with more and more people found in distress at sea and in deserts. Girls are subjected
to particular risks, such as torture, sexual slavery, forced labour and other forms of abuse, both in
transit and in destination countries.
This situation calls for action. This action must be guided by the principle that migrants are not
numbers, but human beings. As rights-bearers, they are to be treated with dignity and with respect
for their human rights, regardless of their motive for leaving their homes or their status as regular or
irregular migrants.
We recall that the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development urges us to ensure that migration is
regulated in an “orderly, safe, regular and responsible” manner. For this purpose, governments
must adopt well-managed migration policies that enable migrants to fully develop their potential to
contribute to human and economic development.
Migration is an opportunity. We recognize that migration yields significant benefits for host
countries and countries of origin, as well as for individuals, families and communities. Destination
countries benefit from the diversity that migrants bring: new skills, a much-needed workforce, new
contributions to their economies and the opportunity to counter the economic challenges posed by
ageing populations. But host societies also face challenges in ensuring fair working conditions for
all, as well as social cohesion through appropriate schemes of integration. As far as countries of
origin are concerned, they benefit from remittances, investments from diaspora networks and from
the newly-acquired skills and experiences of returning migrants, but they also have to cope with the
challenges of “brain drain” and separated families, which may result in children being left without
proper care.
Migration should be safe. Persons fleeing persecution require special legal protection as refugees.
In a context of mixed migration, it is important to ensure that asylum-seekers have an opportunity
to lodge their claims and be duly heard. The return of persons whose asylum claims have been
rejected after a full and fair hearing, and of irregular migrants, must be conducted in a safe and
humane manner, with due respect for the principles of non-refoulement and prohibition of torture
and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, while also upholding the best interests
of the child and the right to respect for private and family life.
Similarly, migrant women and children require particular attention and protection from abuse,
exploitation and violence. Migrants working in the informal sector require particular social and legal
protection, given their vulnerability to exploitation and abuse in such situations.
Migration must be constructive. The social integration of migrants and refugees is best ensured
when host countries provide children and young adults with unhindered access to education, and
ensure access to employment, health and social services to all, while authorizing family
reunification is made possible. Mutual respect for cultural differences is a shared responsibility of
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host societies and migrants, on the understanding that everyone is bound to respect the laws of the
land and is entitled to enjoy his or her human rights. We must recognize the contribution of
migrants to our societies, and must enact specific legislation to prohibit discrimination and
combat xenophobia.
Migration is a reality. An understanding of the push and pull factors of migration calls for expanding
safe and regular channels of migration. In addition, the current situation in the Mediterranean and
in other parts of the world and the prevalence of migrant smuggling and human trafficking, as well
as xenophobia, call for urgent, coordinated and robust action to save lives, show solidarity and
mitigate the effects of sudden and large migration flows.
We parliamentarians have a particular responsibility in this area. We must demonstrate political
leadership, listen to and voice the concerns of our constituents, raise awareness, oversee
government action and support it, inter alia, by adequately resourcing the responsible bodies. We
must also promote the common interest and respect for human dignity and rights above all
considerations. This will require redoubling efforts and commitments, and working together across
regions, countries, political parties and communities to ensure fair and concerted responses to this
global phenomenon.
As parliamentarians, we commit to working towards fairer, smarter and more humane migration,
Including through the following action:
Building and implementing a protective legal framework
è

Ratify, and ensure the implementation of, conventions protecting the rights of migrants and
refugees. These include:
•

The International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers
and Members of Their Families,

•

The Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951) and its Protocol (1967),

•

The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, and its
Protocols on trafficking in persons and the smuggling of migrants,

•

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women,

•

The International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced
Disappearance,

•

The Migration for Employment Convention, 1949 (ILO Convention No. 97),

•

The Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (ILO Convention
No. 143),

•

The Private Employment Agencies Convention, 1997 (ILO Convention No. 181),

•

The Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (ILO Convention No.189),

•

as well as other relevant regional and international instruments;

è

Encourage legal responses, whether globally or nationally, to address gaps and grey areas
in the legal protection of migrants and refugees. These can include, inter alia, the law of the
sea on the responsibility for searching and rescuing persons found in distress at sea, and the
laws on responsibility for persons fleeing environmental disasters;

è

Oversee the implementation of laws and policies and their impact on migrants, asylumseekers and refugees from a human-rights perspective, with a particular focus on refugee
protection, gender equality and the rights of the child;

Ensure fairness, non-discrimination and respect for the human rights of migrants
è

Revise existing legislation so as to remove any obstacles to access to basic services such
as education, health care and social benefits for all migrants, asylum-seekers and refugees,
regardless of their status;
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è

Promote and monitor coordination among States in the areas of migration and asylum
through bilateral, regional and international procedures, including through consultation
mechanisms on responsibility-sharing in hosting refugees, ensuring that migration
agreements comply with human rights and international labour standards, and the
prosecution of human traffickers;

è

Design and implement effective regulation of recruitment, particularly of low-skilled migrant
workers, and promote fair recruitment practices;

è

Promote safe, regular channels for migration, including legal entry and residence schemes
for study, work, humanitarian and family reunification purposes in a fair and responsible
manner that does not discriminate against unskilled or low-skilled migrants, women and
young men, and that aims to benefit all concerned, i.e. migrants themselves, the host
country’s population and the economy of both the country of origin and the country of
destination;

è

Ensure the right to decent work for all, and in particular that non-discriminatory labour
standards and the rights enshrined in fundamental ILO Conventions, as well as effective
labour inspections, apply to sectors of the economy employing mainly migrant workers, and
in particular migrant women, such as domestic work and caring services;

è

Protect all migrant workers from discrimination and abuse, such as sexual and other forms of
gender-based violence and forced organ-harvesting;

è

Revise legislation so as to ensure access to justice for any person on our territory,
regardless of nationality and migration status;

è

Seek alternatives to the administrative detention of undocumented migrants, and especially
of unaccompanied or separated children or entire families, and refrain from criminalizing
irregular migration;

Work for social cohesion, and peaceful and inclusive societies
è

Lead by example, by speaking out against xenophobia and racism, recognizing the
contribution of migrants to society and refraining from referring to migrants in an irregular
situation as “illegal” or “clandestine”; challenge and combat stereotypes relating to migrants,
in particular migrant young men;

è

Build empirically-based knowledge and foster balanced public debate on the causes,
challenges and benefits of migration, so as to inform national policies; promote the inclusion
of migrant perspectives in political and public fora, including the participation of migrants,
civil society groups and social partners in parliamentary discussions, inter alia in public and
committee hearings;

è

Take the lead in communicating rationally and factually on migration, while bearing in mind
the human dimension of the issue;

è

Promote anti-discrimination legislation, including the prohibition of discrimination on the basis
of nationality and migration status, as well as criminal legislation against hate speech in line
with the UN-led Rabat Plan of Action on the prohibition of advocacy of national, racial and
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence, aiming to
strike a proper balance between freedom of expression and the vital need to protect
individuals and communities from discrimination and violence, as enshrined in
international law;

è

Support and enhance the contributions of the diaspora, inter alia by facilitating their
remittances and investments and by ensuring their participation in national decision-making;

è

Promote implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the existing
migration-specific goals (target 8.8 on the protection of the rights of migrant workers, in
particular women and those in vulnerable situations, and target 10.7 on planned and wellmanaged migration policies), and the systematic disaggregation of data by migration status.
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Democracy in the digital era and the threat
to privacy and individual freedoms
rd

Resolution adopted unanimously by the 133 IPU Assembly
(Geneva, 21 October 2015)
rd

The 133 Assembly of the Inter-Parliamentary Union,
Recalling the guiding principles of the Charter of the United Nations,
Also recalling the human rights and fundamental freedoms enshrined in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and relevant international human rights treaties, including the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights,
Further recalling the resolution The role of parliaments in striking a balance between
national security, human security and individual freedoms, and in averting the threat to democracy
th
adopted by the 118 IPU Assembly (Cape Town, April 2008),
Noting United Nations General Assembly Resolution 69/166 The right to privacy in the
digital age of 18 December 2014,
Also noting the report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on
the right to privacy in the digital age,
Recalling the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, and
bearing in mind that civil society and business entities can play an important role in either
enhancing or diminishing the enjoyment of human rights, including the right to privacy and freedom
of expression in the digital era,
Considering that fundamental rights also apply in cyberspace,
Acknowledging the interdependence between democracy and the right to privacy,
freedom of expression and information and an open and free Internet, and in view of the universal
recognition of the right to privacy, its protection in international law and the expectations of citizens
around the world that the right to privacy is safeguarded both in law and in practice,
Also acknowledging that, in the area of digital surveillance, it is not enough simply to
adopt and enforce legislation and that procedural safeguards are sometimes weak and oversight
ineffective,
Expressing concern that mass surveillance programmes regarding digital
communications and other forms of digital expression constitute violations of the right to privacy,
including when conducted extraterritorially, and endanger the rights to freedom of expression and
information, as well as other fundamental human rights, including the rights to freedom of peaceful
assembly and of association, thus undermining participative democracy,
Acknowledging the need for capacity-building, for the empowerment of
parliamentarians and parliamentary specialized bodies in the identification of legislative gaps, for
the enactment of legislation dealing with the protection of human rights, including the right to
privacy, and for the prevention of the violation of such rights,
Affirming the responsibility of parliaments to establish, in line with international
principles and undertakings, a comprehensive legal framework to exercise effective oversight of the
actions of government agencies and/or surveillance agencies acting on their behalf, and to ensure
accountability for all violations of human rights and individual freedoms,
Expressing the need to engage and consult with all relevant stakeholders, including
civil society groups, academia, the technical community and the private sector on policy-making
related to the digital era,
Acknowledging the importance and expertise of national human rights institutions,
non-governmental organizations and human rights advocates, and their role in monitoring, policymaking, consultation and awareness-raising, and welcoming greater cooperation between these
organizations and advocates, parliaments and parliamentarians worldwide,
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Taking note of the work and contribution of these entities, such as the International
Principles on the Application of Human Rights to Communications Surveillance (the Necessary and
Proportionate Principles), endorsed by more than 400 non-governmental organizations and the
Global Network Initiative,
Affirming the need for secure and uncompromised systems of communication for the
public good and the protection of basic rights,
Considering the findings of the report of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the
promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, on the use of
encryption and anonymity,
Recognizing the contribution of parliaments to, and their impact on, decisions
facilitating the national and international consensus needed for concerted and effective action on
these issues,
1.

Calls on parliaments to take part in the development and implementation of an overall
strategy to enable in the long run the whole population to enjoy the considerable
benefits that the Internet can bring to economic, social, cultural and environmental life
in order to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals adopted by the
United Nations;

2.

Underlines that this overall strategy should aim both legally and ethically to build a
digital ecosystem that is capable of guaranteeing the same rights to all citizens and
ensuring that their freedom is effectively protected, particularly in terms of educating
all people in digital know-how, and ensuring an equity between actors that will avoid
any abuse of a dominant position;

3.

Underscores that all legislation in the field of surveillance, privacy and personal data
must be based on the principles of legitimacy, legality, transparency, proportionality,
necessity and the rule of law;

4.

Calls on parliaments to review their national frameworks and State practices with a
view to promoting and increasing public participation and involvement in the digital
era, free exchange of information, knowledge and ideas and equal access to the
st
Internet and, with a view to enhancing democracy in the 21 century, encourages
parliaments to remove all legal limitations on freedom of expression and the flow of
information and to uphold the principle of Net neutrality;

5.

Urges parliaments to carefully review national laws and the practices of government
agencies and/or surveillance organizations acting on their behalf so as to make sure
that they comply with international law and human rights, especially as they relate to
the right to privacy, and calls on parliaments to guarantee, as part of that review, that
private and public companies will not be forced to cooperate with the authorities on
practices that impair their customers’ human rights, with the exceptions provided for in
international human rights law;

6.

Calls on parliaments to ensure that national legal frameworks comply fully with
international human rights law when applied to interception, analysis, collection,
storage and commercial use of data and to share reviews and information from
individual States and the IPU on related cases;

7.

Urges parliaments to review their legislation in order to prohibit the interception,
collection, analysis and storage of personal data, including when those actions are of
an extraterritorial or bulk nature, without the informed consent of the individuals
concerned or a valid order granted by an independent court on grounds of reasonable
suspicion of the targets’ involvement in criminal activity;

8.

Underscores that privacy protections must be consistent across domestic and
international borders and calls on parliaments to make sure that privacy protections in
national law cannot be bypassed by reliance on secretive and informal data-sharing
agreements with foreign States or multinationals;
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9.

Calls on parliaments to enact comprehensive legislation on data protection, for both
the public and private sectors, providing, at the minimum, for strict conditions
regarding permission to intercept, collect, analyse and store data, for clear and precise
limitations on the use of intercepted and collected data, and for security measures that
ensure the safest possible preservation, anonymity and proper and permanent
destruction of data; and recommends the establishment of independent and effective
national data-protection bodies with the necessary power to review practices and
address complaints, while further urging parliaments to ensure that their national legal
frameworks on data protection are in full compliance with international law and human
rights standards, making sure that the same rights apply to both offline and
online activities;

10.

Also calls on parliaments to ensure through legal means that all collaboration on
various surveillance programmes between governments and companies, entities and
all other organizations is subject to parliamentary oversight, insofar as it does not
hamper the conduct of criminal investigations;

11.

Further calls on national parliaments and governments to encourage the private
technology sector to honour its obligations to respect human rights, bearing in mind
the Guiding Principles on Human Rights and Business, as customers of these
companies must be fully informed of how their data is being gathered, stored, used
and shared with others, and further calls on parliaments to promote both global norms
on user agreements and more development of user-friendly data-protection
techniques which counter all threats to Internet security;

12.

Urges parliaments to reject the interception of telecommunications and espionage
activities by any State or non-state actor involved in any action, which negatively
affects international peace and security, as well as civil and political rights, especially
those enshrined in Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which states that
"no one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family,
home or correspondence" and that "everyone has the right to the protection of the law
against such interference or attacks";

13.

Recognizes the need for parliaments to specify, in relative detail, the circumstances
under which any interference with the right to privacy may be permitted, to establish
strict judicial procedures for the authorization of communications surveillance and to
monitor the implementation of those procedures, limits on the duration of surveillance,
security and storage of the data collected, and safeguards against abuse;

14.

Emphasizes that while national security arguments will invariably be advanced that
diverse digital technology tools may threaten the security and well-being of a State,
parliaments need to review their capacity to oversee all executive action and ensure
that a balance is struck between national security and individual freedoms so as to
ensure that measures taken in the name of national security and counter-terrorism
comply strictly with human rights, and avert any threats to democracy and
human rights;

15.

Strongly urges parliaments to review and establish effective, independent and
impartial oversight mechanisms where needed and include them in the legal
framework; stresses that parliaments must investigate any shortcomings in their
oversight function and the reasons behind them, making sure that their oversight
bodies, such as parliamentary committees and parliamentary ombudsmen, have
sufficient resources, proper authorizations and the requisite authority to review and
publicly report on the actions of government agencies and/or surveillance agencies
acting on their behalf, including actions in cooperation with foreign bodies through the
exchange of information or joint operations;

16.

Calls on parliaments to acknowledge that civil society and public participation can play
a vital role in monitoring the executive branch and encourages parliaments and
parliamentarians to promote and engage in consultation and to welcome assistance
from all stakeholders, including national human rights institutions, the private sector,
civil society, the technical community, the academic community and users, in their
monitoring, policy-making and policy implementation efforts;
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17.

Strongly urges parliaments to ensure that attempts to restrict democratic voices
online, including journalists, other media actors and human rights defenders, through
imprisonment, harassment, censorship, hacking, illicit filtering, blocking, monitoring
and other repressive means are strictly forbidden in national legislation in accordance
with international human rights law, treaties and conventions;

18.

Strongly recommends that parliaments, as part of their oversight function, enact
coherent and comprehensive legislation on the protection of whistleblowers in line with
international standards and best practices;

19.

Calls on parliaments to uphold both governmental and corporate accountability for
violations of human rights, such as the right to physical and psychological integrity, the
right to privacy, freedom of expression and other individual freedoms, so that such
accountability includes adequate sanctions to ensure justice and to act as a deterrent,
including criminal prosecution, administrative fines, suspension or withdrawal of
business licences, and the payment of reparation to individuals for harm caused;

20.

Also calls on parliaments to ensure that the necessary legal and administrative
measures are taken to combat trafficking in persons perpetrated through the Internet,
and to combat gender-based harassment and cyber-violence that targets, in particular,
women and children;

21.

Underscores the right to effective remedy for victims of violations of the right to privacy
and other individual freedoms and calls on parliaments to provide for procedural
safeguards in law, thereby facilitating access to duly implemented remedies;

22.

Strongly urges parliaments to enable the protection of information in cyberspace and
associated infrastructure, so as to safeguard the privacy and individual freedom of
citizens by developing formal as well as informal cooperation and relationships among
nations to exchange information and share experiences; further calls on parliaments to
carry out technical and procedural cooperation as well as to collaborate in order to
mitigate the risk of cyber-crimes and cyber-attacks and, in this context, to modernize
mutual legal agreements so as to address the multidimensional challenges of the
digital era, including speed of response;

23.

Welcomes the appointment of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to
privacy and calls on the IPU to initiate a dialogue with him as well as the United
Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of
opinion and expression, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of
human rights defenders and the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion
and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism,
and to work with them to produce a compilation of best legislative practices in
this field;

24.

Calls on Parliaments to ensure that their respective governments cooperate fully with
the United Nations Special Rapporteurs on the right to privacy, on the promotion and
protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, on the situation of human
rights defenders and on the promotion and protection of human rights and
fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism, including in relation to challenges
arising in the digital age; invites parliaments to keep themselves informed of the
Rapporteurs’ recommendations, and to provide the necessary legislative framework
for their implementation, as appropriate;

25.

Invites the IPU to develop – in cooperation with relevant stakeholders, including
international and regional organizations, civil society and human rights experts –
capacity-building programmes for parliamentary bodies tasked to oversee observance
of the right to privacy and individual freedoms in the digital environment.
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Report of the Standing Committee on
Peace and International Security
rd

Noted by the 133 IPU Assembly
(Geneva, 21 October 2015)
The Standing Committee on Peace and International Security held one sitting on 18 October 2015
with its President, Mr. R. Tau (South Africa), in the Chair.
During this sitting, the Committee held an experts hearing Terrorism: The need to enhance global
cooperation against the threat to democracy and individual rights, the topic of a resolution that is
th
expected to be adopted by the 134 IPU Assembly in Lusaka (Zambia). The purpose of the
discussion was to give Committee members an opportunity to learn about current issues in
cooperation relating to counter-terrorism, and to exchange views with experts in the field.
Having dealt with procedural items, the Chair opened the meeting and introduced the experts,
Mr. A.S. El Dawla, Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate (CTED) and Mr. K. Koser,
Global Community Engagement and Resilience Fund (GCERF).
Mr. El Dawla began by explaining the role of the Counter-Terrorism Committee and its Executive
Directorate, and its work in assessing threats and devising standards on counter-terrorism. He
explained that while successful, efforts to counter terrorism could also increase threats, as they
forced groups to transform their activities, shortened time-frames and changed the methods of
recruitment. Nowadays, many fighters were young people or women. This created many
challenges at the policy, legal and operational levels, such as increased difficulties in exchanging
information and transposing measures to create standards and norms, or the need for close
cooperation and coordination at all levels. Mr. El Dawla underlined that the responsibility for
creating new legislation or adapting existing laws lay with parliaments. He added that executive
branches should then apply that legislation, and that parliaments would then have the additional
responsibility of overseeing its implementation.
Mr. Koser was then given the floor. He began by presenting the newly established Global
Community Engagement and Resilience Fund (GCERF) which sought to support local communitylevel initiatives aimed at strengthening resilience against violent extremist agendas, and to be a
new means of countering terrorism. He analysed the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats of this tool.
The new approach was a truly global effort which focussed on communities and helped understand
why people turned to violent agendas. However, it was working in a vacuum as there was no clear
definition of violent extremism. It aimed to bring together security and development communities,
which were often divided while having counter-terrorism right in the middle. With regard to threats,
Mr. Koser highlighted that since the tool was new, there was a difficulty in demonstrating results
that would only appear in the long term. Moreover, the approach of preventing terrorism was still
fragile; and needed to be action-oriented and sustainable so that countries did not revert back to
military responses. Based on that analysis, he then made the following recommendations:
Supporting and funding efforts to counter violent extremism was everybody’s duty. Parliaments
should adopt a comprehensive, action-oriented, counter-terrorism approach, engaging with all
relevant stakeholders. Such an approach should deal with development as well as military
intelligence. Parliaments should also work to ensure that a robust human rights framework was
in place.
Further to the experts’ interventions, a total of 33 speakers, including two observer organisations,
took the floor during the discussion. All the participants had an opportunity to express their views
on the various aspects of the issue at stake.
Many of the interventions referred to acts of terrorism that had occurred in some countries, and the
nature of the legislation that had been put in place or the actions taken to counter such acts. Some
speakers also pointed out that there was no definition of the concept of terrorism, and that there
was a need to come up with a commonly-held notion. They also addressed the issue of terrorism
financing, through money laundering or drugs, and the need for economic and social development
to be at the heart of international assistance, so as to deter young people from being encouraged
to engage with terrorism.
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Speakers commented on how to strike a balance between security and individual rights, including
the capacity to use new technologies and social media, which are now resorted to by terrorists to
recruit people. Many of the comments dealt with young people, often emphasizing that they should
be supported and provided with a better future, and that organisations should be provided with a
means to combat poverty and promote employment opportunities.
Finally, speakers called for acts to replace words, and for stakeholders to go beyond diplomacy
and be more proactive in tackling the roots of terrorism. They felt the need to address more
effectively sensitive matters such as the issue of weapons used by terrorists, and how the suppliers
should be punished. Several speakers spoke about the need to strengthen cooperation to
counter terrorism.
In their concluding remarks the two experts referred to the fact that although terrorist acts were still
being committed, counter-terrorism actions had been successful. They highlighted the need for
those actions to be in accordance with the rule of law. With regard to definition, they supported the
existing framework, which defined 19 actions. They also emphasized the need for prevention.
The Bureau of the Standing Committee met on 18 October 2015. 8 members out of 18 were
present. Two had excused themselves.
The President of the Committee began by informing the Bureau members of the discussions held
during the Joint Meeting of Chairpersons of the Geopolitical Groups and Presidents of the Standing
Committees and their outcomes, especially the reshuffling of leadership positions that was
th
expected to take place in March 2016 during the 134 Assembly in Lusaka (Zambia).
th

The Bureau established the Committee’s work programme for the 134 IPU Assembly. Keeping to
existing practice, it decided to propose that the whole time allocated to the Committee be devoted
to the resolution, i.e., 3 to 4 hours of debate on the resolution itself and some explanation of
amendments, the remaining time being used for negotiating the resolution in plenary. That proposal
was subsequently approved by the Committee plenary.
There was some lively discussion of the methods of work of the Bureau of the Committee, and the
topics to be studied by the Committee. Bureau members felt that better means of communication
should be put in place, and that the Bureau should meet more often. Two members of the Bureau
stated that they would like to host additional Bureau meetings, including with the co-Rapporteurs,
to discuss at length the resolution and other topics of interest.
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Report of the Standing Committee on Sustainable
Development, Finance and Trade
rd

Noted by the 133 IPU Assembly
(Geneva, 21 October 2015)
The Standing Committee on Sustainable Development, Finance and Trade held its sitting on
19 October 2015 with its Vice-President, Mr. O. Hav (Denmark), in the chair.
Parliamentary contribution to the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference
The Committee dealt with four subjects:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Presentation of the 2015 Global Climate Legislation Study;
Information about the Parliamentary Meeting to be organized by the IPU in Paris, in
December, on the occasion of the United Nations Climate Change Conference;
Exchange of views on the preliminary draft outcome document of the Parliamentary Meeting
in Paris; and
Presentation of the draft Parliamentary Action Plan on Climate Change.

The IPU President addressed the Committee at the beginning of the debate. He expressed the
hope that an agreement on climate change would be made in Paris. However, he highlighted that
members of parliament had to push their governments to come up with higher ambitions to combat
climate change. Another important role of parliaments was to ensure a clear, long-term pathway to
achieve the national and global goals, such as the net zero emissions/climate neutrality target by
2050.
The IPU President also stressed that there was an overlap between climate change and many
other Sustainable Development Goals which should be looked at and explored as countries
prepared their national strategies. Such an approach would reduce the cost of countries’
engagement in the Goals and would increase effectiveness.
After the President’s address, the Committee heard a presentation about the 2015 Global Climate
Legislation Study which had published its fifth edition this year. The study was a uniquely
comprehensive review of climate change legislation throughout the world and as such, was of
immense importance for parliamentarians. The IPU was closely associated with the preparation of
the study and the Secretariat had sent copies to each parliament.
One of the authors of the study, Ms. A. Averchenkova (Grantham Research Institute, London)
presented the study to the Committee. The study covered 98 countries plus the European Union,
which taken together, produce 93 per cent of world emissions. Among other things, the study found
that, since 1997, the number of climate change laws and policies had doubled every five years.
Approximately half of those (398) were passed by the legislative branch, and half (408) by the
executive branch (e.g. by decree). Forty-six new laws and policies were adopted in
2014, compared with 82 in 2013.
Ms. Averchenkova informed the Committee that the study included detailed country chapters with a
full list of laws for each country covered, a set of country fact sheets with key indicators, and a
complete database of over 800 climate-related laws. The study was intended as a source of
information for legislators, researchers and policy-makers. It was hoped that parliaments
considering climate change legislation would benefit from the growing body of experience reflected
in the study.
After this presentation, the chair gave the floor to Mr. S. Tchelnokov (IPU Secretariat) to brief the
Committee on the Parliamentary Meeting that the IPU would organize in Paris in conjunction with
the United Nations conference on climate change. Mr. Tchelnokov explained that a two-day
Parliamentary Meeting would be organized jointly by the IPU and the French Parliament as the only
official parliamentary activity held in conjunction with the United Nations conference. A practical
information note on the Meeting, its registration form and provisional programme were posted on
the IPU website. The Parliamentary Meeting would be open to parliamentarians attending the
United Nations session as members of official national delegations or in any other capacity, such
as observers representing civil society organizations.
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One of the outcomes of the Parliamentary Meeting should be the adoption of a declaration. Its
preliminary draft was prepared by the rapporteur of the Parliamentary Meeting, Mr. H. Maurey
(France). The chair invited Mr. Maurey to explain to the Committee the main concepts and ideas
behind his text. He then invited the Committee to provide the rapporteur with comments and ideas
that he could use in his further work on the text.
Mr. Maurey highlighted that parliamentarians had an essential role to play in contributing to the
success of policies to combat climate disruption. Among other things, his draft document tried to
encourage parliamentarians to search for innovative solutions in all areas concerning climate
change – adaptation, mitigation and financing. Improving the level of knowledge of climate change
among parliamentarians, including through peer education, should be promoted. Finally, the draft
document committed to ensure that questions related to climate disruption were systematically
included on the agenda of inter-parliamentary meetings and that the outcome document of the
Parliamentary Meeting would be attached to the Final Acts of the United Nations conference.
Fifteen delegations took the opportunity to comment on to Mr. Maurey’s presentation. They largely
expressed agreement with the current text but highlighted that the outcome should be more actionoriented. The chair encouraged everyone to submit additional input and amendments by
15 November so that they could be incorporated and presented to the Parliamentary Meeting in
Paris.
The chair then invited Mr. Tchelnokov to present the draft Parliamentary Action Plan on Climate
Change that the IPU is preparing under the leadership of its President. Mr. Tchelnokov explained
that the Parliamentary Meeting in Paris would also be an opportunity to advance consultations on
this strategic document that should guide IPU’s climate-related work after Paris. Due to lack of time
it was not possible to make a full presentation of the action plan to the Committee. Mr. Tchelnokov
therefore invited everyone to consult the draft on the IPU website and provide comments,
reflections and input. The action plan would be finalized after the Paris conference and presented
th
to the 134 IPU Assembly in Lusaka for adoption.
Debate on Ensuring lasting protection against destruction and deterioration for the tangible
and intangible cultural heritage of humanity
This debate was organized around the theme of the future Committee resolution, expected to be
th
adopted at the 134 Assembly in Lusaka. The purpose of the debate was to provide the Committee
with an opportunity to exchange views about challenges that stand in the way of ensuring lasting
protection of the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity. The debate would also provide the
co-rapporteurs with initial information about how IPU Member Parliaments might approach this
issue.
The debate was chaired by Mr. A. Destexhe (Belgium), co-rapporteur. Mr. G. Boccardi (Culture
Sector Chief of Unit, UNESCO), also made a presentation to the Committee.
Mr. Boccardi provided background information about the definition of cultural heritage and how it
had evolved over time. He pointed out the importance of community engagement in deciding what
is heritage and how to preserve it. Mr. Boccardi briefed the Committee about the status of some
heritage sites in current conflict areas and warned that the situation was deteriorating. He also
stressed the critical link between cultural heritage and sustainable development for communities
and societies at large.
Mr. Boccardi drew the Committee’s attention to existing conventions and other instruments of
cooperation in the area of cultural heritage. While instruments of implementation were well
developed, effective implementation itself was lacking in some areas. He called the Committee to
work towards a resolution that would call for further ratifications and implementation of these
instruments, highlighting the specific roles that parliaments played in this process.
Mr. Destexhe took the floor after Mr. Boccardi and presented to the Committee his vision about the
content and recommendations of the resolution. He identified nine challenges to the protection and
preservation of cultural heritage: mass tourism, armed conflict and terrorism, looting and illicit trade,
population growth and urbanization, lack of awareness, restoration, globalization, climate change,
and lack of sufficient documentation by some countries. In each of these areas, he developed a
number of recommendations on how parliaments could help overcome the current obstacles to
better protection of cultural heritage. Mr. Destexhe invited the Committee to consult his preliminary
note on the subject, which was posted on the IPU website.
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In the debate that followed, 20 delegations took part. Most of them shared the good practices that
their countries had put in place to protect cultural heritage. Several delegations provided concrete
examples of laws and policies that their parliaments had developed in this area. Some pointed out
that attempts to impose a way of life on communities and societies should also be viewed as a
threat to cultural heritage.
Several parliamentarians argued that the resolution should encourage countries to include new
generations in the protection of cultural heritage through educational programmes in schools and
other settings. The role of parliaments in ensuring support to relevant institutions and cooperation
across sectors was raised. Strong references were made to the importance of seeing identities and
belonging as part of cultural heritage.
Elections to the Bureau
The Committee also held elections to fill the existing vacancies on the Committee Bureau. Five
vacant posts were filled by the African Group, Asia-Pacific Group and GRULAC, respectively. The
Committee was informed that one Bureau member from the Arab Group and one from the Twelve
Plus Group would no longer be able to participate in the work of the Bureau and those members
were therefore replaced by other parliamentarians from the same countries who would serve the
remainder of the former members' terms. Two vacant posts for the Eurasia Group remained
unfilled. In accordance with the decision made at the Joint Meeting of Chairs of the Geopolitical
Groups and Standing Committee Presidents on 17 October, the Committee President will be
elected at the next IPU Assembly in Zambia.
The Committee approved the Bureau's proposal to dedicate time to discussing the resolution.
Should time allow, a panel debate could also be organized.
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Report of the Standing Committee on
United Nations Affairs
rd

Noted by the 133 IPU Assembly
(Geneva, 21 October 2015)
The Vice President of the Committee, Mr. M. El Hassan Al Amin (Sudan) opened the session
welcoming participants and inviting them to adopt the decision of the Bureau, at its Hanoi session
nd
(132 Assembly), to elect Mr. A. Avsan (Sweden) as President of the Committee. The
Vice President then invited Mr. Avsan to take over the chairmanship of the meeting.
Mr. A. Avsan continued with the announcement that three new members had been nominated by
their geopolitical groups to the Bureau of the Committee: Mr. I. Dodon (Republic of Moldova),
Ms. A. Bimendina (Kazakhstan), and Ms. A. Trettebergstuen (Norway). With no objection from the
floor the President declared these appointments adopted.
After announcing a number of UN meetings that will be high on the agenda next year, the President
drew attention to a Handbook on the United Nations published by the government of New Zealand.
Ms. A. King from the parliament of New Zealand formally introduced the handbook as a practical
manual to United Nations bodies and processes. She noted the first edition of the handbook was
dated 1961.
The President announced the two sessions on the programme, which he moderated in
interview style.
th

Session 1: Review of the UN Peace-building Commission on its 10 anniversary
Dr. O. Jütersonke, Head of Research, Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding
(CCDP), Graduate Institute, Geneva;
Hon. A. Correia, Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly of Guinea-Bissau;
Mr. S. Weber, Director General, Interpeace;
Ambassador Y. Stevens, Permanent Representative of Sierra Leone to the United Nations,
Geneva
The PBC was instituted 10 years ago to help consolidate the peace in post-conflict countries. A
resolution of the General Assembly subsequently invited the PBC to work closely with the national
parliaments of the countries involved. Taking the cue from a review of an independent expert
commission of the United Nations, issued in June, the session considered how effective the PBC
has been in stabilizing post-conflict countries. The discussion that ensued confirmed some of the
experts’ conclusion that peace building needs to be better integrated throughout the UN system.
A key point that emerged centred on the need to re-define the UN role in peace building. Peace
building is not a new mission for the UN and draws its origin in the Charter. The novelty of the PBC
is that it was created specifically to manage the sensitive period between the immediate end of
conflict and the moment when a post-conflict country is able to get back on its feet to manage its
own development.
Expectations of the PBC and of the UN’s peace building mandate are often too high. In part, the
UN itself is responsible for raising expectations when it tries to lead the peace building process
instead of limiting itself to enabling actors on the ground to find their own solutions. In the final
analyses, parliamentarians and other decision-makers in each country are responsible for creating
the conditions for peace.
There was consensus amongst discussants that the UN and all peace-seeking actors should invest
more in conflict prevention. On the other hand, it was acknowledged that it is not always possible to
determine when a country is at risk of conflict and whether a conflict is imminent. It is a lot easier to
talk about prevention in theoretical terms than to practice it in concrete scenarios. In a sense, the
PBC could be considered a conflict prevention tool whenever it manages to prevent a post-conflict
country from falling back into conflict.
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Addressing the root causes of conflict should be the main objective of peace building. When this
fails then conflict is likely to return, as the case of Burundi illustrates. Most conflicts are rooted in
some form or other of social, economic, or political exclusion. These conditions in turn undermine
the trust of vulnerable groups in the institutions of government.
The PBC and indeed the broader peace building architecture of the UN (which consists of the
Commission, a Fund, and an Office in charge of operations) is often conflated with the peace
keeping work of the UN. It was important to distinguish between the two. Similarly, the PBC cannot
be seen as an enforcer of the relatively new principle of Responsibility to Protect (R2P). This
principle only comes into play when governments commit atrocities against some of their own
citizens or refuse to protect people from violent persecution. The PBC can only operate with the
consent of the concerned governments.
As illustrated in Guinea Bissau, a county where the PBC is active, parliaments can take the lead in
the peace building effort by constituting a reconciliation commission. Such a commission has been
in place in Guinea Bissau for some time and has helped different groups articulate their grievances.
The IPU, for its part, should invest more in strengthening the capacities of parliaments in postconflict countries to take on a stronger peace building role.
Session 2: The role of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the resolution of
international disputes.
Professor M. Kohen, Professor of international law, Graduate Institute of International and
Development Studies, Geneva.
Ambassador J. Lindenmann, Deputy Director of the Directorate of International Law, Department of
Foreign Affairs, Switzerland.
The ICJ is one of the six principal organs of the United Nations. The Court was designed to
facilitate the peaceful resolutions of disputes through recourse to international law. Despite a strong
record (about 144 cases adjudicated in the last 70 years), many countries who are parties to the
ICJ do not recognize the jurisdiction of the Court as compulsory. This session looked closely at the
consequences of this in terms of the Court’s overall effectiveness as a conflict prevention tool. In
the process, a number of misconceptions and misunderstandings about the Court were clarified.
Contrary to what some people may believe, the Court is not subject to political influence by the
Security Council or other bodies of the United Nations. The custom that five of the fifteen justices
must come from the permanent members of the Security Council has not resulted in undue political
influence on the Court. Court decisions cannot be vetoed by the Security Council.
Overall, the Court is a force for good. It helps countries resolve a dispute where political negotiation
has deadlocked. The Court is paid for entirely through UN assessed contributions. All states are
equally sovereign before the Court regardless of their wealth or power. While it is true that,
technically speaking, Court judgments cannot be enforced, virtually every case in which parties
agreed to the jurisdiction of the Court have complied with the Court’s decision.
Bringing a case before the Court is an act of peace. It signals to the international community that
the parties are respectful of international law. In fact, it was noted, the UN Charter makes it clear
that States have an obligation to seek a peaceful settlement to their disputes.
The Court’s formal decisions should not be confused with its advisory opinions. These come from
instances when countries ask the Court to clarify a point of international law in the course of a
political negotiation. By definition, advisory opinions are not binding and do not entail an obligation
to act. They always matter however because they help extend the field of international law.
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The role of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, parliaments, parliamentarians, and
international and regional organizations in providing necessary protection and
urgent support to those who have become refugees through war, internal conflict
and socio-economic situations, according to the principles of international
humanitarian law and international conventions
Results of roll-call vote on the request of the delegations of the United Arab
Emirates and Sudan for the inclusion of an emergency item
Results
Affirmative votes.................................
Negative votes ...................................
Abstentions ........................................
Country

Yes

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Benin
Bhutan
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Chad
Chile
China
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
DR of the Congo
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Georgia
Germany

10

No Abst.

absent
15
10
10
absent
absent
14
absent
10
20
6

13
6

12
10
absent
11
10
absent
absent
10
13
13
10
13
13
23
10
10
13
10
10

3
absent
absent
absent
absent

13
absent
absent
absent
absent
10
12
18
11
absent
19

751
211
286

Country

Ghana
Greece
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Haiti
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran (Islamic
Republic of)
Iraq
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kuwait
Lao People's Dem.
Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Madagascar
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia
(Fed. States of)
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Myanmar
Namibia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan

Total of affirmative and negative votes ..
Two-thirds majority.................................
Yes

No Abst.

absent
13
absent
11
absent
13
10
23
22
12

6

14
11
17
20
12
absent
10
11
8

4
11
absent

11
absent
10
14
absent
absent
8
11

2
absent
20
absent
absent
absent

15
10
11
absent
11
10
absent
20
3

9
absent

962
641

Country

Yes

Palestine
Panama
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Republic of Korea
Republic of
Moldova
Romania
Russian
Federation
Rwanda
San Marino
Sao Tome and
Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Rep.
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Venezuela
Viet Nam
Zambia
Zimbabwe

11

No Abst.

absent
absent
absent
absent
13
8
17
10
14
20
absent
7
10

3

14
12
12
12
11
17
absent
15
absent
15
10
12
10
13
6

12
11
absent
absent
18

13
17
11
18
11
15
19
13
13

21

N.B. This list does not include delegations present at the session which were not entitled to vote pursuant to the
provisions of Article 5.2 of the Statutes.
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The role of the Inter-Parliamentary Union in countering the terrorism and extremism
of Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), Al-Nusra Front (ANF) and other
terrorist groups associated with them
Results of roll-call vote on the request of the delegation of the
Syrian Arab Republic for the inclusion of an emergency item
Results
Affirmative votes.................................
Negative votes ...................................
Abstentions ........................................
Country

Yes

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Benin
Bhutan
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Chad
Chile
China
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
DR of the Congo
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Georgia
Germany

10

No Abst.

absent
15
10
10
absent
absent
14
absent
10
20
13
12
12
10
absent
11
10
absent
absent
10
13
13
10
13
10
13

3
10
10

10
13
10
3

10
absent
absent
absent
absent
13
absent
absent
absent
absent
10
12
18
11
absent
19

250
400
598

Country

Total of affirmative and negative votes ..
Two-thirds majority.................................

Yes

No Abst.

absent
Ghana
Greece
13
absent
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
11
absent
Haiti
Hungary
13
Iceland
10
India
23
Indonesia
3
19
Iran (Islamic
18
Republic of)
Iraq
14
Ireland
11
Italy
17
Japan
20
Jordan
12
absent
Kazakhstan
Kenya
10
Kuwait
11
Lao People's Dem. 6
6
Republic
Latvia
11
absent
Lebanon
Lesotho
11
absent
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
10
Madagascar
14
absent
Malaysia
absent
Maldives
Mali
10
Mauritania
11
absent
Mauritius
Mexico
20
absent
Micronesia
(Fed. States of)
absent
Monaco
absent
Mongolia
Morocco
15
Myanmar
10
Namibia
11
absent
Netherlands
New Zealand
11
Nicaragua
10
absent
Niger
Nigeria
20
Norway
12
absent
Oman
Pakistan
21

650
433

Country

Yes

Palestine
Panama
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Republic of Korea
Republic of
Moldova
Romania
Russian
Federation
Rwanda
San Marino
Sao Tome and
Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Rep.
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Venezuela
Viet Nam
Zambia
Zimbabwe

11

No Abst.

absent
absent
absent
absent
13
8
17
10
14
20
absent
10
10
14
12
12
12
11
17
absent
15
absent
15
10
12
10
13
18
11
absent
absent
18
13
17
11
18
11
15
15

4
13
13

N.B. This list does not include delegations present at the session which were not entitled to vote pursuant to the
provisions of Article 5.2 of the Statutes.
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Protecting human rights in the fight against terrorism and violent extremism
Results of roll-call vote on the request of the delegation of Mexico
for the inclusion of an emergency item
Results
Affirmative votes.................................
Negative votes ...................................
Abstentions ........................................
Country

Yes

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Benin
Bhutan
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Chad
Chile
China
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
DR of the Congo
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Georgia
Germany

5

No Abst.

5
absent

15
10
10
absent
absent
14
absent
10
20
13
12
12
10
absent
11
10
absent
absent
10
13
13
10
13
13
10
10

13
10

13
10
13
absent
absent
absent
absent
13
absent
absent
absent
absent
10
12
18
11
absent
19

430
184
634

Country

Ghana
Greece
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Haiti
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran (Islamic
Republic of)
Iraq
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kuwait
Lao People's Dem.
Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Madagascar
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia
(Fed. States of)
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Myanmar
Namibia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan

Total of affirmative and negative votes ..
Two-thirds majority.................................

Yes

No Abst.

absent
13
absent
11
absent
13
10
23
17

5
18
8

6
11
17

20
12
absent
10
11
6

6

11
absent
11
absent
10
14
absent
absent
10
5

6
absent

20
absent
absent
absent
15
10
11
absent
11
10
absent
20
12
absent

614
409

Country

Yes

Palestine
Panama
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Republic of Korea
Republic of
Moldova
Romania
Russian
Federation
Rwanda
San Marino
Sao Tome and
Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Rep.
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Venezuela
Viet Nam
Zambia
Zimbabwe

5

No Abst.

6
absent
absent
absent
absent

13
8
17
10
14
20
absent
6
10

4

14
12
12
12
11
17
absent
15
absent
15
10
12
10
13
18
11
absent
absent
18
3

10
17
11
18

11
15
15

4
13
13

21

N.B. This list does not include delegations present at the session which were not entitled to vote pursuant to the
provisions of Article 5.2 of the Statutes.
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The role of parliaments in taking urgent action to protect the climate
Results of roll-call vote on the request of the delegation of
New Zealand for the inclusion of an emergency item
Results
Affirmative votes.................................
Negative votes ...................................
Abstentions ........................................
Country

Yes

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Benin
Bhutan
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Chad
Chile
China
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
DR of the Congo
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Georgia
Germany

5

No Abst.

5
absent
15

10
10
absent
absent
14
absent
10
20
13
12
12
10
absent
11
10
absent
absent
10
10

3
13

10
13
6

7
23

10
5

5
13
10

13
absent
absent
absent
absent
13
absent
absent
absent
absent
10
12
18
11
absent
19

646
165
437

Country

Ghana
Greece
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Haiti
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran (Islamic
Republic of)
Iraq
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kuwait
Lao People's Dem.
Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Madagascar
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia
(Fed. States of)
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Myanmar
Namibia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan

Total of affirmative and negative votes ..
Two-thirds majority.................................

Yes

No Abst.

absent
13
absent
11
absent
10
10

3

5
9

23
17
9

9

5
11

17
20
5

7
absent
10
11

7

5

11
absent
11
absent
10
14
absent
absent
10
5

6
absent
20
absent
absent
absent

15
10
11
absent
11
10
absent
20
9
3
absent

Country

Palestine
Panama
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Republic of Korea
Republic of
Moldova
Romania
Russian
Federation
Rwanda
San Marino
Sao Tome and
Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Rep.
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Venezuela
Viet Nam
Zambia
Zimbabwe

811
541

Yes

No Abst.

11
absent
absent
absent
absent
13
8
17
10
14
20
absent
10
10
14
12
12
12
11
17
absent
15
absent
15
10
12
10
13
18
11
absent
absent
18
7
17

6
11

18
11
15
19
13
13

21

N.B. This list does not include delegations present at the session which were not entitled to vote pursuant to the
provisions of Article 5.2 of the Statutes.
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The role of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, parliaments, parliamentarians, and
international and regional organizations in providing necessary protection
and urgent support to those who have become refugees through war,
internal conflict and social circumstances, according to the principles
of international humanitarian law and international conventions
rd

Resolution adopted unanimously by the 133 IPU Assembly
(Geneva, 20 October 2015)
rd

The 133 Assembly of the Inter-Parliamentary Union,
Expressing its utmost concern about the humanitarian tragedies caused by the recent
worsening of the refugee crisis, which has itself led to a rise in the number of refugees to over
30 million, a significant increase which makes this refugee crisis, in the wake of the deterioration of
the political and military situations in some Middle Eastern and African countries, the worst since
the Second World War,
Deeply troubled by the deaths and the suffering recently endured by thousands of
refugees from some Middle Eastern and African countries from exposure to severe weather or lack
of food or shelter,
Noting with concern that the United Nations estimates that many thousands of
refugees and forced migrants from some Middle Eastern and African countries have been
registered daily over the last three months of this year and that a significant portion of the
population of those countries are at risk of becoming refugees, particularly those from the Syrian
Arab Republic, Yemen, Somalia and Libya, a situation which exacerbates the humanitarian
disaster for refugees even further,
Cognizant of the fact that a lasting solution to the problem of refugees is to be found
through negotiation, and particularly through the peaceful settlement of internal conflicts,
Emphasizing the vital role of regional organizations in helping countries and warring
factions to reach peaceful settlements to internal conflicts,
Underlining the seriousness of the conditions reported by the International Labour
Organization with respect to the social and economic pressures arising from the deterioration of the
refugee crisis over the last three months in host countries and in view of rising levels of
unemployment in those countries, of refugee child labour, of the lower chances of benefiting from
public services, and of their worsening quality, as well as of lower social cohesion between
refugees and local communities,
Stressing the responsibility of regional organizations and the international community,
in particular donor and neighbouring countries, to render support in order to help increase the
capacity of host countries to deal with refugees, provide a humanitarian environment and solve the
problems associated with refugees,
Taking into consideration the United Nations Charter and Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, which acknowledge that all people, without discrimination, should be able to enjoy
their basic rights and freedoms, and which advocate the enhancement of international cooperation
for the resolution of humanitarian problems,
Recalling the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951) and its Protocol
(1967), which provide that refugees shall enjoy their fundamental rights and freedoms, and which
emphasize the social and humanitarian nature of issues relating to refugees, without any
discrimination based on ethnicity, religion, gender, age or country of origin,
Also recalling the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their additional protocols
of 1977, particularly as regards the preferential treatment of refugees,
Emphasizing the need to protect refugees from persecution and fear, as well as to
provide the necessary protection to women and child refugees and to other vulnerable groups,
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Referring to the Statute of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (1950) and United Nations General Assembly Resolution 51/73 (1996) concerning the
exploitation of women and child refugees and their use as soldiers or human shields in armed
conflicts, as well as of other actions which endanger their safety or threaten their personal security,
Stressing that children, adolescents and young people constitute particularly
vulnerable groups and are over-represented among migrants and refugees, and face specific
challenges that include isolation, exclusion, discrimination and insecurity,
Recognizing that women refugees are especially vulnerable to trafficking, abuse,
exploitation, discrimination, unpaid work and gender-based violence, including sexual violence,
Renewing its commitment to the principles of international humanitarian law,
international law on refugees and international human rights law to ensure international protection
for refugees, whether through provisional or permanent measures, so as to safeguard their legal
and social rights,
1.

Calls on parliaments to cooperate with governmental and non-governmental national
organizations, as well as with regional and international organizations, to identify the
reasons for refugee flows;

2.

Also calls on parliaments to cooperate with the relevant national organizations and
regional and international parliamentary organizations, and with the regional and
international governmental organizations, in the preparation of work programmes and
projects for spreading the culture of tolerance and moderation and the principles of
common international values, and for combating backwardness, illiteracy and
fanaticism of any kind whatsoever;

3.

Regrets that efforts made by a number of developing countries are hampered by the
policy of imposing sanctions through unilateral measures, and considers that such a
policy directly affects the welfare of ordinary people and contributes to the escalation
of the flow of refugees;

4.

Re-emphasizes the compliance of United Nations Member States with the principle of
non-interference in the domestic affairs of other nations, respect for national
sovereignty, peaceful settlement of disputes and the non-use of force or threats of
force, so that the peoples of the world may escape the ordeals of combat and war and
the movement of populations from their home countries;

5.

Acknowledges the principle of the “common international responsibility” of the United
Nations and other regional and international organizations to protect refugees from
harm through providing urgent humanitarian aid and support by host countries,
ensuring that refugees enjoy their internationally recognized human rights, thereby
expediting the implementation of international and regional programmes on
international cooperation for sustainable economic development;

6.

Calls on the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and
national and international non-governmental organizations to bear their responsibility
and provide humane conditions for refugees;

7.

Invites Member Parliaments, regional and international parliamentary organizations
and the international community to cooperate with the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees and all other international and regional organizations
concerned with refugee affairs, in order to facilitate the task of monitoring the
application of international rules for protecting refugees and providing them with
accommodation and in order to ensure that the rights granted to them under
international conventions are guaranteed;

8.

Reminds all countries hosting refugees of the need to comply with the principles of
international humanitarian law and international law on refugees with respect to
providing them with the necessary care and prohibiting hostilities against their lives or
any abuse offensive to their dignity, or the handing down of judgments without trial,
while taking all precautionary measures to save the lives of refugees, and being
mindful that every refugee must comply with the legal obligations and measures to
preserve public order to which they are subject in the host country;
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9.

Calls on parliaments and governments to develop and implement special measures
and gender-sensitive policies for women refugees, especially mothers who must take
care not just of themselves but whole families, as well as young women and girls;

10.

Also calls on parliaments and governments to address the special needs of young
refugees, especially those separated from their families and without parental
guidance, to take special action to tackle xenophobia, stereotypes and discrimination,
and to give children and young people access to age-appropriate information on safe
migration and the dangers of trafficking;

11.

Calls for full respect for the principle of “international relief” contained in international
conventions concerning the protection of refugees and emergency and long-term
support for health care, food and other supplies, as well as education for children and
young people;

12.

Calls on countries which are occupying territories to undertake not to deport or
displace civilian populations to other territories, and to ensure the safety and security
of civilians according to the principles of international humanitarian law and
international conventions;

13.

Also calls on host countries not to deport refugees or expel them to the border of
another country in which their life would be threatened for ethnic, religious or
nationality reasons, membership of a certain social category or political opinions; and
notes that States are required to enable refugees to obtain the right of temporary
residence in the event that they are not able to obtain permanent residence pending
resettlement in another country;

14.

Invites Member Parliaments, regional and international parliamentary organizations
and the international community to cooperate in sharing the burden of refugees and
associated costs with host countries;

15.

Calls on the United Nations and all countries that are active at the international and
regional levels both to settle military conflicts in the Middle East in compliance with
resolutions adopted by the international community in order to establish political and
military stability in the region and also to avoid threats to international peace and
security, drawing attention to the fact that the failure of the international community to
deal with the problems of refugees results in other problems of migration and human
trafficking;

16.

Also calls on the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the
IPU, the international community and national and international non-governmental
organizations, to declare a year of refugees.
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Presidential Statement
th

Noted by the Governing Council at its 197 session
(Geneva, 18 October 2015)
The Fourth World Conference of Speakers of Parliaments was held at United Nations
Headquarters in New York from 31 August to 2 September 2015 as part of the series of high-level
meetings leading up to the UN Summit on the post-2015 development agenda.
It is a matter of deep regret that the Speaker of the Council of the Federation of the Federal
Assembly of the Russian Federation could not participate in either the World Conference or the
th
10 Meeting of Women Speakers of Parliament that preceded it, due to restrictive visa conditions
imposed by the authorities of the United States of America.
I reiterate the IPU’s firm belief in the value of open and unrestricted dialogue between
parliamentarians from different political, economic and social systems as a means of promoting
understanding and resolving differences and cannot agree with the use, by any country, of political
visa sanctions aimed at MPs duly designated by their parliaments to attend IPU meetings.
The IPU reaffirms its commitment to the principle and policy of holding its statutory meetings only in
those countries where all IPU Members and Observers are invited, and where their representatives
are certain to be granted the entry visas required for participation.
I take this opportunity to welcome the significant progress that has been made in the cooperation
between the IPU and the United Nations. Nonetheless, I am sure all Members will agree much
more remains to be done. The IPU looks forward to the conclusion of a new Cooperation
Agreement that would place the institutional relationship on a stronger footing and further enhance
the strategic partnership between the two organizations. As welcomed by the UN General
Assembly, the IPU is providing a parliamentary component to major UN processes.
As such, joint events such as the World Conference of Speakers of Parliament and the annual
Parliamentary Hearings at the United Nations should be formally recognized as official UN
meetings, for which all MPs duly designated by the parliaments of the UN Member States are
entitled to receive visas, in accordance with UN-Host Country Agreements.
I invite the IPU Governing Council to join me in taking note of this Statement.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS

Mr./M. Saber Chowdhury
President of the Inter-Parliamentary Union
Président de l'Union interparlementaire
President of the 133rd Assembly of the Inter-Parliamentary Union
Président de la 133ème Assemblée de l'Union interparlementaire

Mr./M. Martin Chungong
Secretary General of the Inter-Parliamentary Union
Secrétaire général de l'Union interparlementaire
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I. MEMBERS – MEMBRES
AFGHANISTAN
IBRAHIMI, Abdul Raouf (Mr./M.)
Speaker of the House of the People
President of the Group, Leader of the Delegation
Chairs Committee
Président du Groupe, Chef de la délégation
Président de la Chambre du peuple
Commission des présidents
QARALOQ, Abdullah (Mr./M.)
Member of the House of Elders
Martyrs and Disabled Committee
Membre du Conseil des anciens
Commission des martyrs et des personnes
handicapées
AKHLAQI, Mohammad Ali (Mr./M.)
Member of the House of the People
Committee on Higher Education
Membre de la Chambre du peuple
Commission de l'enseignement supérieur
BARAKZAI, Shukria (Mrs./Mme)
Member of the House of the People
Bureau of the Standing Committee on Peace and
Committee on Defence Affairs
Membre de la Chambre du peuple
International Security
Bureau de la Commission permanente de la paix
Commission de la défense
et de la sécurité internationale
KOOFI, Fawzia (Mrs./Mme)

KALAKANI, Mohammad Dawood (Mr./M.)

KALEMZAI, Hasibullah (Mr./M.)

SHAREFI, Suhaila (Mrs./Mme)

NASRAT, Khudai Nazar (Mr./M.)
Member of the ASGP
Membre de l'ASGP
RAZ, S. Qudratullah (Mr./M.)
RAHIMI, Wazir Mohammad (Mr./M.)

HUSSAINI, Samiullah (Mr./M.)
Secretary of the Group
Secrétaire du Groupe

Member of the House of the People
Chairwoman of the Women's Affairs Commission
Membre de la Chambre du peuple
Présidente de la Commission des affaires féminines
Member of the House of the People
Committee on International Affairs
Membre de la Chambre du peuple
Commission des affaires internationales
Member of the House of Elders
International Affairs Committee
Membre du Conseil des anciens
Commission des affaires internationales
Member of the House of Elders
Telecommunications Committee
Membre du Conseil des anciens
Commission des télécommunications
Secretary General, House of the People
Secrétaire général, Chambre du peuple
Deputy Secretary-General, House of Elders
Secrétaire général adjoint, Conseil des anciens
Director, IPU Relations, House of Elders
Directeur des relations avec l’UIP, Chambre des
Anciens
Director, International Relations, House of the People
Directeur, Relations internationales, Chambre du
peuple

MOKARAR, Mohammad Yawar (Mr./M.)

Adviser, House of the People
Conseiller, Chambre du peuple

IBRAHIMI, Abdul Fatah (Mr./M.)

Adviser, House of the People
Conseiller, Chambre du peuple

HASHMAT, Sayed (Mr./M.)
Press / Presse
ALBANIA – ALBANIE
IDRIZI, Shpetim (Mr./M.)
Leader of the delegation
Chef de la délégation

Deputy Speaker of the Parliament
Vice-Président du Parlement (LSI)

RAMA, Luan (Mr./M.)

Member of Parliament
Membre du Parlement
Member of Parliament
Membre du Parlement

GIYLAMETI, Blerina (Ms./Mme)
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KODRA, Filloreta (Ms./Mme)
Ambassador/Permanent Representative
Ambassadeur/Représentant permanent
(LSI:

Socialist Movement for Integration / Mouvement socialiste pour l'intégration)

DRIF BITAT, Zohra (Mrs./Mme)
Member of the Executive Committee
Leader of the Delegation
Membre du Comité exécutif
Chef de la délégation

ALGERIA - ALGERIE
Member of the Council of the Nation
Membre du Conseil de la Nation

BENAROUS, Zahia (Mrs./Mme)
Committee on Middle East Questions
Comité sur les questions relatives au Moyen-Orient

Deputy Speaker of the Council of the Nation
Vice-Présidente du Conseil de la Nation

GOBBI, Adem (Mr./M.)

Member of the Council of the Nation
Membre du Conseil de la Nation
Member of the National People's Assembly
Membre de l'Assemblée populaire nationale

CHIHEB, Seddik (Mr./M.)
Bureau of the Standing Committee on
UN Affairs / Bureau de la Commission permanente
des affaires des Nations Unies
MEFTALI, Yamina (Mrs./Mme)
Committee to Promote Respect for IHL
Comité chargé de promouvoir le respect du DIH

Member of the National People's Assembly
Membre de l'Assemblée populaire nationale

DJELLOUT, Ahmed (Mr./M.)

Member of the National People's Assembly
Membre de l'Assemblée populaire nationale
Member of the Council of the Nation, Chair, Committee
on Foreign Affairs, International Cooperation and
National Community Abroad
Membre du Conseil de la Nation, Président de la
Commission des affaires étrangères, de la coopération
internationale et de la communauté nationale à
l'étranger
Secretary General, Council of the Nation
Secrétaire général, Conseil de la Nation

BOULAHIA, Brahim (Mr./M.)

AMRANI, Hafnaoui (Mr./M.)
Member of the ASGP
Membre de l'ASGP
SLIMANI, Bachir (Mr./M.)
Member of the ASGP
Membre de l'ASGP

Secretary General, National People's Assembly
Secrétaire général, Assemblée populaire nationale

SI BACHIR, Noureddine (Mr./M.)
Secretary of the Group
Secrétaire du Groupe

Director, International Relations, National People's
Assembly
Directeur, Relations internationales, Assemblée
populaire nationale
Deputy Director, Protocol, Council of the Nation
Directrice adjointe, Protocole, Conseil de la Nation

MAAZOUZ, Amel (Mrs./Mme)

BONELL, Mònica (Mrs./Mme)
Leader of the Delegation
Chef de la délégation
GALLARDO, Jordi (Mr./M.)

ANDORRA - ANDORRE
Deputy Speaker of the General Council
Vice-Présidente du Conseil général (DA)
Member of the General Council
Deputy Chair of the Committee on Finance and
Budget
Committee on Health and Environment
Committee on Internal Affairs
Membre du Conseil général (PLA)
Vice-Président de la Commission des finances et du
budget
Commission de la santé et de l’environnement
Commission des affaires intérieures
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PALMITJAVILA, Meritxell (Mrs./Mme)

HINOJOSA, Josep (Mr./M.)
Member of the ASGP
Membre de l'ASGP
RODRIGUEZ, Arantxa (Mrs./Mme)
Secretary of the Group
Secrétaire du Groupe
(DA:
(PLA:
(PS:
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Member of the General Council
Chair of the Committee on Land-Use Planning
Deputy Chair, Committee on Health and Environment
Economy Committee
Membre du Conseil général (PS)
Présidente de la Commission de l'aménagement du
territoire
Vice-Présidente de la Commission de la santé et de
l’environnement
Membre de la Commission de l’économie
Member of the General Council
Deputy Chair of the Committee on Land-Use Planning
Committee on Social Affairs
Committee on Education, Culture, Research and Sport
Membre du Conseil général (DA)
Vice-Présidente de la Commission de l'aménagement
du territoire
Commission des affaires sociales
Commission de l’éducation, de la culture, de la
recherche et des sports
Secretary General, General Council
Secrétaire général, Conseil général
Adviser, General Council
Conseillère, Conseil général

Democrats for Andorra / Démocrates pour Andorre)
Liberal Party / Parti Libéral)
Social Democratic Party / Parti Social-démocrate)

ANGOLA
CERQUEIRA, Carolina (Mrs./Mme)
Member of the National Assembly
Membre de l'Assemblée nationale (MPLA)
President of the Group, Leader of the Delegation
Bureau of the Standing Committee on Sustainable
Development, Finance and Trade
Président du Groupe, Chef de la délégation
Bureau de la Commission permanente du développement
durable, du financement et du commerce
BERNARDO TITO, Lindo (Mr./M.)
DANDA, Raul (Mr./M.)
ELIAS, Carolina (Mrs./Mme)
SALUCOMBO, Nvunda (Mr./M.)
PEDRO, Aniceto (Mr./M.)
AMADO, Idalia (Ms./Mme)

Member of the National Assembly
Membre de l'Assemblée nationale (Casa-CE)
Member of the National Assembly
Membre de l'Assemblée nationale (UNITA)
Member of the National Assembly
Membre de l'Assemblée nationale (MPLA)
Member of the National Assembly
Membre de l'Assemblée nationale (MPLA)
Director, Secretary General’s Office
Directeur du Bureau du Secrétaire général
Adviser, International Relations, National Assembly
Conseillère, Relations internationales, Assemblée
nationale

(MPLA: Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola / Mouvement populaire pour la libération de l’Angola)
(Casa-CE: Convergence Angola Salvation Wide-Electoral Coalition / Convergence ample de sauvetage de l'Angola-Coalition
électorale)
(UNITA: National Union for the Total Independence of Angola / Union nationale pour l'indépendance totale de l'Angola)

ARGENTINA - ARGENTINE
Member of the Senate
Chair of the Committee on Agreements
Membre du Sénat (FV)
Président de la Commission des approbations
CREXELL, Lucila (Mrs./Mme)
Member of the Senate
Board of Forum of Young MPs of the IPU / Conseil
External Relations and Worship Committee
du Forum des jeunes parlementaires de l’UIP
Women's Bank Committee
Membre du Sénat (MPN)
Commission des relations extérieures et du culte,
Commission de la banque des femmes
URTUBEY, Rodolfo (Mr./M.)
Leader of the Delegation
Chef de la délégation
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Member of the Senate
Membre du Sénat (U-FSF)
Member of the Senate
Membre du Sénat (PJ)

ESTRADA, Juan (Mr./M.)
Secretary of the Group
Secrétaire du Groupe

Secretary General, Senate
Secrétaire général, Sénat

COLLADO, María Emilia (Ms./Mme)

Officer, Executive Office of Parliamentary Affairs,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Fonctionnaire, Direction des affaires parlementaires,
Ministère des affaires étrangères
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(MPN:
(U-FSF:
(PJ:

Victory Front / Front pour la victoire)
Neuquino Popular Movement / Mouvement populaire Neuquino)
Union for Federal Santa Fe / Union pour Santa fédéral)
Justicialist Party / Parti justicialiste)
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